
UNITED STATES
 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

Aug. 8,2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: Savio, Larkins, EI-Zeftawy 
Powers, Apostolakas, Kress, Seal, Shack 

MEMORANDUM #: AWC-109.2000 

FROM: A. W. Cronenberg 

SUBJECT: MOX Fuel for Commercial LWRs: Miscellaneous Papers 

Attached are copies of various papers/presentations related to the proposed use of MOX, Le.J!1ixed 
OXide... (U,Pu)02 fuel in commercial LWRs. The impetus for MaX in the US relates to US-Russian 
weapons reductions treaties commitments. It should be noted that the Europeans and Far East 
countries burn MaX fuels in their commercial reactors, owing to the fact that they recycle spent fuel. 
The MOX fabrication and irradiation experience from the Europeans and Japanese can largely be 
drawn upon to qualify fuel for commercial LWR applications. It should be noted however, that 
some differences exists, which largely relate to Pu isotopic mix and fuel morphology effects. For 
weapons grade MaX Pu is almost entirely Pu-239, while MaX from recycled fuel contains a mix of 
Pu-isotopes (Pu-239, Pu-240, and Pu-241) resulting from parasitic neutron capture of fissile 
uranium and decay [for example: 92U238 + on1 =[92U239] = 94PU239 + 2(.18°)]. The attached 
papers from various ANS meetings, as well as a recent DOE seminar on MOX, should give you a 
good overview on the subject. A listing of this material is given on the next page. 

Per our discussions of last week, if indeed DOE will first proceed with a demonstration program of a 
limited number of MaX test rods in the Catawba and/or McGuire reactors (Duke Power Co.); then I 
suspect that the regulatory review of the LAR (License Amendment Request) should be of a similar 
nature as the LAR for Watts Bar related to tritium producing absorber rods. For Watts Bar several 
standard AI20 3-B4C absorber rods were replaced by substitute absorber rods made of Li-AI02 for 
tritium production. Because of the limited number of absorber rods replaced, the NRC safety 
review of the LAR for Watts Bar demonstration program was of a somewhat cursory nature (see the 
attached NRC-§afety j;valuation Report----SER). I would think the same regulatory framework 
would apply for a MaX demonstration program, with replacement of a limited number of standard 
U02rods with MaX rods (Pu,U)02 fuel. The regulatory review can be expected to much more 
comprehensive when core loads may contain upwards of 1/3-MOX, which however is several years 
down the road. If you have additional needs, please advise. 
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Listing of Attached Papers/Reports 

Papers/Summaries 

Transactions of American Nuclear Society, San Die"go, CA (June-2000) 

3 Summaries from session on "Reactor Physics Issues of Innovative Plutonium Cycles in Thermal 
Reactors" 

Transactions of American Nuclear Society, Albuquerque, NM (Nov-1997) 

10 Summaries from session on "MaX Fuel Development and Testing Experience" 

Proc. ANS Topical Meeting on Safety Of Operating Reactors, San Francisco, CA (Oct-199B) 

11 Papers from session on "Safety Issues Concerning Burning and Recycle of Plutonium and 
Highly Enriched Uranium Fuef' 

REPORTS 

DOE Report, "Status of Mixed Oxide Fuel Utilization" 

NRC Report, "~afety ~valuation Report (SER) related to DOE's Proposal for Irradiation of lead Test 
Assemblies Containing Tritium-producing Burnable Absorber Rods in Commercial LWRs" 
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REACTOR PHYSICS ISSUES OF INNOVATIVE
 
PLUTONIUM CYCLES IN THERMAL REACTORS
 

Session Organizers: Gilbert Rouviere (COGEMA-Francel,
 
Alain Zaetta (CEA Cadarache-France)
 

All Papers Invited
 

1. Merits and Feasibility of Pu-Er-Zr Oxide as 
LWR Fuel, R. Chawla (SFIT-Switzerland/Scherrer 
Inst-Switzerland) 

The use of plutonium inert matrix fuel (IMF) assemblies 
in current light water reactors (LWRs) represents a promising 
approach for the effective reduction of the large plutonium
inventories, both reactor grade (RG) and weapons grade (WG). 
that have accumulated worldwide. I This paper presents the sta
tus of Swiss research and development efforts toward establish
ing the viability of Pu-Er-Zr oxide as an IMF that could be 
introduced into pressurized water reactors (PWRs) without ba
sically changing fuel assembly and core designs. 

U02 SUBSTITUTION 

A plutonium IMF essentially implies substituting the ura
nium in PU02/U02 mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel, from both neu
tronics and material-technological viewpoints. ZlO2' which with 
the help of Y203 can be stabilized into a single-phase solid so
lution with actinide dioxides, appears to be an ideal matrix ma
terial because of its high degree of chemical inertness.2 The latter 
characteristic is essential for justifying direct geological dis
posal in the context of once-through IMF deployment-a clearly 
warranted strategy considering that the discharged plutonium will 
generally be of very poor isotopic quality. For the choice of the 
burnable poison additive needed for reactivity control at begin
ning of life, there are several other criteria to apply. e.g., favor
able burnup behavior of the IMF and adequate reactivity 
coefficient values.3 Among the wide range of possible materials 
considered, Er20 3 (which also acts similarly to Y203 in stabi
lizing the ZI02-based solid solution) has been found to provide 
the best neutronics characteristics overall. A disadvantage that 
has to be overcome for the Zr02 inert matrix, however, is its 
lower thennal conductivity, relative to that of MOX. The use of 
annular IMF pellets represents a possible design measure to take 
while retaining standard PWR specifications for fuel rod geom
etry and average linear power rating. 

COMPARISON OF 100% MOX, IMF CORES 

Three-dimensional equilibrium-eycle calculations, using Paul 
Scherrer Institute's (PSI's) LWR ELCOS code system. have been 
carried out for two different types of plutonium-burning PWR 
cores, namely, 100% MOX and 100% Pu-Er-Zr oxide IMF 
(Ref. 4). In each case, RG and WG plutonium was considered 
separately; a real-life U02-fueled core was considered refer
ence for comparison. A four-region core with a natural cycle 
length of > 300 days has been shown to be possible for each 
100% plutonium-eontaining loading; the net plutonium consump
tion was found to be as much as about twice as large in the IMF 
cores (-60 to 70%) as with MOX (-35%). The fissile content 
of the discharged plutonium is considerably lower, being 

-36% in the RG IMF case and -45% for WG IMR The reac
tivity balance in going from hot-full-power to hot-zero-power 
conditions shows that while the 100% MOX core with RG plu
tonium would need more effective control rods, both types of 
IMF cores have larger shutdown margins than the real-life UOr 
fueled case. Static physics considerations of transient behavior 
(in terms of reactiVity coefficient values, etc.) have indicated 
greater safety margins for the IMF cores than with MOX for 
certain events, e.g., a steam-line-break accident. Detailed inves
tigations of transient behavior with IMF, however. are called 
for, particularly for hypothetical reactivity-initiated accidents such 
as prompt criticality following control rod ejection. Detrimental 
effects of the lower Doppler feedback and less favorable kinet
ics parameters of IMF cores still need to be quantified in this 
context. 

HETEROGENEOUS IMF LOADINGS 

The transition from an operating UOrfueled PWR to a 100% 
Pu-Er-Zr oxide IMF core clearly implies mixed loadings starting 
with a relatively small number of IMF assemblies. Such mixed 
cores could, in fact, themselves represent a desirable option. Thus, 
for example. LWRs with as little as about one-eighth IMF core 
loadings could operate in the "self-generated-plutonium" mode 
(as compared to one-third MOX-fueled cores). Given the strong 
spectral differences to be expected in adjacent assemblies in such 
a situation, design studies have been carried out for a Pu-Er-Zr 
oxide assembly from the viewpoint of optimizing the power 
distribution in mixed U02-IMF loadings. Three-dimensional 
full-eore calculations have clearly indicated the feasibility of the 
stagewise introduction of suitably designed IMF assemblies into 
a real-life four-batch PWR core; appropriate fuel management 
schemes have shown to result in power peaking factors well within 
standard limits for each burnup cycle.5 

A separate investigation has shown that one could also con
ceive of heterogeneous loadings of Pu-Er-Zr oxide rods within a 
single mixed U02-IMF assembly.6 With 49 U02 rods in a stan
dard 15 X 15 PWR element replaced by IMF, for example, a net 
plutonium reduction similar to that obtained in a MOX assembly 
would be achieved for the U02-IMF assembly as a whole. 

METHODSIDATA VALIDATION 

Conclusions drawn from studies such as those cited earlier 
clearly require additional qualification of the LWR codes and data 
libraries employed. Three types of validation efforts have been 
undertaken to date.7 First, the current ELCOS code system has 
been applied to the analysis of a range of LWR experiments with 
MOX fuel, conducted earlier at PSI's PROTEUS facility. Sec
ond, modeling has been done of reactivity experiments, carried 
out in the CROCUS reactor at Lausanne, using Zr02 rods doped 
with various burnable poisons (including erbium). Third, since 
there have not been any relevant experimental results available 
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from power reactors, the validation of bumup calculations bas 
been based on results obtained in the framework of an inter
national numerical benchmark exercise on the physics of LWRs 
employing IMFs. Several different types of calculational com
parisoDS are being made. ranging from results for unit cells to 
those for mixed loadings of VOl. MOX. and IMP assemblies. 
All in all. the performance of the PSI calculational scheme bas 
been such as to provide a reasonable degree of confidence in tile 
cwrent neutronics analyses. 

A crucial aspect with respeclto the practical deployment of 
Po-Er-Zr oxide as LWR fuel is the testing of its material behav
ior under bigb-burnup c:oaditions. A corresponding irradiation ex
periment, involving the parallel investigation of IMF and MOX 
rods fabricated at PSI. will soon be started at the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development's material testing 
reactor at Halden in Norway.- Extra rods of the same materials 
have also been made available for neutroaics measurements in 
the PROTEUS facility. and first results from these DOvel metbods/ 
data validation experiments are expected in April 2000. 

I.	 Proc. 4th Workshop 111m Matriz Fuel. Villigcn. Switzerland, 
October 19-20. 1998. J. NueL Mater.• 174. 1/2 (1999). 

2.	 C. DEGUELDRE. 1 M. PARATTE, "Basic Properties of a 
Zirconia-Based Fuel Material for LWRs,.. NucL TechnoL. W. 
21 (1998). 

3.	 J. M. PARATTE, R. CHAWLA. "Oa tile Physics Feasibility 
of LWR Plutonium Fuels Without Uranium," ANL NueL En
ergy. U, 471 (1995). 

4.	 U. KASEMEYER.l M. PARATTE, P. GRIMM. R. CHAWLA. 
"Comparison of PWR Core Characteristics for 100.. Pu
Containing Loadings," NueL TeclutoL. In, 52 (1998). 

S.	 A. STANCULESCU. U. KASEMEYER, J. M. PARATTE, 
R. CHAWLA. "CooccptuaI SlIIdies for PWR Cores employ
ing Pu-Er-a Oxide IDcrt Matrix Fuel Assemblies." J. NucL 
Mater.• 174. 146 (1999). 

6.	 S. PELLONI. 1. M. PARATTE. A. STANCULESCU. R. 
CHAWLA. "Neutronics of Inert Matrix Pu-Fuel Rods in a 
U02 PWR Environment," Proc. OECD/NEA Workshop Ad
vQ1ICed Reactors with IlI1IOYative Fuels. VJlligcn. Swiw:r
land, October 21-23. 1998. p. 23S (1999). 

7.	 1. M. PARATTE, R. CHAWLA, R. FRCH. O. P. JONEJA, S. 
PELLONI. C. PRALONG. "Validation Efforts for the Neu
tronics of a Pu-Er-Zr Oxide Inert Matrix LWR Fuc!," I. NIU:L 
Mater.• %74. 120 (1999). 

8.	 U. KASEMEYER. H. K.lOO. G. LEDERGERBER. "Design 
Study of an Irradiation Experiment with Inert Matrix and MOX 
Fuel at the Halden Boiling Water Reactor." J. Nucl. Mater•• 
174, 160 (1999). 

2. Composite Fuels in Inert Matrix for 
• Plutonium Multirecycling Strategy in 
PWRs. Jacques Porta. Stefano Baldi (CEA/CEN 
Cadarache-France). Jean Bergeron (CEA/DRN/ 
DMT/SERMA-France), Philippe Dehaudt (CEA/ 
DRN/ DEC-France) 

Problems arising from the accumulation of plutonium stock, 
whether from civil origin or resulting from arms reform, are be
ginning to be well defined, and a major international effort bas 
been UDdertaken.1 Obviously. elements of solutions to problems 
linked to multirecycling and plutonium in-reactor optimization 
may be found in the short and medium runs by taking into ac
count the capacitics of composite fuels in an inert matrix in the 
fields of DCUtronics and material scienccs. A composite fuel with
out uranium in an inert matrix increases the consumption of plu
tonilllll. as the conversion source (131U) is eliminated at design. 

CHOICE OF A MATRIX 

The selected matrix must clearly meet the requirements of 
very detailed specifications and more particularly be transparent 
to DeUttons, behave satisflll:lorily under irradiation, and have large 
cbemical inertia vis-A-vis the fissile ceramics and primary circuit 
water. This matrix must ensure good tbermomccbanic behavior 
as well as tbermaI conductivity properties at least equal to those 
of U02 (or mixed oxide).l To obtain knOWledge of the behavior 
ofCERCER and CERMET under irradiation. the TANOX exper
iment in the Sn.OE reactor was 1aun<;hed. The major results pre
sented led to the selection of a Zircaloy matrix CERMET fuel.3 

and they show that to keep a suitable set of kinetic parameters. 
the chosen metal must be DCUlrOD transparent. 

ASSEMBLY CONCEPT 

Core loading by using these fuels homogeneously would lead 
to incorrect control; an incorrect set ofkinetic ~fficients (mod
erating. Doppler. vacuum coefficients); and mostly a too-small 
f3.,{Ref. 4). which makes reactivity insertion accidents very dif
ficultto manage. Studies are aimed at defining a heterogeneous 
assembly intended to meet requilements while using plutonium 
fuel in the best possible manner.s Therefore. an advanced pluto
nium assembly (APA) is proposed (Fig. I). 

TABLE I
 

ColllpllriJon of the Physical Parameters of the APA Standard U~ Assembly
 

Fuel assembly panmeters 

Boron worth (perna/ppm)
 
MTC (pc:mI"C)
 
Doppler coeff. (pcmI'"C)
 
Overall draining (pcm)
 
effective Beta (pcm)
 
Control rod worth (pcm)
 

apcm = percent ofmilli Ie. 

APA APA U02 U02 
BOL EOL BOL EOL 

-5.3 -8.9 -9.2 -8.6 
-36.0 -33.7 -29.5 -36.6 
-2.3 -2.2 -2.4 -2.7 

-24500 -67000 -49100 -69500 
473 407 799 436 

29800 35300 38000 36000 
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R4(mm) 11.5= 
TG R3 (mm) = 11.0 } 1.261 mm

R2(mm) 9.739= 
Rl (nun)· 9.239UOl	 = 
Vpu02Ncomb = 0.23 

Local moderation ratio = 5.96 (annuiarpin) 
Global moderation ratio =3.47 

36 24 I 
annular pins guide tubes instrumentation tube 

•

120
 

regular U~ pins
 

Fig: 1. The APA assembly. 

This assembly uses both the standard U02 rods and large 
annular rods using plutonium fuel in an inert matrix. APA has 
two distinct moderation areas: One near the plutonium rods is 
largely ovennoderated (Rm - 6), thus enhancing the correct con
sumption of the plutonium one and the efficiency of the soluble 
boron (Table I). The APA assembly benefits from an external struc
ture in accordance with the current 17 X 17 standard; therefore, 
it may immediately be integrated into current reactors. 

CONCLUSION 

The presented plutonium multirecycling scenario shows that 
balancing the incoming-outgoing plutonium fluxes for the French 

pool is possible, and if approximately a third of the pool uses this 
type of fuel, fluxes may very rapidly be balanced. 

1.	 T. OGAWA, J. S. TULENKO, J. PORTA, "Innovative Fuel 
Forms for Better Management of Nuclear Waste," Proc. NEA 
Workshop on Back End of Fuel Cycle, Avignon, France, Oc
tober 1998. 

2.	 S. BALDI, "D~termination de sch~mas d'empoisonnement 
pour Ie contrale de la reactivit~ de combustibles innovants. 
Application aux CERCER et CERMET au plutonium," PhD 
Thesis, University of Evry, France (Mar. 2000). 
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3.	 J. PORTA et aI.• Miner! Matrix CERMET Fuels: Toward Op
timized Utilization of Pu in PWR.. Ncutronic ShICti_The 
Tanox ExpcrimeDt," Proc. IAEA (TECDOC 1122) rCM 011 

F,"l Cycle Oplions for LWRs GNl HWRs. VICtOria, Canada, 
April 1998. 

4.	 A. PUIU.. J. BERGERON. "Advmced Plutonium Fue) As
sembly: An Advmeecl Cooccpt for UIiDg Pu ill PWRs." NucL 
TechnoL.119 (1997). 

S.	 J. PORTA, A. PUILL, C. AD..LAUD. S. BALDI, "Composite 
Fuels: Defining. Strategy for Better Pu Ulilisation in PWRs," 
Proc. ICONE7, Tokyo, Japan, April 1999. 

3. Advanced PWR Core Design with Siemens 
High-Plutonium-Content MOX Fuel Aseemblies, 
Dieter Porsch, Gerhard Schlosser. Hans-Dieter 
Berger (Siemens!KWU-Gemulfty) 

The Siemeus experieDce with plutoaium recydina dates bd: 
to the late 19605. Over tbc years. exteDsive reaarch aDd deve)
opment programs were performed for tbc quaJificatiOll ofmixed
oxide (MOX) teelUlology IUd design metbods. Today'. typical 
reload enrichments for uranium aDd MOX fuel assemblies aDd 
modem core designs have become more demaDding with respect 
to accuracy aDd reliabi1iry oftbc design codes. This pIpCI' presents 
the status of plutonium recyctiDg iD operating bilb-bumup pres
surized water reactor (PWR) cores. Based 011 actual eumples, it 
describes the validatiOllILatus oftbc desip metbods aDd sareues 
aureDt and future DCCds for fuel assembly aDd core design in· 
duding those related to the disposition of wcapons-grUe 
plutonium. 

VALIDATION OF DESIGN METHODS 

Measurements from operating power reactors with bilb
bumup MOX fuel contribute COIItiDuously to the verifiaItioD of 
the design codes. 1bese data comprise results from routiDeIy per
formed startup IUd core-foBow measurements as weB as from 
specially defined proarams for tbc vcrificltiOll of specific .. 
peets. The accuracy of predicted local power deDsity clistriba

110" 
A • C D E F G " K L • .. P R • 

1 all 1BI ~ ~ ~f2 ~ f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 f2 1BI 1BI2 B f2 f2 ~ F:d 1BI 
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~• 

7
•	 • ~ 

~	 ~ 

to" • F:d • w • Ei3 2700
•	Ei3 Ei3 ,. f2 Ei3 
11 f2 ~ 
12 

• • • 
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• • 
f2 

11 Ei3 f2 • • Ei3 f2 
'M all f2 Ei3 Ei3 f2 181 
fl 1BI1B1f2f2f2f2~f2f2f2f2~f21B11B1 

f!] GuIde Tube 

[!) W..... RDd (Canning 
ftooded wICh coolant) 

Fig. 1.	 Tbe IS X Is-type MOX fuel usembly with an average 
fissile plutonium coateDt of 4.8 wt%. 

lions is derived from comparisons witb IJICUUIed in-core detee
tor signals. An averagerool-mcan-square enorof -1.8% for ax
iI1Iy integrated detector signals results from statistical evaluations 
for uranium and uranium/MOX cores. as weU. These core
follow mcasumDCIIt data have recendy been supplemented by 
pmma-scan measurements conducted on irradiated MOX fuel 
usemblies [assembly average of 4.8 wt% Pu.fi,,; 68% PuJluIPu 
(Fig. I)]. 

With the comprebensive aDd growing ValidatiOll base, the 
Siemens CASCADE-3D I)'SICm for stationary and transient core 
desip (dlJ'ee.dimeDsiODal advanced DOdaI expansion method, mi-

TABLE I
 
1300-MW(e1ecUic:) PWR of the 18 X 181YPc: CompcisoD of Core Physics Qancterjstics
 

PUllllllder 1992Cyde UIMOXCyde 

Natural Cycle Lensth (total) efpd 320(339) 327 (345) 

Max. LHGIl within cycle W/cm 342 364 
Min. DNBIl within cycle 2.81 2.80 
MTC at BOC pc:mIK 
HZP-ARO -9.8 -17.2 
HFP, Xe equilibrium ·30.2 -41.7 

Boron Worth at BOC pcmIppmB.. 

HZP-ARO -8.S -5.3 

HFP, Xe equilibrium -8.3 -5.3 

Average Discharge Exposure MWdlkgHM 34.0 56.5 

Maximum FA Exposure MWdlkgHM 40.0 62.9 
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croscopic depletion scheme, pin power reconstruction (see Ref. 1)] 
has reached a mature level of accuracy in predicting operational 
and safety-related parameters for all modem types of PWRs. 

FUEL ASSEMBLY AND CORE DESIGN 

Economic considerations result in a continuous increase of 
reload enrichments and exposures. Advanced MaX fuel assem
bly designs must follow this trend. To ensure lifetime reactivity 
equivalence with uranium assemblies, the plutonium content of 
MaX assemblies has to be adapted. Another design aspect is the 
ongoing degradation of the plutonium isotopic composition caused 
by increasing exposures. 

The main design features of the MaX fuel assembly shown 
in Fig. 1 (restriction to three rod types, use of water rods for power 
flattening) can easily be transferred to fuel assemblies of other 
rod lattice types (e.g., 17 X 17 and 18 X 18). For a German 1300
MW(electric) PWR of the 18 X 18 type, the actual MaX fuel 
assembly has an average Fuji.. content of 4.6 wt%. Table I com
pares the physics characteristics of a uranium core operated in 
1992 (3.45 wt% 235U reload enrichment) to an advanced uranium/ 
MaX equilibrium cycle (uranium enrichment 4.4 wt% mU) with 
a total of 64 MaX fuel assemblies of the aforementioned type. 

The key safety parameters were met for both core designs. A com
mon way to address the reduced boron worth is the use of en
riched boron. 

CONCLUSIONS 

. Based on the Siemens experience, cores with 30% MaX fuel 
assemblies were designed, licensed, and are in operation. The 
demonstrated accuracy of the design methods provides the con
fidence to cope with the task of disposition of weapons-grade 
plutonium as MaX in PWRs and VVERs. 

Compared with MaX fuel assemblies based on commercial 
plutonium, the MaX fuel assemblies containing weapons-grade 
plutonium would have a significantly higher initial reactivity. Lim
iting the maximum fuel rod powers to acceptable values, espe
cially for low-leakage loading patterns, requires the use of 
burnable absorbers. The experience gained with uranium and gad
olinia rods in MaX assemblies inserted in German boiling water 
reactors can be applied for that purpose. 

1.	 R. G. GRUMMER et al., "Siemens Integrated Code System 
CASCADE-3D for Core Design and Safety Analysis," Proc. 
PHYSOR 2000, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, May 7-11, 2000. 
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MOX FUEL DEVELOPMENT AND 
TESTING EXPER,IENCE-I 

Cosponsored by the Isotopes and Radiation, the Environmental Sciences, 
the Fuel Cycle and Waste'Management, the Materials Science and Technology, 

and the Power Divisions 

Session Organizer: Kenneth Chidester (LANLJ 

All Papers Invited 

1. The U.S. MOX Fabrication Experience from 
Weapons-Grade Plutonium, Michael G. Bale (FCF, 
Lynchburg) 

Considerable uranium-plutonium mixed-oxide (MOX) ex
perience was developed by U.S. companies from 1960 to 1975. 
Most of the work involved plutonium with high 239 isotopic con
tent. This material is therefore similar to the isotopic concentra
tion of current weapons-grade plutonium under consideration for 
MOX production. A summary of some of the activities per
formed within the United States is provided in this paper. 

Consideration is currently being given to the U.S. produc
tion of MOX fuel as one mechanism for disposing of weapons
grade plutonium. Such fuel would be irradiated in commercial 
reactors as a substitute for part of the enriched uranium-dioxide 
(U02 ) fuel currently used and would be disposed of in the same 
manner as irradiated U~ fuel. However. some questions have 
been raised regarding the viability of this option because most of 
the world's experience has been in fabricating MOX fuel using 
reprocessed plutonium, which has a lower fissile content. This 
paper discusses U.S. MOX fabrication experience from the 19605 
to 1975 period. when most of the work was with weapons-grade 
plutonium. 

MOX fabrication facilities of varying capacities were estab
lished by various organizations having nuclear-fuel-production 
experience. These companies included General Electric. Kerr 
McGee. NUMEC, United Nuclear. and Westinghouse. The work 
was primarily funded by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) 
and later the Energy Research and Development Administration. 
but some of the fuel was destined for irradiation in commercial 
light water reactors (LWRs). such as Rochester Gas &. Electric 
Company's Ginna plant. 

A typical MOX fabrication process required the production 
of a master blend in which the uranium and plutonium oxide 
(PO02) powders were dry milled together. The PO02 concentra
tiOlTwas normally in the 25 to 35% range. For design purposes. 
the PO02 particles in the finished pellets were required to be sta
tistically <44 }lom; hence. all product was screened through a 
325-mesh screen prior to the master blend milling. Once the h0
mogeneity of the master blend was verified. the MOXs were fur
ther diluted with U02, generally natural enrichment. to achieve 
the required isotopic concentration. Standard U~ production tech
niques were used for the remainder of the operation, except that 
all operations. including grinding, were performed dry for criti
cality considerations. FollOWing final decontamination of the fuel 
rod, generally the weld region around the pellet loading region. 
the rods were handled in the same manner as U~ rods. In addi
tion to corporate-derived specifications for the MOX pellets. the 

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has devel
oped consensus standards for PO02powder and for MOX pellets 
for thennal and fast-reactor applications. These standards are still 
active and are reviewed regularly for content and relevance by 
international experts familiar with MOX production. An exam
ple of a revision under discussion is the need for a limit for con
taminant gallium, which could cause premature failure in Zircaloy 
cladding. 

In addition to the aforementioned MOX experience. there 
was considerable activity in mixed nitride and mixed carbide pel
let production. Some quantities of these products were made for 
experimental purposes, primarily to determine their potential as 
fuel for fast reactors. The base materials were plutonium and 
highly enriched uranium metals. The carbides and nitrides were 
more difficult to manufacture due to their inherent tendency to 
oxidize. However. a number ofexperimental stainless steel-clad 
fuel pins were successfully manufactured. including the use of 
liquid bonding (sodium), to handle the very high thennal fluxes 
associated with the designs. These pins were irradiated to burn
ups that are approximately twice those of current LWR licensed 
limits, albeit in the Fast Flux Test Facility where corrosion con
straints on the cladding were not an issue. 

In summary. no major problems are known to have been ex
perienced in using high-purity. weapons-grade plutonium that 
would not have been experienced with the reprocessed pluto
nium currently handled daily in European facilities. Codes and 
methods utilized in the 19605 and 19705 were adequate to enable 
fuel pin bumups approaching 150 Gwd/t of heavy metal, and 
work performed under ABC contracts is fully documented and 
available. Discussions are continuing Within the relevant ASTM 
committee to ensure an adequate specification for MOX fuel in 
the event that a positive decision is made to irradiate MOX in 
U.S. commercial reactors. 

2. The MOX Fuel Development and Testing ex
perience, Herve Bernard, Jacques Rouault, Pierre 
Millet (CEA/CEN, Cadarache-France) 

Plutonium recycling in mixed-oxide (MOX) fuels loaded in 
light water reactors (LWRs) is economical, ecological. and in 
agreement With nuclear nonproliferation concerns. To date. more 
than 500 t of MOX bas been loaded in 23 European reactors: 
MOX recycle is an industrial reality. I Still a young and not a 
unique product, MOX fuel has a great potential for progress. in 
particular regarding its irradiation perfonnances.2 
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTUAL WORK 

In addition to the increase in the number of reactors loaded 
with MOX (to -50 reactors in Europe by 2(00) and of MOX 
subassembly fraction in each core (30 to 50%. even 100% in the 
future), studies are being carried out 

I. to improve current MOX fuel performances: the major 
objective for the French Electricite de France (EdF) operator is 
to use MOX fuel in pressurized water reactors in the same con
ditions of core management as U02 fuel [research and develop
ment (R&D) program called MOX parity)' Moving from third
core to quarter core reload fuel management assumes qualified 
fuel operation at higher bumup. Currently discharged at 37 
GWd/t, MOX fuel has to be qualified for bumup >50 GWd/t in 
the future. Moreover, note that parity has to be seen not only as 
regards curent U02 performances but also for integrating the p0
tential further increase of U02 fuel performances. Therefore. as 
for high-bumup U02 fuel, ongoing MOX fuel research involves 
new cladding alloys that are more resistant to, for example, wa
ter corrosion and optimized microsttucture fuels. 

2. to develop innovative fuels: plutonium-based fuels could 
cover a wide range of plutonium contents. from 0 to 100%, de
pending on reactor type and strategies with respect to plutonium 
recycling.3 Innovative fuels containing high contents of burn
able absorber (erbium or gadolinium oxide) and composite fuels 
(large PU02 particles dispersed in a metallic-CERMET-or 
ceramic-CERCER-matrix) are being studied. Promising per
formance and feasibility prospects are also anticipated for the 
advanced plutonium fuel assembly (APA), designed for an in
creased plutonium consumption in LWRs: In each subassembly, 
APA combines standard U02 pins with large. thin annular pluto
nium-burning elements made of PU02 dispersed in an inert 
matrix.4 

3. to fit current MOX fuel to weapons-grade plutonium 
(W-Pu): the confirmation of the technical feasibility ofMOX fuel 
fabrication, i.e., the transformation of the alloyed (Russian or U.S.) 
W-PU into sinterable Pu~ powder before manufacturing the MOX 
pellets, and the verification of satisfactory irradiation behavior 
in existing power plants are the two main goals.s 

RESULTS 

Commissariat AI'Energie Atomique (CEA) is optimizing the 
MOX fabrication in connection with its behavior under irradia
tion and the economics of its industrial production. Unlike U~, 

MOX fuel is not a single-phase material (because of plutonium
rich zones within the U02 matrix) and therefore may not have a 
unique behavior under irradiation. MOX pellets are now fabri
cated by the micronizatioD master-blend process (Advanced
MIMAS). 

The large R&D program in CEA laboratories, in close co
operation with COGEMA. seeks to improve fuel fabrication and 
study alternative fuel fabrication processes by 

1.	 extension of the current Advanced-MIMAS process qual
ification: influence of feed powders, studies on mecha
nisms ofdry ball milling, plutonium distribution, sintering 
of green pellets, etc. 

2. qualification of technological evolution in tenns ofquality, 
cost improvement, waste and scrap reduction: nonde
sttuctive analysis of uranium, plutonium, and americium 
performed on MOX powders and sintered pellets, auto
matic micrography. and alpha autoradiography measure
ments 

3.	 evaluation of Advanced MIMAS alternative processes: 
use of mixed poWder directly obtained by co-conversion, 
direct comilling of the separate poWders (COCA). sin
tering in oxidizing atmosphere. 

In cooperation with EdF, Framatome, and COGEMA. CEA 
is conducting an another important R&D program: 

1. to reduce the fission gas release at high burnup. The ob
jective is to use the understanding of MOX fuel behavior, ob
tained from examinations of irradiated MOX of various types and 
helped by use of the METEOR code. for improving MOX fuel 
behavior, in particular by promoting adequate optimized micro
sttuctures to improve gas retention: U-PU homogeneity and U02 
or master blend particle grain sizes, are the main parameters to 
be examined. 

2. to extend the MOX qualification in order to increase the 
possible use of MOX fuels in LWRs: higher plutonium contents 
or use of W-PU. 

Experimental analytical and global irradiation tests and a moni
toring program based on the examination of rods irradiated in 
power reactors are performed to gain a better understanding of 
MOX behavior for normal and incidental operating conditions 
and to qUalify it for extended bumup. 

The desttuctive examination results obtained from the MOX 
high-bumup program (GRA 4) show that after four irradiation 
cycles, the behavior of the MOX fuel remains essentially the same 
as it was after three cycles, especially regarding fission gas re
lease (probably due to the low heat rate experienced by the rods 
during the fourth cycle).3 For example. in the pellet center. pore 
coalescence in plutonium agglomerates generates large cavities 
surrounded by metallic precipitates. Grain size is equivalent to 
that of the surrounding U02 matrix. In colder regions, plutonium 
agglomerates become highly porous with a fine-grain sttucture 
similar to that of the U02 rod rim region at high bumup. High 
xenon concentration is measured in the vicinity of plutonium
rich zones, whereas it is no longer detected by electron probe 
microanalysis in the agglomerates. 

1.	 G. LE BASTARD, "L'utilisation du MOX dans Ie monde," 
Joumie SFEN. 1987-1997: 10 ans de combustible MOX en 
France. Paris, June 17, 1997. 

2. H. BERNARD, "Les resultats et les besoins de R&D," Joumie 
SFEN. 1987-1997: 10 am de combustible MOX en France, 
Paris. June 17. 1997. 

3.	 H. BERNARD. P. MILLET, J. ROUAULT, "Nuclear Fuels for 
the Future: Plutonium Recycling in PWR MOX Fuels and in 
Fast Reactor CAPRA Fuels," Proc. EUROMATCon/., Bourne
mouth, UK. October 21-23. 1996, p. 141. 

4.	 F. CARRE, Nuclear Europe Worldscan 3-4, p. 38 (1997). 

5. "AIDA-MOX 1 (1993-1996)," Final Report (Mar. 1997). 

3, CANDU MOX Fuel Fabrication Development. 
Francisco C. Dimayuga (AECL Chalk River
Canada) 

Research and development on plutonium-containing mixed
oxide (MOX) fuel at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) 
commenced more than 30 years ago, and it remains a significant 
and strategic part of AECL's advanced fuel cycle program. Re
search activities, including development efforts in MOX fuel fab
rication, measurement of physical properties, and production of 
fuel samples for experimental irradiation, have been conducted 
by AECL at its Chalk River Laboratories since 1960. 

In 1970. a decision was made to remodel AECL's orig
inal plutonium laboratory and install new facilities to focus on 
development and demonstration of Canada deuterium uranium 
(CANDU) MOX fuel fabrication technology. Installation of the 
new facilities was complete by 1975. The facility. referred to as 
the Recycle Fuel Fabrication Laboratory (RFFL), is designed to 
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TABLE I 

Fuel Fabrication Campaigns Conducted in the RFFL 

Experiment DATE FUEL TYPE QUANTITY (kg MOX) 

BDL-419 1979·80 (D, Pu)~ @ 0.5% Pu IS, 36-eiement bundles (320 kg) 

BDL-422 1981·83 (Th, Pu)~ @ 1.75% Pu 6, 36-element bundles (120 kg) 

BDL-430 1982 NaturalTh~ I, 36-element bundle (20 kg) 

'WR.l·1012 1982 (Th, ~ @ 1.80/0 Z3SU 2, 21-element bundles (20 kg) 

1982 (Th, Pu)~ @ 2.3% Pu 2, 21-elemcnt bundles (20 kg) 
-

WRI-I010 1982-85 (Th, Pu>02 @ 2.3% Pu 1332 elements (650 kg) 

BDL-432 1986-88 (Th, U)Oz @ 1.4% 23Ju 1350 elements (700 leg) 

ZED2-96 '1996-97 (D, Pu>02 @ 0.3% Pu 37, 37-elemen1 bundles (810 kg) 

produce experimental quantities of alpha-active fuel such as MOX 
for reactor physics tests or demonstration irradiations. 

FABRICATION CAMPAIGNS IN THE RFFL 

Following an extensive commissioning campaign using nat
ural U02, a number of MOX fuel fabrication campaigns were 
conducted in the RFFL from 1979 to 1988, producing various 
quantities of fuel with different compositions. After a standby 
period of -5 yr, a project to rehabilitate the RFFL and bring it 
back into production was initiated in 1993. Rehabilitation and 
recommissioning of the RFFL was finished in August 1996, and 
MOX operations were resumed in the facility with the produc
tion of 37 (U,PU)02 bundles destined for reactor physics tests. 
The bundles simulate midburnup CANDU fuel and will be uti
lized to validate computer codes used to generate predictions of 
void reactivity for CANDU cores. This fabrication campaign was 
successfully completed in March 1997. The project. including 
both the rehabilitation and the fabrication campaign. was funded 
by the CANDU Owners Group Working Party 25 (Radiation and 
Reactor Physics). 

Table I lists the various types and quantities of MOX fuel 
produced in the RFFL. The fuel elements and bundles were used 
for test irradiations in the NRU experimental reactor and for phys
ics tests in the zero-power ZED-2 reactor. To date, -5000 indi
vidual fuel elements. equivalent to more than 160 bundles and 
containing close to 3 tonnes of MOX have been fabricated in the 
RFFL. 

RFFL REHABILITATION 

A series of fitness-for-service studies and a hazards and op
erability analysis were conducted to define the scope of the re
habilitation of the RFFL. These assessments generated numerous 
recommendations for specific action. Major "hardware" actions, 
included bracing the building to meet the most current National 
Building Code ofCanada seismic standards. replacement of some 
radiation protection systems (including hand and foot monitors. 
criticality monitor, and distributed alpha continuous air moni
tors). installation of an alpha-in-air sampling system between the 
primary and secondary high-efficiency particulate air filters in 
the exhaust train, and extension of the alarm display system. 

The rehabilitation project also included a considerable "soft
ware" component, including extensive new and revised docu
mentation and staffing and training activities to restaff the facility. 
A new computerized system was also developed for nuclear ma

terials inventory control and to support operations personnel re
sponsibility for criticality avoidance. The RFFL Nuclear Materials 
Accountability System runs on a dedicated personal computer, 
and has user-friendly features such as graphical point-and-click 
operations and predefined pick lists. 

All activities during the rehabilitation project were con
ducted with extensive liaison with AECL's internal safety body 
(the Safety Review Committee) and with Canada's regulatory au
thority. the Atomic Energy Control Board. 

FABRICATION PROCESS IN THE RFFL 

Subject to restrictions imposed by the presence of pluto
nium (essentially all operations are conducted inside ventilated 
and filtered glove boxes and fume hoods), the processes em
ployed in the RFFL follow conventional natural U02 practice. 
Weighed amounts of the starting powders (U02 or ThOz and 
Pu02) are mixed first in the high-energy mixer to produce a ho
mogeneous mastermix and then in a turbula blender for final 
blending. The blended MOX powder is prepressed into com
pacts. which in turn are fed into a granulator. The resulting free
flowing granules are then suitable for final pressing into green 
pellets using an automatic hydraulic press. The green pellets are 
loaded into a batch furnace. where sintering is performed under 
a dilute hydrogen cover gas. Sintered pellets are then centerless 
ground to a specified diameter and surface finish. Acceptable pel
lets are loaded into sheaths that are subsequently end-closure 
welded using a tungsten inert gas welding system. The sealed 
elements are helium leak-tested. scanned for surface alpha con
tamination, and dimensionally inspected prior to bundle assembly. 

The batch-type fabrication process was designed to have a 
throughput of one IS-kg batch of MOX fuel per day. During the 
recently concluded fabrication campaign, production throughput 
averaged 0.6 batch (each batch weighing II kg MOX) per day. 
with a peak throughput of 1.2 batch/day. Overall. 77 batches of 
MOX fuel totaling more than 800 kg (contained in over 1370 
finished fuel elements) were fabricated in 26 weeks. 

Standard inspection techniques were applied during the 
recently concluded campaign to obtain fabrication data such 
as immersion density of sintered pellets (95 to 98% of the theo
retical density), microstructural grain size of sintered pellets 
(8 to 10 }Lm), and impurity contents of the finished pellets. One 
inspection technique of interest is alpha autoradiography used 
in combination with image analysis to determine plutonium par
ticle size and distribution. It was determined that the average 
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plutonium particle size was 20 to 30 }Lm, with a maximum of 
- 50 }Lm. Further work in correlating the information obtained 
from autoradiography with X-ray wavelength dispersive spec
trometry (WDS) to quantitatively determine local plutonium con
centration and provide an accurate plutonium distribution profile 
is continuing. 

4. MOX Fuel Fabrication at Belgonucleaire, 
Didier Haas, J. van Vliet (Belgonucleaire-Belgium) 

MOX FUEL FABRICATION 

Mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel has been fabricated at the Belgo
nuclwre (BN) Dessel plant for light water reactor (LWR) dem
onstration and fast breeder reactor programs since 1973. In 1986, 
the plant was refurbished. its capacity was increased to the cur
rent nominal capacity. and the fabrication process was changed. 
The reason was that the product (pellets) had to meet the require
ments of our customers. Le.• the fuel designers and the electricity 
producers: pellet specifications, fuel quality, and fuel dissolution 
properties. At the same time. the industrial throughput had to be 
achieved. while the plant had to work on a purely commercial 
basis. 

Today. thanks to the experience gained and to the excellent 
results obtained with the MIMAS (Micronized MAster blend) 
process, the goals have been met. The process is mature. More
over. the fuel has been demonstrated to behave very well in
reactor: No failures due to MOX were noticed, and the slight 
behavioral differences compared to U02 fuel are taken into ac
count by the designer. 

At present, only two processes are used throughout the world 
for commercial LWR MOX fuel fabrication: the MlMAS pre
cess developed by BN, and the Short Binderless Route (SBR) 
introduced by British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. The MIMAS process is 
the reference for the BN PO plant [35 t heavy metal (HM)/yr] 
the COGEMA Cadarache (30 t HM/yr), and the MELOX (120 t 
HM/yr to be extended) plants. The SBR process is used at the 
MOX Demonstration Facility (8 t HM/yr) and the Sellafield MOX 
Plant (120 t HM/yr to be started in 1998). 

The MIMAS powder is obtained through two successive 
blending steps: the primary blend obtained by ball milling or mi
cronization and the secondary blend to reach the target enrich
ment 

The main advantages ofMlMAS regarding fabrication qual
ity, fleXibility, and throughput are as follows: 

1.	 the micronization step. which concerns only -15% of 
the powder (compared to 100% going through an atttitor 
mill in the SBR process) and is leading to a reduced plu
tonium milling time and a smaller plutonium rich dust 
production 

2. the very high flexibility of usage. due on the one hand to 
the possibility of intermediate storage of the master blend 
and. on the other hand. to the ease ofcross-blending pow
ders for isotopic homogenization 

3. the process allows a high percentage of scrap recycling. 
qualified and used on a routine basis 

4. the type and limited number of equipment used allow a 
minimal powder retention level. 

Besides the technical advantages of the process. the key char
acteristics concern the experience and industrial qualification of 
the MIMAS process: to date. -500 t HM of MIMAS MOX fuel 
has been produced. from which 335 t HM has been fabricated at 
BN since 1986. In the year 2000. more than 1000 t HM will have 
been produced by the same process. 

MOX fuel fabrication at the BN-Dessel plant has been or is 
being implemented for pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and 
boiling water reactors (BWRs) in five countries: 

1.	 in France, for Electrici~ de France nuclear power plants 
(17 X 17 PWR fuel type) 

2. in Germany. for both	 PWRs (Brokdorf. Unterweser. 
Grafenrheinfeld, Philippsburg-16 X 16 fuel type) and 
BWRs (Gundremmingen-9 X 9 fuel type) 

3. in Switzerland, for NOK (Beznau unit 1-14 X 14 PWR 
and Gtlsgen-15 X IS PWR) 

4. in Belgium. for Doel3 and Tihange 2 (17 X 17 PWR) 

5.	 in Japan. for Tokyo Electric Power Company (8 X 8 
BWR). starting in 1997. . 

This experience represents a large variety of fuel designs. spec
ifications. or quality requirements from the reload supplier. To
day. the MOX fabrication at BN is working as scheduled. with 
the production of a minimum fraction of scraps (from grinding. 
inspections, rejected pellets. or rods), which are generally re
cycled in the process. Wastes produced by the MOX plant are 
constantly reduced, in terms of volume of solid contaminated 
waste per kilogram of plutonium processed. and the plutonium 
content in the wastes is <0.1 % of the plutonium processed. 

MOX FUEL IN·REACTOR PERFORMANCE 

Today, 21 LWRs (19 PWRs and 2 BWRs) are involved with 
ongoing commercial MOX programs. Those reactors are located 
in France. Germany, Switzerland, and Belgium. BN delivered 
MOX for 17 reactors of the 21 using it on a commercial scale in 
the last IS yr. The burnup achieved by our fuel is up to more than 
SO GWd/t HM (batch average). 

The highest bumups were achieved in Beznau 1 (60 GWd/t 
HM peak pellet). Therefore. several fuel rods or fuel segments 
were or will be extracted from the spent fuel to undergo exten
sive postirradiation examinations. 

High bumups (47 OWd/t HM batch average) will also be 
achieved in the TIhange and Doel plants in Belgium. where the 
plutonium content in the pellets reached the highest values (8.2% 
Puto,/Pu'OI + U) for commercial LWR programs. At present. our 
target at the fabrication level will be to reach 10% plutonium 
content without quality problems to meet the growing demand 
for higher bumup. 

5. The GE MOX Fuel Development, Fabrica
tion, and Testing Experience, Donald C. Wade
kamper (GE, San Jose), Marion L. Thompson 
(Thompson Consult) 

This paper presents the General Electric (GE) mixed (ura
nium, plutonium)-oxide (MOX) fuel development, fabrication, 
and irradiation testing experience. This experience is relevant to 
the current U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) weapons pluto
nium disposition program. 

DESCRIFfION OF WORK 

As prime contractor for the DOE-Hanford site, GE partici
pated in MOX plutonium recycle research and development as 
early as the 19505. Test fuel capsules and rods were fabricated in 
the Hanford fuel fabrication facilities (buildings 231-Z and 308). 
This research and development was to develop the technology 
necessary to implement plutonium recycle in therma1 neutron spec
trum reactors-light water reactors (LWRs). These and other 
irradiations were performed in the materials test reactor. the en
gineering test reactor. the experimental boiling water reactor. the 
plutonium recycle test reactor. the Vallecitos boiling water reactor 
(BWR). the GE test reactor. the Halden reactor. and Dresden L 

Specific BWR MOX fabrication and rod testing focused on 
the development of information for licensing in commercial re
actors. This experience was primarily gained in the 19605 and 
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early 1970s. At this time, the U.S. government, utilities, and ven
dors were seriously planning plutonium recycle in LWRs (BWRs 
for GE). Test MOX fuel for BWRs was fabricated in the GE Plu
tonium Laboratory at the Vallecitos Nuclear Center near Pleas
anton, California. Irradiation testing was performed in the Big 
Rock Point reactor near Charlevoix, Michigan, to evaluate vari
ous fuel forms and confirm the plutonium island design concept 
(32 rod and 3 bundle tests). Five assemblies were also irradiated 
in the Quad Cities Reactor (unit I) near Cordova,llIinois, to pro
vide additional information on the plutonium island concept. All 
of this fuel was fabricated by GE at the Vallecitos Nuclear Cen
ter. Fuel pellet forms fabricated by two techniques (hot and cold 
pressing) were irradiated in the Garigliano reactor located in It
aly. An additional one-third core of plutonium island fuel was 
irradiated in the Garigliano reactor. GE designed and procured 
this MOX fuel from a European fuel vendor, Belgonucleaire. The 
aforementioned cold-pressing refers to the traditional process for 
MOX fuel fabrication. The cold pressing process developed for 
MOX pellet rod fabrication included the follOWing basic steps: 
blending Pu02 and U02 , prepressing, granuiation, pressing, sin
tering, dry grinding, inspection, loading, and welding. Hot press
ing was performed by adding blended powder to an inductively 
heated graphite die and applying pressure to form the pellets. This 
was a very innovative fuel pellet fabrication approach that would 
be difficult to adapt to large-scale MOX fabrications. 

RESULTS 

MOX fuel process development and fabrication were suc
cessfully demonstrated in the GE Plutonium Laboratory.' Key 
concerns during initial MOX test fuel fabrication were pluto
nium homogeneity and Pu02 particle size. To evaluate the Pu02 
particle size issue, GE prepared a range of PuOz particles dis
persed in MOX test fuel that were irradiated in the SPERT reac
tor.2 It was determined that Pu02 particles up to -500 #Lm were 
acceptable but that larger particles actually pierced the inner cap
sule in these tests.3 This experimental work provided a basis for 
bounding the Pu02 particle size in LWR plutonium recycle MOX 
fuel. In reality, the allowable particle size is at least an order of 
magnitude greater than expected or experienced with moderate 
blending and milling of MOX powder. Also, specifications for 
plutonium homogeneity were readily met with the fuel fabrica
tion processes. 

The MOX fuel irradiated in the Big Rock Point reactor ex
hibited a peak burnup between 23 and 30 GWd/t with linear power 
levels ranging between 7 and 11 kW/ft. All of the fuel pellet forms 
(solid. dished, and annular) performed satisfactorily based on non
destructive analysis performed by GE (Ref. 4). MOX assemblies 
were irradiated to 39.9 GWd/t average and 57 GWd/t peak pel
let with linear heat rates to 15.5 kW/ft at the Quad Cities reactor. 
Some of this fuel was gamma scanned after each of two irradia
tion cycles, and one of the assemblies was disassembled and 40 
individual rods were gamma scanned.'·6 The Garigliano reactor 
was decommissioned, and no analysis of the MOX fuel core load 
was performed. 

The GE MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation testing were 
successful and served as a basis for MOX licensing for planned 
use in BWRs. MOX fuel technology in the United States was 
ready for commercialization by the early 19705. Commercial MOX 
fabrication and irradiation in BWRs was awaiting U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission approval via the Generic Environmen
tal Statement on the use of Recycle Plutonium Mixed Oxide Fuel 
in LWRs (GESMO). However, the U.S. policy was modified in 
1977 (nuclear nonproliferation) to preclude reprocessing of spent 
fuel and recycle of plutonium in LWRs. GESMO was shelved 
and plutonium recycle was abandoned. This action suspended fur
ther MOX fabrication and irradiation testing. There is significant 
precedent for licensing and operation of MOX fabrication facil
ities as well as irradiation testing in the United States. GE has 
continued to incorporate MOX fuel irradiation in their latest BWR 
designs, particularly for foreign reactor plants. 

1.	 B. F. RUBIN, "Summary of (U, Pu)Oz Properties and fabri
cation Methods," GEAP-13582. General Electric (Nov. 1970). 

2.	 W. G. LUSSIE, "The Response of Heterogeneous Mixed Ox
ide Fuel Rods to Power Bursts," IN-ITR-117, Idaho Nuclear 
Corporation (Sep. 1970). 

3. M. D. FRESHLEY, B. A. AITKEN, D. C. WADEKAMPER, 
R. L. JOHNSON, W. G. LUSSIE, "Behavior of Discrete 
Plutonium-Dioxide Particles in Mixed-Oxide Fuel During 
Rapid Power Transients," Nucl. Technol., 15, 239 (1972). 

4. D. M. BISHOP, W. E. BAILEY, "Nondestructive Examina
tion of Plutonium Recycle fuel Rods Irradiated to 30,000 
Mwd/t," NEDO-12552 (Dec. 1974). 

5. D. W. MERTH, "Gamma Scan Measurements at Quad Cities 
Nuclear Power Station UnitAl Following Cycle 3," NP-2320
LD. General Electric (Mar. 1982). 

6.	 H. D. KOSANKE, "Gamma Scan Measurements at Quad 
Cities 1 Following Cycle 4," NEDC·25492 (Nov. 1981). 

6. Investigations of Mox Fuel Microstructure 
and In-Reactor Behavior. Marc Lippens, Yvon 
Vanderborck (BelgonucLeaire-Belgium) 

The mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel being fabricated by Belgonu
cleaire is the result of a continuous developmental effort im
posed by the evolution of feed material characteristics, customer 
specifications, and reduction of waste production. This paper in
dicates general lines of the evolution of the Belgonucleaire fuel 
manufacturing process and the resulting plutonium distribution 
across the fuel pellet. 

The plutonium distribution is analyzed first by alpha. 
autoradiography. Almost all fuel types show similar patterns in 
autoradiography. This indicates that this technique is not sensi
tive to the fine characteristics of plutonium distribution at the 
microscopic level. This technique, on the other hand, provides 
results largely depending on measurement conditions. A better 
image of the plutonium distribution is obtained through electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA) giving quantitatively the local plU
tonium contenton a micron scale. The EPMAteehniqueemphasizes 
the presenceofplutoniumalmost everywhere in the pellet and shows 
that the plutonium amount present in large plutonium-rich zones 
represents only a small fraction of the total plutoniumin the pellet. 

This characterization of the plutonium distribution is made 
to answer specific fabrication questions or to obtain data needed 
to assist in the interpretation of results related to the fuel in
reactor behavior. 

Experimental data on MOX in-reactor behavior are gener
ated. among other ways, by means of international programs man
aged by Belgonucleaire. These data are for providing information 
in the field of core physics (actinide evolution, fission product 
inventory, and their radial profile) and thermal-mechanical be
havior (pellet cladding mechanical interaction. fission gas re
lease, fuel microstructure). 

Through these programs, the impact of fuel rod design, fuel 
microstructure, and operating conditions on MOX in-reactor be
havior are investigated. 

Under the same operating conditions, the overall behavior 
of MOX fuel is almost identical to that of UOz, in agreement 
with the similarity of properties of both materials. Some differ
ences of in-reactor behavior are, however, sometimes noticed in 
actual operating conditions, due to specific neutronic properties 
of plutonium isotopes. These programs have, on the other hand, 
confmned that the impact of the type of plutonium distribution 
in recent MOX fabrications does not seem to significantly influ
ence the global behavior of the MOX fuel rods. 
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1. Determination of Plutonium Homogeneity 
in MOX Pellets and Fuel Rods, w: Doerr (Sie
mens/KWU-Germany), R. Baumann, I. Hanel (Sie
mens, Hannover-Germany), S. Koegler (Siemens, 
Richland), invited 

Siemens' long-term experience in manufacturing and irradi
ation of mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel has demonstrated that MOX 
fuel performance is very similar to that of U02 fuel. The major 
difference between MOX and U02 fuel is the distribution of fis
sile material in the pelleL [n U02 fuel the 23SU is homogeneously 
distributed, whereas in MOX fuel, the fissile plutonium is con
centrated in plutonium-rich particles embedded in a U02 matrix. 
Size and homogeneity of these particles influence the in-pile per
formance of the fuel and are controlled during manufacturing and 
quality control inspection by appropriate methods. 

PLUTONIUM HOMOGENEITY IN MOX PELLETS 

The most common method for determining the spatial plu
tonium homogeneity in MOX pellets is alpha-autoradiography. 
Bringing a negative film into contact with a polished pellet mi
crosection produces a I: I image of the spatial arrangement of the 
plutonium-rich particles. This method requires a film develop
ment step in addition to the metallographic preparation. 

Under routine test conditions, particle sizes down to 10 /Lm 
can be detected if commercial-grade plutonium is used. With 
weapons-grade plutonium, the SUbstantially lower alpha activity 
will likely require longer exposure times. However, the maxi
mum exposure time is limited because of an increasing overesti
mation of the coarse particle size. Therefore, a lower detection 
limit should be expected. 

An advanced plutonium particle detection method has been 
developed by Siemens that uses a surface etching technique that 
is able to minimize or avoid these drawbacks. A short-term etch
ing of the polished microsection surface, similar to the process 
used to reveal the grain size, yields a coloration due to oxidation 
of the U02 matrix, whereas the plutonium particles show nearly 
no etching effect at all. They appear as light areas within a color
etched dark U02 matrix and can easily be evaluated. 

A comparison of both methods shows that the detection limit 
of the etching method is - 2/Lm compared to 10 /Lm for the con
ventional radiographic method. But even more important is the 
observation that there is a substantial bias in the dso median value 
of the radiographic method. The most frequent particle size of 
-5 /Lm cannot be detected, and this results in a shift of the dif
ferential distribution curve toward a coarser particle size. 

Finally, the etching method is applicable for weapons-grade 
plutonium without any restrictions. 

PLUTONIUM HOMOGENEITY IN MOX RODS 

Whereas the plutonium homogeneity in the pellets is deter
mined on a statistical quality control basis, a 100% check of the 
local PuJiSJ content along the fuel rod is done by rod scanning. 

The Siemens/NNC MOX rod scanner consists of two parts. 
First, a gamma densitometer with a 137Cs source and a Bi-Ge 
scintillation detector (BGO) is used to check the inner rod struc
ture, i.e., the positioning of the MOX pellets and of the rod spring 
and the pellet column and plenum lengths. Then, the plutonium 
content in the rod is determined by measuring the MOX-specific 
gamma radiation using a setup of 32 ring-shaped BGO detectors. 

For the measurement of the Pufiu content and for detecting 
single deviant pellets and strin,s, three energy ranges are mea
sured: the 6O-keV region of 24 Am, the 208-keV region of the 
241Pu daughter 237U, and the region of -350 to 500keV for 239Pu. 
While the 241 Am and 241 Pu can be measured in these energy ranges 
without difficult corrections, the measurement of the 239pU is much 
more complicated. Siemens has developed an empirical correc
tion through numerous measurements with specially fabricated 
test rods that contained differing Pufiu contents and isotor,ic com
positions. With this correction method, the absolute 23 Pu con
tent and consequently the PujiSJ content within the fuel rod can be 
determined. 

The accuracy for the rod average Pu.tw content is I% rela
tive. Single pellets with a 10% relative deviation in Puftr. content 
can be detected with 95% confidence. These figures have been 
proven in tests on commercial-grade plutonium. [n wea~ns
grade plutonium with very low 241 Pu and 241 Am content, the 9Pu 

lines are more dominant in the 350- to 5ao-keV range than the 
241 Pu and 241 Am. Thus, the direct determination of Puftr. appears 
to be possible without additional corrections, and moreover, a 
higher accuracy can be expected. 

2. Operational Performance of U02/PU02 
(MOX) Fuel in Ught Water Reactors, w: D. Krebs, 
w: Goll (Siemens/KWU-Germany), invited 

In 1966 the first UO:JPU02 [mixed-oxide (MOX)] fuel as
semblies (FAs) were inserted in the kahI boiling water reactor 
(BWR). By 1990 over 300 FAs had been manufactured by Sie
mens and irradiated in light water reactors without any technical 
problems resulting from the MOX fuel. 1-3 
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The MOX and U02fuel differ mainly in the homogeneity of 
the fissile material. Whereas U02 fuel is completely homo
geneous. MOX fuel contains plutonium-rich particles with a plu
tonium content of up to 30% and diameters < 100 p;m. 

Siemens'database for steady and transient tested MOX fuel 
now reaches a bumup of 50 MWd/kg heavy metal (HM). The 
operational performance is summarized as follows. 

The operational performance of the MOX FAs has been as
sessed by a great number of inspection and measurement cam
paigns performed in the FA storage pools of the power plants. 
For modem MOX fuel developed at the end of the 1970s and the 
early I980s, 15 segmented pathfinder rods were manufactured 
and irradiated in carrier MOX FAs. Every rod consisted of 7 short 
rods (segments) screwed together. After irradiation the rods were 
unscrewed and 12 segments were transient tested in the High
Flux Reactor at Petten. To analyze the operational performance 
of the MOX fuel in detail, all segmented rods and 16 long rods 
were withdrawn from standard MOX FAs after various bumups 
and were shipped to hot cells for destructive examinations. 

No rod has ever failed for MOX-specific reasons. Length 
growth and diameter change of the rods have proven to be very 
similar to conventional U02 rods with the same type of cladding 
material. The dimensional behavior of the MOX fuel is charac
terized by little densification and by a swelling rate similar to 
U02 fuel at bumups >30 MWd/kg HM. 

The fission gas release correlates with rod power. Normal
izing on rod power. MOX and U02 fuel rods showed a compa
rable release behavior. Moreover. the radial xenon profile looks 
like that of U02 fuel; i.e.• the fission gas is released from the hot 
pellet center, whereas the gas is retained in the cold outer parts. 
In the course of the irradiation, the plutonium-rich particles can 
exceed a bumup of 200 MWd/kg HM. leading to a characteristic 
porous structure from the precipitation of the fission gas. Cera
mographies showed a firm enclosure by the U02 matrix at low 
temperatures up to the highest bumups. With increasing temper
ature. the fission gas is released via the U02 matrix to the rod 
free volume. Thus. the U02 controls the gas release of the MOX 
fuel. 

Pellet/cladding interaction and transient fission gas release 
of the MOX fuel were tested up to a bumup of 49 MWd/kg HM 
in a power range of 400 to 490 WIcm. All rods remained intact. 
even at powers significantly above the defect threshold of U02 
fuel rods. The transient gas release was comparable to that of 
U02 fuel if related to the centerline temperature of the pellet. 
The density decrease of the MOX fuel due to gas swelling was 
also similar to U02 fuel. 

In case of defective MOX fuel rods. surveillance of the cool
ant activity from fission products like xenon. krypton, iodine. and 
cesium during operation gave no indication that the activity re
lease originated from MOX instead of U02 fuel. Of course. in 
conjunction with fuel erosion. the release of transplutonium el
ements such as neptunium and americium is higher for MOX than 
for U02 fuel. 

In summary, MOX and U02fuels have a high degree of op
erational similarity in both pressurized water reactors and BWRs. 
The microscopically heterogeneous distribution of the pluto
nium has no detrimental effect on the operational performance 
of MOX fuel. 

I.	 C. T. WALKER. M. COQUERELLE. W. GOLL. R. MAN
ZEL, "Irradiation Behaviour of MOX fuel: Results of EPMA 
Investigation." Nucl. Eng. Des., 131. 1 (1991). 

2.	 W. GOLL. H. P. FUCHS, R. HANZEL, F. SCHLEMMER. 
"Irradiation Behaviour of UO~Pu02Fuel in Light Water Re
actors," Nucl. Technol.,102. 29 (1993). 

3.	 J. N. MORGAN. W. D. KREBS. "Siemens' Experience with 
Large Scale Mixed Oxide Fuel Assembly Insertion in Light 
Water Reactors." Proc. Topl. Mtg. Light Water Reactor Fuel 
Performance, West Palm Beach. Florida, April 17-21. 1994. 

3. Characterization of Aerosols from Indus
trial Fabrication of Mixed-Oxide Nuclear Reae
tor Fuels, Mark D. Hoover, Georae J. Newton 

0 

(LRRl) 

Recycling plutonium into mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel for nu
clear reactors is being given serious consideration as a safe and 
environmentally sound method of managing plutonium from 
weapons programs. Planning for the proper design and safe op
eration of the MOX fuel fabrication facilities can take advantage 
of studies done in the 1970s, when recycling of plutonium from 
nuclear fuel was under serious consideration. At that time. it was 
recognized that the recycle of plutonium and uranium in irradi
ated fuel could provide a significant energy source and that the 
use of 239Pu in light water reactor fuel would reduce the require
ments for enriched 23SU as a reactor fuel. It was also recognized 
that the fabrication of uranium and plutonium reactor fuels would 
not be risk-free. Despite engineered safety precautions such as 
the handling of uranium and plutonium in glove-box enclosures. 
accidental releases of radioactive aerosols from normal contain
ment might occur. Workers might then be exposed to the re
leased materials by inhalation. 

As a result of these concerns, we conducted the first step in 
assessing the inhalation risks to human health from the fabrica
tion of uranium and plutonium reactor fuels: an evaluation of the 
potential exposure source term. I 

During the time of the studies reported here. three facilities 
were fabricating MOX uranium and plutonium fuel for the. Fast 
Flux Test Facility. an eXperimental reactor that is partof the liquid
metal fast breeder reactor development program. Operations were 
located at the Hanford Engineering and Development Labora
tory (HEDL). Richland. Washington; the Kerr-McGee Cimarron 
Facility, Cresent. Oklahoma; and the Babcock and Wilcox plant 
near Apollo. Pennsylvania. The HEDL facility was a demonstra
tion plant; the other facilities were full-scale industrial opera
tions. All of the fuel fabrication process steps were performed in 
stainless steel and glass glove-box enclosures; many were inter
connected to facilitate the transfer of materials. 

Our studies characterized the aerosols formed during nor
mal operations at the three MOX fuel fabrication facilities. Aero
sol characterization included measurements ofair concentrations. 
particle size distributions, particle morphology, aerosol electro
static charge characteristics. and in vitro dissolution. These were 
the physicochemical properties considered most relevant to eval
uating the consequences of potential accidents wherein aerosols 
might be released from their normal containment and inhaled by 
workers. The alpha radioactivity concentration and aerodynamic 
size distribution of aerosols produced in the fabrication process 
are important because they influence the expected total lung 
deposition of an exposed worker. The solubility of the plutonium 
and uranium particles in lung fluids is important because the dis
solution half-times are an estimate of how a material might be
have after deposition in the respiratory tract. The chemical 
form, particle size. and surface characteristics influence this 
dissolution. 

In the processes evaluated. the alpha radioactivity con
centrations in air ranged from -I to 15000 nCilt, depending 
on the fabrication step and facility. Particle size distributions 
were approximately lognormal. and the activity median aerody
namic diameter ranged from - 1.6 to 3.5 ILm with a geometric 
standard deviation of -1.6. Electron microscopy indicated that 
the particles were irregularly shaped agglomerates. In vitro dis
solution half-times in simulated lung fluids were on the order of 
years. with some dependence on aerosol size. temperature his
tory, and fabrication step. No unique potential exposure condi
tions were found in any step of the fabrication processes. The 
characterization approaches and results from these historical stud
ies can be used to develop safe and effective designs and oper
ating procedures for a new generation of MOX fuel fabrication 
facilities. 
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4. Monte Carlo Minicell Approach for a De 1.10 

tailed MOX Fuel-Pin Power Profile Analysis, 
Gray S. Chang, John M. Ryskamp (INEEL/LMIT) 

t1,·05 
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is pursuing two op

l'OO~--tions to dispose of surplus weapons-grade plutonium (WGPu). 
One option is to bum the WGPu in amixed-oxide (MOX) fuel 
form in light water reactors (LWRs). A significant challenge is to 0.95 f------+---+--;4lj 

demonstrate that the differences between the WG and reactor Igrade (RG) MOX fuel are minimal, and therefore, the commer
0.901---+-~~~---+----+------1 

cial MOX experience base is applicable. MOX fuel will be 
irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) to investigate this 
assertion. 1-3 Detailed power distributions throughout the MOX 0.85 

pins are required to determine temperature distributions. The pur
pose of this work is to develop a new Monte Carlo procedure for 0.80 ----"---- -- 
accurately determining power distributions in fuel pins located 
in the ATR reflector. Conventional LWR methods are not appro 0.15 ~---t---__t--
priate because of the unique ATR geometry. 

The MCNP Monte Carlo continuous-energy. three-dimen
sional. coupled neutron-photon radiation transport code4 can cal 0·100~....................-'::0J..,.,u.............~0"=.2..................~0:L.3:-'-'- .........~0='".4~-'-'- ..........~0.5 

culate the neutron flux spectrum and power distribution in any RaclI8I dlslllnce (em) 
specific medium. We developed a model of the MOX test assem
bly placed in the MCNP model of the ATR. There are three MOX Fig. 1. Comparison of MOX fuel pin relative radial power dis
fuel test sections axially. with the center section at the core mid- tributions calculated by MCNP and XSDRNPM. 
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Fig. 2. Relative axial power profiles along three MOX fuel capsules computed with the MCNP minicell method. 
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plane, and three fuel capsules in each section, for a total of nine 
fuel capsules in the test assembly. Each fuel pellet stack is 
0.415 cm in radius and 15.24 cm long and contains IS MOX fuel 
pellets. 

A detailed ATR quarter-core model run requires 1600 min 
of HP-735 workstation computer time to achieve a one standard 
deviation -:=::3.0% in the fuel capsule fission tallies. For a fixed 
number of neutron sources, the estimated relative error squared 
(R2 ) is proportional to I/X, where X is the accumulated scores in 
the tally cell from all the neutron histories. For a very small tally 
cell, X will be small and R will become intolerably large. To in
vestigate the detailed radial/axial power profiles, the fuel cap
sules were divided into 60 equal volume subcells. Then, to achieve 
a standard deviation <3.0%, MCNPneeds (60)°·5 X 1600 min of 
computer time, which is an unacceptably long running time. The 
volume of the subcell is 0.1376 cm3• The volume of the ATR 

3quarter-core modelis 1.43 X 106 cm • The ratio of the subcell to 
the quarter-core volume is 9.62 X 108• So MCNP would spend a 
lot of computer time tracking neutrons in cells that are not of 
interest. 

To improve the efficiency in MCNP tallying overa very small 
sUbcell, we developed an MCNP minicell method to compute the 
detailed power profile within the MOX fuel pins. First, a detailed 
MCNPquarter ATR core model was used to determine the aver
age neutron flux spectrum in the test assembly. An isolated par
allelepiped MCNP model of the test assembly was then set up. 
Then, for the minicell model, this spectrum was used as an outer 
spherical surface source to calculate the detailed radial fission 
power profiles of the MOX fuel pins located inside the sphere. In 
the minicell model, the diameter of the spherically uniform in
coming flux with the generated spectrum was set to 2 m, which 
encompassed the whole isolated parallelepiped (regions outside 
the box are void). The minicell method was validated by com
paring the MCNP-calculated radial power profile with a profile 
computed using a deterministic methods.5 Then the verified mini
cell model was used to calculate the detailed axial power profile 
along the MOX fuel test channel. For a typical minicell model, 
the volume ratio of the subcell to the total model volume for the 
isolated parallelepiped increased drastically from 9.62 X 10-8 

to 3.54 X \0-5. As a result, the efficiency of the subcell tally 
increased proportionally by -368 times. 

Figure 1 shows that the detailed radial power profiles com
puted with the Monte Carlo method and the deterministic method 
are in excellent agreement. The peak of the node-to-average power 

ratio is 1.19. The same minicell approach was applied to the de
tailed axial power profile calculation along the fuel test channel, 
as shown in Fig. 2. Because of the asymmetric arrangement of 
the test assembly structural materials, the node-ta-average power 
profiles are not exactly symmetric with respect to the core mid
plane. The maximum axial node-ta-average power ratio is 1.36. 

In summary, a new Monte Carlo procedure was developed 
for accurately determining fuel pin power distributions. The 
MCNP minicell method has been validated against the determin
istic method. The MCNP minicell method increases the tally ef
ficiency by 368 times, making the MCNP volume-averaged flux 
tally in a very small cell practical. This is significant because we 
quickly provided our customer with the required detailed power 
distributions within the MOX pins using a Monte Carlo ap
proach. The MCNP minicell method can be applied to analyzing 
detailed flux or power distributions in a fuel pellet/particle and 
to calculating the spectrum and depletion-dependent group neu
tron cross sections of the materials in a subcell. 

1.	 J. M. RYSKAMP, J. W. STERBENTZ, G. S. CHANG, W. K. 
TERRY, R. G. AMBROSEK, S. L. HAYES, "Mixed Oxide 
Fuels Testing in the Advanced Test Reactor to Support Pluto
nium Disposition," INEL-95/0459, Idaho National Engineer
ing and Environmental Lab. (1995). 

2.	 J. M. RYSKAMP, 1. W. STERBENTZ, G. S. CHANG, W. K. 
TERRY, "Mixed Oxide Fuel Testing Capabilities in the Ad
vanced Test Reactor," Proc. ASME-JSME 4th Int. Canf. Nu
clear Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 10-14, 
1996, Vol. 4, p. 477 (1996). 

3. G. S. CHANG, J. M. RYSKAMP, W. K. TERRY, G. R. AM
BROSEK, A. J. PALMER, R. A. ROESENER, "Drop-in Cap
sule Testing of Plutonium-Based Fuels in the Advanced Test 
Reactor," INEL-96/0369, Idaho National Engineering and En
vironmental Lab. (1996). 

4.	 "MCNP-A General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code, 
Venion 4A," LA-12625-M, Rev. 2, J. BRIESMEISTER, Ed., 
Los Alamos National Lab. (1993). 

5. B. D. MURPHY, "Characteristics of Spent Fuel from Pluto
nium Disposition Reacton Vol 3: A Westinghouse Design," 
ORNL/TM-13170/V3, Oak Ridge National Lab: (1997). 
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With the end of the cold war, the United same dimensions, and loaded into cladding tubes 
States and Russia have declared a portion of their ofthe same length and diameter (although 
nuclear weapons, including the fuel (plutonium or possibly different alloys ofzirca10y metal) to 
uranium-235) contained therein excess to national make fuel rods. The completed rods are then 
defense requirements. Both countries are inserted into a "skeleton" to make fuel assemblies. 
committed to the disposition ofthis excess Viewed sidc-by-side at the utility's new fuel 
material in a way which renders it incapable for inspection station, fresh MOX assemblies cannot 
reuse in the future as fuel for nuclear weapons and be distinguished from fresh LEU assemblies. 
which safely stores the final end product as 
nue:tear waste in some fonn of a geologic A reactor core containing MOX assemblies 
repository. One option for dispositioning this will be subjected to the same core design process as 
excess plutonium is to convert it from metal to one with all LEU assemblies. Transient and accident 
oxide fonn, blend it with natural or depleted analyses for MaX cores will produce different results 
WlUlium oxide, and manufacture it into new fuel due to differences in nuc:lear characteristics between 
(MaX for "mixed plutonium-WlUlium ~de) for uramum-235 and plutonium-239. The magnitude and 
use in commercial nuclear power plants. This shape of the Pu fission and capture cross sections will 
paper briefly examines the technical and result in a harder neutron spectrum for a MaX core. 
operational issues that a utility must address if it A smaller Pu delayed neutron fraction and a shorter 
chooses to bum MaX fuel in conjWJCtion with, or neutron lifetime will result in the MOX core being 
in place of, its normal low enriched uranium more responsive. Together these separate cff'ects will 
(LEU) fuel. require that the licensing basis analyses be redone to 

ensure that they fall within current licensed limits. It 
In LEU fuel the heat is produced from is anticipated that these licensing basis analyses will 

fissioning ofthe uranium-235 isotope which need to be resubmitted to the NRC for approval before 
is typically enriched so as to comprise 3-5 core startup. 

wlo ofthe uranium oxide. In MOX fuel 
weapons grade plutonium (typically 93% Pu
239) is blended with uranium tails (0.2 wlo 
U-235) or natural uranium (0.7 wlo U-235) 
to comprise 4 - 7 w/o ofthe mixture. Both 

Further, in the case ofpressurized water 
reactors, itis anticipated that the Rod Cluster Control 
Assemblies (RCCA's) will need to be replaced with 
higher worth control rods containing enriched B4C and 
enriched boron in the soluble neutron absorber. These 

LEU and MOX powders look the same, are 
pressed and sintered into cylindrical pellets ofthe 

newer materials are required to enhance the reactivity 
holddown necessary to counteract the reactivity effects 
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.. .	 of1 harder aeutroD specbum iDbcraIt in a MOX cere. 

However, ODCC loaded, the MOX cere would be 
operated DO differalUy thaD ODe composed cmUeIy of 
LEU assemblies. The Fr'CDd1 experiaK:e, based 011 the 
irradiation of584 assemblies IiDce 1987 mel 45 reactor 
)'CIlS of opcratioaaI expcriaIce. iDdicatc:s that die SlIDe 

operating flexibility duriDs ractor startup, sbutdowD. 
aDd powa' mancuvcriD& (such as bid follow _ 
1iequeDcy regulatioa modes) exists ill eitba' cue. 

Tbrec Ift:IS ofcaacc:m to dieutility 
contemplating participatiOll in the plutoDium 
disposition missioa require utisfadory resoIutiOIl 
prior to irndiation ofMOX fUel ill rcIoeckize 
quantities: modificatioa of the plaDt opaltius 
IiCCDSe to pc:rmit operatioa with MOX fUel, lad 
for • lead test usembly prosram.lIId rcquiraDc::Dt 
for additional safepards mel security measures It 
the plant. 

Utilization ofplutoaium in DeW or reload 
fuel is DOt included in the TecJmicaI Specific:ations 
for lIlY United States plaut today. Tbcrd'ClI'C, 
utilities seeking to bum MOX fUel wiD Deed to 
apply for IUd receive 8I11IDendment to their 
operating Iiccase for usc ofMOX fUel. WhiIc8I1 
NRC HearinS to amend the Operatiaa LiceDse is 
DOt mandated., C<mEd believes tbIt those opposed 
to the MOX optiOll wiD UDdoubteclly request such 
1 hearing. that the NRC will armt the request, aad 
that • hcariDS will be DClCCSSIIY iffor DO ocbcr 
rcasoD than to 8ir all the issues usoci_ with 
MOX and to pnJa' public support for the project. 
Any decision by • utility to opeD up its cxistiD, 
operating liCCIISC to • public bcariDa (far wbateva' 
reason) is not made easily or ligbtly. 

Secoodly, the utility will require the CClDdllet 

of. Lead Test Assembly (LTA) ProgiIlD to~.JQ 

its own satjsfactim die teelmical fUel issues associated 
•	 with MOX bwniDg. Mill)' ofthesc issues. wbicb 

iDcludc the effects ofrcsidual pIIium OIl Zin:IIOY. 
would I1so be addressed by the NRC in the Iiceasc 
amendment process. While there is e:xu:asive 
European operatiDJ expericDcc with MOX fUel. an of 
it is csscntia1ly with rcector-pdc plutooium which 
bas • different isotopic aDd impurity mix dum 
wcapons-gridc plutonium so tbc LTA proaram DIIISl 
bridge the gap between the two plutoaium grades. 
Further. the Program will address the effects OIl fuel 
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fabric:atioD ofthe diffc:rcDces in the oxide conversion 
processes: the Europeans have used MIMAS, in 
CQIljUDClion with • _ pJutOIlium oxide CODVCI'Sion 
process wbc:rcas DOE JXOPClSCS to use ARIES which 
is • dIy oxide c:a:wersioD process. The use ofMIMAS 
with die dry ARIES coawniclIl process could result in 
• ditTCRIIl pellet miaostruc:turc mel marpbolOlY 
Jeeding to fUel behavior for \\'bic:h • limited database 
exists. fiDally, die utility will iDsist 0111 proofof 
mamd'1CbIriDs axupuotIIl in the LTA program to 
dc:moustrate that the first few assemblies cominS out 
ofthe DeW DOE fIbricatioa facility, built specifically 
mel ClII1y for the disposition missioa. pcrfClllllIS 

expected in the IICtuaI reactor CIlVirtaPeDt 

The CIDC opentioaaJ impact which will have 
IOIDe substamive impact 011 the utility is the additioual 
safeguards aad security measures DClCCSsary to protect 
the ficsh MOX tbel from theft or diversion by 
UIIIUtborized individuals between the time ofRCCipt at 
the react« site aad its iDsc:rtioo in the I"CICtOr CCR for 
opentioa. These measures IR DClCCSSIIY because the 
hsh MOX could, in 1beory, be chemicalJy processed 
to separate tbc WCIJXlIIS grade plutoDium ftom the 
IIItUra1 ar depleted unnium. Ifcaousb MOX were 
suc:ccssfully diverUd aad processed, the plutonium 
could be rcfasbioacd in • DUClear weapon. The kiDds 
ofaugmmted safeguards IDd security measures that 
would be employed iDc10de (1) additional ptJ'SOlIDe1 
with • bigbcr security c1usificatioo. training, aDd 
IrINJDeDt, (2) modificatiCIIIS to the·MOX receiving 
aad stonge areas to make them mOre difticult to 
peadrate, mel (3) iDcreased frcquc:ucy IDd level of 
detail ofinspection. IncarpontiOD of tbcsc measures 
will result in • level ofprotection equivalent to that 
employed by the U.S. miJitll)' to protect DUdeii' 
material UDder its CXIIItI01. 

In SUIDIDIIY there will be some teclmical IUd 
opcratiClDll impacts OIl the utilities which participate ill 
the weapoas-gradc plutonium dispositioo program but 
they In very manageable. The effort is largely up fioDt 
IDd basically boils down to what is RqUired wbeDever a 
utility decides to introduce a DCW fuel type iDto its 
reactor. 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of mixed-oxide fuel (MOX) in c:unmrzcial 
PWRs bas a Dumber of impMaDt implicatioos with 
respect to are physics behavior and, ultimateJy. with 
respect to ensuring that key design and safety limits are 
met. The large thermal absorption aoss section of MOX 
fuel drives changes in the Dcutroo flux spectrum and are 
reactivity alCfficients, leading to higher aitical boron 
concentrations, smaller control rod worths, and reduced 
sbutdown margins. In addition, the smaller delayed 
Deutron fraction of 239Pu increases the are kinetic 
respoose to reactivity insertionS, which can lead to higher 
peak powers for fast transientS, such as rod ejection. 
Despite these effects and others, are designs with 
significant inventories of recycle-grade MOX fuel bave 
been designed and operated in the Beznau reactor in 
Switzerland. Furthermore, studies of conceptual core 
designs for a typical four-loop Westinghouse PWR 
employing weapons-grade MOX fuel (WG-MOX) ooofirm 
that even fun WG-MOX cores are feasible with only 
minor modifications to the plant configuration. 

J.INlRODUcnON 

The use of recycle-grade MOX fuel in commercial 
PWRs bas become increasingly common in Europe, wh~ 

now a significant Dumber of reactors employ MOX fuel in 
as much as one-third of their fuel assemblies. l 

,2 The 
Beznau unit in Switzerland, a Westinghouse-designed 
two-loop PWR. bas used recycle-grade MOX (RG-MOX) 
fuel in a Dumber of its recent operating cycles. Cycle 24 
of Beznau Unit 1. for example, employed 40 MOX 
assemblies in core comprising 121 fuel assemblies. 

In additioo to the Bc2nau design and operating 
ex~ence with RG-MOX fuel. Westinghouse bas 
performed a number of studies in the last five years in 
which aggressive conceptual are designs using WG
MOX have been developed and analyzed for the purpose 
of investigating Pu disposition.S,5",7 These studies have 
ooosidered typical operating PWRs as well as advanced 

light water reactors like the Westinghouse AP6OO. The 
goal of these studies was. in part, to determine the limits 
of WG-MOX fuel utiIizatioo, i.e.. to determine the 
maximum feasible amount of WG-MOX fuel that can be 
employed while still meeting typical are design and 
safety limits and achieving typical cycle enrzgy goals (18 
month opezating cycles). 

The Westinghouse experiences with aetua1 MOX core 
designs for Beznau combined with the many conceptual 
core designs Studies performed as part of the Pu 
disposition program provide an informative picture of the 
possibilities for MOX fuel utilization in Westinghouse 
PWRs. The objective of this paper. then. is to summarize 
the principal core physics effects of MOX and WG-MOX 
fuel and to discuss tbcir implications on core design, 
safety, and operability. 

n. PHYSICS OF MOX CORES 

Perhaps the single most important oeutrooic 
characteristic of MOX fuel is its large thermal absorption 
cross section. The maaoscopic absorptioa cross sectioa 
for MOX fuel is larger for sevrzal reasons: (I) the larger 
fissioa cross sectioo of 239Pu relative to 23SU. (2) the larger 
capture cross sectioa 239Pu relative to 23SU. and (3) the 
presence of 2AOpg, which in both RG-MOX and WG-MOX 
acts as a "fertile" burnable absorber. ID WG-MOX. 2AOpg 
~9'teseots about 5.9% of the toW Pu. 1D RG-MOX, the 
~ COOteDt is much larger. roughly 25% in the Beznau 
MOXfuel. 

Table J below illUSJrates the implicatioas of the larger 
thermal absorptioa cross sectioa. The fast-to-tbermal flux 
ratio, .l/~, is approximately equal to the ratio of the 
thermal macroscopic absorptioa cross sectioo, I.2. and 
the fast macroscopic removal cross sectioa.~. Thus. a 
larger thermal absorption cross sectioa wiD yield a larger 
fast-to-thermal flux ratio. Table I gives typical lattice 
values for these Ouxes and 'I/~ for low enriched uranium 
(lEU) fuel, WG-MOX fuel, and RG-MOX fuel. 1D this 
comparison, the total fissile wlo for each fuel type is the 
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amCt ad a aitic:aJ spcarum is emplO)'al. NoIc dial Ibe 
fast fluxes 8re roughly aDparable for cadi fuel type (lbe 
fast fluxes PWlD bere are reduced fnIm abeir iIlfiDite 
medium values by the leakqe iIltroduced to obtain a 
aitic:aJ speca am), but the IbermaI fluxes 8re cmaidcnbly 
smaller for die MOX 1aIlices. raukiD, ill alarJer fast~ 

tIlermai flux ralio. Table J abo Jiwa tile >J MeV tlux. 
importaDt for fuel rod ad fuel ISS"'Dbly IIItlCbnical 
design as well .. peaure wad flueDce cmsideralioDs. 
The >1 MeV fluxes ill Table J 8re a fairly cmstaDt 
haiOD (0.27 to 0.28) mtile fut fluxes. At low bumups. 
MOX IaUices wiD IaKI to have sliJbdy biJber >1 MeV 
fluxes tbaD uro IaUices due to tbe IIrJer value m Y 

(DeUCrODS per fiIsioD) for "'PU (2.87) CDIIIJ'Mld to mu 
(2.43). For a Ji.. powa' deDsity, tile blrpl'v JeIIds 10 a 
larJer fissiOD source ill MOX fuel. This e8'ecl is panialJy 
UI'set by a IliJbdy bqer wlue m1C for ~ tile 
recoverable eDerJY per fiIaiOD. The IarJer Ie meaas Ibal 
fewer U9pu fissiODS 8re Deeded to maiDcaiD tile ame 
poM:r deDsity. At hip bumups. tile >1 MeV fluxes will 
approadI the SIDle value for all tbree fuel t,pes &iDee. wilb 
bumup, tile diffenoces ill tile fissile iIcIUIpics become 
mucb .......er. 

The primary dl'ec:t mdie reduced tbermaI flux ill 
MOX fuel is Ibat IbmDal aeutroD absclrbers. Co,.. CXJDIrOl 
rods. discrete ad iIlfqnl fuel burDabIe absorbers. UDOD, 
1llDUlrium. ad soluble boroD, have leu wonb ill die MOX 
speca1IIIl. These absorbers have a more difIicuIt lime 
competiDg with abe MOX fuel for dIermaI DeU1I'ODS 
becallse m Ibe fueI's IarJC DeUII'OII absorptioo aoss 
1CCIi0D. This bas implic:aaiODS for core desip, pint 
operaIioos. ad lnlllsieat aa1yses wbicb will be disallled 
ill alaler 1ClCIioa. 

The bumup bebavior mMOX fuel differs &om JBJ 
fuel. The preseace mMIpu ill boIb WG-MOX ad RG
MOX bas the effect mrecta, die decreaIc mt.. with 
bumup &iDee fisaiIe JotIPu is aaIed by DeU1rOD capcure iD 
~ Figure 1iIIus1rara Ibis behavior. 1be dl'ec:t is 

Tablet
 
CrItIcal Spectram N..troa Flu Comparlloal for
 

LEV, WG.MOX, ..... RG·MOX Fuel Lattkel
 
(all nUl_in 10" 1IIc:J...)
 

Param. 
Bumup 

LEV 
0.15 40 

WG 
0.15 40 

RG 
..15 .. 

(GWD' 
M1'M).. 2.10 3.72 3.81 3.76 3.21 3.66 
~ ..,,;; 

>tMeV 

OA7 
5.96 
0.76 

0.64 
5.81 
1..1 

0.22 
13.7 
1.85 

OAS 
1.36 
1.83 

1.22 
14.6I,. 

0.36 
10.2 
1.81 

Flu 

mucb men prooOUDc:ed for RG-MOX since its iIlvent«)' 
mJ40pg is quite large. Ccmpared to u:u fuel, Ibis burnup 
klhaviOl' iIlaeaaes die reactivity mburned MOX fuel 
assemblies relalivc ID die feed assemblies. 

.....1 
L .......,.UIlJ..MOX 

u,....------.. 
u 
U 

LLI UXl 

J --- WGoMOX 
······.G-MOX 

U 

u+--_--_-.............
 
....(MWIWM'IM) 

ADocber keY differeDee betwecm lBU ad MOX cues 
is Ibe core ldDelic:s parameters. Table 2 compares the 
delayed DeUII'OII haiODS ad prtIDpt DeUtrOD lifetimes fcx' 
feu I'QCI« cxns-Ibe Bc:zoau C)de 24 cae ad Ibree 
CXIIKlepIUIl core desiJDs for a typical WcstiDgbouse four
loop reacror: CIIIe wiab lBU fuel. a secaad with a partial 
(46C11) WG-MOX core. ad a tbird with a full WG·MOX 
core. The Bc:zoau Cycle 24 core bas 33C11 RG-MOX. 

Note ill Table 2 cbat abe delayed DeuttOD fractiOllS 

(p.) deaase with bumup ill the lBU core. This occurs 
aiDc:e nsv bas a mucb Iar,er II.« tba 2Bpu, which builds 
up iD JBJ fuel with bumup due to the cmversiOD of mu 
to 2J9pu. JD die Partial WG-MOX core. the delayed 
DeuttoD fl'KtiODS 8re smaller tba ill the LEU core. but the 
deaease is leu frombegiDDiDg4·Ufe (BOL) to eud-d
life (BOL). JD &be Full WG-MOX core. the p. is IOM'I 
Itill. but DOW iDc:reases wiab bumup. This bdlavior is the 
result mJotIPu build-up wilb burDup iD abe WG-MOX fud. 
JotIPu bas alarler delayed Deutroo fraaiOD tba 239pg. AJ '; 
&be FuU WG-MOX core burDs. 239pg is depleted ad U1Pu . , 

is cm~ (&om ~). yieIdiD, Ibe iDaase ill IS.r ~ 
with bumup. This eft'ec:t is less prClllOUDc:ed iD the PaniaI 
WG-MOX core. but is IIill appareat ill abe significandy 
smaUer chap ill II.« from BOL to EOL relative to the 
LEU an. The Bemau C)de 24 core. a partial RG·MOX 
desip, sbows behavior similar to the PaniaI WG-MOX 
core. a smaU decrease iD p.witb burDup• 

The prompt DeutroD lifetime. r, is iDvendy 
proportioaal to the maaosc:opic ahsarptiOD cross sectioa, 
ad. therefcn. decreases significaady feX' MOX c:ore:s. AJ 
Table 2 shows, rfor abe u:u core is aearly twice as 1arJe 
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Table 2
 
Effective Delayed Neutron Fractions
 

and Prompt Neutron Lifetimes
 ,.Design pelf 
(usee) 

FuULEU 
DOL 0.00613 13.64 
EOL 8.00507 16.75 

Partial WG-MOX 
DOL 0.00471 . 10.11 
EOL 0.00444 13.07 

FuUWG-MOX 
DOL 0.00327 6.93 
EOL 0.00371 9.58 

Bemau RG-MOX 
DOL 0.00499 U.29 
EOL 0.00472 13.30 

as the value for the fun WG-MOX an. The Partial WG
MOX and Bezoau r • values fall between the LEU and Full 
WG·MOX values. 

The smaller Pcii' and'· values for MOX fuel will 
inaease the kinetic response of the oore to fast reactivity 
insertions, such as in the rod ejection event As will be 
discussed in Section IV, however, safety limits can still be 
met when appropriate ejected rod wcrtbs and ejeaed rod 
~g factors are assumed. 

Reactivity coefficients for MOX cores are 
significantly altered from typical LEU values due to the 
above mentioned ina-eased thermal absorption a-oss 
section, hardened ncuU'on spectrum, and different fuel 
isotopics. The lower worth of boron in the MOX spectrum 
yields smaller boron coefficients. Table 3 shows that as 
the level of MOX ina-cases, the boroo coefficient becomes 
less negative. To obtain more typical aitical boroo 
CXlDcentrationS, the Full WG-MOX oore employed 
enriched soluble boron (40 % loa abundance rather than 
lhe normal 19.8 %). This had the effect of doubling the 
berm coefficient Had enriched borm not boeo used, the 
berm coefficients for this design would have been -3.8 
panlppm and -S.7 pcmIppm 81 BOL and EOL, 
respectively, by far the smallest values for the designs 
presented. The boroo coefficient is also a functioo of the 
aitical boroo concentratioo. Of the cores presented, the 
Bcznau core had the lowest aitical boroo coocentration 81 
BOL since it was an annual cycle core design. This led to 
a BOL boron coefficient that was more negative than the 
BOL boron coefficient for the LEU c::ore. The OIber 
designs are 18 mouth cycle core designs. As a result, they 
have higher aitical boron cooceatrations (more initial 
excess core reactivity). TypicaI mucaI boron 
concentrations will be discussed in the next section. 

The smaller boron worth in MOX fuel also affects the 
moderator tcmperawre coefficient (MTC), ODe of the key 
reactivity coefficients important in traDsie'llt analyses. At 
BOL, the MTC value is heavily influenced by the soluble 
borao c:ooceatratiou, CB• Large boron oooceatrationS, 
typical at BOL, give more positive MTCs due the lower 
ooocentratioo of J~ with inaeasiDg moderator' 
temperature (lower moderator density). This leads to 
more negative moderator temperature ooefficients at BOL 
in MOX cores, relative to LEU cores, since the soluble 
boroo has less worth in MOX. More negative BOL axial 
offsets result as well (axial offset = [(Plop' 
PIloJIPIOIa1]*IOO%), since the high temperature moderator 
in the top half of the core will have a larger negative 
reactivity effect. At BOL, when CB values are close to 
zero. MTC values for MOX and LEU cores arc roughly 
equivalent 

Doppler power coefficients (DPe) are slightly more 
negative in MOX cores due to the ina-eased resonance 
absorption of~. This can lead to marginally larger 
control rod requirements (the positive reactivity the 
CODtrolrods must overcome to meet the shutdown margin 
requirement), although OIber effects Oess axial flux 
redistribution) effectively compensate for this. 

Table 3
 
Reactivity CoefI1dent Comparisons
 

for LEU and MOX Cores
 

409fI IOU Isotopic abundance In soluble boron 

Reactivity LEU Partial FuD Deznau 
Coemclent WG WG RG

MOX MOX· MOX 
HFPDor. 
Coer. 
(pc:mlppm) 
DOL -7.2 -SA -7.' -6.8 
EOL -904 -7.5 -1104· -7.7 

HFPMTC 
(pc:mfOF) 
DOL -6.2 -11.3 -u.s -19.1 
EOL -37.1 -38.7 -40.3 -33.0 

HZPMTC 
(pcmflF) 
DOL +4.37 +0.59 +0.31 -6.5 

HFPDPC 
(pcml9fl) 
DOL -8.2 -,.5 -9.8 -8.6 
EOL -7.8 -1.6 -8.5 -1.1 

HFPTPC 
(pc:ml9fI) 
DOL -11.2 ·14.5 .15.5 -17.0 
EOL -27.0 -27.5 -27.9 -23.2 

• 
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At BOL abe MOX total power coefficicoll (TPCs) are 
more negative aban abe LEU value due to the more 
Degative doppler aDd modc:rlWlr coefticicors II BOL. At 
EOLo abe differeoces are much l1118Uer siDce the MTC 
values are rougbly comparable. 

In. CORE MANAGEMENT CONSIDERA110NS 

Table 4 summarizes a few m the fuel JII8D8ISlcot 
c:baracIerisIic:s for dIese deaips. 

The pbysics implicalioas mMOX fueII dilCUlled in 
the previous secdoa lead direcdy to care desi... 
implicalioas. For cumple. die IaIpr tbcrmal absorpcioa 
aoss sectioa mMOX fuels requires earic:bmeD1 zoaiDg m 
die MOX fuel pins in mDed tmJIMOX care desips. 
Possible zooiD. paat:mS have beeD documcoted ebewbere 
aDd will DOl be repeared here.'" De aeed for zoaiD. 
arises because abe edae pins m abe MOX fuel will lee a 
large Ibermal Oux ..Ieatin." fnm LEU fuel adjaccot to iL 
nus abermal flux will drive die edae pins in cbe MOX 
fuel to hip powers .Jess Ibeir fissile caateDl is reduced 
Typical zoaing paat:mS employ 3 or 4 ctiffereot fuel pin 
fissile loIdiDp. 1be pias widl lowest fissile caateDl are 
placed in abe COrDers IDd die outer ODe or two rows mdie 
MOX fuel assembly. Hip fissile caatellt pins are placed 
in abe c:eoter mdie assembly. Widl dlese kiDds mzooiD. 
scbcmes, power peaking CID be effectively caauoUed such 
tbat hot rod powers t)'pic:aI mLEU cora are obraiDed.6.1 

Full MOX cores aeaenUy do DOl require zoaiDg sioc:e 

Table 4
 
Fa" Ma.......... QaracterIItIa
 

for LEU and MOX Cons
 
Panmeter LEU PartIal F.I Banaa 

WG WG RG· 

LEVFeedI .. MOX 
48 

MOX 
I 

MOX 
ZO 

MOXFeeds I 36 92 4 

"MOX 0 66 1M 33 
Feed EnrIda. UJ 4.5 LEU 4.51 U53 
(w/o flssDe) 4.5 4.5151 U LEU 

3.992 2.51 
MOX MOX 

CycieBU 28750 11564 11566 8415 
(MWDI 
M1M) 

Eaeru 481 493 493 303 
(EFPD) 

IFBAs 6561 lUI I I 
WADAs I 1441 1611 I 
IfspUt feed earlcbmeDts were .... for a fuel type, two 

values are glv-. 
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abere is DO large dlermal Oux pwlicot betweea fuel 
assemblies. 

The large abermal abIarpIioa aoss sectioa rX MOX 
IDd dae resuhiDg bard DeUIrOD spec:UUm require large 
Dumbers mburaabIe absorbers to be used mMOX care 
desips siDce these absorbers are worth less thaD ill aD 

LEU spec:uum. III WesliDgbouse aps. two types of 
burDable absorbers are l'OUIiDeIy emplO)\"Al. llltegral fuel 
burDIbIe IIlIorbers (lFBAs). ill die fonD rX a :u~ coating 
oa die fuel peIleIs. are used in most care desigas. Wet 
ADDular Burnable Absorbers (WABAs) are also frequcody 
used. WABAs are disaeIe burnable absorbers· wbic:b are 
IoIded mID the fuellSSeIDbly guide mimbles. Up to 24 
WABAs CID be loIded into a 17d7 fuel assembly. Since 
caatrol rods abo insert into die pide dlimble&. WABAs 
CID oaly be placed ill fuel assemblies wbic:b are Dot in 
caatrol rod 1ocaaiODs. A .11e WABA bas abe reactivity 
"It'Ol1b m approximately 405 IFBA. In terms of "equivalcot 
WABAs'" tbea. die LEU care uses aboul 1460 WABAs. 
As Table 4 sbows, abe DlDllbers of bumable absorbers 
Deeded to caatrol cbe excess reaclivity ill me WG-MOX 
cora is. by CXlIDparisoD, quite Jar&e. As mcolioaed 
earlier. abe fuU WG-MOX care desigo uses earic:bed boroD 
ill abe aJOIaDL If Ibis bad Dot beeD ae. abe Dumbers of 
burnable ab8ortJc:n required for abis desigo would have 
iDaeased dramaIicaIly. 1be BezDau cae requires DO 

burnable aIlsorbers since ill excess reactivity is smaJJ 
(IDDuai cycle) IDeS since die RG-MOX fuel bas a large 
amounl of ~ wbic:b aas as a burDable absorber at 
BOL. 

Table Sgives critical boraa ccaceaU'atioas for several 
ctiffereal caaditiODS II BOL for die various aJreS. Note 
panicuIarIy abe Jarae aitic:aJ borOD caac:eoU'atiOllS of tbe 
Partial WG-MOX core. The values at HZP aDd C7P are 
sigaifiamdy larger thaD ~ca1Iy eDcouota'ed ill LEU 
cores. AJso. die increue ill critical borOD CiOIlc:eouaDOO 
from hot fuU power (HFP) to bot zero power (HlP) is 
Iarpr. 1bese Ieve1s ofboroD COIICCDuatioa CID be 

TableS
 
BOL CrItIcal Boron ~
 

for LEU and MOX Cons
 

40.. l-.s 

CoIIdItloD LEU PartIal FaD Bauu 
WG WG RG
MOX MOX MOX 

BFPtEq. 1451 1674 1301 965 
Xenoa 
BZPtNo 1955 %35% 1769 1513 
Xenoa 
CZPtNo 1781 mo 1668 NlA 
Xeaoa 

Ie abandaDce lD soluble boroII 
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probl~c in several ways. FIrSt, more water processing 
and higher boron system duties are required to effect mode 
changes and plant maneuvers. Second, if aitica1 boron 
coocentrations at CZP beame high enough. post-LOCA 
(loss of coolant accident) subaitica1ity requirements may 
be challenged since the emergency core cooling system 
(ECCS) may not be able to deliver the required boroo 
alDceDtratioo to maintain loog term subcritica1ity. 
Control rods generally are not aedited for shutdown 
following a large break LOCA. so the BCCS water must 
deliver the required boroo c:oocentratioo. The boroo 
alD~tra:tioos in the ECCS are limited by equipment 
qualification aJDceros (pH), so simply raising the 
Refueling WaJr)( Storage Tank (RWST) boron 
alDceDtratioo to an adequately high level may not be 
possible. The answer to these difficulties lie in the fuD 
WG·MOX boron aJDcentrations in Table 5. Here. 40% 
IDa isotopic abundance was assumed in the soluble boron. 
and reasonable aitica1 boron c:oocenntions were 
obtained. Table 5 suggests that even partial WG-MOX 
c:ores will benefit from enriched soluble boron if the 
percentage ofWG-MOX exceeds about 33%. Alternatives 
to enriched soluble boroo include: (I) more discrete 
burnable absorbers and use of inlegral burnable absorbers 
iII the WG-MOX fuel. (2) use of enriched IDa disaete 
burnable absorbers. (3) reduced cycle energy to limit the 
core initial excess reactivity. (4) aedit for aJDtrol rod 
iIlsertion following a large break LOCA. if justified, and 
(5) higher ECCS boron concentrations. ifjustified. 

One difficulty with using disaete burnable absorbers 
in MOX fuel is that they do not deplele as complelelyas in 
LEU fuel due to the low thermal Dux iii MOX. 
Consequently. the undepleted absorber at BOL (about 3
5% of the initial IDa c:ootent for WABAs in WG-MOX) 
represents a core reactivity and fuel cycle cost penalty. 

The burnup behavior of MOX fuel desaibed in 
Figure 1 can have core design implicatioos. As mentioned 
earlier. the more gradual reactivity burndowD of MOX 
causes burned MOX fuel to operate at higher powers than 
cxmparably burned LEU fuel. Reference 6 examined a 
number of different loading pattern options for partial 
WG-MOX cores. some of which included loading twice
burned WG-MOX fuel in the core interior for a third cycle 
of operatioo. Figure 2 shows the resulting bounding rod 
power history for the WG-MOX fuel and a typical 
bounding rod power history fix' LEU fuel. The curves are 
normalized to a maximum hot rod power of 1.0. NOle that 
at high burnups. WG-MOX fuel rod powers c:aD exceed 
the LEU rod power history. High rod powers iD highly 
burned MOX fuel may challenge fuel rod design limits. 
e.g.. rod internal pressure limits. siDce fissioo gas releases 
iII MOX fuel are expected to be higher compared to LEU 

Flgure2 
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fuel. An obvious design optioo whieb elimiDates this 
difficulty is to preclude twice-burned MOX fuel 
assemblies from iIlterior core locatioos in their third cycle 
of operatioo. Operatioo of these assemblies on the oore 
periphery iD their third cycle will reduce fuel rod powers 
iD the highly burned MOX fuel. but also has the 
undesirable effect of iDa-easing core leakage and possibly 
pressure vessel Duence, siDce these assemblies will 
typically operate at higher powers than tbeir LEU 
counlerparlS. 

While the physics characteristics of MOX fuel do 
have core design implications. experience with RG-MOX 
and WG-MOX core designs indicates that sufficient 
~ign flexibility is available to enable development of 
vtable core designs that achieve typical cycle energy goals 
and meet typical safety limits. As discussed above, some 
of the design options iDclude the use of disa'ete and 
inlegraI burnable absorbers. enrichment zoning iD MOX 
fuel assemblies. split feed batches. judicious loadiDg 
pattern selection. and the use of enriched boroo if 
necessary. The next scctioo discusses some of the key 
safety parameters affected by MOX fuel and their 
implications for uansient analyses and core operations. 

IV. KEY SAFETY PARAMETERS 

The core shutdown margiD is a key safety parameter 
for a number of transients and is particularly important for 
cooJdowD events. e.g., steam line break. As sueb. 
sh~ margiD (SD~ is a prime coosideration iD any 
~ desIgn. ~t ~cularly so in MOX core designs 
smce, as mentlooed m Sectioo II. aJDtrol rods have less 
worth iD the MOX spectrum due to the high thermal 
neutron absorption of the MOX fuel and the c:oosequeot 
small thermal Dux. Trip reactivity. the amount of 
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"'Irippable" rod YtUtb. is also an impcmDt by safety 
parametc:r b a Dumber of tr'aDsialts (e.I.. loIs-of-fiow 
aad locted rotQr). Wbca MOX fuel is used. dlea, 
shuldowD IIUUJia ad Uip reaaivity are p:aeraUy reduced. 
Table 6 Ji~ lbuldowD IIUII'Jia arim·tes fer various 
MOX aad LEU an desiga5. Ooly EOL IbUldowo 
margin estim·tes Ire provided IiDce dlese Ire typic:aUy 
limiting becanse u die large raaivity powa' defect at 
BOL. ID Table 6. die CXJDttoI rod requiraDeat CXIIIlprisea 
sewn) CDIlpoaalts: die powa' defect, die moderator 
IaDperaIUI'e uae:enaiDty, die CXJDttoI rod iDseniCli 
alIowaace, ad die a1IoMmc:e b wid collapse The 
power defect is abe posili¥e raaivity added to abe an in 
trippiDg from HfP to HZP due to modc:rat« ad fuel 
IaDperaIUI'e reduc:IioD aad uiaI flux redillribulioD dfec:Is. 
The moda'alor taDperaIUI'e UDe:enaiDty acconalS for die 
possibility tbal. prior to reactor aip. abe an is optn!iDl 
with a moderatm taDpe:raIUre several depees·above die 
DOIDiDaI value. The CXJDttoI rod iDsenioD aIIowaac:e 
accounts fer die possibility Ibat ....e CXJDttoI rods may be 
iDserted mto abe an pior to die Clip; abe rod YtUtb 
associated widl dlis rod iDsa1iCII does DOt CODUibute to 
abe shuldowD margin. FiDally, die alJowaDc:e for voids 
aalOUDts fer abe smaU reactivity iDseniOD c:aused by void 
collapse upoa reacaor mI'. 

Note iD Table 6. Ibat abe CODttoI rod nquiraDeats Ire 

CDIlparabie fer die LEU ad WG-MOX ccns. This is 
expeaed 1iDc:e die SOL tocaJ power c:oeftic:ians b die 
cores are CDIlparable. The value fer Bezaag is smaller 
rdati¥e to abe four-loop an values 1iDc:e die Bezaag 

DmniDaJ power density is mucb IIIIaIJa' (78 wanslc:m' b 
Beznau vs. 108 WIItsIc:m' for die four-loop cores). Note 
also abe decrease in CODIJOI rod YtUtb betweeD die LEU 
aad Par1iaJ WG-MOX core desips. The rod wortb pwa 
bere is ~ u die wortb u aU-rods-iD (ARl) leis die 
VtU'It sauck rod. ID paniaJ MOX CIOnlI, rod YtUtb CIIl be 
maximiud by prefaaniaUy 1oIdiD, LEU fuel in CXJDIJOI 
rod locaboas. SeIDe loa iD rod wartb, however, is 
iDevitable for cores widl a lipificaat baiOD u MOX 
fuel. The PaniaI WG-MOX an desip, which CXJDtaiDs 
about 46% MOX, just meets die SOM requiraneat U 
1.30 CJl~ wiab 53 Ag-ID-Cd CODuoi rods. ID lbe FuD 
WG-MOX desiga, abe rod YtUtb is improved by 
empJoyial a more eff'ecti¥e absorber maraial-7()CJJ 
eariched B.C. Ifstandard AJ-ID-Cd CXJDuoI rods bad beea 
used in abe FuU WG-MOX core. abe SOM nquiraDeDt 
would DOt ba¥e beea meL We CDI'iched B.C CXJDuoI 
rods. abe FuU WG-MOX core desigo bas roughly die 1liiie 

1Dl000t U excess SOM as abe LEU core. The Beman core 
also bas a comfortable 1Dl000t U e1c:ess SON. IiDc:e die 
SOM nquiremeat for Bezaau is OIlJy 1.0 Cl4p. This 
value is Jower Iban die typicaJ value fer two-loop cores 
(2.77 CJl4p). RtlduaiOll of abe SOM nquiraDeat is an 
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aptiOll fer MOX CIOnlI, provided suf6cieat _gin to 
safety limits is available fer die atrcc:t.cd ll'aDSieats (e.g.. 
ONBR margin iD die IttaIIl liDe break 1r8DsieDt). Aaotber 
cptioo fer iDaeuiDg rod wortb is addiliooaJ CODttoI rods. 
Most cores ba¥e a Dumber u""spare" CXJDttoI rod locatiClis 
wbidI could be used. at IOIDe apease. to iDaease die 
available rod wordl. 

Table'
 
EOL SlnltdoWll MargIn EstImates
 

for LEU aDd MOX Ceres
 
(aD nadIvItI.tn ..AD)
 

Parameter LEU Pa...... FaD Bemau 
WG WG RG
MOX MOX MOX 

NUDaberof 53 53 53 25 
CoDIruI 
Rods 
CoDtroI 
Rod 

Ai lAg. 70.. .... A,: 

Material 
"MOX 
CaaIroI 

•3.63 
45.6 
3.69 

B..C 
100 
3.66 

33 
3.08 

RodR.... 
9OCJlol 5.61 5.24 5.69 4.73 
AR)·1 
Rod Worth 
SDM 1.98 1.55 2.83 1.65 
SDMReq. 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.00 
Esce8 • .61 0.25 '.73 1.65 
SDM 

Key safety parametc:rs fer die rod ejectiCli evan 
iDclode abe qeaed rod wonb, qeaed rod peakiDg facun. 
ad Ibe delayed DeutroD fracIioD. As mealiClied ill 
SecIioD D, IS.- is CODsiderably smaIJer fer cores with I 
lipificaat fracIioD u MOX fuel. AU abiDgs beiDg equaJ. 
a smaIJer p. will cause abe rod ejecIiOll 1r8Dsieat to )at 
at a bigber Dudear powa'. Aaalysis mrod ejecIiCII events 
for partial aad full WG-MOX cores ba¥e shown, bowever. 
Ibat margins iD die other by safety parametc:rs importaDt 
to Ibis event Ire such 1bat safety limits CIIl be met. even 
widl abe smaller delayed Deu1IOD fracUOIl5.'7 Table 7 gives 
die boundiDg values typicaJJy assumed fix' LEU cores b' 
several m die key safety parametc:rs fer die SOL rod 
ejectioo ewaL Also provided Ire bouadiag caJcular.ed 
values for ICIDe U die WG-MOX cores d Rd'ereac:e 7. 
Note Ibat while abe p. is less tbaa abe typicaJ LBU wine, 
abe ejected rod 9tU1bs and ejected rod FQ values are also 
smalJerlbaD die typical values. The result is Ibat abe 
limits OIl peat fuel IaDperaIUre. maximum dad 
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aemperature, and stored energy can be met for the WG
MOX cores, even with the smaller Petro 

Table'
 
EOL Rod Ejection
 

Kev Safetv Parameters
 
Power Parameter LEU WG

MOX 
HFP FO 

EJ. Rod Worda (~4p) 

P.. 

6.0 
8.25 

8.0846 

5.2 
0.15 

U035 

HZP FO 
EJ. Rod Worth (~4p) 

Petr 

26.0 
0.95 

0.0046 

24.4 
0.83 

0.0035 

Critical boron moceouations and boron warths are 
key safety parameters for boron dilution transients. These 
transients will, in general, become more benign for MOX 
cores since the boron worth becomes smaller. Even in the 
Fun WG-MOX core design desaibed here, which used 
40% enriched I~ in the moderator, the key safety inputs 
for the boron dilution events were within their typical 
ranges.' As mentioned earlier, the lower boron worths 
and higher aitical boron moceouations could challenge 
the boron system requirements and the ability of the ECCS 
sysum to deliver adequate boration for core shutdown. 
This must be evaluated for plants employing a significant 
fraction of MOX fuel. Enriched soluble boron is a remedy 
for any difficulties in these areas. 

As discussed in Section U, the moderator temperature 
coefficient will become more negative at BOL for MOX 
cores. This is a benefit for a number of transients, 
including ATWS (Anticipated Transients Without Saam) 
events which involve an ina-ease in the core inlet 
temperature. Generally, the MTC values for MOX cores 
fall within the ranges typically assumed for LEU cores. 
The more negative MTC at BOL can have a small 
operational benefit by ina-easing temperature feedback 
and, therefore, enhancing core conuol during reactor 
stanup. 

While xenon worths are not key safety parameters, the 
lower worth of xenon in MOX cores will provide more 
stability to axial xenon oscillations." This should be a 
benefit during plant maneuvers and load follow 
operations. 

Overall the key safety parameters for MOX cores will 
fall within the ranges typically assumed for LEU cores. 
As mentioned above, the possible exceptions to this are 
the delayed neutron fractions, rod wortbs for shutdown 

margin and trip rau:tivity, and parameters related to boron 
cooceotl'ations and boron worth. The fraaion of MOX 
fuel and the core loading patttm are the leey design facurs 
which determine the extent to which these parameters fall 

. outside of their typical ranges. 

v. PLANT CONFIGURATION CHANGES 

For modest levels of MOX-up to about 33% of the 
CXlI'e--DO plant mofiguration changes will likely be 
necessary to meet typical design requirements and safety 
limits. These levels of MOX can be arrommodated within 
existing analyses through judicious loading pattern 
selection and, as necessary, IraDsient reanalyses with core 
specific input assumptions. This may vary, however, from 
plant to plant depending upon plant specific margins and 
design features (e.g., number of coouol rods). If a plant 
has very little excess SDM with LEU fuel, for example, 
levels of MOX of less than 33% could be problematic. 
Beyond about one-third of the core, plants will benefit 
from the use of enriched soluble boron and more effective 
COIluol rods to reduce soluble boroo cooceouations to 
more typical levels and to inaease rod wortbs and 
shutdown margins. For full MOX cores, these plant 
configuration changes are not options. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Experience with RG-MOX and WG-MOX core 
designs indicates that viable core designs which meet 
typical safety limits and achieve typical cycle energy goals 
can be developed. Even full MOX core designs are 
possible, provided enriched soluble boron and more 
effective COIluol rods are employed. These plant changes, 
which can benefit partial MOX cores as well, serve to 
keep boron concentrations to manageable levels and 
inaease rod worths such that adequate shutdown margins 
are maintained. 
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ABSTRACT 

The impact of the temperature and void feedback 
on BWR weapons-grade MOX and conventional UOX 
fuel behavior and core operation is compared and the 
associated physics is discussed. The stUdy indicates 
that the more Pu239 is present in fuel the more 
positive moderator temperature feedback appears, that 
the U02-alike core has a larger startup operation and 
stability operation margins than the M02-a1ike core, 
that the UOX an has a larger startup operation and 
stability operation margins than the MOX cores, and 
that the fuel temperature feedback impacts on the 
MOX and UOX fuel behavior are about the same. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The utilization of surplus weapons-grade 
plutonium(Pu) as mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel for nuclear 
reactor consumption has been studied' in the US and 
Canada. Pu isotopic compositions in the weapons
grade MOX and depleted uranium-oxide(UOX) fuel 
are quite different and affect BWR fuel behavior. The 
impact of the temperature and void feedback on BWR 
weapons-grade MOX and conventional UOX fuel 
behavior and core operation is compared and the 
associated physics is discussed. The comparison and 
discussion should be helpful to evaluate the 
temperature- and void-related BWR MOX fuel 
behavior and to provide insight for safer BWR MOX 
core operation. 

This paper is mainly based on a recent study on 
BWR weapons-grade Pu disposition'. The GEl 1 fuel, 
a 9x9 fuel rod array with 74 fuel rods and two central 
water rods, was selected for the study. To avoid the 
complexity associated with the use of burnable poison 
in MOX rods, the burnable poison is only placed in 

the UOX rods. To increase the Pu utilization, depleted 
urania is employed in the MOX rods. 

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN MOX AND UOX 
FUEL 

MOX fuel is similar to high-bumup UOX fuel but 
with higher Pu weight percent. The difference 
between MOX and UOX fuel behavior results mainly 
from the difference between U235 and Pu239 neutron 
cross sections, especially thermal cross sections. For 
example, the thermal fission cross section of Pu2J9 is 
much higher than that of U235 (743 barn vs. 531 bam 
at room temperature). Consequently, the void 
coefficient of MOX fuel is more negative than that of 
UOX fuel since Pu239 is more reactive and thus more 
sensitive to void variation than U235, which hurts the 
stability of BWR MOX core operation. 

The thermal conductivity of MOX fuel is lower 
than that of U02 fuel, which results into a slightly 
higher MOX fuel temperature than U02 fuel. 
Moreover, MOX fuel releases more fission gas than 
U02 fuel due to higher fuel temperature and, 
therefore, a larger plenum region is needed in the 
MOX rods to accommodate the increased fission gas 
release. 

III. TYPES OF BWR WEAPONs-GRADE MOX 
FUEL 

In the BWR Pu-disposition study·, to make the 
licensing of initial MOX cores easier the initial 
approach for a MOX fuel design was to achieve a U02 

look-alike MOX assembly, where the MOX rods are 
all placed in the interior of the lattice and SUTIOunded 
by peripheral U02 rods. Since the thermal neu'tron 
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Table I Si.ulated BWR operatiac conditions durin& startup 

9 

T" -c - 20 60 100 160 220 286 520 520 520 

T.. -c 20 60 100 160 220 286 286 286 286 

VoidFI'IlC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

p."IIa; 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.84 0.74 0.69 0.65 0.60 

Case . 1 '2 3 4 :-5 6- - .7 .8 

flux is higher in water pps between the fuel bundles 
and the interior MOX rods arc shielded by the 
peripheral U~ rods from high thermal flux in the 
water pps, this island MOX lattice behaves like a 
U~ lattice. 

To increase Pu throughput with the eonstraint of 
excluding burnable poison in the MOX fuel rods, a 
high Pu throughput partial MOX core design was 
developed such that all but gadolinia fuel rods in the 
fuel assemblies are MOX rods. This high-Pl!
throughput lattice behaves like a full MOX lattice and 
is heraftcr called die "MC>z-aJike" lattice. 

IV. MOX Fuel Des... 

Three fuel lattices in a UOralike assembly were 
designed using die lattice design computer program 
TGBLA2 for an easily licensed MOX core. The lower 
and middle U02-a1ike lattices (9x9 array) contain 26 
MOX rods, 16 Gd rods, 32 UOz rods, and two larIe 
water rods. The upper U~-a1ike lattice contains 18 
MOX rods, 16 Gd rods, 32 U~ rods, two lIrge water 
rods, and eight rod-vanisbed reJions. All MOX mel 
U02 rods are axially uniform. 1bc U-235 enrichment 
and Gd weight pen:ent in die Gd rods are VIried 
axially to optimize the axial powa' shape. The highest 
Pu-239 enriclunent in the design is 5.4 weight percent 
and depleted urania is used in the MOX rods. 

Three fuel lattices in a M02-alike assembly were 
also designed using TGBLA for a higb-Pu-throughput 
MOX core. The Iowa' and middle M02-alike lattices 
contain 54 MOX rods, 20 Gd rods, and two Jarae 
water rods. The upper M02-alike IaItic:e contains 46 
MOX rods, 20 Gd rods, two lar&e water rods, and 
eight rod-vanished regions. Apin, all MOX and 
UOz rods are axially uniform but die U-235 
enrichment and Gd weicht percent in the Gd rods vary 
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axially to optimize the axial power shape. The highest 
Pu-239 enrichment in the design is 6.2 weight percent 
and depleted urania is again used in the MOX rods. 

V. TEMPERATURE AND VOID EFFECT ON 
BWR MOX FUEL DURING STARTUP 

To study the moderator temperature, fuel 
temperatuR and void effect on U02 ,U02-alike and 
M~-aIike BWR fuel during startup. TGBlA was 
employed to simulate the opeiatillg conditions listed in 
Table I, where T, is fuel temperature, T. is water 
temperatuR and p"; is lattice averase water density. 
The lauices were depicted at hot, 0.4 void fraction, 
uncontrolled condition. Case I is cold, Cases 2 to 6 
arc hot-standby, and Cases 7 to 9 are hot-operating. 
The results are shown in Figure I in terms of k.c(k-inO 
as a function of lattice average water density. 

Fuel temperature feedback is negative, void 
feedback is also neptive, but moderator temperature 
feedback may become positive in the presence of 
Pu239. Figure la shows temperature and void 
feedbacks of uncontrolled GEII lattices at 0 
GWDfST, where: 1) the UOz moderator temperature 
feedback is negative and its void feedback is also 
neptive, 2) the U02-a1ike moderator temperature 
feeclbac:k levels off and its void feedback is less 
negative, and 3) the M02-a1ike moderator temperature 
feedbKk is positive and its void feedback levels off. 
Figure Ib shows temperature and void feedbacks of 
uncontrolled GEl I lattices at 30 GWD/ST. where: 1) 
the shapes of the three curves are similar, 2) all 
moderator temperature feedbacks are positive but the 
MOz-a1ike moderator temperature feedback is more 
positive than the UOz-a1ike which is more positive 
than the UOz, and 3) all void feedbacks are negative. 



Figure 1 Temperature Bod Void Effects on Uncontrolled GEll Lattices 
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(b) At 30 GWD/ST 
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Figure 1 Moderator Temperature Effect of VOl-alike and MOl-alike Cores 
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Table 1 Comparison of Doppler and Void CoeflicieDts AmoD. MOX and VOX cores 

Core U02 U02-alike M02-alike 
Av. Void React. CoeC•• pJ-/1N1Void -1.02xI0·J -l.lOxIO"'J -1.2JxIO·J 

Av. Doppler React. CoeC•• pfOCAT, -2. IOxl 0') -2.IOxlO·) -2. 12xl 0') 

In general. abe more Pun9 is present in fuel abe VL MODERATOR TEMPERATURE 
more positive moderator temperature feedback FEEDBACK ON BWR MOX CORE STARTUP 
appears. This positive modenlor temperature OPERATION 
feedback mults fiom • shift of the thennal neutron 
spectrum fi'om lower energy towIRI a large thermal The moderator temperature effect of the U02

resonance peak for Pu-2J9 near 0.3 eV neutron eriergy alike and M~-.like is shown in Figure 2, where the 
due to water density reduction and water-sc:attering moderator temperature reactivity coefficients are 
temperature dependency after its temperature rise negative for temperatures equal to or greater than hot 
during a cold startup. However. if gadalinia could be standby temperatUre (2160C) and they satisfy the 
replaced by emia as burnable poison in future BWR GESTAR-II Amendment 22 licensing criteria for 
MOX core designs. it would help to offset the positive BWR fuel designs. However. during a cold reactor 
moderator temperature effect of MOX cores because stII1Up abe moderator temperature feedback is initially 
emia has a large neutron capture resonance near 0.45 positive in the range &om room tempera1llre to 6O"C 
eV which shields the 0.3 eV resonance peak of Pu for abe U~-alike core and ftom room temperature to 
239.	 2200c for the M~-alike core before turning negative, 

which indicates that the UOralike core has ~ larger 
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startup operation margin than the M02-alike core. The 
core design computer program PANACEA' was used 
to calculate the core k-eff in Fig. 2. 

The positive moderator temperature feedback 
during a cold startup should be operationally 
manageable by using longer wait periods after pulling 
control rods, by periodically reinserting some control 
rods if necessary, and/or by preheating moderator. 

VII. FUEL TEMPERATURE AND VOID 
FEEDBACK ON BWR MOX CORE OPERATION 

The average fuel Doppler and the moderator void 
coefficients, calculated using PANACEA, of the MaX 
and UOX cores are listed in Table 2. The void 
coefficient of M02-alike core is more negative than 
that of the V02-alike core, which is more negative 
than that of the Val core, due to the presence of more 
Pu in the core. More negative void coefficient hurts 
the stability and leads to a larger low-flow exclusion 
zone against core power-up operation toward 100% 
full power in the BWR power-flow map. 
Consequently, the Val-alike core has a larger stability 
operation margin than the M02-alike core. 

On the other hand, the Doppler coefficients of 
BWR MaX and VOX cores and their impacts on the 
fuel behavior are about the same because the Doppler 
feedback is dominated by the presence of over-90% 
U23S in both MaX and VOX fuel and all uranium 
and plutonium isotopes also contain a Jot of resonance 
peaks. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The impact of the temperature and void feedback 
on BWR weapons-grade MaX and conventional VOX 
fuel behavior and core operation has been compared 
and the associated physics has been discussed. Our 
study indicates that the more Pu239 is present in fuel 
the more positive moderator temperature feedback 
appears, that the UOl-alike core has a larger startup . 
operation and stability operation margins than the 
MOl-alike core, that the UOX core has a larger startup 
operation and stability operation margins than the 
MaX cores, and that the fuel temperature feedback 
impacts on the MOX and VOX fuel behavior are 
about the same. The comparison and discussion 
should be helpful to evaluate the temperature- and 
void-related BWR MaX fuel behavior and to provide 
insight for safer BWR MOX core operation. 
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ABSTRACf 

This paper presents an ISsesanent of Ihe safety 
issues and implieatioas of fabricatinl mixed oxide 
(MOX) fuel usinl smpIus weapons plutonium. The 
basis for this .usessmellt is Ihe ItSr cia done at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in identifyinl 
and resolvinl Ihe technical issues surroundinl the 
production ofPuOz feed. removal of pllium from the 
Pu02 feed, the fabrication of rest fuel. and the work 
done at the LANL plutonium processinl facility. The 
use of plutonium in MOX fuel has been successfuUy 
demonsIraIed in Europe. where the experience has been 
almost exclusively with plutonium Iq*BIed from 
commercial spent nuclar fuel. This experience in 
safely operatinl MOX fuel fabric:ation facUities 
directly applies to the fabrication 8IId imldiation of 
MOX fuel made from surplus weapons plutonium. 
Consequendy. this peper focuses OIl the teehnic:aI 
difference between plutonium from surplus weapons, 
and liabt-waaer reactor ftlCYCIed plutonium. 
Preliminary usessments ad rtlracb IcId to the 
conclusion that no new process or product safety 
concems will aise from usina surplus wapoas 
plutonium in MOX fuel. 

I. INIROOucnON 

. The recent Record of Decision OIl the Sunae ... 
Disposition of Surplus FISSile Malerials1 selects a 
hybrid IpP'Odl in which relatively clean plutonium 
from disassembled pits would be inadiaIed in 
comnlaCial lipt water reacton (LWRJ) IS mixed 
oxide (MOX) fuel. and relatively dirty plutonium 
would be immobilized and directly placed in the 

nation·s permanent geolopc repository. One basis for 
this "dual track" decision is the well dcmonstrarcd lid 
industrializ.ed fabrication 8Dd ilTlldiation of MOX fuel 
in Europe.2 Altboup this experience base is almost 
exclusively with plutonium sepnted from commercial 
spent nuclear fuel. it directly applies to the fabrication 
and irradiation of MOX fuel made with surplus 
weapons plutonium. The most eftic:ierlt way of 
adopIinl this teehnololY is to focus primarily on the 
technical differences between these two fuels. In the 
fuel fabrication area. Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL) is leadinl the effort to identify ad resolve 
certain teeImicaI issues. includinl the production of 
PuOz feed. removal of pllium from the Pu~ feed. the 
fabrication of test fuel. 8Dd the c:onceptuaI layout of 
the domestic fuel poduction facility. LANL also 
opcraces a plutonium pocessing facility that performs 
both ~ueous and dry processing of plutonium. Bated 
on these experiences and other onlOinl activities. this 
paper presents an assessment of the safety issues lid 
implications of fabricating MOX fuel usin, surplus 
weapons plutonium. 

The overall MOX fuel disposition process is 
depicted in Figure 1. Pits ~ disassembled. and the 
plutonium is removed and converted to oxide in the pit 
disassembly and conversion facility (PDCF). Gallium 
is removed from the oxide by either • dry process 
('IbennaIly Induced Gallium Removal mOR]) or • 
aqueous process (ion exchanp or solvent extraction). 
each of which can be located in either the PDCF or the 
MOX fuel fabrication facility (FFF). 'The fuel is 
fabricated in the MOX FFF and subsequently inadiaIed 
in a commercial LWR. 'The discussion heR is 
necessarily limited to that identified in the fi~ lid 
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Figure 1. 0vetaI1 description ofMOX fuel disposition process.
 

includes the gallium removal and fuel fabrication 
processes. 

The primary difference between surplus weapons 
plutonium and plutonium arising from the 
reprocessing of spent LWR fuel is the presence of 
gallium in trace quantities. Although plutonium 
components from dismantled weapons may have up to 
1 wt% gallium as an alloy. the current baseline pit 
disassembly and conversion process removes the 
gallium by the dry TIGR process to levels on the crder 
of 100 ppm or less. This process is used to remove the 
gallium from the feed Pu~ in the pit disassembly arxt 
conversion facility, and is similar to the MOX fuel 
sintering process in that the Pu02feed is subjected to a 
high·tempe~ (-I0000C) reducing atmosphere 
(argon. 6% hydrogen). This is an important 
consideration in the operation of the MOX FFF 
sintering furnaces, because any residual gallium in the 
feed Pu02 will be further evolved (as ~O) in its 

. high-temperature (-1700 C) reducing atmosphere 
(argon. 6% hydrogen). 

The impact of gallium impurities on fuel product 
quality is also il1JportanL Because gallium is a 
sintering aid, it can change the dynamics of the 
sintering process and, consequently, the fresh fuel's 
microsb'Ucture. Such changes depend on numerous 
processing parameters and may have an impact on 
fission gas release fraction, pathways (grain 
boundaries) for migration of impurities to the clad. and 
the formation of additional phases. Furthermore, 
residual gallium may eventually evolve from the fuel 
body during the course of its irradiation. The 
mechanism for this release and its subsequent behavior 
are unknown and are very difficult to prcdicL 

The other major differences between surplus 
weapons plutonium as produced in the current baseline 
PDCF process (TIGR gallium removal) and LWR 
recycle plutonium are the physical characteristics of 
the powder. Although the morphology of the particles 
are different. it is the particle-size distribution that may 
have safety-driven, proccss-design implications. 
Current research indicates that under certain production 
conditions, a large fraction of the powder may be 
submicron in size. Small particle sizes may lead to 
handling, material accountability, and dose concerns. 
Fortunately. resean:h results have also indicated that 
the TIOR process essentially presinters the smallest 
particles into larger ones. thus relieving the concerns 
associated with small particles. Consequently. the 
particle size distribution of the feed PU02 (after TIOR 
gallium removal) is expected to be very similar to that 
from oxalate precipitation and calcination processes. 
The primary difference will be in the morphology or 
shape of the particles. For fuel fabrication routes under 
consideration. the separate identity of the Pu02 
particles is destroyed by high-energy first·stage powder 
milling and sintering. This process essentially erases 
any history of the PU02 production route. Because the 
mean PU02 agglomerate size will be <40 JUD, issues 
associated with very large Pu02 agglomerates will be 
avoided (such as hot-particle ejection and ovapowcr 
transient reactivity insertion). 

The third major diffen:noc betwccn surplus 
weapons plutonium and LWR recycle plutonium is the 
isotopic composition of the feed plutonium and its 
24IAm content. Weapons plutonium has about 6~ 

higher plutonium isotopes (240, 241, and 242) and 
low 24JAm «.5%) content, whereas reprocessed reactor 
plutonium has. for example. 439& higher pll#tonium 
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isotopes, -3% 231Pu, _ relatively high 14IAm 
(-I.5~) for plutonium ICpII'aIed from UOz with a 
bumup of 45 GWdltU and aged two years. The 
processing implication is that for a liven mass of 
plutonium, the fissile content is higher for weapons 
plutonium, whicb leads 10 lower-plutonimn material 
limits for proc:ess equipment bec:aI.- 01 criticality 
c:oncans. A benefit of weIpOIIS plutonium is the 
substantially lower dose are due 10 rbe recQ:ed levels 
of 3C1Am. rbe Rlduccd levels of biJher plutonium 
isotopes. ... a lower beat Jo.s due 10 Rlduced Wpu 
contenL 

n. SUMMARY OF FACILITY ACCIDENT 
ANALYSES 

Two bodies of wort were used to form the basis 
for the safety assessment reponed here. The first -= 
the hazards and safety IUUlIyses performed in support of 
obtainina the authorization basis for operatin, rbe Los 
Alamos plutonium facility. The second is die 
JRlimiDary work done on a coacepQII1 MOX FFF in 
support of the Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Environmental ImplCt Stalement (SPDEIS). 

A. Los Alamos Plutonium Facility (TA-5SJPF4) 

The Los Alamos pluronium facility (PF4) • 
Technical Ala 55 CTA-55) was lIJPIoved for
 
plutonium operation in April 1978 by the United
 
States Department of Encqy. TA-5SIPF4 is c:urrenlly
 
operacional with principal missions of basic special
 

. nuclear maraiaIs (SNM) • CI 2cb .. IeCbnololY
 
development; proceuiaa a v.-iety of ICIiaide

containing materials; and preplriag n:acror fuels. belt
 
sources. and other SNM cIevices. 

A review of cbe TA-5S1PF4 Final Safety Aaalysis 
Report (FSAR)3 and HIDrds Analysis (HAt ~ 

sevcraI.-eas ofconccm far fuel fllxicadoa and IqUeOUI 

processin.. The nOR parificadon pocess is still in 
the development phase; howewr, • prelimin.-y .mew 
of the process indicated few differences in ..... from 
a diRlct metal oxidation process rec:endy IIIIIyzed fer 
the LANL Advanced Recovery and IlllegiIlCd 
Ex1l'8Ction System (ARJES) line. In brief, the most 
severe accident postulared for MOX fuel fabricalion 
was a criticality accident. The use of a purified iled 
(high 2»pu content wilh few impurities) will typicalJy 
deaease pocess or glovcbox UmiIS, which will decl 
equipment design. storaF aequiremenlS, ..s 
cbrougbput considerations. Adminisnlive CClIIb'Ols; 
operator ~ns; critically safe. process-equipme 

design; moderatorIrcfteccor limits; and fissile mataiaI 
(glovebox) limits all serve to provide defensc.in-dep1h 
qainsl an accidental criticality acc:idenL The most 
severe accident postulalcd for aqueous 
purification/processing was an anion exchange column 
thermal excursion. Should this event occur, the most 
severe aalistic consequence would be • ~Iy 

cIetectlIble ~ from the TA-SSIPF-4 stack. Process 
CODb'Ols. equipment _p, and operator training all 
serve to minimize the possibility of such an IICCident 
occurring. The possibility of a niuic acid sp'i11 from a 
tank outside the facility was also evaluared. The 
environmental effects of this accideat depend entirely 
on location of the nearest rec:eptor, localion of the 
rank. and the beam design. 

B. Proposed MOX FFF 

In the process of developing supporting 
documents' for the SPDEIS, a preliminary hazards ... 
.:cident analysis was perfocmcd for bolb the MOX 
FFF and contingent aqueous purification paocess. To 
effect this evaluation. bounding ICddents of various 
types were postulated to occur. These hypothetical 
accidents were evaluated with realistic assumptions to 
estinwe she consequence to the health and safety of the 
public, workers. and environmenL The spectrum of 
accidents IIIaIy2led in cbe FFF 8m criticality, fire. IDI 
explosion. 

A postulated explosion in the sinlering furnace. 
which is the most serious incident internal to the 
facility, was analyzed. SinterinS ps, a nonexplosive 
mixtuae of 6.. hydroaen in IfJOII or nib'Ogen, is 
supplied to the sintering furnace. The accident is 
caused by the introduction of an explosive mixture of 
hydrosen IIId air due to equipment failure andfCl' 
operator CR'Oi'. Even· thouSh the introduction of 
hydrosen into the facility at • concentration hip 
than the planned 6~ is hi....y unlikely, the event is 
assumed to occur. The potential conscquenccs of .. 
accident ofchis type will be aecIucecI to very low values 
because (l) of the inherendy safe plant desip. (2) 1bc 
possibility of an occ::umnce of such an accident being 
very remote, and (3) because the facility design aeflects 
the potential seriousness of Ibis type of accidenL Jf 
such an event were 10 occur,lhe consequence would be 
very low and much less than what was ~ in the 
SPDms analysis. This event would generally result in 
the feI1lp01111 Yshutdown of the afrec:ted portion of the 
flCiJity for decontamination and repair. 

AnoIher postulated event is a criticality accident 
involving P'ft Pu~ that measa pseous ~ne IDI 
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noble gases to the facility, and then to the atmosphere 
through the ventilation system. Accidental moderation 
of insoluble powder plutonium or uranium does not 
lead to fission yields greater than 2E+18 fissions. The 
energy released by such an excursion is minimal, and 
although the container in which the excursion occurs 
may be damaged, the building and filtration system are 
assumed to remain operational. The consequences from 
this very remote event are low and would be raIuald 
further because of the inherently safe design of the 
facility. The potential for an accident of this type in a 
facility containing Pu~ in only powder form is 
extremely unlikely. H such an event were to occur, the 
consequence would be much lower than analyzed in the 
SPDEIS because of criticality safety features and 
administrative controls that would be incorporated in 
the design and operation of the facility. 

Another postulated event is a facility fire wb= 
burning of all combustibles occurs. The majority of 
combustible materials in the fabrication facility are not 
readily ignitable. The most likely sources are 
overheated motors, electrical fll'CS, etc. The effects of a 
postulated fue are (1) the effects of the evolution of 
gases and heat on the ventilation system and (2) the 
release of these gases from the facility. The 
consequence of an accident of this type is low and 
would be reduced further because of the safe design of 
the facility. The possibility of an occurrence of such 
accident is highly unlikely. If such an event were to 
occur, the consequence would be· much lower than 
analyzed in the SPDEIS because of the fire safety 
features that would be incorporated in the facility's 
design. This event would generally result in the 
temporary shutdown of the affected portion of the 
facility for decontamination and repair. 

The analyses of these accidents clearly showed that 
the maximum offsite dose, which could result from a 
criticality accident, is comparable to the dose from a 
criticality accident at a U02 fuel fabrication facility. 
The slightly different fission product yield and the 
presence of a small amount of plutonium did not 
significantly alter the effect of a PU02 criticality 
accident relative to those of a U02 criticality accidenL 
The analyses also showed that the consequences of an 
explosion are similar to those of a fue and have 
relatively minoroffsite consequences. 

If aqueous purification of the feed PU02 is 
implemented, then an additional postulated event is a 
fue in a glove box where a liquid solvent leak occurs. 
The leakage would occur as a pressurized spray into the 
glovebox and is assumed to build up to a flammable 
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concentration, which would then be ignited by an 
ignition source. The consequences of such an accident 
are low and would be reduced further because of the 
design safety features of the facility. The possibility of 
such an accident is extremely unlikely; however, if 
such an event were to occur, the consequence would be 
much lower than the consequence from the analysis in 
the SPDEIS because of the design safety features that 
would be incorporated. 

m. FACn.ITY SAFETY ISSUES 

A. nOR 

It is currently anticipated that the TIOR process 
would be used to remove the gallium from the bel 
PU02 in the PDCF and is similar to the fuel sintering 
process in that the Pu02 feed is subjected to a high
temperature-reducing (-IOOOOC) atmosphere (argon, 
6% hydrogen). The hazards produced by this operation 
involve the potential for fire and/or explosion due to 
the thermal energy and to the presence of hydrogen, the 
dispersion of Pu02powder, and the evolution of ~O 

as a vapor that can alloy with metals as it cools. 

The selection of a 6% concentration of hydrogen 
for this operation was made to limit the possibility of 
approaching an explosive concentration, even in a 
situation where air instead of argon was introduced into 
the furnace. This safety approach has proven effective 
because it is the same approach used for sintering 
MOX fuel at facilities operating around the world. The 
thermal treating and processing of plutonium materials 
has been conducted at the LANL TA-"IPF4 facility 
for many years, and the safety evaluation of that 
facility shows that with appropriate safety design 
considerations, these operations can be accomplished 
with limited worker exposure and no environmental 
consequence. 

The TIOR development effort at LANL has shown 
that the process of combining small particles into 
larger agglomerates would reduce the possible 
dispersion of the powder in the event of an accidenL 
Through further development of the TIOR process, an. 
optimal particle-size distribution for fuel production 
and safety considerations may be obtained. Research 
results at LANL during the development of the TIOR 
process have indicated that the volatile G~O condenses 
in a predictable way so that minor modifications to the 
gas flow and collection system of the furnace can be 
designed and implemented to collect the gallium. 
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B.	 Aqueous purification 

The aqueous process analysis of a criticality 
explosion in the solution tank clearly indica&cd that the 
Iqest dose to an individual in me vicinity leSulted 
from an ICCident involvinl plutollium in a soluble 
form. 1beiefore. special emphasis mast be cIin:Icard 
toward mitiptin, such a release and should provide. • 
necessary. 8dditioall caJincwed ufel¥ feaIures .. 
Idministnlive conaol for operIlion in Ibis IqUCOUS 
process. 

c.	 MOXFFF 

Gallium is an important consideration in the 
operation of me MOX plant's sinlerin, fumIces 
because any residual pIlium in the feed Pu~ will be 
further evolved (as GaP) in its hiah-fanperllUre
reducias (-17O()ltq aanosphere (1fIOIl, 6" hydroaen). 
Safe and reliable operation of Ihe furnKe is a key 
requirement, ..s lese.eII results at LANL have 
indicar.cd that the volatile GaP coadeaIes in a 
predictable way 10 1bat minor modifICations to the lIS 
flow lmd collection system of the furnace can be 
desiped and implemented to collect the gallium. 
1bcse changes should not present any new hazmods or 
safel¥ problems for Ihe opemion of the MOX FFF. 

Other ufel¥ issues at the MOX FFF are criticality 
safety and worka' dosc. The higher fissile content of 
me weapons pwIe plutonium means that the control 
on che invenlOl'y in any confined Ilea will be more 
sainaent, and thai rbe amount of plutonium will be 
reduced compnd with MOX fuel production from 
recycled plutonium. Concurrently. the concentration of 
the plutonium in che final fuel will be reduced for a 
Jiven fuel type CCJIIII*ed wirh MOX IIIIIIUfacbnd 
with recyded plutonium 10 that Ihere is a 
compensatin, effect. In the event of an accident. Ihe 
doses to worbrs lmd the public should be Idad 
beca_ of the ftduced material at ach location .. 
becauIe the isotopes 1bat produced the biaflesl 
radioJoP:aI effects are ftduced contpered with ftIC)ded 
plutonium. The healia,. ventilation. ..s Iir 
conditionin, (HVAC) system in the plant area whae 
plutonium powder is present will haw a muJtizoned 
air circulation syslCm that wiD provide confmemem of 
any maIeriaI .... esc..- the ,Iovebox. This 
confinement system includes two components. The 
first is a pressure padient between zones 1bat will 
sweep any material back into me con~ 8Ia. 

The second consists of multiple hip ef6ciency 

particulate air (HEPA) filter stages. which are protected 
from a fare or explosion. 

Explosion Ind fileS are another important safety 
concern in the MOX planL The.materiaI at risk in any 
panicul.. location would be limited by criticality .. 
dose coocems: however, in the event of a fire or 
explosion, Ihe dispersion of this marcriaI may have a 
hip COIL'IeqUCIICe for Ihe WOIbr or die environmenL 
1'bcmore. die initiators lmd fuels for fileS or 
explosions must be minimized. This involves limiting 
combustibles in gloYeboxes whae plutonlum is 
presenL One possibility is locating equipment (which 
mi,ht cause fares such as electric motors. etc.) outside 
Ihe glove box Ind using a coupling to transmit the 
force into the glovebox. Another possibility is to inert 
the atmosphere in the .Iovebox to preclude any fire or 
explosion. 

IV.	 CONCLUSION 

The preliminary assessments presented here, 
coupled with researcb currently under way. are leading 
to the conclusion that no new process or product safety 
concerns would arise as a consequence of using surplus 
weapons plutonium in MOX fuel. 
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ABSTRACT n. lIEU DESCRIPTION 

In 1995 President Clinton declared approximately The HEU to be blended down in this program was 
'7S metric tons ofU.S. highly enriched uranium (HEU) DOE production reactor fuel used at the Savannah River 
surplus to national security needs and that this HEO Site (SRS). After shutdown of the SRS reactors, the HEU 
should be blended down for disposal. The Department of has been stored at various DOE sites awaiting final 
EDergy (DOE) determined that the pref~d disposition disposition. It can be categorized into three material 
pith (or the blended HEU would be to use it as fuel in descriptions. The first type ofHEU consists of9.1 metric 
commercial reactors. A majority of the HEU can be tons uranium (MTU) in the form of irradiated fuel ,! 
blended and sold as commercial grade low enriched elements which have been stored at SRS awaiting 
uranium (LEU). However, approximately 40 metric tons reprocessing by DOE. The second type ofHEU contains 
oflbe HEU after blending to LEU will Dot meet 14.6 MTU as a uraniUm/aluminum aUoy. This material 
commercial grade enriched uranium specifications has been previously reprocessed and aUoyed in 
«rUled by the ASTM standards. I The Tennessee ValJey preparation for fuel element production. The third type of 
Allthority (TVA) and DOE have entered into a program HEU is 9.6 MTU ofreprocessed uranium metal ingots. 
10 utilize LEU derived from HEU which will not meet the Table I presents the average uranium isotopic 
ASTM standards. Technical evaluations of fuel concentrations ofthe HEU: 
fabricated from this derived LEU show that it will 
perform acceptably in a commercial reactor. Table I 

Average HEU Isotopic Concentrations 
I. INTRODUCTION 

HEU (wtJ'I'AJ) ASTM LEU Limit 
Commercial reactor fuel has historically been 

fabricated &om LEU which meets the chemical and U-232 20ppb 0.1 ppb 
isotopic specifications defmed in the ASTM standards. 
The derived LEU being considered for use in the TVA U-234 1.2% 0.05% 
reactors will be produced by blending reprocessed HEU 
trith natural or low enriched uranium. The HEU bas been U-235 61% 
irradiated and reprocessed several times. Because of the 
multiple in'adiation cycles, significant build up ofother U-236 22% 0.025% 
uranium isotopes such as U-236 bas occurred. Although 
commercial reactor fuel operates with these same uranium As shown in Table 1, significant concentrations of 
isotopes, the initial concentrations in LEU derived from U'232, U-234, and U-236 exist in the HEU. Upon blend 
Ibis HEU will be outside the limits posed by the ASTM down to less than S wt«'1'0 U-235 enrichment using natural 
standards. Therefore, the impact of these uranium uranium as a diluent, the concentrations of these isotopes 
isotopes on fuel pelJet and fuel assembly perfonnance will stilI be greater than the ASTM limits for LEU. 
must be evaluated prior to using such fuel in a 
cornmerciallight water reactor. 
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The HEU also contains 1nce amounts ofdlemical 
contaminants. transuranics, and fission products. 
Although aU ofthe HEU will be purified usins solvent 
extraction techniques, the trace contaminants caanot be 
completely ranoved. Furthermore, daupter products 
resulting from decay oflbe radioisotopes, such IS TI-208 
from the decay ofU-232, have c:ootinued to build up 
during storage ofthe HEU. Table 2 presents the 
nominally expected contaminant COIlCeDtratioas in the 
HEU. 

Table 2 
HEU Contaminants 

Contaminant ASlM LEU Limit 

Total chemical 
impurities (JIgIgU) -1100 1500 

Tnnsuranic Alpha 
Activity (BqIgU) -100 3.3 

TotalGlmma 
Activity (Mev BqlgU) -6000 440 

After blend down with aaturaI uranium. the total 
chemical impurities Ire expec:tcd to be within die ASTM 
limits.2 However. traDSUI'IIlic alpha Idivity. primarily 
due to Np-238 and Pu-239 decay, will not meet the limit 
for ftJ'fOCCssed uranium. This wiD be I conc:cm to fuel 
fabricators in the productioo.of fUel peUets. The total 
gamma activity is projected to meet the ASTht limit for 
reprocessed uranium. Howeva', it will be JUaber than 
ftesb fuel fabricated with normany emidled urmium. 
This may be a concern for fuel fabrication and bandling 
operations during receipt inspeetiOD ofnew fUel 
assemblies. 

m. DElUVED LEU DESCJUP110N 

Low emicbed unmium will be derived.&om bleadiDa 
the lIEU with DIIUrI1 UI'IDium in aUI'IIl)'I nitrate solutioD 
blending process. Reprocessed lIEU and natural uranium 
powder will be dissolved in Di1ric acid aad blended to 
produce • low enriched uranyl ndnde solutioo. The 
unmyl nitrate solution will then be converted to sinterable 
grade U~ powder for fuet pellet productioo. Pellets will 
be pressed, sintered, and ground using standard fuel pellet 
producUoo techniques. The LEU powder !ram die down 
blending ofHEU will have nCllDiDal cbIr1daisbcs IS 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3
 
LEU Powder from HEU
 

Characteristic Wl ASlMLimit 

Impurities <300~gU 1500 ~glgU 

U-232 1.3 ppb 0.1 ppb 

U-234 0.08% 0.05% 

U-235 4.8% 5.0% 

U-236 1.4% 0.025% 

Since the chemical impurities in the derived LEU 
will meet ASTM specifications, fuel peDet thermo
mecblnical properties wiD not be affected. The presence 
ofuniformly disaibuted concentrations ofU-232, U-234. 
and 0.236 will also not c:hange the thermo-mechanical 
properties. U-236 is I neutron absorber and acts IS a 
fixed poison in the derived LEU. Because of the high 
initial concentralioDs ofU-236. the derived LEU 
emichmeat level must be higher to offset the negative 
reaaivity effect. The earicbment increase needed will be 
approximately 0.4 to 0.6 wt% U·23S depending on the 
U-236 conceatration. Therefore, derived LEU at an 
caricbmcnt of4.8 wt% U-235 will be equivalent in 
reactivity to normally enriched fuel at -4.2 wt% U-235. 
The higber concentration orU-234 wiU have a similar 
neptive ractivity effect initially but will eventually add 
to the fissile invCDtol)' through neutron capture to U-235. 
The higher U-232 c:oncentration bas no impact on reactor 
operations, but IS mentioned previously. decays to a high 
energy pmma emitter which may affect fuel fabrication 
and fUel bandlina . 

The earic:bment increase necessitated by the U-236 
inventory will impact the radial power distribution within 
fUel peDets composed ofderived LEU. This will result in 
small cbanges in the avenge fuel temperature ofthe 
derived LEU fUelll power. The higher fuel temperatures 
affect the tbermal expIDSion aad fission gas release ofthe 
derived LEU fuel pellets. Both effects are minor and will 
DOt cause an operational problem. Use ofderived LEU 
will not affect 01ber properties such as fuel pellet break
uplrelocation, densmcation, swelling, fuel melt 
tewpClature, and pain size. 

IV. FUEL PERFORMANCE EVALUAnON 

The effects ofusing fuel usembUes fabricated with 
LEU having isotopic compositions similar to those in 
Table 3 were eva1uIted to determine the reacter physics 
and the reactor safety analysis impacts. These analyses 
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were done for both standard PWR. and BWR fuel 
assemblies. Calculations were perfornted using CASMO' 
which contains a two-dimensional, multi-group transport 
theory model for fuel assembly analyses. A linear 
reactivity (point) model using k-infinity data from the 
two-dimensional model was used to estimate the impact 
ofthe derived LEU on core-wide effects.· 

A. PWR Evaluations 

Reactivity effects were evaluated for standard PWR 
fuel assembly designs to determine the impact ofderived 
LEU on fuel assembly and core performance. The 
enrichment level must be increased in the derived LEU 
assembly by 0.5 to 0.6 wtO~ U-235 to obtain equivalent 
bumup to a normally enriched assembly. The reactivity 
depletion behavior of derived LEU fuel assemblies at the 
higher enrichment closely matches the behavior of 
normally enriched uranium fuel assemblies at the 
equivalent reactivity level. TVA is limited to receiving 
new fuel with an enrichment of5 wt% U-235. Derived 
LEU assemblies of approximately 4.95 wt% U-235 can 
meet IS-month fuel cycle energy requirements. 
However, 24-month fuel cycles would require derived 
LEU enrichments greater than S wtO~ U-23S with 
normally sized reload batches. To accommodate longer, 
high energy fuel cycles, reload batch sizes would have to 
be increased to use derived LEU with high concentrations 
ofU-236. 

Reactivity effects were evaluated to determine the 
impact of derived LEU on core perfonnance. The 
Doppler coefficient, moderator temperature coefficient, 
soluble boron worth, control rod worth, and fuel assembly 
power distribution were assessed. All changes were 
relatively minor. 

The Doppler coefficient expresses the change in 
reactivity due to a change in the effective temperature in 
the fuel pellet. Derived LEU will result in a more 
negative core-wide Doppler coefficient. The impact ofa 
more negative Doppler coefficient will be to improve fuel 
response to transient and accident conditions by turning 
the reactor power around more quickly during power 
excursions. 

The moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) 
expresses the change in reactivity due to a change in the 
core average water temperature in the reactor core. 
Derived LEU results in a consistently more negative 
MTC at aU conditions. High energy fuel cycles are 
difficult to maintain at a negative MTC and usually 
require use of bumable absorbers to remain negative. 
Using derived LEU with a more negative MTC may allow 

a reduction in the number ofbumable absorbers required 
and an attendant reduction in fuel cycle cost. 

The soluble boron worth in the reactor coolant is less 
.for derived LEU fuel. The integral worth is 
approximately 10 to 15 percent less than nonnally 
enriched uranium ofequivalent reactivity and the 
differential boron worth is 8 to 12 percent less. Lower 
boron worth may require high soluble boron 
concentrations to hold down core reactivity. Safety 
analyses which justify the boron concentration in the 
reactor water storage tank may need revision if the boron 
concentrations are increased. The reduced boron worth 
wilt require greater dilution volumes to change boron 
concentration in the reactor coolant when compensating 
for reactivity changes. This will require processing 
greater volumes of reactor coolant to change the boron 
concentration. 

Control rod worth using derived LEU fuel is 
approximately S percent lower than equivalent reactivity 
normally enriched fuel. Reduction in control rod worth 
can cause difficulty in developing a loading pattern for a 
high bumup reactor core. The slight reduction in control 
rod worth does not imply that adequate core designs 
cannot be determined, rather, it may require additional 
design effort for high energy cycles. 

The fuel pin power distribution changes slightly in a 
derived LEU fuel assembly compared to an equivalent 
reactivity fuel assembly. The power in fuel pins near 
instrument thimbles and water holes is slightly higher in . 
the derived LEU assembly. The peak pin power is 
approximately 0.3 percent higher in a derived LEU fuel 
assembly as compared to a norntally enriched fuel 
assembly ofequivalent reactivity. These fuel pin pow.er 
distribution changes will have no impact on reactor 
operation. 

The higher initial concentration ofU-236 will cause 
increased plutonium production in the derived LEU fuel 
assemblies. The increased plutonium level will result in a 
small increase in the decay heat of discharged fuel. This 
slight increase will have no impact on fuel storage in 
comparison to the normal discharged fuel decay heat. 

B. BWR Evaluations 

Reactivity effects were evaluated for standard BWR 
fuel assembly designs to deterntine the impact ofderived 
LEU on fuel assembly and core perfonnance. The 
enrichment level must be increased in the derived LEU 
assembly by 0.46 to 0.53 wtO~ U·235 to obtain equivalent 
bumup to a normally enriched assembly. The-reactivity 
depletion behavior ofderived LEU fuel assemblies at the 
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higher enrichment closely matches the behavior of 
normally enriched uranium fuelasscmblies at the 
equivalent reactivity level. With III enrichmeut limit of 
S wtO" U-23S. derived LEU IISSCIDblies ofapproximately 
4.9S wt% U-23S can be delivered to meet Il-month fuel 
cycle eDercY requirements. TVA is currently usiDa 
24-month fuel cycles at illBftuaits. UDJess the aew 
fiael enrichment level is iaaased to paIa' IbaD S wt%, 
use ofderived LEU may be IimiIecl to less IbaD 50 pen::eDt 
ofthe reload batch imicbed unnium 10 meet die 
24-month cycle eneqy requirements. 

The effects on I'CICtivity coefticiads importlDt to 
core operation were evalwded lad all eft'ecu were 
relatively minor. The c:ore-wide Doppler c:oefIicieDt is 
consistently more negative at all bumups and fUel 
temperatUreS by approximately 10 to 12 perceat. The 
impaa ofthe cbanae in Doppler coefficient will be to 
improve transient anclaccident performmcc for events 
that are primarily power exc:unioas. 

The void reactivity coefficient expresses 1be c:bange 
in reactivity due to a cbanle in the core averap steam 
void tilction in the ractor core. The void coefficieDt is 
an important parameter in pressurization transients that 
often set the core opaatina limits. The derived LEU fUel 
is consistently more neptive at all burnups and void 
fractions. A derived LEU core will have a void ractivity 
coefficient about 10 to IS pen:eDt more neptive than an 
equivalent ractivity normally earic:bed uranium core. 
The more negative void coefficient will result in a Jaraer 
void reactivity defect at full power by about II to 
13 percent Coupled with the more neptive Doppler 
coefficient, the derived LEU filel will have a larBer hot
to-eold reactivity swinl whic:b will require more bumable 
poison, such u Gadolinium, to maintain Idequa 
shutdown 1DIlJin. Also. the more neptive void 
coefficient will cause pressurization tnnsienlS to be more 
severe. Ifthese events are the limitinl opentioaaI 
ocaureace in a relOid core. then the operatina limits will 
be increased. The resuh can be a sliJht loss in capICity 
factor due to increased time seainI fUU power coonl rod 
patterns at reduced power 10 meet the more restrictive 
opaatinglimitl. 

The relative filel pin powers within a fuel assembly 
are not significantly affected by usial derived LEU. The 
maximum expected chanle in pin power is an increue of 
approximately 0.3 percent. 1bis increase in peakinl is 
not enoop to cause a problem bec:luse in a Bft fbel 
assembly. the pin-by-pin earic:1uDent variatioa can be 
adjusted 10 reduce power peKin. 

The control rod worth for derived LEU fuel is 
slightly less (I to 3 pertent) than for equivalent rac:tivity 

normally enriched uranium fUel 'Ibis reduction in 
c:ootrol rod worth is not sufficient to cause problems in 
the reload core design. 

The hiJber initial concenlrltion ofU-236 will cause 
iDc:reued plutonium production in the derived LEU fuel 
assemblies. The inc:reased plutonium will result in an 
insipificaDt increase in the decay heat ofthe discharged 
fuelllSSClDb1ies. 

V. LEAD USE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM 

In order 10 verify that the derived LEU fUel ~ 
perform as predicted, TVA will load fow' lead use 
asemblies (LUAs) in its SequoyIb Unit 2 reactor ill the 
spriD,of 1999. The LUAs will be fabricated from lIEU 
provided by DOE which is similar to the reprocessed 
SaVlDDlb River reactor fUel. The HEU will be blended 
with natural uranium to produee low enriched U~ 
powder at 4.315 wt% U-23S. The four LUAs will be 
co-resident with 81 fiesh fuel assemblies fabricated from 
normally enriched U~ at enrichments of4.2 wtO-' and 
4.6 wt% U-23S. The core win be designed to operate for 
49S effective fiaU power days. and the LUAs will be 
lo8ded into core positions which are explicitly monitored. 
The LUAs will be matched in reactivity to nonnally 
enriched fUel assemblies at an average enrichment of 
3.83 wt% U-23S. Those standard fuel assemblies have a 
cennl rqion enrichment of4.0 wt% and upper and 
lower blanket reFons of2.0 WI%. 

Preliminary core design analyses have been 
completed with LUAs loaded and with the LUAs replaced 
with normally enriched fuelllSSemblies. The LUA 
reactivity depletion matches the normally enriched 
assemblies such that the maximum difference in critical 
boron concentration throughout the fuel cycle is less than 
2 ppm boron. The maximum clitrerence in power peaking 
with the LUAs is less than 2 percent different than with 
the normally enridled assemblies. The LUAs do not 
impKt core-wide safety analysis parameters. 

A LUA performance monitoring program wiD verify 
that the reactor power distributions are accurately 
predicted for derived LEU fuel. Start-up physics tests 
will be evaluated closely to determine ifthe LUAs behave 
as expected. At-power flux maps will be taken to 
evaluate the predicted LUA power distributions. The 
LUA surface dose ntes prior to imdiation will be 
measured to ensure that gamma doses ftom trace fission 
products and decay daupters ofU-232 wiD not pose a 
fuel bandlina problem. At the end ofthe first cycle of 
operation. the LUAs win be visually inspected to ensure 
that no anomalous conditions exist. All resultl will be 
reported to the Nw:lear Regulatory Commission. 
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VI. FULL SCALE USE OF DERIVED LEU REFERENCES 

If the results from the Lead Use Assembly Program 1. American Society for Testing and Materials, 
verify that use of fuel with high concentrations ofU-236 Standard Specification/or Uranium Hexafluoride 
is acceptable, 1VA will proceed with plans for full scale • Enriched to Less than .5% U-13.5, Specification 
use of reload batches fabricated with derived LEU. 1VA C 996 - 96, July 10, 1996. 
and DOE are in the process ofnegotiating final 
81T8Dgements to utilize the HEU to produce 2. American Society for Testing and Materials, 
approximately 14 reloads of derived LEU fuel. Proposals Standard Specification for Nuclear-Grade. Sinterable 
from commercial fuel vendors have been received to Uranium Dioxide Powder. Specification C 753-94, 
process either derived LEU as uranyl nitrate solution or October 15, 1994. 
blend down HEU to produce derived LEU. Once an 
agreement is reached with DOE, commercial contracts 3. M. Edenius, A. Ahlin, and B. Forssen, CASMD-3. A 
will be executed to produce the reload fuel assemblies. Fwl Assembly Burnup Program-User ':f Manual, 
The isotopic concentrations of the derived LEU will Studsvik Report NFA-86n, November 1986. 
require separate UO: powder production facilities to 
avoid cross contamination of normally enriched UO: 4. S. L. Forkner, Technical Feasibility a/USing 
powder production lines. Therefore, approximately Reprocessed Uranium in TVA Reactors, BFE-564, 
3 years' lead time is required to construct the appropriate Tennessee Valley Authority, August 15, 1994. 
fuel fabrication facilities once a commercial contract is 
signed. 1VA is targeting reloads in the 2003 calendar 
year as the ftrst full scale use of derived LEU. 1VA 
anticipates that the cost to produce the derived LEU will 
be less than the market costs for normally enriched 
uranium. 

vn. CONCLUSIONS 

Use offuel assemblies made from LEU derived from
 
HEU which does not meet the ASTM standard
 
specifications for commercial reactor fuel has been
 
evaluated. The impacts of higher initial concentrations of
 
U-232, U-234, and U-236 were assessed to determine the
 
effects on fuel performance. The results of these
 
evaluations show that fuel thermo-mechanical
 
performance will not be affected if the derived LEU
 
meets the ASTM specifications for chemical impurities.
 
The uranium isotopic differences in the derived LEU will
 
require higher initial enrichments of0.4 to 0.6 wtolO
 
U-23S to overcome the negative reactivity of the U-236.
 
The decay products from U-232 along with trace
 
concentrations of fission products will require additional
 
caution in handling new fuel assemblies made from
 
derived LEU. The higher transuranic alpha activity may
 
require added precautions in the fuel fabrication process.
 
The reactor performance ofthe derived LEU fuel will
 
cause minor perturbations in reactivity coefficients,
 
control rod worth, and fuel rod power peaking. However,
 
the magnitude of these changes will not significandy
 
impact reactor operational safety. Therefore, derived
 
LEU which does not meet the ASTM specifications can
 
be used in a commercial reactor without major
 
operational changes or licensing revisions.
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ABSTRACf 

Following a shon historical review, the safety related 
aspects associated with an insertion of up to SO % MOX 
fuel assemblies in LWR cores arc discussed. The main 
neutronic influence is the neutron spectrum becoming 
,Jess thermal". The effect on shutdown reactivity can be 
coped with by appropriate core loading and, if necessary, 
a higher boron concentration or Bl°-enrichment in the 
relevant systems. Core dynamics arc influenced mainly via 
alterations in the moderator temperature reactivity 
feedback which shifts to more negative values in well 
moderated cases and towards positive values in under
moderated situations with high Pu-content in the fuel. For 
present or planned Pu-contents transient and accident 
analyses arc not influenced significantly. For high bumup 
MOX fuel data bases for fuel behavior under RIA and 
toeA conditions should be updated, though. For thermo
mechanical design alterations in material properties have 
to be taken into account. Respective inspections, 
measurements and tests of irradiated fuel assure a 
continuous validation and improvement of the pertinent 
calculational methods and data. The radiological conse
quences ofMOX insertion are not really significant due to 
the low release of actinides in design basis accidents. 
There remains a need for validation of calculated isotopic 
compositions for high bumup MOX fuel, especially when 
low quality Pu is used. Different Pu compositions have 
different influences on safety parameters. AUowing for all 
MOX specific effects, LWR operation with up to 50 % 
MOX fuel in the core, depending on MOX fuel assembly 
design, will not alter the safety level of a plant 
significantly. 

INTRODUCIlON 

Experience with recycling Pu in LWRs in Gennany 
dates back to the late 60s, when the first fresh fuel assem
bly (FA) containing Plutonium was inserted in the core of 
VAK. at Kahl, a mainly GE designed 15 MWet BWR 
power station. Extensive experience concerning MOX·FA 

behavior was gained in the 70s and 80s in the 252 MWII 

BWR plant KRB at Gundremmingen, and especially in the 
357 MWet PWR plant KWO at Obrigheim (Table I). 

The safety proofs at that time comprised comparisons 
of measured and calculated nuclear data in critical expe
riments, gamma scan measurements and measurements 
and inspections concerning fuel behavior in the plants. In 
safety evaluations the typical MOX effects discussed 
below were considered already at that time. The operatio
nal behavior of the MOX assemblies has been excellent.l 

Since 1981 new powder preparation processes (OCOM, 
AUPuC) were introduced in MOX fuel manufacture, 
which led to an improved solubility of the pellets in nittic 
acid with regard to further reprocessing.2 

Parallel to these activities in power plants, a MOX 
fuel manufacturing plant was built and in operation for 
several decades. A new plant was designed and con
strUCted with regard to stricter safety demands, e.g. con
cerning external events. It was ready for operation several 
years ago but not put into operation. Besides, a small fuel 
reprocessing plant was in operation for many years, and a 
big one was designed but the construction stopped for 
commercial reasons. In all these activities TUEV ET has 
been involved from the very beginning in performing 
safety evaluations and pertinent inspections by order of 
the licensing authorities. 

At present advanced MOX fuel assemblies are in opera
tion in several PWR· and BWR-plants (Table 11). 

D. GENERAL SAFElY ASPECfS 

The main pan of this paper will refer to the safety 
aspects of recycling Pu into LWRs with up to 50 % MOX 
assemblies in the core. MOX fuel has an influence on a 
number of core parameters and thus might have an influ
ence on operational and safety system related limits. It has 
a slight influence on radioactive inventory and decay heat. 
Besides, certain material properties of the fuel are 
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influenced. Normally MOX fuel with a certain range of 
isotopic compositions will be licensed. so the effect of this 
variable fuel composition has 10 be discussed, 100.3.4 

m.	 CORE PARAMETERS 

The major difference between MOX· and UOrfuel. 
assemblies is the reduced cbermaI flux in MOX fuel due 10 
the bigb absorption cross sections of Plutonium. As a 
cODSequence. control-rods and aenenlly tbermallbsorbers 
as Boron, Gadolinium or Xenon wiD be less efficient in 
MOX fuel. For shutdown relClivity via control rods the 
influence of core loamD, on control rod relClivity willl 
one stuck rod is Iarpr dum the MOX influence (Table 
UI). Lon. lenD shutdown reactivity by reduction of abe 
Boron reactivity worth in PWRs and for abe back-up 
shutdown system of BWRs is influenced more sipifi· 
candy (Table IV. Fipre 1). In PWRs, depending on abe 
amount and the DUC1elr desian of MOX fuel assemblies in 
abe core. an iDcreue in abe Boron c:oncemnIion in abe 
ECC-waaer Itorqe I.IDks aDd accumuIaIors can be 
necessary 10 assure lonlfCnD shutdown demands or even a 
B10-enricbment in all boraIed warer bearln, sysIemS mipt 
be necessary for cora with bip Un,-enricbmenl or bigb 
initial Pu-content in abe reload assemblies. In BWRs one 
has 10 be aWlre of abe flel dill abe most relClive stale 
when shunin, down abe reactor by abe bontin, system 
only. will DOl be the cold stale due 10 abe moderator coef
ficient for abe cold bonIed core widIout control rods 
shiftin, 10 positive values. It depends on the capacity of 
the Boron shutdown system wether a B10-enrichment will 
be necessary 10 meet BWR shutdown reIClivity demands. 

Local power in MOX-assemblies is influenced by the 
higher thermal neutron flux from lUIIOUDdin, UOr 
assemblies or waICr pps cbuacteristic for BWRs where 
the effect of cbanael bowin, on local power is somewhat 
stronger for MOX ISSCmbIies. Undue power peakin, can 
be avoided by a lower Pue.-conteDt i.- the outer rods and 
especially in the c:omeF rods • qualitatively DOl really 
different from UOrassembly desip for BWRs. Rod wise 
.,.sc:ans for BWR-MOX assemblies IIId neipborin, UOr 
assemblies performed by a utility Ire a valuable basis in 
order 10 validate local power calculational metbods. For 
PWRs there is no sipificant cbanae in the qreemeDt 
between calcu1aled and by the Siemens aerobalI sySfaD 
measured power dislributions wben MOX assemblies Ire 

inscned. 

IV.	 CORE DYNAMICS 

As far as core dynamics are conccmed, ill well mode
rared situations the moderator IIId void coefficients shift 
10 more ncptive values which his 10 be considered in 
cold shutdown reactivity baJanc:es, coolin, down ttansi

eats and • especially for BWRs - tl'8JJSients with cool! 
pressure increase. There is a contrary effect for low moe 
nued situations. as in the upper halfof a BWR core. wh4 
there is a shift towards less neptive and for high total J 
contents also IOwards positive values. Fi,. 2 shows 
effect for typical and hypothetical fresh fuel assembli 
This seems to indicare a sort of limit for the IOtaI J 
content in BWR fuel BWR fuel assemblies inserted 
licenscd lie well below this IimiL 

TI'IDIieDt and accident analyses normally show eel 

pliance with safety requiremeDlS also, for U~O 

cores. at most certain safety margins in normal operati 
mipt have 10 be IIdjusted. B.... ill a BWR the minil 
critical power ntio may have 10 be increased by 2-3 p 
cent 10 cope with the increase of negative void reaeth 
feedback with reprd to the tl'8JJSient ..turbine trip with, 
bypus". 

Nuclear-tbcnnobydraulic stability of BWRscan 
s1ipwy affected by a more ncptive void coeffici 
which, 011 the other band. can be compensated for by 
appropriaIe fuel-assembly-desip, e.g. optimization 
mocIeratina zones. pan lenatb rods etc. Owing to the 
IOmatic measures taken in most of the German B~ 

avoid instable operation. the safety related significanct 
core insrabilities was reduced in the past years. 

The effect of the reduced delayed neutron fractior. 
introcluciD. MOX fuel bas to be considered. especiall; 
fast power tl'8JJSients and reactivity initiated accidl 
(RlAs). Tbc influence on lime scale turned out to be 1aI 
than on power 0UIpUl, thoup. 

As far as transient IIId accident analyses are c 
cemcd. it his 10 be pointed out, thou,h. that there ~ 

apeemeDl 8Il1O'" the German safety assessors Ibat 
experimental data bases for hip bumup MOX fuel 
behavior under LOCA and RIA conditions should 
upcIatecL 

v.	 RADIOAC11VEJNVENTORY. DECAY HEA" 
CRl11CAUrY SAFETY 

Radioactive iIlventory and decay heat immedi. 
after shutdown do DOl differ significandy between t 
and MOX-assemblies. Tbc U~ assemblies predomi 
the short term decay beat for LOCA analyses. The hi 
actinide iIlventory. though, leads 10 higher decay 
relatively 10 U~ -assemblies durin, Ialer star 

Normally it can be shown that the capacity of the d 
beat removal systems can cope with this increase also 
the usua1 failure assumptions ill the systems. 
radioloaical impact of MOX in comparison 10 U( 
a1mosl unchanpd, mainly due 10 the low releas 
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actinides. What has to be considered when transporting 
b\Dllt MOX-fuel outside the storage pool is the signifi
cantly higher neutron radiation caused by the actinides. In 
handling fresh fuel, the higher surface dose of the MOX 
rods has to be considered for radiation protection reasons, 
and there may be a slight influence on room temperature 
in the fresh fuel storage room. Criticality safety of fuel 
storage and handling normally easily can be achieved. 

For high burnup MOX fuel and for MOX fuel con
taining ,Jow quality" Plutonium (Q=I00·~) 
resulting from reprocessing high bumup UOz-fuel or first 
generation MOX fuel rhere is a need of verification of the 
isotopic composition, especially concerning the minor 
actinides. by measurement and of updating nuclear Iibra
ries.6 

VI. MECHANICAL DESIGN 

Mechanical design aspects and the related fuel per
formance under irradiation have been investigated inten
sively by the fuel manufacturer.' It is influenced, e.g., by 
fission gas release. Measurements for steady state condi
tions and for operational power ramp conditions do not 
reveal great differences to U~·fuel when the power 
histories of the fuel were similar. Owing to the buildup of 
Pu:IA1 the power histories normally will differ somewhat. 
This has to be taken into account in design and accident 
analyses. of course, as well as differences in material 
properties as thermal conductivity or melting points. Fig. 3 
shows as an example a comparison of rod power fre
quencies for a U~IMOX equilibrium core. It has to be 
pointed out, that this core was not optimized. e.g., in order 
to reduce MOX rod powers; the figures just shall show the 
general tendencies. 

The effect of MOX fuel on material performance. e.g. 
of the pressure vessel. is rather small due to the fact that 
the neutron spectrum hardening by MOX mainly results 
in a spectrum shift in the thennal region and the small 
alterations in the fast spectrum easily can be over
compensated by low leakage core loading pattems.3 

vn. MOX FUEL COMPOSmON 

Usually the utilities require a licence for MOX-fuel 
assemblies equivalent ill bumup to UOz assemblies in 
operation. Since the Pu stems from UO;z-fuel and maybe 
MOX fuel of the first generation with different burnup 
values, a range of varying isotopic concentrations in the 
fuel has to be expected. To allow for this and maybe also 
for different base materials as UIIU or Ulaila• it usually is 
requested by the utilities to adjust the Pu,u.-content accor
ding to Pu-quality and base material in order to achieve 
b\Dllup equivalence. 

Analyses for a typical MOX·FA with a reasonably 
expected fuel composition will show the main effects in 
core behavior. For complete safety analyses, though. the 
range of fuel composition must be taken into account. The 
spectrum induced reduction in thennal absorber effecti
veness, e.g., is influenced mainly by the total Pu-eontenL 
This will be lIWf.imized. when the Pu- and U-qualities are 
low and the Pueot-eontent has to be increased to meet the 
Puma·requirements for b\Dllup equivalence. Therefore 
limits for minimum Purlll-content in Pu and maximum 
P!J.-eontent in MOX fuel have to be defined for which 
the shutdown reactivity requirements are meL Conserva
tive boundaries for the MOX-fuel composition can be 
given, which have to be taken into account in the different 
aspects of the safety analyses (Table V). Local power and 
criticality safety will be mainly influenced by a high Pu,u.
content in Pu, Self by a low Pu241-fraction and decay heat 
by a high Pu238-fraction . The minimum and maximum 
values of isotopic content proven as feasible by the safety 
analyses define the range of MOX fuel compositions and 
thus, also in a formal way, the fuel to be licensed. 

vm. CONCLUSION 

As a conclusion it can be stated that MOX fuel influ
ences some safety related parameters which has to be 
accounted for in the safety analyses. The predominant 
effects result from low quality Plutonium. Depending on 
fuel assembly design, up to an amount of about 50% 
MOX assemblies in a usual LWR core, though, no effects 
were identified during the numerous licensing procedures 
concerning MOX insertion in German LWRs. which 
would indicate that an operation with MOX fuel were less 
safe or would afford an alteration in safety systems or 
even different rules and regulations than operation with 
UOz-fuelonly. 
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Table!
 
Examples for early MOX fuel (pre-OCOM) opentiDl experience
 

Plant TypeJMwcl YeII'(s) MOX-FAs Max.FA-bumup Comments 
in core (MWdlkaHM) 

VAK BWR(GE)/!S 1966 I BNFL 
1911 22 BNFL. AEG-ALKEM, CNEN 
1981 88 21 Euon Nuclear, RBU-ALKEM. I~ 

MOX-isllDd-FAs =\4 core MOX rods 
KRB BWR(GEV2S2 1914 16 KWU/ALKEM. all-MOX-FAs 

1916 64 20 -17 ~ of core 
KWO PWR(~' S 1912 -1980 S]3 3S KWU/ALKEM 

TableD 
Rp..... ,or receat aDd plenned MOX fuel opentiDl sta... 

Plant T Year MOX-FAs Mu.FA-bumuni MWdlkll HM Comments 
KRBB BWR(1344) 1998 96 34 9x9 -II 3.0 CII Puti. 

(0f784) (rods 1,1S - S.S2C11) 
nBC BWR(I344) 1998 16 42 9x9-1/3.0 CII Pun. 

(0f784) 
KRBB.C BWR(I344) planned 300 S6 lOx10-9 13,29 CII Putiu 

(of 784) (rods 1,6 - 6,4 CII) 
KKG PWR(I34S) 1998 16 48 16xl6/3.46C11 Putiu 

(of 193) (0.15CII Um) 

KKG PWR(I34S) planned 64 60 16xl6/4.6SCII Pun. 
(of 193) (0.3C11 Um) 

KKP2 PWR(l34S) 1998 36 41 16xl6 I 2.91 CII Pun. 
(of 193) Max.I996: 4S Max. 1993: 40 of 193 

Tablem
 
Examples'or CoDtroI Rod "1i,11Ns (stuck rod ........) lor Cons with aDd without MOX
 

(FU'Sl two examples: non-low leakaae core loa«linl)
 

Reactor Fuel U~ Pu MOX-quartets 4p (BOCIEOC) for PWRs 
(CII) (CIIP." 11\0••,.) on conlr.rod.pas. shutdown react. for BWRs 

PWR I(Konvoi U(honly 4 - - 4.22 I 4,69 
PWR I(Konvoi 15CIIMOX 4 3.7nl 70f 12 4.92 I S.13 
PWRI Konvoi SKMOX 4 3.7nl 6 of 24 S.74 I S,41 
PWRI Konvoi 33C11MOX 4 4.6162 I of 16 S.sO I 6,26 
PWR2 rPre-Konvoi) 33C11MOX 4.4 4,42162 Sof16 S.43 I S.84 
PWR2 [Pre-Konvoi) 33C11MOX 4,4 4,42162 90f 16 S,20 I S.80 
BWR l.reaJized cycic U<honly 3.14 - - -1.7 
BWR I.planned future CYcle 38C11MOX 3.63 3.29nl 120f7S -1.8 
BWR I.planned future cyclc 38~MOX 3.63 4.04151,2 130f7S -1.7 
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Table IV 
Examples ·for the Boron Reactivity Effec:tiveness for Typic:al UO~OX PWR Cores 

Core / Numbers and Tvoes of Fuel Assemblies pem!ppm Bna.(BOC / EOC) 
PWR 2 Cycle 15/ 189 U02 (3.1 - 3,4% U:Ll), 4 MOX (2.29%Pur.... Q=71) -80S / -90S 
PWR 2 Cycle 16/ 193 U~ only (3.1 - 3,4% U:Ll) -8.3 / -9,5 
PWR 2 Cycle 17/ 177 UO, 3,4 - 4,4% U:Ll),16 MOX (3,46%Pufi... 1::71) -7.7 / -9.1 
PWR 2 Planned future cycle /129 U~ (4,4% U:Ll). 64 MOX(3,48%Pufi.., 1::71) ·6,2 / ·7,5 
PWR 2 Planned future cvcle /129 Uo, (4,4% U.l-'), 64 MOX(4,42%Pufi... 1::62) -6.0 / ·7.2 

Table V 
Consenative boundaries of barnup equivalent MOX fuel compositions for diB'erent safety aspects 

Safety aspect General Shutdown, Neutron local criticality radioac:t.inv.,= II Fuel compos. influence dynamics kinetics power safety decay heat 

Pu
Pufiu in Pu average min max max max-criL min 

UlI in Pu average min 
PuDI in Pu average max 
Pu.oe inMOX average max max 
U"")inMOX average min min min max min 
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SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR MIXED OXIDE (MOX) FUEL
 
IN BOnJNG WA~REACTORS (BWRs)
 

O. Craig Brown, ICameth D. Hutley 
Hoju Moon and Lance G. IUniker 
Siemens Power CorporatioD-NucJear Division 
P.O. Box 130
 
Richland, WashingtoD 993S2
 
(S09)375-8100
 

1. IntroductloD 

Siemens bas loDa-time expertise and cxperieuce in 
the design. analysis aDd manuflCllll'iq of mixcd-oxide 
(MOX) fuel for both pressurized watu reactors (PWRs) 
and boiling water reactors (BWRs). S1I11iDI in the mid 
1960's with lead programs in demoDs1ration plants of 
both types, recycq of reprocessed plutonium from 
European power plants wu pursued, focussing maiDIy 
on PWRs. Approximately 80,000 MOX fuel rods have 
been fabricated by Sicmeu aDd irractiatcd in 17 LWRs in 
Europe and the U.S. Since 1995, however, the reactors 
GuodremrniDgcn B aDd C. jointly owned by RWE 
Eocrgie AG and Bayemwerk Kemeuergic GmbH. are 
the only BWRs worldwide that hold a licCDIC for 
operation with MOX fUel. Gundremmio&en is a twin 
plant located in Bavaria, GcmwIy, 1bat wu desipcd 
and coJ15tlW:ted by Sicmeu IUd combiDes • high power 
density (about S6 kWIl) with advm:cd desip features 
such as intemal pumps IUd fiDe motioD control rod 
drives. The safety evaluations aeeded to license the use 
of MOX were performed by Siemaas KWU loc:atr:d in 
Erlangcn, Germany. ICccping with DOrma1 plmt 
operation schedules in Europe, this aaaIysis wu clone for 
12-month fuel c:ycla. 

In additioa, SiCIDCDI Power CclIpontion (SPC) 
located in RichllDd, Washington, bas performed ID&IyIeI 
using the 1liiie ncutroDic analysis me1bodolol)' to 
demonstrate feasibility of opcratins 24-1DODIh cycles 
with MOX fuel In both cases JDIIIy of the analyses have 
been performed for both MOX aDd unmum fUel desips 
in order to allow compuisoD of rau11I. This paper 
provides • PIJ'DIDllI')' of compuisoDI of key results 
between MOX IUd uranium fUeled corea. 

Dieter Bender and WolfTimm 
Siemeas AG, KWU NBTS 
Postfach 3220 
91050 ErIaoacn, GermaDy 
011-49-9131-18-7315 and 
011-49-9131-18-7559 

2. BWR ADalysis MethodolOlY 

Sierras bas developed aDd validated through in
reactor experience the necessary analytical tools to 
support MOX fUel The neu1roDic fUel desip and core 
analysis codes (CASMQ.3G1MICROBURN-B2) have 
been ac:ccpted for use in licensing MOX fuel for 
ioscnion into the Gundmmoingcn B and C units. 

MICROBURN-B2 is • reactor core simulator code 
that dctermincs fast and thermal fluxes in each node 
using an advanced nodal expansion method (ANEM). 
Tbc piD-by-pin power distribution iDsidc a bundle is 
obtained by • modulation method based on the 
recoastructed intra-DOdc flux distribution and the fODD 
function determined by the lattice code for • single 
assembly in an infinite medium (zero current boundary 
condition). Another important feature of MICROBURN
B2 is its microscopic depIction model. A total of 16 key 
isotopes are explicidy depleted at each node with the 
void fraction, control state and flux spectrum appropriate 
for each time step. The microscopic. cross sections of 
tbcsc isotopes are detmninecl from single-bundle 
calculations performed with the lattice code CASMo.3G 
or CASM0-4. Important applications of this model in 
~junction with the pm-power reconstruction capability 
are an accurate simulation of the control blade history 
effect IUd an improved calculation of thcrmallDlllJiDs. 

The MICROBURN-B2 thermal-hydraulic model 
consists of • number of parallel flow paths between 
upper and lower plenum with equal pressure drop across 
each path. The flow in the inner structure of • bundle 
(wa1c:r cbaoDel or wa1c:r rods) and that in the common 
bypass associated to every bundle are treated with the 
1liiie clctaiIed physics as the maio flow path in the active 
cbaDoel More recent correlations for the subcooled aDd 
bulk boq regions, as well as detailed heat deposition 
and transfer in the different flow paths, have been 
impJcmeated. 
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The MICROBURN-B2 qualification work consists 
ofverification and validation of individual models and of 
overall physics methods. Comprehensive validations 
indicate good accuracy of the results compared to 
Monte-Carlo code analysis, lattice codes and MOXlUO

2 
bundle and core reactor data. 

Relative to reactor safety analysis codes, the major 
.impact of MOX versus U0

2 
on fuel behavior is 

fundamentally in the area of reactivity response. MOX 
fuel has a slightly higher (though not significantly 
higher) fast neutron flux. Consequently, the key to 
accurately analyzing the safety aspects ofMOX fuel is to 
accurately model the reactivity behavior of the fuel 
relative to reactivity worths and coefficients, fuel kinetic 
parameters and local and global power distributioDs. 

3. 12-Month Fuel Cycle 

The first MOX license was granted to 
Gundremmingen for the use of the Siemens 9x9-1 fuel 
design (designated 9-IU and 9-IMOX for uranium and 
MOX assemblies, respectively). The 9-lU and 9-IMOX 
assemblies consist of a 9x9 rod array with a single water 
rod located in the middle of the rod array and are 
structurally identical. In total one hundred forty (140) 
fuel assemblies of this type were manufactured at the 
Siemens Hanau plant and at the Belgonucleaire, Dessel, 
Belgium plant that acts as a subsupplier to Siemens. One 
hundred sixteen (116) assemblies are loaded in 
Gundremmingen B and C, having up to 3 cycles 
operating experience and assembly bumups up to 31 
GWdlMllIM. 

Recently the license was extended to the advanced 
ATRl1JMTM-IO· fuel design (designated as AT-IOU and 
AT-~OMOX). The ATRIUM-IO assembly design 
COnslSts of a IOxIO fuel rod array with a square internal 
water channel displacing nine rod locations. The internal 
water channel provides improved moderation to the 
interior of the assembly. It also includes eight part-length 
fuel rods, and a thick-comer/thin-wall advanced fuel 
channel. The ATRIUM-IO fuel assembly design is well 
suited for operation to high bumups and/or long cycle 
lengths. The discussions in this paper are focussed on the 
licensing of this type of fuel that represents the state-of
the art for BWRs. 

Since a MOX fraction of 38% was considered to be 
the maximum MOX fraction that is reasonable from the 
point of view of the out-of-core fuel management, no 
license submittal was made for a higher fraction, though 
technically feasible. Compatibility analyses have been 
performed and indicate that all relevant safety 

• ATRIUM is a trademark ofSiemens. 

requirements can be met for transition cycle cores 
(containing 9-IU, 9-IMOX, AT-IOU, and AT-IOMOX) 
as well as for AT-10 equilibrium cycle cores with a 38% 
MOX fraction (300 out of 784 fuel assemblies). In the 
analysis the same safety criteria were applied for U and 
MOX fuel and, in agreement with the licensing 
procedure, no extra MOX specific analysis was required. 
The following summarizes core-related analyses that 
have been performed to support MOX fuel licensing at 
Gundremm:ingen: 

Nelltrolf Physics Desiglf 

The higher neutron fission and absorption cross 
section of plu10nium (Pu) leads to a harder neutron flux 
spectrum in a MOX assembly. Thereby, the reactivity 
worth of the control rods and of the gadolinia 
(U02+G~03) rods in the lattice is reduced. The reduced 
reactivity worth of the gadolinia rods is to a certain 
extent offset by placing them near regions of high 
moderation within the assembly, i.e., by the internal 
water channel for the AT-IOMOX design. The hot-to
cold reactivity swing for MOX fuel is smaller than for 
uranium fuel. Nevertheless, with optimization of the fuel 
design to take advantage of the flatter uncontrolled MOX 
fuel bumup reactivity curve (compared to uranium fuel), 
adequate cold shutdown margin can be achieved. . 

The target criteria for the neutron physics design of 
the MOX fuel was to achieve 'burnup equivalence' with 
the U-fuel, i.e., the average flSsile content was chosen 
such that the reactivity of the assembly when averaged 
over the burnup range essentially equals that of the 
corresponding U-assembly. Since the isotopic 
composition of the plutonium to be used can change, 
designs for bounding isotopic compositions had to be 
analyzed. A typical example of the fissile distribution of 
an ATRIUM-IO assembly for a Pu quality of about 71% 
is shown in Figure 1. It is close to one of the designs 
considered in the licensing documents. The Pu content is 
optimized by using depleted uranium as the fuel matrix. 
It is designed to achieve a batch average discharge 
bumup ofabout SO GWdIMTIIM. 

Mechtllficlll Design 

The MOX assemblies have the same mechanical 
Stn1cture as the U-assemblies; hence, only the impact of 
the different reactor physics behavior was considered. 
Since the fast neutron flux within the assembly is only 
about 10010 higher, this impact is only small and well 
covered by the margins inherent to the ATRlUM-IO 
design. The rod design analysis dealt with somewhat 
different power histories as well as with different 
performance of the MOX pellets. Rod average bumups 
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well above 65 GWdIMTHM meet die standard design 
criteria. 

Ractor ellNStatly SIiIU OpetWI/II_ 

In • study of core liDear beat aeaeratioD t* 
(LHGR) and minimum c:ritical power ratio (MCPR), die 
maximum values for die AT-IOMOX fuel from 
transition to equilibrium cycle were 11.5 kW/ft and 1.3S, 
respectively. Tbese compue 10 the AT-IOU values of 
11.2 kW/ft and 1.37, respectively. 

Cold shutdown JDUBin (CSDM) is reduced with 
MOX fuel for die reasons pen above. For 12-monIh 
cycle MOX fuel, die minimum calculated CSDM of 
1.5% della-k was for • load of fresh AT-IOMOX 
assemblies (9% of die core), with die minimum for die 
cycle occurrin& at beJinninI of cycle (BOC). For AT
IOU fuel for an equilibrium cycle die minimum CSDM 
is 1.7% delta-k. 

To obtain these results, die depee of 'low leabae' 
bad to be sligbdy reduced wbeD compared to all uranium 
cores. However, DO fresh fUel IIICIIIbliel bad to be 
loaded in the outer two peripheral fuel rows. 1berd'ore, 
the impact on fuel economica was not ApificaDl 

St.dy S"* 111.",111HydnuIIIa 

An analysis of die AT-IOUIMOX equilibrium cycle 
core with I boUlldinl power distribution, iDdudiq 
channel bow. gives I Safety Limit MCPR of 1.06. This 
compares well with • Iimilar IDa1ysiI for aD AT-IOU 
equilibrium cycle core. Race, there is DO sipifbnt 
impact of MOX on the 12-moath cycle core telative to 
the MCPR safety 1imit. 

TrtUUiDIts a4AcdMIa 

LocaJi'ml events considered were die ConIroI Rod 
Withdrawal Error (CRWE) and die Coatrol Rod Drop 
AccideDt (CRDA). 

The CRWE calculatioas were performed with oace
burned MOX fuel in die error rod cell. For die extreme 
case of die rod being pulled from fUll-in to fUll-out, • 
delta-CPR of 0.25 wu calculated. The delta-LHGR 
remains well below the transient LHGR limit. 

For die CRDA, 3D traDaieDt IIIIIyses of • mixed 
core ofAT-IOMOX ad AT-IOU IIICIIIblies produces • 
deposited enthalpy of about 30 calla in die CRDA 
scenario considaecl for BWRs ccmstnIctcd by SiemeaL 
These resul1s are well below 1bose of. aeneric bouDdin& 
analysis perfonned for die German BWR utility poup. 
Also, die bumup dependence of die entbalpy releue 

shows large margins to any defect threshold that could 
be deduced from the reactivity insertion accident (RIA) 
experiments perfonned in recent years. 

The core-wide transients considered CaD be 
categorized u incorrect control rod placements, 
auoma1ous core flow chanles (inc:reue and decrease). 
feedwater 1emperatUre reduction, lDOIDIlous feedwlter 
flow c:1JaD&es (increase and decrease), and upsets to 
ateam removal. Limitins 1nDSients are DOnnany the loss 
of ateam removal u wen u iDldvertent pump speed up. 
ADalyses to cover the core-wide transients have been 
performed for die AT-IOMOXIU equilibrium core to 
quantify die etfect (compared to the all uranium core) of 
die more negative void reactivity coefficient, Doppler 
coefficieat, and bela-efl' (lower delayed neutron 
fractiOll). The lin:IitiDa transient gives I delta-CPR of 
about 0.22, which allows In operatins limit MCPR 
(OLMCPR) of 1.28. 

For die loss of coolant accident, loading AT-lOin 
the core of 9-1 fuel improves the result because of the 
fu1a' thermal time CODS1IDt and lower rod powen of the 
AT-IO. TraDSitionina to MOX from uranium leads to I 

I1i&bt increase in pellet 1emperatUre due to slightly 
smaller beat transfer coefficient for tile MOX fuel Taken 
together. this event does DOt wonen when loadin& AT
10MOX fuel in die 9-IU core. 

Stability analyses have been perfonuecl for • nearly 
all 9-IU core IUd In AT-IOMOXIU equilibrium core. 
Core decay ratios were calculated at end-of-cycle (EOC) 
at die intenectioa of die 100% rod line and the naIU1'a1 
circulation flow line. Results indicate that the stability 
behavior of tile AT-IOMOXIU equilibrium cycle and the 
9-1U cycle are about die SlIDe. 

In total die above IDI1yIes show that the insertion of 
MOX mel pes variation in the core properties that are 
well wilhin the IIDIC of operating 1imi1s and 
requirements app1icab1e to UI'IDium fuel 

In accordance with the needs of the present German 
licensing procedures, DOt only •. core-related analysis 
wu perfcmned, but the impact of die MOX fuel on all 
safety-related reactor systems wu evaluated. The 
abilities of these systems to baDdle the core behavior 
wiIh MOX fUel were explicitly considered: 

•	 Core il'asthliiientltiaa 

•	 Reactor protection JY*m and safety limits, reactor 
COIdroI and COR lUpelvision system 

•	 Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and RPV intemals 
(DeU1roD flueace) 
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•	 Safety related devices within the containment (higher 
irradiation) 

•	 Systems for decay heat removal 
•	 Control rods, control rod drives and scram system 
•	 Power flow control system 
•	 Liquid boron shutdown system 
•	 Pressure control system 
•	 Heat removal systems 

i 
• Release or removal ofradioactive and radiolytic 

gases 

•	 Water chemistry 

I 
• Radiation protection 
•	 Fuel storage 

For the above systems, in no case was there a need 
for a system uprate due to the loading of MOX fuel. 

d 4. 14-Month Cyde Fuel 
~f 

Siemens has developed 24-month equilibrium cycle .,t core loadings for both uranium and MOX fuel for a 
BWR core of 764 assemblies (WNP-2). The design is the f, same SPC ATRIUM-IO fuel assembly (designated as ., 
AT-IOU and AT-IOMOX) as discussed above for the 12

i	 month cycle. The AT-IOMOX assembly was specifically 
designed to load and "bum" as much Pu as possible 
given the assumption that the source of the Pu would be 
the excess weapons-grade material as indicated by the 
Department of Energy (DOE). Hence, the fuel is a "full 
MOX" design with Pu in every rod except the gadolinia 
rods. 

Mechflllical Design 

The AT-IOU and AT-IOMOX fuel designs are 
mechanically the same as discussed in Section 3, 
Mechanical Design. The AT-IOU design has been 
licensed in the U.S. for 24-month cycle operation and 
has been operating in reload quantities (about 40% of the 
core for the fJrSt reload) in a domestic BWR-4 since 
April 1997. The structural design for MOX fuel is the 
same as the AT-IOU assembly. Hence, hydraulically the 
AT-IOU and AT-IOMOX designs are the same. 

NeutrDn Physics Design 

The AT-IOMOX fuel design was developed to meet 
the reactor operating requirements summarized in Table 
1. The resulting flSsile distribution within the assembly is 
shown in Figure 2. The effect of Pu in the design is as 
discussed in Section 3, Neutron Physics Design. The 
calculated margins to thermal limits and cold shutdown 
margin for the AT-IOU and AT-IOMOX equilibrium 
cycles are summarized in Figures 3 through· S. These 
results demonstrate that this design (either MOX or 

uranium) is acceptable using current standard control 
blades. 

Steady-State Thermal Hydraulics 
;... 

The safety limit MCPR (SLMCPR) for the AT
10MOX equilibrium cycle, excluding channel bow, is 
calculated to be .01 in CPR better than for AT-IOU fuel. 
This is due to the "flatter" power peaking distnbution for 
the AT-IOU equilibrium cycle. In the SPC methodology 
for calculating the safety limit MCPR, the flatter peaking 
distribution places more assemblies in boiling transition· 
than lJlother more peaked distnbution when analyzing 
the same SLMCPR for each power distribution. Channel 
bow is expected to be only slightly worse for MOX fuel. 
Hence, no significant impact on SLMCPR is anticipated 
with MOX fuel. The ATRIUM-IO fuel design has been 
shown to be hydraulically compatible with both SPC and 
GE fuel designs. 

Reactor Core StelUly-State Operation 

The cycle depletion analyses demoristrate that 
similar margins to thermal limits are achievable for both 
the AT-IOMOX and AT-IOU fuel cycles. For the AT
10MOX cycle, the minimum margins to the LHGR and 
MCPR limits are 7% and 8%, respectively. For the AT
IOU cycle, the minimum margins to the LHGR and 
MCPR limits are 5% and 6%, respectively. 

For cold shutdown margin (CSDM) the core 
minimum throughout the cycle for AT-IOMOX is 1.1% 
~ and occurs at BOC. For AT-IOU the minimum 
CSDM was calculated to be 1.0% ~ also at BOC. Both 
designs meet the minimum requirement for CSDM. 

For both the AT-IOU and AT-IOMOX· designs the 
BOC hot excess reactivities were calculated to be 1.3% 
~ and 3.3% Ale, respectively. By 4,000 MWdIMTU the 
hot excess reactivity of the two designs is very similar. 
The high hot excess reactivity for the AT-IO MOX is 
controlled by a higher control rod density early in the 
cycle. These reactivities are adequate to assure that the 
reactors can achieve full power upon startup. 

Tl'IIIISients tutti AccUlents 

Localized events considered are the control rod 
withdrawal error (CRWE) and the control rod drop 
accident (CRDA). The calculated CRWE (unblocked) 
ACPRs for the AT-IOU and AT-IOMOX designs are 
essentially equivalent, with the AT-IOU case being 
slightly higher. For both cases, the LHGR after the event 
remains below the transient LHGR limit For the CRDA, 
analysis of the two fuel designs indicates that the 
deposited energies for both will be similar. For 
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be 

AT-IOMOX fUel thc smaller delaycd ncutron fraction 
(l3effl is offset by lower control rod reactivity wortbs. 
see Tablc 2. 

For this evaluation two trIIISiell1S were considered, 
i.c.. the load reject without bypass (LRNB) aDd 
feedwater controller failure (FWCF). These events lie 

normally limiq for UI'IDium cora. Because MOX fuel 
bas a aligbtly more neptive void IUCtivity coefticieDt 
and lower delayed DeuttoD fractioD (PetJ), it is expected 
that ACPRs may be dightly Jaraer for MOX filet 
Results are as expecred; for 1be LRNB aDd FWa: at 
EOC, ACPRs are 0.28 (LRNB). 0.15 (FWCF) for the 
AT-IOMOX equilibrium cycle ad 0.27 (LRNB), 0.24 
(FWCF) for the AT-IOU cycle. 

Core stability lDIlysis wu performed for several 
points on the power/flow map at EOC for each dcsip. 
Results show that ,lobal stability teDds 10 be sligbdy 
worse for the AT-IOMOX core (about 0.15 ill decay 
DtiO). This is due, ill part, to the more aeptive void 
coefficient and lower Pcff for MOX. Stability maqjD, 
however, caD be improved by CODtrolliDa the axiallDd 
mdial power ctisIriburioaI IbrouJbout die cycle ill the 
core desilll process. 

Calculatioas were performed to dctmDiDe die cold 
shutdown maraiD of the core for s1Udby boron liquid 
control (SBLC). The SBLe system is UICd to shutdowa 
the reactor in the eveat CODIrOI rods do DOt iDsen CIa 

demand. Results indicate, for 660 ppmB aDd DO coatrol 
rods in the COle, the AT-IOMOX cycle has a minimum 
of~ 3% Ak/k beyODd ISOO MWdIMTHM. At BOC the 
margin is about l%.wt. Hence. for the MOX fuel, 
some adjustmeDt will be Deeded 10 meet the c:urreDl 

acceptaDce criCerion of 3% AkJk mjnjnmm for tbe cycle. 
For 1he AT-IOU cycle, the minjmum SBLC sbutdoWD 
margin is 3.1% 4kIt. 

Resu1U from LOCA c:a1c:DlatioDs performed iDdicate 
very little ditJ'ereuce in peak clad temperature (PCT) 
between AT-IOU ad AT-IOMOX cores. For the 
limiq break. a dift'ereuce of about 16-F wu 
calculated, wi1h AT-IOMOX beiDa sJiahdy JUaber. 

5.	 eoad.... 
,. 

Aaalyses performed for MOX fuel uiDs the

I; ATRIUM-I0 fuel desip demoas1me tbe feasibility of 
efficiently opaatiDa both 12- aDd 24-moath BWR. cycla 
wbiIe meetiDI an required safety aDd operatiq 
rcquircmeDIs. 1'be iDclusioa ofMOX fuel ill the core has 
DO major impact that CIDDOt be accommodated iD the 
fuelaad core dcsip procca 'Ibis has beea demonstrated 
by aaalysia aDd, iD the case of 12-moath cycles. by 
recent opetatiDa experieacc. 
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ABSTRACf 

After a presentation of the current EDF 
nuclear fuel management policy in PWR NPPs, 
this paper focus on the achievements gained in 
MOX fuel management and on future 
developments. 

It describes the current safety issues and 
studies related to increased performances, along . 
with the comprehensive fuel cycle safety 
assessment which is now a part of the safety files 
and licensing for MOX fuel. 

INTRODUcnON 

Since the beginning of nuclear energy in 
France. a policy of nuclear fuel reprocessing has 
been implemented in order to develop a safe 
conditioning of fission products m glass 
containers and to use the residual plutonium 
energy in fast reactors. The detenslOning of 
energy market in the 19805 has led to the 
postponement of fast reactors and to the decision 
to recycle the plutonium in standardized 
pressurized water reactors. alongside with 
mdustrial heavy investments in fuel reprocessing 
at La Hague and in MOX fuel fabrication. 

This has led to a fully adapted nuclear fuel cycle. 
which is now in operation at its nominal capacity. 
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I - mE CURRENT EDF OPERATING PW 
NPPS: MAIN RESULTS 

The French operating PWR standardiz, 
reactors are currently as follows: 
- the CPO 900MW series with 6 uni 
commissioned between 1997 and 1919; 
- the CPY 900MW series with 28 uni 
commissioned between 1980 and 1987; 
- the 1300MW series with 20 units. commissiolJ
 
between 1984 and 1994.
 
- the N4 series, with folD' 1400MW units wh:
 
are currently being commissioned: two ur
 
connected on the grid at Chooz and two othm
 
Civaux in start-up test (first criticality ofCivau:
 
at the end of 1997).
 

All these units are of Framatome design. ~
 
results are good, with in overall availability
 
83%. The accumulated operating experie
 
amounts at 700 reactors-years and the aver
 
lifetime 16 years for the 900MW plants and
 
years for the 1300MW plants.
 

The dosimetry results show a contint
 
improvement. thanks to Alara actions at the s
 
with 1.S man.Sv per unit. The operating safel
 
benefiting from the utmost priority and
 
improving through safety culture. experif
 
feedback and permanent actions ofprogress ir
 
field.
 
The average unplanned reactor trips is. stabil
 
at 1.S/unit/year.
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II - THE CURRENT FUEL MANAGEMENT 
POLICY 

Regarding the fuel management 
experience, the broad situation is as follows: 

- The 900MW units (CPO and CPY) are mainly 
operated with a four-batch core management 
(forty assemblies par reload using U235 enriched 
to 3,7%) on an annual basis, with MOX on 
sixteen CPY units (16 assemblies per reload or 
30010 MOX) and URE on two CPY units. 

- The 1300MW units are operated with a three
batch core management using U235 enriched to 
4% on an eighteen months basis, which is 
currently being implemented. 

Increasing cycle length for the 1300MW units 
will result in fewer outages at each site, lower 
radiation doses and increased availability. Further 
studies are also engaged to increase cycle length 
ofthe frrst six CPO units using 4,2% U235 fuel. 

The overall nuclear generation structure. with the 
bulk of 900MW on an annual basis and 1300MW 
on 18 months basis, will thus enable to optimize 
further the outage program and the energy supply. 

The authorized bum up rate is currently set at 47 
GWdlt. with some extension for a limited number 
of assemblies. Current studies are being finalized 
in order to push this limit up to 52 GWdlt As a 
consequence the average bum-up is 
approximately 44 GWdlt for the 4 batches 
900MW. For the 1300MW the average bum up is 
increasing from 3S GWdlt (initial 3 batches U235 
3,1%) up to 49 GWdlt. 

Regarding the use of MOX fuel, EDF has 
from the beginning developed nuclear energy 
along with the possibility of closing the fuel cycle 
and reprocessing irradiated fuels, with its 
industrial partners the CEA (nuclear energy 
agency), the NSSS vendor Framatome and 
Cogema for reprocessing and MOX manufacture. 
The first MOX loading has taken place in a PWR 
reactor in 1987 and EDF has now more than 60 
reactors-years ofMOX experience. 

MOX fuel is currently used on sixteen CPY units, 
which have been licensed for MOX. The MOX 
fuel penetration is to be extended in the coming 
years to other PWR 900MW units (about twenty 
to twenty two MOX reloads/year). 
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This growth is consistent with the EDF 
policy of "plutonium flow adequacy" which 
ensures the equilibrium between the irradiated 
UOX fuel flow reprocessed (850 tHMly), the 
·MOX fuel manufacture (100 tHMIy). and the 
possibility of recycling plutonium through MOX 
fuel in CPY 900MW NPPs. This policy is thus 
adjusted in order to avoid any plutonium 
stockpiling. . 

nl • MOX OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
AND FUEL BEHAVIOR 

MOX fuel design and management 

The MOX fuel is of the Framatome 17xl? 
advanced design (AFA 2G). The main 
components used for uranium fuel assemblies 
(grids, guide thimbles, nozzles, rod cladding) are 
the same for MOX fabrication. This ensures a 
good experience feedback for MOX fuel. 
Improved features have thus been implemented 
such as improved perfonnance cladding 
(corrosion) and grids (DNB), a new optimized 
zoning of Pu02 and an anti-debris device. 

The MOX fuel management is on a 30% 
recycle basis (i.e. 48 MOX assemblies for a total 
of 157 assemblies). Along with the 
implementation of a four batch core management 
for U02 3,7% fuel, the MOX assemblies remain 
equivalent at 3.25%-enriched U02 fuel and are 
only going for three cycles, with an average 
content of Pu of 5,3%. Due to increasing burn up 
of reprocessed fuel, the MOX assembJy mean Pu 
content will be increased up to 7,1 %. This 
"hybrid" fuel management strategy does not 
require any burnable absorber. Safety studies are 
currently pursued in order to increase the Pu 
content up to 8.65% and to go to four cycles 
MOX fuel management, as described below. 

Reador operation 

Reactor modifications are necessary' in 
order to introduce MOX fuel. They consist of four 
additional control rods and increasing of the 
boron concentration. Reinforcement of safety 
provisions have also been implemented. regarding 
irradiated fuel pool cooling, fuel handling and 
transportation, radiological and' physical 
protection of the nuclear material. 
The flexibility level required for the plant 
operation is now the same as for U02 reactor: 



--

I 

load following, extended low power operation, 
extension of irradiation cycle (60 EFDP). Among 
the safety file to be addressed was the risk of 
pellet cladding in class 2 situations: the power 
ramp tests and studies have shown that the·MOX 
fuel was less sensitive to this risk. 
Regarding liquid waste and reactor control. 
experience has shown that the use of MOX fuel 
has no consequence. The only point is a slight 
increase in the· dilution time during startup due to 
the higher boron concentration. 

Fuel behavior 

The overall behavior of the MOX 
assembly is fully satisfactory. with an average 
bum up of 37,S GWdlt (maximmn at 40 GWdlt) 
after 3 cycles. From the SOO assemblies used since 
ten years, a single clad failure was found, caused 
by a loose part. A new experimental program is 
currently underway for a fourth cycle of a MOX 
assembly which should reach SO GWdIt, and then 
for a fifth cycle in 1999. 
The power ramp tests en MOX fuel confirmed the 
absence of PCI failure, with a rupture threshold 
higher than for U02 fuel. On the other band, 
fission gas release is higher than for U02, due to 
the higher power level encountered by the MOX 
pellets during the last part of their irradiation and 
to physical properties (lower thermal 
conductivity, heterogeneous microstructure..). 
The AFA 2G MOX rod features a larger void 
volume in order to limit this phenomenon. The 
cladding external corrosion behavior remains 
good. 

IV - SAFETY STUDIES AND FURTHER 
PERSPECI1VE 

~~ 

j. Taking advantage progressively of the extensive 
; operational experience and R&D results, MOX 

product design and performance can be upgraded 
in order to satisfy the operational needs as they 
evolve with time, in term of reactor 
maneuverability and fuel bum-up extension. 

A first step for the year to come is to increase the 
Pu content, which is limited today to S,3o/o, in 
order to match with the increased bum-up of 
reprocessed fuel. The accumulation of Pu even 
isotopes obliges to increase the overall Pu content 
to maintain the energy equivalence of MOX fuel. 
For the hybrid fuel management, this will lead to 
the necessity of going up to 7,1% Pu in the near 
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future, in order to maintain a constant reactivity (l 
the fuel assembly. 
Safety studies have been submitted to the safet 
authority, including long term assessment (l 

conventional accident situations and a 
assessment of the impact on the fuel eycl 
facilities. 

A second step for the five years to come is 1 
ensure the energy equivalence to 3,7% enriche 
U02 900MW assembly, enabling to shift to a a 
annual quarter core fuel management scheme bol 
for U02 and MOX assemblies. This necessitates 
MOX fuel capable of SO GWdltHM, with a P 
content of 8,6S% HM. The excellent experienc 
feedback from the four assemblies irradiated 
cycles, together with the continuous analytiCl 
R&D program, will confmn and upgrade th 
design models necessary for this improvement. 
This project is currently being developed undc 
the name "MOX equivalence project" with a s< 
of studies, tests and possible minor modification: 
such as a slight increase in boron concentratio 
and the possible addition of four control rods. 

The main safety studies are parallel an 
complementary to the safety studies launched i 
the domain of U02 fuel development for highl 
bum-up. They include mainly: 

- studies on reactivity insertion accidents (RIA): 
in order to validate the safety criteria based on It 
maximum enthalpy level a set of tests have bee 
performed in the Cabri -test facility, 6 on UO 
rods and 2 on MOX rods. The results ba' 
highlighted the impact of two parameters on fu, 
behavior: the transient time width and the initi 
clad corrosion condition. The first U02 test OD 

spaIIed rod and one MOX test have resulted in 
clad rupture. Today development are focused OD 
better 3D description of the physical therml 
hydraulic phenomenon and of the pellet bebavi' 
in this kind of situation, in order to explain d 
results obtained and assess the safety criteri 
Studies are still necessary to see if further tes 
should be done. 

- studies on LOCA situations based ODd 
Cathare code both for short term consequence 
with a more realistic methodology, and for lor 
term consequences; : 

- studies on the source term in accidental situali( 
(LOCA) to assess the radiological conscquene 
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with high burn up MOX fuel, through global or 
analytical tests; 

- studies on the impact on plant operation: 
maneuverability taking into account the risk of 
pellet cladding interaction in class 2 situations, 
fuel management to optimize the vessel neutron 
f1uen~e, reactor coolant chemistry, reactivity 
margm. 

Simultaneously, taking advantage of the large 
number of reloads in EDF reactors increased 
inadiation experiments and post' irradiation 
examinations will provide a large database and 
allow to justify burn-up increase. 

One important point is to show that the 
introduction of this new fuel management does 
not introduce significant change for the operation 
of the plant: authorized domain of operation, load 
followmg, maneuvers in the field, radiological 
protection and dosimetry. 

Another aspect of the safety case, as requested by 
the safety authority, is to assess the potential' 
impact on the whole fuel cycle and to show the 
consistency with safety or radiological limitation: 
fuel manufacture, transportation of fresh and 
~d~ated fuel, receipt at the interim storage 
faclhty. Thi.s t:eq~est aims to assess the fuel cycle 
regulatory hmltatlons and to have a broad view of 
the different consequences. It enables to anticipate 
the actions in order to ensure the whole 
consistency of the fuel cycle management. 

v -CONCLUSION 

Taking advantage of the operation of a closed fuel 
cycle in France, it has been possible for the 
French nuclear industry, in a joint effort made by 
the vendor Framatome, Cogema and EDF, to 
master the design, the manufacturing and the 
operation of MOX fuel at a large scale. The 
experience feedback has proven to be excellent 
and give the possibility to extend further the use 
of MOX,· in a consistent way with the 
reprocessing policy. 
The objective is now to show the possibilitY that 
the perfonnance of the MOX fuel, in term of bum 
up and fuel management, will be the .same as for 
the V02 fuel: this objective can be tenned as 
"MOX parity". . 
It involves still a program of development and 
tests but the studies are well underway and the 
feasibility has been assessed. . 

Looking further ahead, the studies launched for 
the future EPR project include the "MOX 
transparency" as a goal in the framework of an 
overall optimization. It aims to ensure that the use 
of ~OX fuel does. no~ entail the operational 
margins so as to mamtaul the overall economics 
and competitiveness of the plant in the same way 
as with U02 fuel. This prospective is a further 
motivation for progress of MOX fuel 
perfonnances. 
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ABSTRACf 

The paper dacribeI NOK'. 20 year expeIielice wi1h 
the use of Mixed Oxide (MOX) fueJ in ill two PWRs at 
Beznau. Over this time NOK ... been able 10 IdIplIbe 
MOX usap 10 chanps in markd condiIionIand hu buiJt 
up confidence, aJIo on Ibe pin of ill Ucensin.lUIhorities 
to allow up to «) ,. MOX mdinp. MOX fuel bu been 
obtained from all Ibe major suppJiers. The delip criteria 
are set to have a MOX assembly able lID mau:b Ibe 
uranium .-mbliel in 1ennI of safety, miability and 
enerJY procIuction. For fuIure MOX reqcJe. inIematianaJ 
cooperation bet1ween vendon. utilities and IUIhorities 
remains a top priority wi1h Ibe aim of reducinJ lIOdcpiJel 
of spent fuel and Ibe rauhinJ separated plutonium 
efficiently, and with minimum environmental impacL 

INTRODUcnON 

NOK operata two of Ibe five Swill nuclear power 
plants at its Beznau lite in NorIh East SwiuerIand. 1beIe 
are twin. WestinJhoule deliped and built, ~ 
water ractorI of 350 MW(e) capacity. In 1994 Beznau.l 
c:eJebnled its 2s- ,.. of rrouble me operation doIely 
folJowed by its... p.... in 1996

20 years alO NOK introduced ill f".... four MOX 
fueJ assemblies into Ibe Beznau-l reactor and bu 
continued to recycle plutonium. ariIinI from its 
reproc:essin. conuactI with COGEMA and BNFL. in 
steadily incrasin. amounII, in bodl pJanis. From Ibe 
initial four MOX assemblies. Ibe cora are now IicenIed 
to accept up to .. MOX assemblies from a lOCal of 
121 fuel elements. Actual loIdinp depend on Ibe 
availability of separated Pu and the ClOIIIJ'ac:tI c:unendy in 
Operation with the MOX vendan. 

'I'hanb to 1biI early IWt in Ibe recycle business and 
havinl buih up... a result. Ibe confidence of itllic:enlinJ 
authorities in this area. NOK now hallbe experience and 
recycle capability to take advantl,e of teehnicaJ. safe
pwdI or market opportunities. .. lbey arise, to spread the 
economic "* of UIina MOX fueL For this. cooperation 
with 0Iher utilities is important. NOK hu benefited in the 
puc and is still benefilinJ from the readiness of its 
domeItic or mip ,..,.... to allow pJutonium to be 
loaned in periods when IittJe of its own material was 
available. TbiI rauI1ed in beinJ able to recycle pJutonium 
back Ibrough the reICIDr more quic:kJy than NOK'. 
reproc:eainJ propamme wouId otherwise have aUowed. 
IInOOChinI out the peaks and crouJhs of pJutonium 
avaiJabiJicy and reducinJ the amounts of stoe:kpiled. 
....... aweriaL 

Once Jodted into IonJ term reproceain, contracts, 
which were at the time. in the mid 70's. the only viable 
fueJ cycle option for the back end. it wu incumbent for 
NOK 10 look for opcimised fueJ cycle ItnleJies and 
desipll to maximise Ibe ecollomic: use of plutonium. 
After experiencin, a eJIer'. market in Ibe MOX business 
for IeveraI yean. the reproceaon are now combininJ 
wi1h the MOX ·fabricaton and are ItaItinJ to offer 
packap deals incorporatinJ new reproc:essin, c:ontradI 
which include Ibe recycle of MOX and reproceaed 
uranium. New fac:toa in Ibe complexities of Ibe recycle 
businea are abo the proposals on Ibe disposition of 
ex-weapons plutonium in NPPI and the powin, 
recopitioa of the non-proliferation Idvanta,cs of 
rec:ycJinJ plutonium from the civilian nuclear power 
propwnme back into ractorI. 

D. SWISS RECYCLE PROGRAMMES 

Switzerland is aJmoIt unique in hem, a country wi1b 
a Jarp proportion of nuclear power (<<) ,. of its electrical 
DrOdtlCtionl but without any domestic fueJ etcle industry. 
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such as uranium mining, conversion, enrichment, 
fabrication or reprocessing. Such services have to be 
purchased abroad. In the mid 70's all of the four Swiss 
nuclear utilities entered into long term reprocessing 
contracts with COGEMA and BNFL covering some 
1 077 metric tonnes of spent fuel with an estimated 
plutonium arising of nearly 6 L 

The example of NOK is instructive. From the start 
of reactor operation, more than 2S years ago, a closed fuel 
cycle was the obvious, indeed the only route for spent fuel 
management once the limited on site storage capacity for 
spent fuel would be used up. Initially the justification for 
reprocessing and recycle of the exttacted uranium and 
plutonium was the effICient use of all energy resources, 
(eventually supplying the Fast Reactor which was then 
becoming established in several countries) and effective 
management of the 3 % of wastes. AU this was against a 
background of uranium prices significantly higher than 
today, making recycle economically attractive. For NOK 
the contracts covered approx. half of their lifetime (401) 
spent fuel arising, or 440 t of uranium and producing 
approx. 2.2 t Pu for recycle. 

to each customer in proportion to the fuel already shipped, 
regardless of the reprocessing date of its own fuel which 
may be much later. Thus each customer obtains a certain 
amount of plutonium from the start of the plant operation 
and not only when his specific fuel is treated., 

For NOK, the initial allocations were too small for 
an economic MOX, fabrication campaign and the later 
MOX deliveries would have been more than the reactor 
could accept and therefore an early decision was taken to 
operate a smoothed programme of MOX recycle, 
borrowing plutonium from other holders of material for 
mum in later years. This proved to be a very successful 
strategy and return campaigns have been going on for 
some time. Nevertheless, the earlier delays in the 
introduction of commercial reprocessing of LWR fuels 
now means that some 20 years of spent fuel has been 
scheduled for reprocessing in a 12 year timescale, 
meaning that for NOK, only by around 2003 will all of its 
2.2 MT of Pu have been allocated and returned to the 
reactor. 

Table 1. Recycling Campaigns for MOX Fuel in the Beznau Plants 

Plant Banaul Banau I Beznau2 Beznau I Beznau 1/2 Beznau 1/2 

Recycling 1978 -1981 1988-1992 1984-1995 1994 -1996 1997 -2005 1999-2005 

Matrix MaIeriaJ NalUral Uranium Tails Uranium Natural Uranium Tails Uranium Tails Uranium Tails Uranium 

MOXF-Assy WH WH SIEMENS WH SIEMENS SIEMENS 
Designer (BN, FBFC) (COMMOX, (MOP) (MDF,SMP) (COMMOXBN) 

(Manufacturer) ABB,FBFC) 

Bumup to date 30000 <43000 36000 38000 (47000) (60000) 
(planned) 
[MWd/t] 

Enrichment of 3.30% 3.25% 3.40 CJfJ 3.25% 4.00-4.25% 4.55% 
lIUJTOunding
 
UF-Assys
 

At the time of writing nearly all of the contracted 
quantities of NOK's spent fuel have been shipped to the 
two reprocessors and, in the case of COGEMA, already 
more than 126 t U have been reprocessed. 

It is a feature of these base-load contracts that 
plutonium is allocated from a yearly pool of separated Pu 
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m. MOX RECYCLE IN NOIe 

Recycle of plutonium began in Be~-l in 1978 
when 4 MOX assemblies were loaded. These used 
plutonium loaned from another utility and were designed 
and partly assembled by Westinghouse in its Plutonium 
Fuel Development Facility in C1eswick in thf USA. This 
was one of the earliest uses of plutonium in a-commercial 
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plant in Europe. These demonstration assemblies were 
imdiated for 3 cycles without problems and provided 
experience with the adminislntive and licensing 
procedures involved. 

Since the plutonium IIemmed from uranium fuel of 
US origin it was subject to US conJeIlt riata for re-use u 
MOX fuel The export 1icense from the USA to Belgium 
for fuel aaembly and on to Switzerland was appmved in 
1978 after RYeral yean ofneaotiadon. 

This was juIt at the time that 1be Nuclar N0n
Proliferation Act (NNPA) became law in the USA. 
marking •. deteIioraIion in 1be political and public 
acceptance of civU .. of plulonium. AJ a ..m. Ihordy 
after, WeatiJIIhou- aIona with OIlIer potential US MOX 
fuel vendors. pve up Ibeir fabrication facilities. 1eaYin, 
only Bel,onucl6aiJe and Siemens u vendon with MOX 
fuel fabrication capacity 1aIer to be joined by the Frmch 
orpnisation COOEMA. 

In what turned out to be the IICOIId phase of NOr. 
recyclin, propamme. in 1982J83 300 q of fissile 
plutonium (Pu,.) became available to NOK at 
COGEMA's reprocessina plant UP2 at La Hap. This 
was also subject to US COIIIIIIl ri...... NOIC c:onaracteeI 
with Siemens for the MOX-FAJ since by that lime they 
were the uranium fuel vendor for Beznau-2. Since the 
retransfer .pprovall were not received in a timely manner, 
additional amounts were Ieued (with the undentandina 
of the USA) in order to honour the fabrication 
commitments and to hold to the delivery dateL AJ a 
result, substantially more Pu was recycled durina this 
phase than oriainaUy planned. Up to 20 9& MOX was 
loaded in the 8eznIu-2 core. The additional MOX 
recycled once 1be US permits were received abo aJlowed 
slack fabrication capKity to be taken up but later 
penniUed the prompt return of the Ieued materia1 to the 
third parties in time of exc:ea availabUity. 

Full sca1e commercial recycle of MOX was a· 
continuation of the previous proanmme where a part of 
the capacity of abe Bel,onucIaire MOX plant PO in 
Dessel was used to supply 60 MOX FAJ under a contI'ICt 
with COMMOX and WestiftIhou- for Beznau-l. Once 
again plutonium was procured OIl a Ieuina bais from 
different panieI and abe Beznau pJanl operated for several 
yean with a one third MOX COIL 

Current and future reeycq p.... are main1y bued 
on plutonium IriIina from 1be NOIC reprocessina 
campaigns in the BNFL mORP facUity. In anticipation 
of this MOX fuel fabrication bu been CIIried out by 
BNFL under COIIIrIet to WatinaJlouse and more recendy 
to Siemens. To date 24 FAs have been fabricared in abe 
small BNFL MOX demonstration facility MOF and 
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loaded into Bemau -1 and -2. Later, fabrication wi11 
switch to the Sellafield MOX plant (SMP) due to be on 
line around the year 2000. In the meantime a fmal 
campaip of MOX fuel (36 FAI), ICCOUIlting finally for 
aJJ of the anticipated arisinp of NOK's plutonium win be 
fabricated by COMMOX 10 a Siemens contnet at 
BelaonucIeaire in DeSIel. 

Once apin. since the rest of NOK'I own plutonium 
wiU only become available later, it bu procured sufficient 
additiona1 plutonium from third parties to continue ill 
reeyclin& propunme on an acce1eralecl time frame. This 
apia helps to avoid Illy build up of undesirable ItoCb of 
exc:ea IepUated plutonium. 

Today abe ~ Jan. of Bemau allows 40,. 
MOX (4 .-mbliel) in the core. The programmes of 
recycle. just cIacribecl. have also brought experience with 
aU the key MOX vendor organisations and their design 
meIhodologies u weD u providina vaJuable experience 
in abe areas of Jk:enainI. transport and safeguarding 
upects 

IV. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF MOX FUEL 

AJ a pneraI requirement abe aim is to have a MOX 
fuel design which provides physicaJ, thermal and 
mechanicaJ compatibility with the uranium usemblies 
and which can be operated u the uranium usemblies 
without restriction to the arne levels of power and 
bumup. This opentionaJ c:onpuence is to be met without 
additional .fety pena1ties and if possible with no 
additional economic penaJties. 

It can be shown that such a requirement can be 
reached with only minor Idjustments to the desip and to 
the inc:ore IftInagement procedures. Mixed oxide fuel. as • 
material. beina .....ely uranium oxide with the addition of 
some 5 - 7 9& plutonium oxide retains most of the 
properties of uranium fuel. with similar melting points. 
thennaI conductivity and mechanica1 behaviour. Small 
differences are found in the structure of the MOX fuel 
pelleC. and hence its thermomechanicaJ behaviour which 
ariIes from the manuflcturing method used to combine 
the two oxide powden. The differences can be seen in 
ceramognphic pictures and autondiographs showing the 
pore structure, pain size distribution and the degree of 
homopneity, size and distribution of abe plutonium rich 
particJeL 

Tbese strueturaI c:hancteristics (porosity, grain size 
aDd Pu-bomogeneity), affect the pellet aeometry via 
Ihrinkap. sweDin,1IId creep, u well u the fISSion gas 
reieue. In MOX fuel IbeIe are influenced by the way the 
c:omponenl powders are blended and pressed to form 
pen pellets and the sinterina conditions. ~ makes the 
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MOX fabrication route (which varies from vendor to Figure 1. Arrangement of MOX fuel rods in an Assembly 
vendor) a factor in the lifetime behaviour of the fuel. In 
the case where a new fabrication route may come into use 
or where a known type of fuel is to be used under more 
demanding conditions. careful control. increased design 
margins and the collection of key performance data is 
needed to assure that safe and reliable performance can be 
maintained. For this reason. for example. fuel fabricated 
by the MIMAS route (COMMOX) going to high bumups 
or newly by the Short Binderless Route preferred by 
BNFL and now being introduced to the BeZRaU plants for 
the first time. are the subject of detailed studies. 
Multinational programmes investigating the performance 
of these fuels irradiated in Bemau over a range of 
bumups have been set up. 

In spite of or because of all these precautionary 
measures. NOK. with its long experience has not been 
able to detect any difference in the performance of its 
MOX fuel compared to the uranium assemblies with 
MOX bumups now exceeding 45 MWd/kg HM. Some 
lead assemblies have reached more than 50 MWd/kg HM 
average bumup. Even with the low occunence of failed 
MOX fuel there is no marked behavioural difference to 
uranium fuel under the same conditions. 

V. IN CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT ASPECTS 

In spite of some differences in designing for MOX 
fuel use. all of the factors discussed below can be readily 
handled within the design limitations valid for uranium 
fuel by small modifICations in the methodologies. The 
main aspects are as follows: 

Economics require that the plutonium content of the 
MOX FAs be as high as possible. For this reason depleted 
or tails uranium is normally used as the fuel matrix. In 
PWRs, usually 3 enrichments or Pu contents are used in 
each MOX assembly. The majority of fuel rods in the 
assembly are of the highest Pu content with the average 
Pur. level matched to be neutronicalIy equivalent to the 
surrounding uranium assemblies to achieve either the 
same end of life bumup or else produce the same total 
energy over the lifetime exposure. Account also has to be 
taken of the evolution of the several Pu isotopes and the 
designer must establish the concentration and the 
appropriate isotopic composition of the fresh plutonium. 
depending on the service required. Having fIXed the mean 
Pufia content required and the plutonium isotopic 
composition (Pu-Vector) the outer region of the assembly 
is designed to have fuel of lower enrichment, with the 
lowest of the three levels being in the comer rods. 
(Figure 1) This is to overcome or minimise the effect of 
power peaking in the outer rods arising from interaction 
with the more thermalised neutron flux in the surrounding 
uranium assemblies. 
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The harder neutron spectrum in I MOX assembly
~nds to increase the thermal neutron flux in the 
surrounding uranium assemblies and make the core 
design somewhat more complicated. particularly in those 
plants with tight margins of operation. The misma~h in 
spectrum and resulting neutron flux may lead to higher 
peaking factors in those assemblies. In additi?n a peak 
local power in a MOX assembly must be given more 
weight since higher uncertainties are applied to MOX 
assemblies. 

Lower control rod worths in MOX assemblies due to 
the spectral differences also means that for those plants 
with small shutdown margins it is advisable to avoid 
placing MOX assemblies in RCCA positions. 

It is not always easy to model a mixed uranium
plutoni.um core using the codes commonly used for 
designing uranium cores. The influence of ~OX FAson 
the neighbouring uranium assemblies depend on many 
factors (bumup. heavy metal loadings. isotopic 
composition) Most of the codes use a unit assembly or 
macro cell approach in calculating the ~mbly cross
sections. The unit assembly approach neglects the effects 
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on the CI'DIS Iedions of the c:bMp in specaum due 110 the 
influence of the neighbourina elements and may lad in 
.oDIC cores to JarBe differenca in measured and expected 
power distributions. On the OCher bind even a macro cell 
methodology does not usually pick up the all the details to 
model the core very ICCUIIfely. NOK has found 1hat while 
the results do not normally YioIate the accepted c:riIeria of 
meuured/cabd·ted ICanCia but .1UCh diffennces me 
usually visible in the power diIIributiona .........ted 
critical boron ClOIICCIdraIioa at Ibe IJcsinninI of ach 
cycle. 

In CIIder 10 ClOUIItmIICt IDIIIe inIcancia in 
physically modeUina MOX fuel behaviour it bu been 
traditional to ..wider IIIUJins in deIipina mixed cora 
of MOX and uranium fuels. With new model 
developments concenains for example new -wrUICbes 10 
Ibutdown IIWJins IIId the .. of probabilistic deIip 
methodologies theIe IDIIJina can be reduced. Such 
modellinl now beina inIrocIuced iaIo the Swill 8feIy and 
licensinl procell is deIcribed eIIewhere at dlU 
conference. I 

Ule of MOX fuel does DOt only penaIiIe the 
designer. Some desiJll flexibilities can abo be obIained. 
The lower rate of dec:raJe in ladivity with time for the 
same power means that MOX aaemblies can be UIOd 
beneficially to control power discributions and to reduce 
abe initial hip reactivity of cora Joina to hip bumups. 
uvinl on the number of poboned rods needed in frab 
unnimnfueL 

VI.	 EXPERIENCE wrm TRANSPORT, HANDUNG 
AND SAFEGUARDS 

NOK" MOX fuellUJJPlien have been or are located 
both in abe USA (in the 70's) in BeJsium. Germany and 
1be UK, meanina in recent times IrInIporI dillances of 
1 QOO.2000 laD and one or two 1I'InI-border awPnp. 

For these tranIpOI'tI NOK, has UIed boIb _ace and 
air routes, the laue.. haviaa the Idvantaae of Ihoner 
transport time from the fabricator flO the plant of • few 
hours instead of days. In boch forms of uanspon. -=urity 
has been effective and at the same lime unobcruIive. ICe)' 
emersency orpniations are informed a10nI the raura flO 
be taken u well the central pemmentaJ au.holides 
whose function it is flO approve all upects of the trInIpOI1 
and the transport pICk... 

In abe near future (2001), the revision of the JAEA 
recommendations for international IrIDIpOII of ndio
active materials (1996) may require that 8ddilional ratinB 
of the MOX fuel assemblies and their transport JIICbIes 
be canied out if IrIJISpOrt by air is 10 continue. The new 
tellS will need to show that fuel UlClDblies c:ontainin& 

MOX fuel peUecs in leal welded fuel rods contained in an 
lppIuved pICkage design have 11ery low dispersaJ 
cbaracIeriItics even in the extreme c:ue of an aircraft 
cruh lading to • breach of the package and fuel rods 
folJowd by • fire. Up to now the diIpenaI characteriatic: 
of the MOX fuel matrix (nIOIt fine particles retained 
wiIbin the fuel rods) were DOt taken into account 

Once II die p..... NOn expelienee has shown IbaI 
the aarmal care and aaention typical for handling 
ndioM:live IDUI'CCS, aucb as c:areful personnel monitoring 
and limiIina Ibe lime IpeIII in proximity 10 the unshielded 
MOX URmb)Y, Is IUfficienl to bold penonneJ closes 10 
AL.ARA Iimi1I. Once the MOX aaemblies are unpacked, 
wiIhout shielding. in the fuel aaonse bay they are 
promptly inIerted into die lame dry IIOI'8le channels 
aIonpide uranium .-mblieL The only difference here is 
thai the c:hanneI cover plata over each MOX assembly is 
JocIced and Ie8led willi 1ft IAEA c:onIrOUed eeal 
(F'ipn 2.). Oa:uianally. in Ihe cue of MOX baviDa 
aged plulonium with higher than normal acdvity levels 
(neuuon dole) it has been neccssuy to introduce JocaJ 
lhieJdiJla, in the form of individual waler canisIen. on lop 
of the cover-plata 110 reduce perIOIulCI exposure in the 
viciniIy. 0IherwiJe no extra precautions are taken over 
and above what prudenl l'Idialion protection pI'ICtC 
nquiIa. 

Fipre 2.	 DIy .... c:hMneJ 101' MOX Ihowm, JocIc 
and IAEA teal 

I • 
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At the time of loading, transfer of MOX assemblies 
into the reactor ocxurs via the water-filled transfer 
channels between the storage pool in the fuel storage bay 
and the containment, as for the fresh uranium assemblies. 
An IAEA inspector is present from the time the MOX 
assemblies are removed from the dry store after breaking 
the seal until loading into the reactor. Delivery is usually 
timed to occur shortly (days/weeks) before loading takes 
place. In the unlikely case of storage over a period of 
months there is an increased lAEA inspection frequency 
for checking of seals and monitoring cameras. Inspections 
then occur on a monthly basis rather than 3-montbIy when 
no fresh MOX assemblies are in the store. At aU times 
physical protection is provided by the standard security 
arrangements at the plant 

Following iJradiation, no special precautions are 
taken. AU spent fuel, whether MOX or uranium is 
handled and stored identically in the storage ponds. No 
MOX has been sent for reprocessing. This is not foreseen 
under the existing contracts. In the case where d.rect, dry, 
interim-storage of spent fuel is considered, by-passing· 
re-processing, account needs to be taken of the higher 
heat loads and higher neutron doses, in the case of spent 
MOX fuel when optimising the storage configuration. 

Vll. FUTURE OF PU-RECYCLE 

The early market in plutonium recycle had a certain 
flexibility as well as receiving pragmatic suppon from the 
national authorities. After period in which MOX 
fabrication capacity was in short supply resulting in 
higher prices and difficult contractual conditions, an 
imponant step has now been taken. The reproc:essors. as 
said earlier, are now begiMing to offer more attractive 
package agreements for the back-end business, joining 
with their subsidiaries in the MOX fabrication branch, by 
including MOX and uranium recycle together with 
reprocessing services. 

What is needed is a framework of cooperation 
between utilities in different countries, supported by their 
national authorities to combine activities in reprocessing, 
recyc:Je and storage of spent fuel. This would firsdy help 
to hedge the commercial risks in the back end of the fuel 
cycle across national boundaries. Borrowing plutonium . 
now for replacement later has been one example of how 
utilities have been able to cooperate in the public, as well 
as, their own interests. This has contributed to keeping 
stockpiles of plutonium lower than they would otherwise 
have been. 

More imponantly the increasing stockpiles of spent 
fuel, which, because of poor economics or political 
resistance, may not be reprocessed, present an irrevocably 
growing proliferation hazard. At present direct disposal of 

spent fuel looks an attractive alternative to reprocessing 
on grounds of imagined costs, repository requirements 
and need for security. Once however the ever-growing 
volumes and ever-reducing radiation levels make 
increased control, inspection and physical security 
necessary, the attractions of direct disposal may have to 
be reconsidered. 

In such a case, a regime which removes spent fuel 
from the environment and returns the useful products 
(uranium and plutonium) to the inherent security of the 
reactor core should receive greater support. This implies a 
change of attitude on the pan of the reprocessor and the 
authorities. The reproc:essor must reduce the volumes and 
toxicity of wastes which are a by-product of reprocessing, 
introduce more direct and efficient methods of conversion 
of the recycle products and must keep these services 
economically attractive to the utilities. The authorities on 
1heir part should allow sufficient flexibility in cross 
border arrangements that the various steps of the fuel 
cycle can be optimised in such a way that makes the best 
geographical and economic sense so that the burdens and 
risks are minimised and shared. Ultimately the aims and 
the interests of the three groups - MOX producers, 
utilities and authorities (representing the general public) 
should be to: 

•	 Minimise the growing stockpiles of separated 
plutonium, as we)) as the increasing amount of 
decaying spent fuel, by recycle. 

•	 Raise the barriers preventing ac:c:ess to the fissionable 
material in spent fuel and for disposition of excess 
weapons material by rapid and efficient return to the 
reactor. 

•	 Minimise transpon of plutonium by selective cross 
exchanges of material at the storage locations. 

•	 Make reprocessing and recycle again economic to the 
utilities and reduce the volumes and toxicities of the 
resulting wastes 

•	 Encourage market flexibilities and trading 
arrangements in recycle and storage across national 
boundaries 

•	 Optimise the logistics of the transport of spent fuel, 
residues and fuel materials by c:o-operative 
international agreements on the location and use of 
fuel-c:ycle facilities and repositories. 
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I. SUMMARY 

ExpericDcc with Jicensina aDd iascnioD of MOX fuel in 
Switzaiand, &om • early • 1971, bas becD WI)' 

satisfactory. ~ of U~OXcores for Swiss PWRs 
have ioc1udcd up 10 J6.4O% of MOX fUel, bcucc core 
Joedinp lie preseotIy Imited 10 1bis IcYeL 

An .fely criteria • Cllablisbed for UOz cores could be 
fUlfilled by the U~OX cores; dws, MOX fUel bas been 
licensed for iDsertioD II the Bcznau aDd 0GsaCD NPPs 
without IdditionaI rcsIric:Iioas. 

0peratiDa cxpericnce willa MOX fuel in tbac plaids bas 
gcneraIly becD ptisfac:tory. No diffCI'CDCCS of any 
signific:8ncc bctwccD die pcrfonIIaDce of l10J ad MOX 
fuel have been seaL 

Difl'crcaccs bctwccD c:aIcuIated ad mcaurcd variables 
(critical boron c:oueeuaatioa. power distributioa) iDdica1e 
however dIIllhc IICanC)' of elder typeS of auclcar' dcsip 
methods is not quite • aood for MOX fUel compared 10 
UOz fuel; improvcmeDb have beaa evaIuIIed aclile beiDa 
implemented. Also, it was realizled 1bal1bc power bistories 
considered for fUel rod desip c:aIcuI8tioas would not cover 
the anticipated Ioedina requiraneDts tor UOz/MOX cores. 
Therefore, a IIatistK:aI (pobabilisdc) fUel rod dcsip 
methodololY, coverin& the mon: danllldina fUel rod power 
histories witbouc ~pificantJy affectiDa cxistiDa safety 
margins, has beaa evaluated ad is bcina imp1emadcd. 

U.INTRODUCTION 

Ia Switzerland, auc1clr power operators have UIditioaaIIy 
opted for reproce..... of spCIII fuel; ccmequcaI1y, 1be 
utili2ation ofieproc:eaed Pu aad U Deeds to be aaIicipetcd. 
From 197. 10 date, some of tile iepiocesscd Pu his been 
utilized 10 manufadure MaX fUel claDcDls fcIr iaIcatDl in 
two Swiss PWRs (ICC Table 1 for maiD cbarIctaistic:s 
about the NPPs aad the icspec:tM MOX iDIenioa). Tbc 
utiliDtion of ieproccssed U is c:unad1y beina implemcDled 
by one operator (PWll) 001)'. 
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Table I: MaiD feaIura ofMOX iasertioD in Switzerland 

BaDauNPP GGslenNPP 
(pWR,JD (pWR, SlKWU> 

Lauicetype 14x 14 IS x IS 

MOX fuel desip .,aU - MOX" .,all- MOX" 

. yarofl- MOX 1971 1997 
insatioa 

% ofMOX core 40 36 
Ioacliaa lic:eased 

%ofMOXcare 34 16 
Ioedina achieved 

ave buDdJc car. 3.5 -4.1 4.8 
(Wl% Pu-fiss) 

max. rod car. 4.7 S.5 
(Wl% Pu-fiss) 

MOXfUel BclpucJeaire, Bclgonucl6airc, 
fabric8tor (actual) BNFL BNn 

w. REGULATORY POSmON 

By Swiss law. the plaat operatina permit must be renewed 
ifa sipificant cbaDgc in the physics behavior of the COte is 
10 be cxpcc:tcd; 1bis c:oodition is patiDeat when all or I 

major pert of die filel elemeDts c:ontain Pu instead of 
caricbcd U. For core Ioedinp containing about 40% of 
MOX fUel assemblies. u requested by die utilities, 1bc said 
conditioD is DOl deemed 10 apply; IS a result, oaIy 
~ approval is DCCCSSII)' in 1bis particular case (i.e. 
DO c:banF ofpamit with associated public int'ervcntion). 

A 'refaeace core' bas been used u buis for the safety 
analysis, COD'Iinq 36% ad 40% ofMOX fuel assemblies 
for die GCIsp:n addle Bcmau NPP, ~ly. Thus, 



, . , '. 

regulatory approval limits MOX core loadings to this level; 
to date, core loadings have been well below these limits. 
For loading MOX assemblies beyond these limits. 
appropriate safety analysis will have to be performed. 
AU safety criteria as established for U~ cores could be 
fUlfilled by the UOz I MOX cores; thus, there arc DO 

restrictions specific to MOX fuel. 

The assembly average bumup limits approved for MOX 
fuel are identical to those for regular UOz fuel; small 
differences exist between peak pellet exposure limits, in 
eccordance with abe design limits fi'om the fUel vendors. 
The highest MOX assembly bumup achieved to date is 
51 '000 MWdIt, slightly above the limit of 50'000 MWdlt, 
for one ofthe first lead assemblies in the Bemau NPP. 

IV. EXPERIENCE WITH MOX FUEL INSERTION 

•· A total of 152 MOX fuel elements have been inserted into 
the two Beznau units starting from 1978 to date. During 
these 20 years, four leaking fuel elements with altogether 
five defective fuel rods have been identified. Two of the 
cladding defects (1990) were caused by debris fretting. The 
primary cause of the three remaining cladding defects 
(1997) could DOt be determined either from poolside 
(visual) inspections or from PIE. With an average assembly 
residence time of four ycars, a failure ratc of about 5xlO·' 
p.a. can be deduced for the MOX fuel rods in the Bemau 
NPP. 
So far, no defective MOX fuel rod bas been observed in the 
GOsgen NPP. In general, the experience with the operation 
of MOX fuel in Swiss PWRs has been good and no signifi
cant difference from the operating behavior of U02 fuel bas 
been observed. 

i,

In cycle 26 of unit ) of the Bemau NPP (1996/97) thc core 
contained 32 MOX fuel elements, corresponding to 26 % of·,. the total core loading; most of these MOX fuel elements 
were arranged in a ring near the outer core periphery. In the 
hot zero power conditions at cycle startup the predicted 
critical boron concentration was 76 ppm higher than the 
measured value, and the relative difference between tile 
calculated and measured axially integrated fission reaction 
rates (defined as the calculated value I measured value • 1) 
as taken from the 30 measurement positions in the core 
showed a maximmn value of 8.7 % in a MOX fuel 
element. Similarly, in the year 1997 in the GOsgen reactor a 

; maximum difference of 6.9 % was observed in the MOX 
fuel elements for the axially integrated activation rate of the 
in-core neutron flux measurement system during physics 
tests at full power at cycle startup. These larger deviations 
may be compared against typical test acceptance criteria 
(50 ppm for the boron concentration and 10 % for each 
measured assembly power l

) and are an indication ofdesign 

It thus appears that accurate design methods are essential 
for the nuclear design of cores containing MOX fuel 
elements. For the GOsgen NPP, improved nuclear design 
methods have already been introduced by the fuel veDdor 
(SIEMENSlKWU) and were subsequently approved by the 
HSK early 1998. These methods contain. among other 
modifications, an improved resonance treatment of the 
Plutonium isotopes. With this improved calculational 
method the above mentioned maximum activation rate 
difference in the MOX fuel elements was reduced from 
6.9%to 1.4 %. 
For the Bcznau NPP, these improved design methods win 
also be introduced starting from next year. 

At the GOsgen NPP it was realized that the power histories 
considered in the deterministic design of the MOX fuel 
rods would not cover the anticipated core loading 
requirements. The deterministic design methodology 
includes demonstrating the compliance of the fuel rod 
design with a certain design criterion by means of a single 
fuel rod calculation, using a superposition of unfavorable 
conditions and assmnptions. Hence, for MOX (and for 
optimized fueVcore designs, in general) the deterministic 
methodology presents a rather uncompromising constraint. 
To overcome this, a new fuel rod design methodology on a 
statistical (probabilistic) basis has been developed by the 
fuel vendor SIEMENSIKWU. This methodology is based 
on a large nmnber of individual fuel rod calculations in 
which the fabrication parameters, mode) assumptions and 
power histories are varied within their statistical 
distributions2

• With this statistical methodology a burnup 
dependent limit curve for the fuel rod power density is 
determined which must be considered in the cycle specific 
core design calculations and which should not be violated 
during operation. Thus, the statistical design methodology 
allows to cover the more demanding fuel rod power 
histories without compromising the observance of the fuel 
rod design limits. 
This statistical fuel rod design methodology was approved 
by HSK early 1998, and is already applied for the GOsgen 
NPP fuel design; it is also intended to be used for the 
Bemau NPP fuel design from next year. 

V. SCOPE OF SAFETY EVALUATION 

For MOX fuel, basically the same safety evaluation process 
is followed as for UOz fuel; Table 2 provides an overview 
of this process. An safety aspects of the fuel are reviewed, 
accounting for each fuel type's distinctive properties; 
special attention is paid to the nuclear properties specific to 
MOX fuel. So far, the safety criteria applied have been 
identical, and fuel specific operating limits as proposed by 
the fuel suppliers have been found acceptable. 

methods inaccuracies. 
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Table 2: Safety evaluation III8trix for MOX fUel 

EvalutioD doaaaia .... orspecial coace... 

Fuel rod desip Fissioa ps press&n, 

c:omJSiuu properties 

Fuel assembly dcsilD -1

Nuclear desilD Power peekina. ractivity 
coetr., baroa worth, CODIIOI 
rodwordl 

Tbermal-hydraulic desip	 -1

TlaDSieDt aaalysis	 Reactivity coeft:, baroD 
WOI1b, CODIIOI rod worth 

Accident analysis	 IUA,LOCA 

Storage	 Subcriticality, decay beat 

Radiological aaaIysis	 Activity iaveDtoly.. 
releucrues 

VI.MOX SPECIFIC ISSUES 

The bard DCUIIOD spectrum of a MOX buDdIe, c:au.d by 
large thermal capture and fissioa cross ICCtioDS of the Pu
isotopes (iDeludiDa Iarp raoD8DCCI), bas c:oasequeaca 011 

the fuel ad core dcsip. TIle potaItiaIIy ... power 
peakina clifl'ercaces betweca edjacaIt MOX .. lJOJ filel 
assemblies must be c:omrolled by adjUlliDa the fiuiIe Pu
CODtcnts of the filel rods witbiD the MOX _bIies. The 
more aeptive moderator tempeaidUle coefIicieaI .. the 
reduced c:oab'Ol rod WOI'Ib IIIUIt be c:oasidered ill the 
analysis of cooldowD cveaIs. Tbe reduced boroo radiviIy 
wonh must be 1akcD iDIo 8CCOUIIt wIleD ca1cuIatiD& 
shutdown reactivity for IIOIIUI opaatioa ad abaormaI 
evems. 
The fission rate aDd beacc the fissioa product iDveatory is 
smaJJer ia UWMOX cora compared to 1JOJ cons willi 
the same eoeIIY productioa, clue to the biabcr eoeIIY 
releue from fissjoa of Pu-239. Tbcrefore, the decay beat 
after a scr8IIl is sliabdY smaller, which midptes abDormaJ 
evcat behavior. For long term IIOrIp of MOX filel, 
iacreased activity ad decay beat due to the hip coDteDt 
of long-lived KtiDides aDd fissioD procIucII must be 
ac:couatcd for. 

",.' .--.

VU.MAIN RESULTS OF SAFElY EVALUATION FOR 
1HE GOsGEN NPP 

1be safety evaluation issues will be demonstrated using the 
receady rmcwed aDd approved safety analysis for the 
GGscen NPP aID example. 

A specInIIIl of operatioaaI 1nIIIsieats (anticipated 
opcndouaI occumaces, AOO) aud desi8ll basis accidents 
(DBA) wu evaluated for a UQlMOX refereDce core and 
compared apiDst a UOz refereDce COR, to demonstrate that 
safety criIaia Ire fbIfiIIed aud that plaal behavior is DOt 
IdverIeIy affected by MOX fuel usage. The same safety 
c:ritcria Ipply for boIb cora. 

ReprdiDa AOO. aU major 1raDsieIIts depeacling on the core 
IoUina have bcco IIIaIyzed. 1beIe iaclude the WlCOntrolled 
COIIIrOI rod b8nk withdrawal (during startup and at fUll 
power), the aeoaator bel reject eveat with turbine bypass 
aud Jelect rod iDsatioa, die maiD reactor coolant pwnp 
locked rotorlshaft break cveat, die loss of I maiD reactor 
coolant pump ewD, the loss of I main fecdwater pump 
cveat, die iaadvertcaI opcaina ofall turbine bypass valves, 
die turbiae trip wlo bypus with select rod insertion and 
pressurizIcr spraying (this eveat is also aaaJyzed for the 
special c:onclitioo that die first pressurizer safety valve fililes 
to opeD), ad the loss of main fecdwater wlo scram 
(ATWS) event. 

It bas been shown that die usage ofMOX filel (up to 36 % 
MOX loading) bas oaIy small iafluencc on the plaut 
behavior. For iastaDce, during I Generator Load Rejec:tioD 
eveat scram lvoidaDcc capability is retained, and the p.... 
stabilizes at reactor po... levels whicb are similar for the 
two cores. As a fbrtbcr example, analysis of I Loss of 
Feedwalcr tnmsieat without scram (ATWS) demonstrated 
similar self-rqulatiag properties ofthe UOz/MOX and U~ 
refereace core. 

Below. tile followiDa issues will be discussed in more 
ddail: 

- Coatrol rod ejec:tioa accidcaI (REA) 

- Loa ofcoolant accideat (LOCA) 

- MaiD staID IiDe break (MSLB) accideat 

- Coabol rod wordt 

- SubcriticaIity 
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a) REA 

The REA was analyzed with 3D methods and both best
estimate and conservative assumptions. Analysis has shown 
that the maximum fuel enthalpy increase is about the same 
between the two cores. This is due to similar reactivity 
insertion rates and Doppler-feedback. No fuel melting or 
film boiling occurs in either core. For both cores, the worst 
case in terms of fuel enthalpy incrcasC is obtained for hot 
zero power conditions at end of cycle. Under conservative 
assumptions the maximum lUcl eDtbaIpy inacasc amounts 
to 15 caJlg (1.1 S ejected rod worth). In case of the 
UOiMOX core this enthalpy increase results for control 
rod ejection from a 4-cycle burnt MOX fuel assembly with 
a maximum local bumup of 80'000 MWdlt. This enthalpy 
increase would not fulfill the (conservative) bumup 
dependent fuel failure limit introduced temporarily by HSK 
("Swiss Curve"). However, the "Swiss Curve" was derived 
from those RIA experiments in which fuel failed (CABRl, 
NSRR), covering a bumup range up to 65'000 MWdlt and 
should therefore not be used outside this range. 

b)LQCA 

The effect of MOX fuel on the peak cladding temperature 
(PCn during a LOCA is given by the change in decay heat 
produced and the energy initially stored in the fuel. Using 
MOX fuel results in a lower short-term decay heat, but 
hardly affects the stored energy. Thus, PCTs will 
practically not change. This is confmned by the large break 
LOCA analysis which gives worst PCTs of 1090 °C 
(U~IMOX) and 1087 °c (U02). 

c).M.sl& 

The MSLB accident, analyzed at zero power and end of 
cycle (EOC), leads to the most severe cooldown of the 
primary system. During this accident the core is allowed to 
become critical and produce power for a short period. The 
more negative moderator temperature coefficient of the 
UOiMOX core leads to a higher reactivity insertion during 
cooldown. Analysis of the MSLB accident for the GOsgen 
NPP has shown that an interim return to criticality does not 
cause film boiling or fuel centerline melting. 

The analysis is based on a conservative concept'. 
According to this concept the MSLB accident is analyzed 
as a purely thermal-hydraulic occurrence, without any 
reactivity feedback and neglecting the boron content of 
ECCS coolant water. This leads to a reactor state with 
minimum values for both coolant temperature and boron 
concentration. For this state, the positive reactivity increase 
Ap(eft) is calculated with the usual assumption of a stuck 
control rod, and represents a conservative estimate of the 
reactivity counterbalanced by power production during re. 

criticality. The Ap{eft) is then compared against the 
maximum allowable value for reactivity increase, Ap(limit); 
the laUer is determined by requiring that neither film 

.boiling nor fuel centerline melting shall occur, to ensure 
that no fuel failures result from a MSLB accident. 
For the U~IMOX core the Ap(limit) is lower (3.39 %), i.e. 
slightly more restrictive than for the U02 core (3.66 %). To 
cover possible future variations in MOX fuel designs, 
3.2 % was chosen as bounding value for Ap{limit) to cover 
both U~ and U~OX cores. For the UO~OX 
reference core a Ap{eft) of 1.27 % is calculated, which is 
higher than for the U~ core (0.96 %) but stin far below the 
limit of3.2 %. 
The verification of Ap(eft) against Ap(limit) is also 
performed specifically for each cycle. 

d) Control rod worth 

Table 3 shows the control rod worth for the U~ and the 
UOzlMOX reference cores. The reduction in rod worth for 
the UOzlMOX core is most pronounced at BOC; for the 
stuck rod condition, BOC and EOC differences between the 
two core types are similar. 

Table 3: Control rod worth for U~ and UOz/MOX cores 
(data at rated power) 

Statepoint Ref. core Control rod worth (%) 

ARI ARI-SRO 

BOC U~ 6.55 5.76 

UO~IMOX 6.15 5.53 

delta 0.40 0.23 

EOC U~ 6.64 6.12 

U~IMOX 6.56 5.90 

delta 0.08 0.22 

(ARl • all rods in, SRO. most reactive rod stuck out) 

The reduction in control rod worth is counteracted by 
adjusting the core design. This implies that the number of 
MOX fuel assemblies in control rod positions is limited. 
For the GOsgen NPP U~IMOX reference core design, 
MOX fuel assemblies were loaded in only 16 out of 48 
control rod positions; moreover, these 16 positions were 
located at the core periphery. 
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e) Subcriticality 

WhcD usiDg hisbly eoriebed uraaium and MOX fuel, 
subc:riticaJity becomes a major safety issue. For the G(b;gen 
NPP, a pew ccmcc.pt of sybqjtjcaJilY bas beeD worked out 
by 1be veodor (SIEMENSlKWU) wbic:b was lUbsequemJy 
.IppI'Oved by HSX. AccordiD& to this COIICCpt. Ibe 
calculated shutdown maraio KCOUIIIS for III UDCCdIiDties in 
p1lDt parmDetaS ad c:aIc"1atiom1 models. 1be criteria for 
subc:riticaJity arc tbcD defiDcd OIl pbysic:aJ pounds. A 
miaimum shutdown marain of0.3 % (300 pc:m) is required 
for ac:bieviDg hot shutdown by the efl'ec:tive CODIroI rod 
configuration or, in cue of In ATWS, by boron iDjcctjon. 
This value I'*aDIees a sufticiadJy &It dccreaIe ill DeUIrOD 
flux. In order to maimin lUbcriticaJity, the Ibutdown 
margin is required to be positiYe. 

1be shutdown capability was -.Jymd for the UWMOX 
refercDCC core. The maJysis co\'aed bocb DOIIUJ opaatioo 
ad accident siIuationi (DBA) as weD as Ibon-tam (bot 
shutdown) ad Ioq-tcnn (cold 1buIdown) aspects or 
subcriticaJity. 

Reprdina sbon-tmn ,uberitjc;aJi.y. Ibe REA is 1be most 
limitina cue. In this c:ase Ihutdown capability is !educed 
because two control rods arc DOt available for shutdown: ill 
the analysis it is asumcd that both 1bc ejected rod aDd the 
postulated stuck rod arc 8IClDI 1bc most ractive ones. 
Because the caJcuIated nuqin to the criIcrioa of 300 pc:m 
is relatively IIDIlJ (arouDd 200 pan) a cycle IpeCific: 
_lysis ofabe REA is required. 

Lopg-tmn subcritic,Jity requires injcctioD ofboratcd water. 
Depending on abe specifIC situatiaD chis borated water 1lIIY 
oriSiDatc from c1itrcrcat IOUR:CS with dItrcreal boroa 
c:onceo1Iatioos In the G6saeD NPP. borated water is UIeCI 
fi'om the Chemical ad Volume CODIroI System (evCS) 
and the ECCS compoaaIts (llCCUIIIuIaton, refucq water 
storase tanks Jt.WST). Before MOX fUel --ae. boroa 
concentrations in these sysrans 8IDOUIIlCd to 7000 ppm IDd 
2200 ppm rapectNely. Analysis Ibowcd that these boroa 
concentrations Ire too low to maintain subc:ritic:aJiI in aD 
relevant situatioIIs; the required level or boroo capecity is 
pssentia1ly determined by 1bc special cmerJCDCY. LOCA 
IDd ATWS evadS. Based on Ibis analysis. In iDc:rcue in 
DIIJDI boron cooceutnmon to 9100 ppm in the evcs IDd 
to 3500 ppm in the ECCS CClIDpODt'ds would be required. 

The boron c:apacily or the RWST is detamioed by die 
special emeIJCIICY ewat. In this eveut it is p"""leted tbIt 
the evcs is not available. The ractor IIlUIl be kept 
lUbc:riticaJ by 1be control rods (stuck rod UAIDCd) IDd 
borated water &om the RWST via the IeCwed special boric 
acid emeraeotY shutdown system. Because reactor coolant 
cannot be drained from the primIIy sysacm, only • limited 
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quantity of borated water can be injected. This quantity is 
detamiocd by the he volume of the pressurizer and. after 
ioitildioo or plant cooldown. the additional free vollUDe 
provided by CODhdiOD ofreactor coolant RepIac:cmeDt of 
this &ee wJume by boralcd water must be sufficient to 
compr:D,* for Ibe reactivity ioscnion by XCIlOIl decay and 
cooJliJt f/eIDJJCnIUI'C reduc:tioD. 

The boJaD CODCiCDbatioo iDcreue is limited by the 
tolubDity or boric ICicl. For example, at a lwiperature of 
IS OC • 1lllXim1lDl c:ooc:euu1Itioo or ooJy 7300 ppm would 
be edUevable which is below 1bc requircmcot for the 
evcs. Several JDeISUI'CS were considered to cope with this 
situation, C.I- bcatiD& or boric Kid taDks and pipiDB (to 
_cue solubility), providbJa lIrJer or Idditional tanks, or 
iocrasing Ibe 8-10 c:ootad (boron emichment). The 
cc:ooomics or using emic:bcd boron 1Umed out to be the 
IiJOIt favorable. 

Thus. plaut cbanaes were finally decided to Idopt the usage 
orenriched boron, adding only a modest iDcrease in boron 
c:oneeutJatiou. The boron was aeneraJly emichcd to 28 me" 
8-10.1Dd tbe boron c:ooccutllwon orECCS was iDcreascd 
&om 2200 to 2SOO ppm. With 1bcse cbaDgcs, that were 
realized duriDa reauJar pJaDt operation. the criteria for 
IUbaiticality Ire fUlfilled for both DOnna! operation and 
8CCidcDIs. For Iituaticlas where the c:aJculated marp to the 
criteria is relltively IIIIIJI (e.1- 1be special emergency 
evaat) ~Ie specirlC analysis his to be perfonned. 

1be usage of CDI'khed boron implies that both boron 
c:ooceutratiOD and boroD isotopic ratio ( B-I01B-l I ) are 
safety relalecl parunctcrs. and must be continuously 
IbODitored. ID Gosacn the ..IDCluctiwIy Coupled PI8sma 
Mass Spec:trosc:opy'" (lCP-MS) system was installed to be 
.hie to 8CCU1a1e1y measure the boron isotopic ratio. 

Adequate filel Itprye subcritic:aJity was demonstrated for 
MOX assemblies with In awrqc fissile plutonium c:ooteIIl 

or up to 1.3 wt% aad • bouocIiDg (highly reactiw) 
plutoaiUID campositioD. 
In the cae or MOX fUel. IAEA storase IUl"YCDIaDce 
(c:ootinuous JDOIIitoriD& by CIIDCI'8 as well as monthly 
iaspec:tioos) also extend to fi:ab fuel assemblies. 

f) Racliolosical and risk related ospects 

RadioJosic:aJ c:oosequeoces were aaaIyzed for the two DBA 
with postulated fUel faiJures. i.e. the large break LOCA IDd 
die fUel bandJiDa 8CCideuL Radiation hazards to the aeocraI 
public .e hardly afFected by MOX fUel usase. clue to the 
fact 1hat die ICtivity mvcatories of those fission products 
whicb .e most importIut for dose rates (nuclides of DObIe 
pIeS. iodine IDd cesium) exhibit compcnsatiDs 
Clootributiobl. 
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ityis A probabilistic assessment of potential risk changes due to 

after MOX fuel utilization had previously been performed for the 
lLDDc Bemau NPP, using a core containing 40% MOX fuel. A 
nt of somewhat lower risk as compared to a UOz core was 
rltto obtained. This result may be considered valid also for the 
.8Dd GOSgen NPP, and thus DO additional analysis was 

performed. 
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2. MOX I1JEL FABRICATION PROCESS AND 
1. INTRODUCI1ON EXPEaIENCE 

MOX fuel bu been faIlricaaed at tbe BN Dead phDl, b 2.L'abrteadoapl'GCal 
LWR demoDstntiCD aDd FlIt Breeder Ractar 
pr0Jr8lDlDe$, IiDcc 1973. ID 1916, Ibe plant was At present, CIlly two proceIICI are used over the world ffr 
refurbisbed, tis capacity was iIlcnued to the cumin COIDIDa'c:iaI LWR MaX fuel fatricali(l1 : the MJMAS 
DomUlal capacity aDd. lui but Dat least, die fabriCllioD process develq>ed by BN. aDd the SBR (for SbCl1 
process was c:b-8ed. 1be nuoo WIS dw die product BiDderlea Route) introduced by BNFL. The MIMAS 
(pellets) bad to mea 1be nquiremeDtJ fI our CUIIOIDIn. pocea is tile refcreoce ffr the BN PO plant (35 tHMIyr 
namely &be fuel desipen IUd die e1ec:tricity producen : IODS Heavy Metal per )'elf), the COGEMA Cadaracbe 
pellet specificltiClDS, fuel quality, fuel ctiIIoIuticJD (30 tHMIyr) md the MELOX (120 tHMIyr to be extended) 
prop:rtiea. At tbe lime time, abe iDdusUial Ibroupput plmll. 1be SBR p'0CCIS is used at MDF (MOX 
bad to be lCbieved, while the plant bid to wort CD I purely DemonI1rlti(l1 Facility. 8 1HMIyr) mel SMP (Sellafield 
remmen:ial bIsiS. MaX PIIDt, 120 lHMIyr to be started in 1998) [1,2). 

Today, thanb to abe experieDce pined IDd to Ibe acel1cDt Tbe MIMAS powder is obtained through two successi\'e 
results obtained with the MJMAS (MJcrCllliUd MAlter .blCDdiDCIfepl : the pimary bleod obtained by ball milliDg 
bJend) P'ocess, &be Boals baw beeD meL 1be PClCCII is fr microoizatiClll IICp IDd the IeCCIldary b1ead to reacb the 
mature. Moreova', die fuel bll beeD demoalttlled to lIrpt caric:luDr:DL 
bebaw w.ry weD iIl-reaclOr : DO fIilures due 10 MOX were 
Doticed. aDd the sliJbt beha~our di1rereDCCI c:cmpared to 1be maiD IdVlDtlpl 01 MJMAS reprding fatne:atiCll 
~ Iud are tabD ioto ICCOUDt by the deli..... quality, Oexibility md Ibrouppua Ire : 

• tbe miaonizatiCllItCp whicb CODCa'DI CIlly about IS" d 
This paper fim praeDlJ Ibe statUI fI our fabric:adCD, mel abe powder (COtIIpII'ed to 100" .oia. tbroulb ID attritfr 
1be reasOD why our procea is by 6Ir tile world leader, miD in abe SBR p'ocea) IUd is leadiD. to a reduced Pu
leCClDdly describe5 tbe maiD featUra linbd to abe iIl millin. time IDd a lIDaIler ~-ric:b dust produetiClll ; 
reaca« fuel paf«llllDCe of MOX fiICl up to bilb burDups. • abe very bip flaibility fI usaae. due (11 the CDe hlDd to 
IUd Ibirdly summuiZes our priDcipal MaX IDterDaticmJ the pc:Dbility d iDtermediate ltOI'aae r:I the master 
PrOlf&tlll. blend, IDd ell the 0Iber hand. 10 the casiDess r:I aCllS

blenctiDa f1powden fer isotopic hOlDOJ'llisatiClD ; 
• die process l1Iows I bip perceutqe f1saap recydiD& 

qualified IUd used CIl a routine basis ; 
• tile type IDd limited Dumber r:I equipmeot used allow • 

minimal powder reteDtiCllllevel. 

<
 



........----------------_...
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2.2. Fabrication apcricDc:e 

Beside the technical advantages fA the process, the key 
characteristics cmc:ern the experience and industrial 
quaIificatiOD of the MIMAS process : to date, ~t 

SOO tHM of MIMAS MOX fuel have been produced. from 
which 335 tHM were falrica1ed at BN since 1986. In the 
year 2000, m(X'e than 1,000 tHM will have been produced 
by the same process. 

The industrial experience fA MOX fabrication at BN starts 
in 1986 with the shift from the fermer blending process 
("reference'') used to produce fuel fer Fast Breeder 
Reactors (FBRs) and LWR demoostratiOlJ programmes [3] 
to the present situation : a capacity ina-ease to Dominally 
3S tHMIyr (Fig.l). ... 
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Fig. 1- MIMAS Fuel Production or the PO Plant 

Fatl'ic:ation COOb'aets involving BN fabrieatioo have been 
or are being implemented for PWRs and BWRs in five 
countries (Fig. m: 
•	 in France. f(X' EdF NPPs (17x17 PWR fuel type) 

•	 in Germany. f(X' both PWRs (Brokdorf. Unterweser, 
Orafenrbeinfeld. Pbilippsburg - 16xl6 fuel type) and 
BWRs (Gundremmingen - 9x9 fuel type) 

• in Switzerland, for NOK (Beznau Unit 1 - 14x14 PWR 
and GOSgen - 15x15 PWR) 

•	 in Belgium, f(X' Doel3 and TIbange 2 (17x17 PWR) 
• in Japan. for TEPCO (8x8 BWR), starting in 1997 
Generally. the CODb'actual scheme is between COMMOX 
(a joint COGEMA-BN marketing and sales venture) and 
the reload supplier (FRAGEMA, SIEMENS or 
TOSHIBA). 

..._...........---.........,...
 

--- . . . . " . . . . . . ~ 

Fig. D - Cumulated MIMAS production at BN 
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This experience represents a large YBriety of fuel designs. 
specificatioos or quality requirements from the reload 
supplier. Today. the MOX fabricatioo at BN is working as 
scbeduled, with the productioo of a minimum fraction of 
scraps (from grinding, inspectioos, rejected pellets or rods) 
which are, anyway, f(X' the very largest part recycled in the 
process. WasteS produced by the MOX plant are 
CODstaDtly reduced. in terms fA volume of solid 
CODtaminated waste per kg Pu processed (Fig. III) and the 
Pu CODtent in the wastes is less than 0.1'" of the Pu 
processed. 

! 
1 

I 
I 
I 

Vea, 

Fig. m-Evolution or IOlid contaminated "asta 

Operation of the plant is submitted to stringent safety and 
safeguards measmes. For the latter purpose. a permanent 
inspectioo has been installed since the starting rl plant 
operation by EURATOM. and since 1978 by IAEA 
inspectors. with an accurate accounting system f(X' the 
fissile materials. 

The accountancy system of the PO plant is based (11 the 
splitting of the plant in 400 w(X'k units f(X' criticality and 
safety. All movements crossing the w(X'k units are 
recorded in near real time on basis of shipper's data, 
calculated values or analysis results taking into account the 
radiatioo decay of the materials. 

3. MOX FUEL ENGINEERING EXPERTISE AND
 
IN-REACTOR PERFORMANCE
 

3.J. CuI"ftDt C8DUDercial MOX irradiation 

Today, 21 LWRs (19 PWRs and 2 BWRs) are coocemed 
with on-going commercial MOX programmes. Those 
reactors are located in France, Germany. Switz.erland and 
Belgium. Table 1 shows that BN delivered MOX f(X' 
17 reactors out of 21 using it on a commercial scale in the 
last 15 )'eII's. The burnup achieved by our fuel is up to 
m(X'e than 50 GWd/tHM (batch average). 



... ..
 

Table I - CarR'llt MOX fIId ddiveries 

Cout., MOX c..t., MOX 
Plant with by Plant with by 
MOXfuel BN MOXfuel BN 

FraCIC 
SL Laurent B1 X Dampierre2 X. 
St. Laurenl B2 X LeBl.,.,2 X 
Graveliuea 3 X Tric:utiD 1 
GrawliDea4 X TricaltiD2 
Danmierre 1 X TricutiD 3 
GeI1UDY 

Brokdorf X UDterWeICf X 
GrafearbeiDfeJd X GuDdremmiDpuB X 
Pbili 2 X GuDclremminlim C X 
Bchrium 
Doel3 X Tihlll1e2 I X 
S"itzerlud 
BezDau 1 X GlIpa X 
BemlU2 

The biJbeat bumupl were adlie\ted in IIezDau 1 
(60 GWdIlHM peat pellet). Tbcretore. sewnl fuel rods ar 
fuel segments were ar will be ClUrICted fnlm tbe speDt fuel 
to uuderlo ateDSiw pCIIt-ir'ndiatiem aanrin1tieml. 

BiBb bumupl (47GWdIlHM bIU:b ~» will also be 
achieved in me Tlhlllce and Dod plaDti in Be11ium. 
where tbe Pu COOtalt in the peIls reICbed tbe biJbeat 
Yllues (8.2" Pu totJPu tot.+U) far commerc:ial LWR 
pI'OIfIIDIDeI. At preseDt. our I.IrJetI II the faIlricIIiOD 
level will be to JeadI 10Cll Pu c:allentl wilbaut quality 
problems. to meet the srowinl demIDd far biJber bumupl. 

3~ MOX Iud ~rat'" _ra.. 

J.2./. IIllJlfJ"fllll< 0/*MOXjlbrlt;tIllOll proca6 

The maiD Clbjec:liw wbeIl faIlric:adDl MaX pe11e&J is first 
to fulfil speciJieatioas tbal are. to a Imp CXIIDt, identical 
to UOt ODeS. IDd IeCOIIdly to JUafID" a load 
bomogeoeity f1 Pu ICI'ClIIabe peUeca. 

ID early MOX fabricllioas • RH. oaly DOD free-8owiDl 
'U02 powder was available aDd a Jl'lDulatiOD 1tCP. eitbe:r f1 
the l10J ar f1 the MaX powder. wu required. LIICr em. 
the availability f:I tree-ftowiD' UOa f1 IUitable 
c:baracteristk:l reduced Rpifk:aDtly tbe DIIIIDr f1 
faIlric:atiClD .... p'ovidin, II abe I11III time a fiDe 
dispersioa f1 abe PuOz iD the UOa by IimpIe bleodiDl f1 
bocb materia1a. 

Witb the MIMAS p'occss. a nric::rOllizadClD Itep f1 a first 
b1eDd f1 PuOz coolliDing about 7Ot6 UOt wu iluroduc:ed, 
belen ctilutiClD f1 tbis master bIeDd iD the UOa powder. 
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This step allows to eliminate tbe influence 11 tbe 
eblU'lCtCristics of the oriliDal feed materials m the final 
MOX pellet c:baracteristic:s. leadinlll abe same time to a 
large reduc:tiOD d tbe local Pu COOleDt in the pellet. The 
MaX fuel in-pile bebaviour is therefare apec:ted to be 
Iimi1ar to tbe ODe d t10J fuellD1Dufactured witb the same 
~ powder ('MIMAS • UOrlib fuelj. The obtained 
~ bas a FIin size f1 about 8 11m. The Pu is finely 
diIpened ewrywbere in tbe t10J matrix, a IIDa1l fracDCIl 
f1 it beiDg preIeDt in h-ric:b _ f1 a few tals d. 
micraIs, the local Pu COIIblDt being less than ·tbe master 
bleDd·ftIue. PlutoDium salability tats in nitric: acid show 
a perfect ICIIid solutiOD f1 the siDtaed pellets. 

J.2.2. Rod1n,.",1y IIItdpelk'c1DddIng IntmJctiOll (PC1) 

ExperieDc:e in Material Test Reactcn IDd in commen:ial 
LWRa demoasnres Ibll MOX rod failure by PC! 
lMc:bauiPN Dever occurs in steady-swe caoditiClJS, 
wbereas power failure tbresbold in transient teSts is a least 
equal to tbe t10J me. NODe f1 our rods loaded in 
CCJIIUDCI'Cial LWR pl'0JI'IIDIDeI ever failed due to a cause 
liDbd to abe MOX deaiJD ar fabricatiOD. 

This goad mecbauic:al bebaviour resul1l from the iD-reac:ter 
deDsificatiCil IIld ac:rommodatiOll of MOX fuel. wbidl 
follow the rules COIltrollinl t10J dimeDsioaal C'hlllges II 
beliDDiul f1life (4,5). Solid swellinp of Pu02 and U02 
.. also 1imiIar. owiDl to identical c:rystalIograpbic: 
ItI'Uc:tUreS IDd similar ftaioa yields f1 U IDd Pu fissile 
iscltopea in tbermal reactcn [6]. 

Results em sewn! bundreds cI t10J rods mow tbII PO in 
MOX rods caD be interpreted with the variables used fer 
UOz modelling, qualiWiwly IDd qulDtitatively. whea 
appropiale IDd c:arrec:t aterDal parameterS sueb as 
neutroDic: specvum. powu biliary IDd radial power p'cfile 

.. takI:D iDto ICCOUDL . 

3.2.J. Peildfrog_tIIIion 

The peDs IClldecl in the 6IeI rods during fatricatiem break 
IClDlitudiDalIy IDd 1I'IDIwnally duriDg abe first reaaer 
un-llp. due to impclnaDt stresIeI generated by thermal 
IfIdientI. All c:erIIDOIfIPbic aamiDali(llS OD imdilled 
fuel show tbll tbe pellet fragmentaDClD mode as well as the 
alent of sucb frllJllGltatioa .. similar in MaX and l10J 
(Fi1·1V)· 

ID particular. tbe fracture de\Ielops independently d. the 
pasilioa f1 Pu-ric:b ZCIICI. This is explained by tbe 
~ty f1 UOz IDd PuOz mec:banic:al properties aDd 
IDiCrClItI'UCtU IDd by the c:oaliDuOUl accommodatioo by 
imdiaIiem creep f1 the cliffereDtial swelliDl maiDS 
between tbe Pu-ricb zoaes IDd the UOt matrix. 
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Fig. IV - Fragmentation of t1~ and MOX pellet
 
raultiDg from fint power increase, ad obsencd after
 

a dilCbargc bunu, or 30 GWdltM
 

3.2.4. Radial profiles 

The SIMS (Secoodary Ion Mass Spectrometry) technique, 
in combinatioo with EPMA (Electron Probe Micro
Analysis), is used to determine pellet radial distributions of 
numerous actinides and· fission products. These 
distributions allow to benchmark ncutrooic and thermo
mechanical codes. These techniques are extensively used 
in the international programmes organised by BN with the 
assistance of the Belgian Nuclear Centre (SCK.CEN) or 
other European laboratories [7]. The results cover a troad 
range of irradiatioo conditions, but the profiles all show 
the same trends (Fig. V): the increase eX the residual 
enrichment in Pu 239 towards pellet centre. the presence of 
the otrtm effect", the drop in Pu 240, the increase in Pu 241 
productions towards pellet rim, etc._ 

All these variatioos are clearly explained in neutronic 
terms and taken into account in the COMElHE code [8}, a 
best estimate fuel thermo-mechanical calculation code 
developed by BN. 
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Fig. V - ComparisoD betweeD aperimeotallDd 
calculated (COMETHE) Pu isotopic compositiou radial 

distrlbutioD in high bUrDu, MOX fuel 

3.2.5. Radiochemistry reSlllts 

Pellet ....adiochemical.. bumup determinations are carried 
out routinely throughout the research programmes. 
Experimental results include bumup measurement through 
indicator like Nd-148, as well as U and Pu contents and 
isotopic compositions, providing a large amount of data fer 
neutronic code benchmarking. Today, apprq>riate 
calc:ulatim tools have been tet up and burnups are 
correctly calculated for first sencratioo Pu eX high fissile 
content (-70'*' or mere). The experimental effort is still 
continuing in that field to cover future neutrooic conditions 
(high Pu content. degraded Pu fissile content. presence f1 
Pu 238 and Pu 242, increasing bumup). 



••• 
• 

3.2.6. Fl.Sfion gas n/ea. (FGR) 

Fiaim lIS released from fuel is ClUeDIively iDYCStigated, 
as being I by parameter in hip lIurDup acbievemeoL A 
topic larJdy debated is the possible enhanc:emeot eX FOR 
in MOX fuel. especially in c.~ Pu distributed in Pu-rich 
ZCIIes acroa pellet. Early resu1tI (w:cumllJated in the years 
1970-80) IUgested an acce1enIioD ~ RHl in MOX fuels 
campared to tJOJ. 1beIe obIcnatiml were made m 
unpasurised 6IeI rods IoIdecl with UDIIIble fuel. 
Moreover. the coacerued fuel ... pepared by DUiDg tx>J 
sranules with ~ powder. PW»II hilblY beleropoeous 
fuel, willa larae opcallld fJal p«cIIily IDd preferential path 
for gueoul fislim producls. Sucb fuel promoleI Rift IIlC1 
thermal~ 

Since these early obIenIdcm. aumerous results 
cmcerning fuel frem more receat fabricatims iDdicale that 
the MOX fuel does Dot prcmote RJR durio, imdiatim. 
Neither the praeace Dar Ibe panic:ular diI1ributim ~ the 
Pu IeCIDS to have 11DIa'0ICI0IJiC: inftucace CD the R:iR. 

This CCIldusim ... drawD (rca Ibe aperimeDW results 
of the PRIMO IIICl DOMa iDtenllliOlll1 prop-ammes in 
which mous fuel types were irndiated IDd eumioed 
<Fis-VI) 

... I•• uo. • 
~ .. 

.... a. 
-	••• • • 

10 

o • • : 
o 10 20 JO 40 60 

8aIrq) (GWdtW) 

PIa- VI· DODEWAAJID BWa MOX'" WIWI 
1JOJ ..... Gu.... 

These prosramu- hne Ibon dill flGR AD MaX IUd 
tx>J Nell are sovemed by the 1liiie parameun i.e. rod 
liDear power. 6IeI surface tempenture, ceolrll temperalUI'e 
IDd lIumup. IUd 6leI mi<:rC*rUCblrll plrlJDCten IUCb u 
opeD porOIity IDd sraiD size. 1be same CClDdusioo ... 
reached eJsewbere too [9.10]. 

freoda raub iDdic:ate (11) til. MaX fuel irndialed dmle 
C)'C1es shows an acceleratioa d. RiR compared to tJOz 
fueL Analysis d thal sitUliioo iDdicales lb. FOR inc:relle 
can be attnbuted to I 1arJe ateDt to Ibe hiper liDear 
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power sustained by MQX fuel in these fuel assemblies. 
1bis ISsnmpdoa is c:ontirmed iD abe same paper by 
examiDatim results d a MaX IlSembly loaded at core 
pc:ripbcry for a fourth c:,cJe and showing no additimal 
FOR. 

3.3. ..tenadoul ...........
 

As MOX fuel maaufacturer. BELOONUCLEAIRE is 
U'lditimally coac:emed by the ~datiOD, by the 
perforuumce and by Ibe beba~our d MOX fuel in various 
irradialim c:oadioml. 

1be major iDterest in such field is focused m a c:oatiDuOllS 
updaIiD, IDd ccmpleleDell d. MOX fuel data bases 
throup Ibe promotiCD d. R IDd D wmt mainly devoted to 
pauSing validatim and Ucamag questioas d plutmium 
rec:)'diD, iD c:ommerciaI ractorI. 

Sucb wart is since more ibID 18,ears proposed throop a 
set d. iDtaDatimal prOJrams. the 1011 d. which being an 
lIII'aetive ilia ~ the buds« IDd ot the resultiDg dara 
betwecD sevenl «..niaoems directly c:oacerned by MOX 
fuel and irs various aspectS within an phases eX the fuel 
c:yde. 

Such organizlriClllS are mainly fuel designers and 
lDIIlufaclurers. Researda laboratories. Utilities as well as 
organiurioos ill c:bar. eX wastes, fuel handling aod 
ac:np aetiWie&. 

1beIe intenWimai progr'llDDl which are initiated 
neaotiated and manqed by BELOONUCLEAIRE ClID be 
divided in two major classes (Table 2) : 

•	 the first let of protJrllDlDeS which are generall~ 

organized jointly by BELGONUCLEAIRE anc 
SCKeCEN moe maiDly dewIed to Dcutrooic validaoa 
far reactor physics parametcn performed in the clear 
CClDdiooas d the VENUS critical fadlity located iJ 
Mal (BeJpua) 

TUie 2 : MOX Iatenadoul Programs 

MOX Pud Behaviour MOX Fuel Core Pbvsic:s Data 
PRIMO (PWR) VIP-PWR 

CAUJS'IO (PWR) VIP-BWR 
DOMO (lWR) VIPO 

FIGARO (PWR) ARJANE 
NOK-MI09 (PWR) VIPEX 
NOK-MD (PWR) REBUS· 

GERONIMO (lWR) 
(*) UDder preparatim 

Sucb JlII"OII'aDUMI are fOCUled ClD the experimeor 
delermiDaoCD of MOX rods filsioa rate distributio 

•
 



\ t ' • 

reactivity effects and spectral indices measured in various Successive steps or Control Rod Insertion 
critical mock-up configuratioos simulating recent designs 
of PWR or BWR assemblies. 

• The VIP Program 

From 1990 to 1992, the Pu recycling in LWR's was 
investigated in the VENUS aitica1 facility at 
SCKeCEN. The programs called VIP (VENUS 
Internatiooal Program), used fuel with bigh Pu and Gd 
c:mtent. The aim m the VIP programs was the 

s validation of reactor codes with respect to MOX-fue1 
for both PWR's and BWR's. They were focused 00 

the criticality and flssim rate distributim calculations. 
s 
s These programs were divided in two programs : 
:> 
:l VIP-PWR 

mock-up 1 : All MOX 17X17 subassembly 
! mock-up 2: MOX-Gd 17X17 subassembly. 
1 

! VIP-BWR 
{ 

:1 mock-up 1 : All 002 : 8X8 subassembly 
mock-up 2 : All MOX : 8X8 subassembly 
mock-up 3 : Island MOX : 8X8 subassembly 

j 

s • The VlPO Prvgram 
j 

Since 1993, the voidcoefficimt in LWR's was 
investigated. Calculatioos bad sbown the possibility 

1, that at bigh plutonium contents the void coefficient 
e could become positive. The VIPO Program (Void 

Coefficient Measurement in Plutonium Mixed Oxide 
Lattice) was devoted to the measurements of the 

y perturbation caused by void bubbles in a LWR reactor 
:1 using bigh Pu enrichment (i.e. from 10 ~ to 15 ~) 

n and the validation of the related computer codes. A 
Q special experimental device bas beeo devel~ and 
Q coostrueted in order to simulate a wid in the reactor's 

core, the so-called void box. 

• VlPEX Pl'OInJD • 

As a complement of the VIP PWR Program, the 
VIPEX Program completes basic MOX pbysics data 
by some specific inwstiptioo deduced fram critical 
MOX mock-up measurements in VENUS; 

Parameters investigated are the Am241, the Beta
effective, the flux tilt inside a MOX comer rod. the 
effect of simulated water density by introductim and 
removal of Al microrods in the MOX lattice, the 

aI 
cootrol rods worth in MOX fuel assembly (Fig. VD) 
and a supplementary investigatim on detector (fissioo 

n. chamber) respoase in MOX fuel assemblies. 
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Fig. VB· lvaluatloa orCODtrol rod worth III VlPIX 

ARIANE 

The ARIANE Program investigates the MOX 
irradiated fuel source terms and will serve to validate 
licensing computer code of the ORIOEN type by 
means of an extensive program ofradioc:hemistry. 

Accent is focused 00 accuracy in determining 
actinides, minor actinides and flSsim products 
analyzed in three laboratories (SCKeCEN TIJI and 
PSI) and extracted after extended irradiatioo in 
commercial reactors, such as BEZNAU-l (MOX 
samples), GOSOEN <U02 samples) and OODE
WAARD (MOX and UO:l samples). 



•	 The IClCClDd set d prosrams coocerns ccmplete 
inwstiptioos with respect to MOX fuel behaviour 
UDder normal cooditioos wbicb are obtained through 
large scale irradiatioos in various reactcn lite BR3. 
DODEWAARD, ,BEZNAU-l md GUNDREM
MINOEN aDd IDJder atf n<InDII CXllldiliOlls wbicb are 
simn1lled in BIU, OSIRIS, HALDEN IDd 1ft IeStiDJ· 
reactcn. 

Sucb prosrams 1ft fOCUled emlbe deremdDaIioD d die 
MOX fuel rods cbarKteristia far wbal CCIlcerDS 
fissiOll pi releaIe, fuel c:encnl ICIDpeI'IIUfe. fuel 
miaosuuc:tUre, peUet dlCktin. iDtenedClD, iIoIopic 
we:tcn, ecc., meuured after UleDded irndiIIiOD 
CODditioos. 

•	 PRIMO ... DOMO 

These prosrama. CClIDIJIeced iD 1994 ad 1996 
respecti\'ely , conJritJUted to provide bile iDfcnwioo 
OIl fissioa pa releue ad mia'CllttUC:lUre II aleaded 
bumups in PWR and BWR respectiwly, IDd to wrify 
that rod power failure Ibresbokl is similar eI' beaer 
thaD rex' UOz fuel. Detailed raullS d botb programs 
were pub1isbed elsewhere [lo. 12). 

•	 nGAllO 

The objecti~ of thll pr08l'IID, now ncar compIetioo, 
was to evaluate lbe lbennaJ behaviour d MOX fuel It 
bumup of about SO GWdItM IDd 10 determiDe nether 
fissioo gas release Ibresbold wu different eI' nOl frem 
00z. The resullS [i3l lIlow caentiaUy that the fuel 
cooductivity delflldalioo with burnup follows the same 
rule IS in~. About fissiOll pa re1eaIe. OIl-line 
pressure measurements iDdic:ale Iblt rempenture 
tbresboJd for PI relcue is dOle to the UOJ ODe. 

• NOK.-M1Gt 

TakiD, me oppCI'IUDity of the aD'ICIiOll of Ibe 
2 FIGARO rocll 6'CID a BEZNAU-l MaX aaembly 
MI09 iJradiaIed duriD. ftw C)dea. 8 additiODal MaX 
rads were emaaed u MIl. 1be PIE JI'OIl'IID, 
focusin. maiDly OIl fissiCll pa reIeaIe, is now 
e<mpIeted. 

Results aUow to IWdy MIMAS MaX bebaYiour It 
hip burnup, coosiderin. Vlrious power bistcries md 
fuel fabieatiOD parameun. 

•	 NOK-M3OI (PWR) ud GERONIMO (BWR) 

These two prosrams aim • iDcreaM the MaX 
perfCl'llllDCe databMe at IdIl inacuin. burnup 

(S8 GWdltM peak pellet rex' NOK-M308, 6S GWdItM 
fel' GERONIMO). POll irradialiOD pamination and 
ramp testing are pc:rfooned OIl MIMAS fuelsegmcnts. 

Another objecti~ fel' the NOK·M308 Program is • 
ccmparisclo with an a1tematiw MOX falricaDOO 
process. lbese alternathe MOX seameots bave been 
fabricaIed by PSI from abe plltim process. 

The NOIC-MD Prosram started iD 1997 with the 
exttICtiCll of ICJIDeDted rods from the mother 
ulClDbly irndiatecl in BEZNAU-l. PIE and ramp 
IlIOII'IIDS are IDJdenray. 

The GERONIMO Prosram, just ofIicially started, 
focuses OIl irradiation of full-length rods and 
-smeared rods in GUNDREMMINGEN BWR. 
Exttactions are faraecn in 1999 and 2001. 

Co CONCLUSION 

By mid '98, BN blS fabriQled about '0 ., of the world's 
MaX indUSUial production. If we tab into account 
COOEMA's fatlricatklas, the MIMAS process represents 
70 ., d the wex'Id's cumullted MOX production. 
MCX'eOWI', SIEMENS bu produced until 1991 20., or the 
wcr)d's MaX productiCll with a IWO-Step blending process 
IS well. The excelJent fatricatiOll pcrformanc:c, IS well u 
Ibe OlItstaDdiD. ia-pile behaviour of our MOX fuel makes 
it the refereDce fer aD)' DCW MOX plaDt in the wcrld. 

In the frame of its recyclin, progrlllUDe. Japan will SOCII 

ItIrt the new MOX pllDl project ia Rokkasbo-Mura. 
M<nowr, ia the frame ~ the weapon-grade material 
dispositim proaramme. both USA and Russia are 
coatempJltin, the possibility of building and operating iD 
Ibar respective countri. new MOX plants deWlcd to that 
purpoee. BN, thanb to the upeneace accumulated over 
men thm 3O)'ears ofMaX dnelqxnent. is the best suited 
parmer to participate in such projects, fel' the benefit of the 
owners IDd the future users of sucb plIDU. 

For IDClI'e than 11)'ears up to now, BELGONUCLEAlRE 
IS MaX manufacturer is coatiDuously pramoting the 
in~,IIiOD of MOX fuel througb intaDlliooal programs 
to obtain better kDowledp, to imprcM Decessary models, 
to update data fex' desip and licensiDg of MOX fuel iD all 
operltiD. CIODditioDs and fel' Qtended bumup le'lels. 1be 
IUtbcn would lib to take Ibis opportuDity to express their 
thanb to aU el'ganiulioas wbicb ha\'e and wish to 
coatinue to IUppCI't teebnicaUy md financially this activity. 
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ABSTRACT 

•	 One strategy that has been propo&ed for eliminating excess plutonium stockpiles from the

• dismantling of nuclear we8pODI is to use the c:ICCSS plutonium to generate electricity in nuclear 
power reactors. By lueting e:listiDg power reactors with I mixture of uranium and plutonium 

i'

oxide fue~ the excess weapons-grade plutonium could be used. Mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel has 
been under active development for the last 3 decades The increased amounts of reactor-grade 
plutonium being generated by the new fuel reprocessing plants in Western Europe have led to an 
expanded use of MOX fuel Presently, 32 European reactors are licensed to use MOX fuel and 
several additional reactors are undergoing liceDSing review. Although some reactors can usc up to••I 

•••
about 1 tonne of plutonium per year, most use only a third of this amouoL Worldwide, there r.	 e:x:ists about 100 toODes of separated reactor-grade plutonium available for use in these reactors. 
Over the next decade, it is estimated that the U.S. and Russian plutonium weapons stockpiles mayr. 

•• 
make available at least an additional 100 tonnes of weapoDS-grade plutonium. To dispose of 
weapons-grade plutonium through the MOX fuel option, considerably morc capacity to fabricate 
MOX fuel and additional nuclear power plants will have to be licensed to use the fueL This

• report addresses the current status of MOX fueL 

•
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r. Status of Mixed Oxide Fuel Utilization J. 
I. 1. INTRODUCTION 

Early in the development of nuclear power, the demand for electricity was growing rapidly. 
In addition, the uranium supply was thought to be limited compared with the projected demand 
for electrical power. This combination of limited supply and rapidly increasing demand prompted ••1=

•
a move toward a more efficient use of uranium resources. A once-through fuel cycle fissions 
about 4% of the fuel, while a breeder recycle program fissions about 4% of the fuel in each 
recycle. With the reprocessing technology available from weapons programs, governments and 
private enterprise committed substantial capital to civilian reprocessing and fast reactor 

•

development to take advantage of breeder reactors.
 

Despite the Wenergy crisisw in the early 70s, which ultimately reduced demand for electricity, 
the price of uranium continued to rise throughout the decade. Governments and utilities 
confirmed their commitment to breeder technology by placing long-term contracts for 
reprocessing. 

•

In the early 1980s, large new uranium resources were discovered and the demand for . 
uranium declined. These discoveries, along with a demand for uranium that was far less than 
projected, caused the price of uranium to fall. Worldwide, deployment of breeder reactor 
technology was delayed and in the United States the financial support for commercial breeder

• reactor development was withdrawn. However, in many countries, the commitment to construct 
reprocessing facilities and reprocess spent nuclear fuel had been made. This resulted in 

•
 significant imbalance between plutonium separation and use.
 

By blending the plutonium dioxide from fuel reprocessing with uranium dioxide, a mixed 
oxide (MOX) fuel could be formulated for use in thermal reactors. Thus, the plutonium could be 
used prior to introduction of the breeder reactors. Because the U.S. had decided not to reprocess 
commercial reactor fuel, American interest in MOX fuel fabrication technology waned while other 
couritries continued to develop MOX fuel for commercial reactors. 

••
Today the resulting MOX fuel form that is used, or planned for use, in power reactors in 

Europe and Japan is well developed. The reactor-grade MOX fuel incorporated in power reactor 
cores has behaved excellently and has demonstrated irradiation to high burnups. 

Recently, the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on Intemational Security and Arms 
Control (CISAq recommended disposing of excess plutonium from nuclear weapons.1 Currently, 
excess plutonium from nuclear weapons is estimated at SO tonnes from the U.S. stockpile and 
SO tonnes from the former Soviet Union. Ultimate disposition must satisfy at least three criteria: 

1. Preclude reuse for weapons by the superpowers. 

Prevent diversion by terrorists or proliferation by nonweapon states. 

3. Prevent environmental damage from plutonium contamination. 

1 
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To meet these criteria, CISAC endoncd the ·Spent-Fuel Standard." To achieve this .~ 

standard, CISAC endorsed two evaluation options: e-t 
1. Use iD a ODCe-through fuel cycle in eDting or modified nuclear reactolS. 

2. Vitrification with high-level waste. 

Weapons-grade plutonium is characterized by a purer 23fpg isotopic c:omposition than 
reactor-grade plutonium. indicated in Table L Before a c:ommercial reactor can be licensed to 
operate with MOX fuel, tests must demonstrate that MOX fuel rods are capable of withstanding 
the specified level of bumup (ezpec:ted to be approximately 35,000 MWdItHM) without losing 
structural integrity or releasing fission product psea through the cladding. 

Although MOX fuels have been used e.DeDsivdy for partial core loadings in Europe, the 
European MOX fuel ezperience is based on reactor-pde plutonium. The MOX fuel proposed 
for plutonium disposition has a higher ~ content and higher loading than reactor-grade MOX 
fuel. Hence, it wiD be irradiated in a harder neutron spectrum. 

The plutonium dioxide loading of the European MOX fuel is only about 4% by weight; 
whereas, MOX fuel from weapons-grade plutonium dioxide would contain as much as 7%. In 
addition, the weapons-grade plutonium may contain gallium and americium impurities. Therefore, 
it would be prudent to have, as a minimum, sufficient in-reactor testing to confirm that the fuel 
performance of weapons-grade MOX fuel is comparable to reactor-grade MOX fueL 

The remainder of this document concerns the current state of MOX fuel fabrication and 
irradiation. 

Table 1. Isotopic composition of weapons-grade and reactor-grade plutonium. 

Fraction of total 
(wt%) 

Isotope Weapons-grade Reactor-grade 

.2J8pu 0.05 0.1 

3'pu 93.6 59.0 

J40pg 5.9 23.0 

U1Pu 0.4 13.0 

Jnpg 0.05 4.9 

a. The objective of the "Speat-Fuel StaDdard" is to provide pbysic:al puec:tioD apiDSt diYersioD of weapom material by 
terrorists and to mate the material just IS inaccessible far weapoos usc IS the much Iar,er IDd JrOWiDI quantity of 
plutonium !bat aists iD IpCDt fuels from commcn:iaI reacIOI'L 
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2. U.S. MOX FUEL EXPERIENCE 

• In the 1970s, prototype MOX test fuel was being fabricated on a laboratory or pDot line 
scale basis in a large number of U.S. facilities. As a consequence of the U.S. government's 
nonproliferation policy, the U.S. MOX facilities were shut down in the late 70s. However, foreign • 

~ 

~ research and development programs, principally in Europe, have continued and reached maturity. 
t This section of the document reviews early U.S. commercial experience with MOX fuel 

fabrication and irradiation programs. 

Several programs2-5 were conducted in the U.S. during the 19605 and 1970s to investigate 
the use of recycle MOX as a light water reactor (LWR) fuel These programs included: 

•	 The Plutonium Utilization Program sponsored by the U.s. Atomic Energy Commission 
(ABC) and managed by Pacific Northwest laboratory (pNL). 

• The Saxton Plutonium Project sponsored by the ABC and conducted by Westinghouse 
~ Electric Corporation (WEC). 

~ 

•	 EEl-Westinghouse plutonium research. This work began with the Plutonium Research •, Program and was followed by the Plutonium Recycle Demonstration Program for the 
San Onofre Reactor. 

• Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) research into the use of MOX. 

· ~ 

Brief summaries of these programs and their results are provided in the following. It should 
be noted that all programs (liquid metal reactor and light water reactor, U.S. and foreign) address 
the issue of using MOX formed from the recycling of plutonium from irradiated commercial fuel 
and not from weapons. ,r 2.1 Plutonium Utilization Program ,

•	 The Plutonium Utilization Program was sponsored by the AEC and conducted by PNL 
r, This program began in approximately 1960. Test irradiations of recycle MOX fuel designs, both 

pellet and Vlbrationally compacted (VIPAC) fuels, were conducted in the Plutonium Recycle Test 
t Reactor (PRTR). The irradiation tests on the VIPAC fuel conducted in the PRTR were 

summarized by Freshley and Panisko.2 Additional irradiations on VIPAC MOX were conducted ,~ 
in the Materials Testing Reactor, Engineering Test Reactor, and Experimental Boiling Water 
Reactor.' Satisfactory performance of the VIPAC MOX was concluded by this program. 

•• 
2.2 Saxton Plutonium Project · 

~ 
The Saxton Plutonium Project was conducted by WEC for the AEC and addressed 

,·• plutonium recycle in LWRs. The program3 began in 1964 with Core n irradiations in the Saxton 
reactor running from December 1965 through October 1968. Core moperated from December 
1969 through May 1972 with peak rod burnups of 50,000 MWd/tHM, and the overall performance ·• of the MOX rods was determined to be satisfactory.',s Progressive changes in dimensions, fission •,,, 3 

• 

I



t·· ... 

,gas release, fuel microstructure, etc., were consistent with linear heat generation rates and
 
increasing bumup levels. The changes were concluded to have DO apparent adverse effects on ,

the performance of the MOX fuel Defects that did develop in some rods were apparently not ,

related to aD)' inherent limitation of the MOX fueL
 « 

2.3 EEl-Westinghouse Plutonium Research «,
The EEl-Westinghouse Plutonium Utilization Program was principally an analytical ,

feasibility study that addressed nuclear panmetcr studies, fuel fabrication studies, fuel cycle 
studiC$, physics methods development, and nuclear design studies.4"" The rods were to be c 
irradiated in 14 )( l4-incb assemblies to • bumup 1eYe1 of 30,000 MWd/tHM.l0 « 

« 
The EEl-Westinghouse Plutonium Recycle Demonstration Program was a follow-on program «to the EEI-Westmpouse Plutonium Utilization Program completed in 1968. Whereas, the
 

Plutonium Utilization Program.. aD analytical feas1bility study, the Plutonium Recycle «
 
Demonstration Program irradiated MOX rods in San Onofle 1. The San Onofre irradiations «
 
consisted of irradiating 720 rods for two cycles,11 ending in June 1973. Postirradiation
 «eramination was planned for 1973. c 

2.4 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Studies « 
« 

EPRI has sponsored a number of research projects on recycle MOX fuel' These projects c 
included irradiations in Big Rock Point and Quad Oties, plus research into specific aspects of cirradiation behavior. The program conclUded that experience to date indicated that MOX 
behavior was satisfactory and that there were no apparent performance limitations. In the c 
irradiations at Big Rock Point, the MOX fuels bad performed as well as the U02 rods.12 The c 
San Onofre irradiations progressed from a few initial rods in 1969. to lead test assemblies through c
1972, to a full reload of MOX assemblies in 1974. Plutonium enrichments ranged from less than 
2 to 9 wt%; bumups reached approximately 20,000 MWdltHM. •

4 
The EPRI Plutonia Fuel Study was conducted by PNL to investigate the in-reactor C 

densification characteristics of MOX fuel and determine the extent of thermal and 
irTadiation-induced U,Pu homogenization in mechanically blended, MOX fuels for LWR.s.U It • 
was concluded that there are mauy similarities in the densification behavior of MOX and U~ C 

and that the behavior of MOX was not affected by Pu02 concentrations up· to 6 wt% or Pu~ t 
particle sizes up to 500 lim in diameter. In addition, significant Pu02 homogenization was found t 
to occur at low bumups with temperatures greater than 1,52()OC or at temperatures as low as 

(S2()OC with a fission rate of 6 )( loU 6ssionslcm3~ 
t 

2.5 Testing In EBWR • 
C 

In the late 196Os, the final core loading for the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor 
(EBWR) at Argonne National Laboratory included a central zone ofUOr l.5 wt% Pu02 rods.14 ( 

A test plan for this irTadiation, including preirradia~n analysis, is provided in a PNL report.15 • 
The MOX fuel was of a VIPAC design rather than pellCII. ( 

( 

( 
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2.6 Other U.S. experience
 

United Nuclear provided MOX fuel fabricated by ALKEM to Dresden 1 in the early 1970s. 
B&W subsequently examined the discharged fuel at the reactor site. 

Up until the time when the U.S. plutonium programs were canceled, nine commercial 
organizations had licenses to process plutonium for fuel rods. Table 2 lists the organizations and 
their estimated production capacity. Exxon Nuclear, General Electric, and Westinghouse had 
significant production capacity for LWR MOX fuel. Kerr-McGee and NUMEC were 
manufacturing fuel pins for the Fast Flux Test Reactor. 

Table 2. u.S. MOX fabrication facilities. 

Estimated production 
capacity-tonnes of 

Plant location MOXperyear 

Atomics International Canoga Park, California 

Babcock and Wl1cox Lynchburg, Virginia 

Exxon Nuclear Richland, Washington 15 

General Electric Pleasanton, California 3 

Gulf United Nuclear Elmsford-Pawling, New York 

Kerr-McGee Crescent, Oklahoma 5-10 

Nuclear Fuel Services Erwin, Tennessee 

NUMEC .Parks Township, Pennsylvania 20 

Westinghouse Cheswick, Pennsylvania 10-15 

a. During 1974. 

The MOX fabrication facilities were designed to use either plutonium nitrate solution or 
solid plutonium oxide as the plutonium raw material However, government regulations 
subsequently prohibited shipment of plutonium solutions, which ultimately required that some 
solid form of plutonium (usually PuO~ serve as the starting material for the fabrication process. 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate typical processes used in the U.S. in use in the 19705 to convert 
plutonium nitrate solutions to a solid form for fabricating MOX fuel16 The oxalate process, 
described in Figure 1, involves the addition of oxalic acid to the nitrate solution. .The 
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coprecipitation process, shown in Fagure 2, produces an UOz-PuOz mixture through the addition •
t

of ammonia to form the intermediate compounds, plutonium hydroxide, and ammonium diuranate. t 

When the starting materials are PuOz and UOz powders, a mechanical blending process is 
used to make MOX penet&. Figure 3 shows the individual mechanical steps in the process. •

f

The MOX fuel fabricated in the U.s. MOX facilities was irradiated in primarily in 11 power C 
reactors (Table 3) as well as, to a more limited degree, in several U.s. test reactors. Tables 4, S, 
and 6 provide additional informatioD on the number of MOX assemblies fabricated by the major 
U.S. commercial vendors and the mamnum assembly bumup. In aU cases, the MOX fuel 
performed in a satisfactory manner for bumups in the range of 2O,OOO-SI,000 MWd/tHM. •
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Teble 3. U.s. experience with plutonium recycle fuel in LWRs. t 

C 

MOXfuel •
safety MOXfuel Operating •Power plant analyses fabrication period 

PIasurized Water Renon 

Saxton W W,NUMEC 1965-1972 
t 

San Onofre 1 W W 1970, 1972 • 
Trino W W 1976-1981 C 

Ginna W W 1~198S C 

C&mau 1 W W 1978-1981 

Mibama 1 W-MHI W 1~1991 •
Boiling Water Reacton • 

« 
Garigliano GE,ENEL BN 1968-1979 « 
Big Rock Point GE,ENC GE,ENC 1969-1979 « 

Dresden 1 GUNF GUNF,ALKEM 1970-1977 • 
Quad Cities GE GE 1975-1983 

Kahl ENC ENC 1974-1976 

BN Belgonudeaire 
ENC Exxon Nudea!' Corporation (now AdvaDc:ecI Nudear FuelslSiemeas Nuc:Iear Produc:rs) 
ENEL Ente Nazionale per l"Enerp Elettrica 
GE General Elecuic 
GUNF Gulf United Nuclear Fuels 
MHI Mitsubisbi Heavy Industries, Ltd. 
NUMEC Nudear Materials and Equipment Corporation 
W Westinghouse. 
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Table 4. Westinghouse MOX experience. 

Number of Qadding Peak pellet 
Reactor Tuneframe assemblies (number of rods) burnup MWdItHM 

Saxton 1964-1972 7	 Zry4 (608)' 51,000 
304 SS (30) 

San Onofre 1 1970-1972 4 Zry-4 (720) 21,000 

Mihama 1 1988-1991 4 Zry4 (-720) 28,000 

Ginna 1980-1985 4 Zry-4 (-720) 46,000 

Trino 1975-1978 8 Zry4 (-1,500) -35,000 

Beznau 1978-1981 4 Zry4 (-720) -36,000 

Table 5. General Electric MOX experience (BWR). 

Peak pellet 
Number of Assembly burnup Number 

Reactor Tuneframe assemblies type (MWd/tHM) of rods 

Garigliano 1969-1972 8 8x8 25,000 512 

Big Rock Point 1969-1974 2 9x9 35,000 150 

Quad Cities 1 1974-1978 1 7x7 57,000 48 

Table 6. Exxon Nuclear MOX experience (BWR). 

Max assembly 
Number of bumup 

Reactor Tuneframe assemblies Assembly type (MWdItHM) 

Big Rock Point 1972-1976 1 9x9 36,000
 

Kahl 1981-1986 8 6x6 23,000
 

Now Advanced Nuclear FuelslSiemens Nuclear Products. 
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3. FOREIGN MOX FUEL EXPERIENCE'7 ••The foreign MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation testing programs started in the early 1960s 

• 
t 

with the early work in Belgium at the Belgonucleaire (BN) facility in Mol, at the ALKEM facility 
at Karlsruhe in Germany, and at the Compagnie Generate des Matri~res Nucl6aires (COGEMA) 
facilities in France. Table 7 summarizes the actual and planned foreign MOX fuel fabrication t 
capacities over the period 1990 to 2010. In the following discussion, the MOX fabrication 
programs in Belgium, France, Germany. Iapan, United Kingdom, and Russian Federation are 
summarized. Presently. plans for iDaeased MOX fabrication capacity reOect foreign trends 
expanding utilization ofMOX fuel in LWRs. Cunently. 32 commercial reactoD are liccmed to 
use MOX fuel (Belgium-2, France-l6, Germany-IO. and Switzerland-4). and additional reactors 
arc in various stages of licensing reviews. At least 11 reactors arc already usiDl MOX fuel t 

« 
Table 7. Foreign LWR MOX fuel fabrication capacity (tonnes of heavy metal).	 t 

t1990 1995 2000 200S 2010 
«

Belgium (Dessel, PO)	 3S 40 40 40 40 
C(Dessel, PI) 40 40 ·40 
C 

France (Cadarache, CFCa) 15 20 2S 2S 2S 
C(Marcoule, MELOX) 20 120 120 120 
C 

Japan (Total)	 10 10 15 15 15 c(Rokkasto) 100 100 

Germany (Hanau) 2S .. .. .. •• « 
Russian Fed. 110" 110" 110" 

c 
c 

UK (Sellafield)	 8 8 8 8 c 
(Sellafield)	 100 120 120 c 

Totals 68 98 348	 468 468 

• 
c 

a. LiceDSing ditIlculdes ill 1991 BDCl 1992 iJrced the dosing of the opentiDg MOX fadlfty (25 t/y) BDCl t 
halted colDlDis5ioDiDI of the DeW MOX tadlity (120 t/y). « 
b. CoDStruetiOD plaDS Dot CIOD1bmecl	 C 

C 

C 

3.1	 Belgium (BN at Dessel) • 
C 

Belgium started deweloping MOX Cud in 1958, first on a laboratory scale, later at the pilot C 
level, and finally at an industrial operation stage-II The filSt MOX assembly was fabricated by BN C 
in 1963 for irradiation in the BR-3 reactor. In 1968, the Garigliano BoiJiDg Water Reactor 

C(BWR) was provided with a full reload of MOX fuel manufactured by BN. In 1985, EectricitC 
de France (EdF) decided to pursue MOX recycle fuels technology for their LWRs and a major C 

( 
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fraction of MOX fuel fabrication capacity has been supplied by BN.19 The EdF program involved 
the incorporation of 16 MOX fuel assemblies in a 900 MW(e) plant in 1988, with plans to 
increase production capacity to 90 tonnes of heavy metal per year to supply 12 French power 
plants by 1995. 

BN's MOX fuel fabrication ~h and development has focused on pellet fuel The 
original wreference- process consisted of the direct mechanical blending (see Figure 4-A) of the 
PuOz powder and free-flowing (ammonium uranyl carbonate, AUC) UOz powder.18,20,21 The 
final product was a pellet in which plutonium-rich particles were embedded in a UOz matrix. This 
structure provided high thermal conductivity (practically unaffected by the presence of Pu), 
dimensional stability (due to the low power rating of the U02 matrix) and good accommodation 
capabilities (resulting from the plasticity induced by the high power rating in the Pu rich 
particles). 

In 1984, BN modified its reference process to meet the reprocessing requirements for 
improved plutonium solubility. For example, after irradiation to 34,000 MWd/tHM at a linear 
heat generation rate of 340 W/cm (7.9 kW/ft), S% of the Pu remained as a solid residue after 
dissolving in hot nitric acid. Co-milling of the Pu02t with part of the UOz to form a master 
blend, was incorporated into the BN process to remedy this problem. 

The current BN processZ1 for making MOX fuel is called MIMAS (micronized master 
blend). The PuOz powder is micronized with UOz powder to form a master blend with a 
plutonium content in the range of 20 to 30% (Figure 4-B). The master blend is then 
mechanically diluted and mixed with the free-flowing AUe UOz powder to obtain the specified 
plutonium contenL The objective of the MIMAS process is to maintain the characteristics 
associated with the use of the AUe UOz powder as well as to significantly reduce the 
heterogeneous character of the plutonium distribution obsetved in the reference fuel 
Accordingly, the MIMAS process provides MOX fuel with a microstructure (grain and pore size 
distribution) similar to UOz fuel. . 

Figure S illustrates production history of BN MOX fuel under irradiation in commercial 
reactors.22 By the end of 1993 more than 100,000 MOX rods have been irradiated with over 95% 
of the rods manufactured by the MIMAS process. 

Table 8 provides design characteristics of the MOX fuel fabricated by BN.20 Plutonium 
concentrations range from 2.3 to 14.3%. Most of the MOX fuel rods were made with zircaloy 
cladding with the exception of the 3,216 rods for the Centrale Nucleaire des Ardennes (CNA) 
reactor which were made with 304 stainless steel cladding. 

BN's current MOX fuel production capacity of 35 tonnes of heavy metal per year will be 
increased to 75 tonnes of heavy metal per year by the year 2000. An extension of the plant, 
called PI, is in the final design stage. When the extension is finished, the Dessel plant (referred 
to as DEMOX) will have four pellet production lines and the ability to handle various fuel 
designs and batch sizes.23 
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Tabl. a. Belgonucleaire MOX fuel rod design dwacteristica. 

Reactor 

Pellets 
• Diameter (mm) 
• Density (% m) 
•	 PuIU + Pu Zone 1 

ZoDe2 
Zone 3 
Average 

Rods 
• Cadding 
• Active len&th (mm) 
• Total length (mm) 
• (U-Pu)Oirod (kg) 

Fabrication campaign 
• Equiv. number of aaemblies 
•	 Number of rodsIcampaign 

Zone 1 
Zone 2 
Zone 3 
Total 

• (U-Pu)Oicamp. (k&) 

L BR-3 Belgium Reactor 3. 
b. CNA Centrale Nuclaire cia ArdeDDa. 
Co EdF E1eeuid~de France. 

BR-3· CNAb 

8.04 8.87 8.19 
94.5 94.0 94.5 
S.5 4.0 2.9-3.3 
9.7 8.2 4.5-5.0 
143 5.6-6.3 

4.5-5.0 

ZircaIoy SS ZircaIoy 
1.000 2,650 3.658 
1.136 2,861 3,851 
o.s 1.68 1.98 

70	 16 16 

416 1,040 1.024 
674 2,176 1,600 
338 1.600 
1.428 3,216 4,224 

715 5,400 

3.2 France (COGEMA at CFCa and MELOX)
 

Bemau-l 

9.29 
94.5 
2.3 
4.6 
5.9 

Zircaloy 
2,9SO 
3.020 
2.10 

4 
~ 12 
~ 

144 f 
624 

••
f1,380 

2,148 

4,500 C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
f 

COGEMA has been openting a plutonium fuel fabrication plant since 1963. which has the 4 
dual capability of producing fast breeder reactor (FBR) and LWR MOX fuel In 1991, an LWR C 
MOX line was collUDissioned with a nominal production capacity of 15 tonDes of heavy metal per C 
year and is presently beiDg used to fabricate fuel reloads (or EdF.23 Plans are being made to 

(increase the Comple:xe de Fabrication de Cadarache (CFCa) capacity to 35 tonnes of heavy metal 
per year by 1997. In addition, COGEMA constructed a large size, mainly automated plant, C 
MELOX. at Marcoule.2A MELOX. with a large degree of automation, will be able to handle C 
plutonium with higher Am and Pu2A1 than the current fabrication lines. Buildinp are completed,
 
equipment has been installed and tested, c:ommissioDiDg toot place in 1994. and commercial •
 
startup of this plant, with a production capacity of 120 tonnes of heavy metal per year. was in C
 
1995.
 

C
•
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Figure 6 illustrates the MOX fuel fabrication process used at CFCa.l 8,25 A similar process is 
used to prepare homogeneous fuel for fast reactors. The initial LWR MOX fuel rods were 
produced in 1989, and CFCa is planning to produce about 8,500 rods per year. . 

In 1986, a generic safety report demonstrated the feasibility of operating reactors with a 
maximum of 30% MOX assemblies in each core reload. Since 1988, EdF has had authorization 
to load 16 pressurized water reactors (PWRs) with.30% of the core with MOX fuel assemblies. 
To date, seven reactors have received 200 tonnes of heavy metal MOX fuel, and four have 
reached equilibrium fuel conditions. No special difficulties have been experienced in almost 30 
reactor-years of operation. Some accommodations have been necessary: (1) fresh MOX fuel is 
placed near the center of the core to avoid the higher fluence on the pressure vessel that is 
attendant to the higher neutron yield from plutonium fission, (2) zoning of plutonium content has 
been necessary (three contents are used), (3) soluble boron, burnable absorbers (if any), and 
control rod adjustments are needed (four extra control rods have been added and their locations 
rearranged). 

As the data base on MOX fuel performance grows, extended license authority is expected. 
Starting in 1997, authority is expected to allow a burnup of 45,000 MWd/tHM. By 1998, 
MOX fuel will be loaded in all the 16 currently licensed reactors. EdF will apply for licenses for 
12 additional reactors. MOX fuel fabrication capacity requirements will increase to 140 tonnes of 
heavy metal annually by the year 2000. COGEMA's fuel fabrication plants will be adjusted to the 
appropriate level required. EdF is following the equality of flows principle, Le., the plutonium 
flow from spent fuel reprocessing will equal the plutonium feed to the MOX fuel fabrication 
plant 

Currently, EdF relies on two plants for MOX fuel: Belgonucleaire in Dessel, Belgium, and 
the COGEMA plant at Cadarache, France. Both plants use the Belgonucleaire-developed 
MIMAS process. COGEMA has a new plant, the MELOX plant, at Marcoule, France, with a 
capacity of 120 tODDes of heavy metal per year. The first assemblies were due in mid-November 
1994, with full·production starting early in 1995. There was some concern that the COGEMA 
plant could not fabricate weapons-grade plutonium because of its design for reactor-grade 
plutonium with 240pu isotopic content greater than 17%. 

After 20 years of effort, the French nuclear program now generates more than 75% of 
France's electricity with 54 PWRs at a cost of electricity among the lowest in Europe. France is 
now committed to recycling plutonium as MOX fuel in LWRs, which depends on reliable 
reprocessing, a well-mastered MOX fuel technology, a soon-to-be-reaIized significant increase in 
domestic fuel fabrication capacity, and attention to a rapidly growing in-core experience data base. 

3.3 Germany (Siemens at Hanau) 

The Siemens fuel plant at Hanau, Germany, has fabricated more than 105,000 LWR MOX 
fuel rods in the period 1968 to 1991.26 Figure 7 illustrates the MOX fuel production methods 
used. The MOX fuel was produced using one of three methods: 

• Initial mechanically blended MOX fuel (standard process) 
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Figure 7. Flowchart for LWR MOX fabrication using the OCOM and AUPuC processes.26 
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• Optirniud comilling (OCOM) method •, 
• CopreclpitatiOD method (AUPuC). •,The original -1taDdard- process, which involved mechanical blending of U02 and Pu02 

powders Iimilar to the BN original -reference- process, wu used to make -9,500 MOX fuel rods, •which were irradiated in five different reactors (Table 9). However, this fuel did not satisfy , 
reprocessing requirements, and two new procaa were ~oped.27 The OCOM process is 
quite similar to the BelJian MIMAS procaa. •

•, 
Table I. SiemensIKWU operatiDl cqaicnce with former ItaDdard MOX fuel assemblies (status 

•
~ 

Dcc:ember 1990). 

Maimum fuel 
Ycarof 'I)pe of fuel AD-MOX MOXlsIaDd Number assembly •

Nudear power plant am MMIIIbIy fuel fuel offue1 bumup •
(type) iDsenioD (rod amy) usemblies assemblies rods (MWdItHM) •

VAK, Kab1, (BWR) 1966 6.6 7 88 972 21,000 •
KWL,lJDgen 1970 6.6 1 15 26,000 •
(BWR) • 
KRB-A 1974 6.6 64 ~ 

GuDdremmiDgcn 
(BWR) 

MZFR, Karlsruhe 1972 37 8 296 14,000 
(PHWR) 

KWO, Obrigheim 1972 14.14 33 5,940 35,000 
(PWR) 

Total 112 89 9,463 

Also shown in Figure 7 is the AUPuC method, which is based OD the AUC method for 
making U~ Starting with U and Pu nitrate solutions, HN03 is added to form heavalent 
pJutonyl nitrate. By introducing NH3 and CO~ tetra-ammonium ui-earbonate 
dioxouranate/plutonate (AUPuC) is produced in the precipitation tank: 

The mtered AUPuC is then directly reduced at -75CrC in a hydrogen and nitrogen stream. 
The AUPuC powder is then blended with free-Oowing U02 powder, and the process continues in 
the same manner as for the OCOM method. 
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. Figure 8 compares the particle size distnbution of the PuOz from the oxalate process with 
the (U,Pu)Oz from the AUPuC process.28 The AUPuC process produces powder similar in 
characteristics to the AUC process for making U02- The coarse grains cause less dust formation. 
However, restrictions on shipment of plutonium nitrate solutions have led to the use of the 
OCOM process. 

In 1987, Siemens started construction of a new MOX plant at Hanau.29 The new plant 
would have added fabrication capacity of 120 toones of heavy metal per year. Unexpectedly, the 
old plant was shut down in 1991 and the new facility will not receive a license from the 
authorities of the Hessian state government However, German utilities plan to obtain MOX fuel 
from other European suppliers. 

Ten German PWRs are licensed for operation23 with MOX fuel as listed in Table 10. The 
number of MOX fuel assemblies per reload and the total number of MOX assemblies in the core 
vary from plant to plant (e.g., 37% of the assemblies of the Philippsburg reactor contain MOX 
fuel). Table 11 lists the Siemens operating experience27 with MOX fuel as of December 1990. 
By mid-1993 more than 100,000 MOX fuel rods were fabricated and placed in semce. 

Since early 1992, at the request of the German government, Siemens has been discussing the 
utilization of German MOX technology in Russia as a means of disposing of excess 
weapons-grade plutonium. A feasibility study was to be prepared by the end of 1994. Study 
members include Siemens, the German Association for Reactor Safety, Minatom, Russian 
institutes, and Russian industry. The study encompasses MOX fuel production as well as MOX 
fuel utilization in Russian LWRs and fast reactors. Study results will include specification of 
safety standards, design requirements, conceptual design of an LWR MOX fuel pilot plant and 
draft design of a production plant together with a cost estimate. 

3.4 Japan (PNC at Tokal) 

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (pNC) has been producing 
MOX fuel since 1972 and currently has a production capacity of 9 toones of heavy metal per 
year.30 Recent MOX fuel production is related to the Monju fast reactor. Preparations are being 
made to increase production capacity up to 100 toones of heavy metal per year from 1995 to 2000 
in a new MOX fabrication facility in northern Japan. Work on the Rokkasho reprocessing plant 
began in March 1993, with completion scheduled for the year 2000. The plant will have a design 
capacity of 800 toones of heavy metal per year. The Japanese plan to license 12 LWRs for MOX 
fuel by the year 2000. 

3.5 Russian Federation31 

The history of the use of plutonium alloys and pure Pu02 as a fuel commenced in the 19505, 
using about 1 tonne of weapons-grade plutonium. Subsequent research and development focused 
on mixtures of uranium and plutonium oxides as the fuel for first-generation fast reactors. To 
achieve early starts of BOR-60, BN-350, and BN-600 reactors (1969, 1973, and 1980, respectively), 
uranium fuel with up to 20% U23S enrichment was used. Mechanical mixing of the oxides was the 
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Table 10. GeIman PWR reactors Iic:emed for MOX fuel 

Number of MOX assemblies 

Plant MW(e)Det Reload In core % core 

OBRIG~ 340 8 8 6 
NECKARWESTHEIM-la 810 16 16 9 
UNTERWESERa 1,230 16 48 2S 

GRAF'ENRHEINFEI. 1,Z29 16 64 33 
GROHND~ 1,411 16 64 33 
BROKDORP 1,307 16 64 33 
PBILlPPSBURaa 1,268 24 72 37 
ISAR-2 1,325 24 96 50 

EMSLAND 1,242 12 48 2S 
MECHKARWESTEIM-2 1,239 24 72 37 

L MOXfuel assembUa already iDserted in the core. 

Table 11. SiemeusIKWU operatin& experience with MOXlOCOMlAUPuC fuel UICIIlblies 
(status December 1990). 

1)pcol 
Ycarol fuel All-MOX Number Maximum fuel 

Nuclear J'C'M=r pIaat Int --bIy 6Iel 01 fuel bamup 
(type) iDsa1iaD (rod amy) I emtliicl JOdI Fuel t,.,e (MWdItBM) 

JeWO, 0briJbdm (PWR) 1981 14z14 29 S,220 DOOM/AUPuC 35,000 

GICN·l, Ncc:tarwabeiID UI2 15z15 32 6,560 DOOM 42,000 
(PWR) 

ICKU, UDtawaer (PWR) 1!184 16z 16 20 4,720 OCOM/AUPuC ",000 
1987 16z 16· 28 "496 DOOM!AUPuC ~,ooo 

BZN-2, Beaau·2 (PWR) H8I 14z 14 52 9,308 OCOM!AUPuC 36POO 

ICICGIBAG 
GrarCDl'bciafeld (PWR) 

up.2, PhDippsbnrJ 

Jt8S 
19871_ 

16z 16 
16a 16 

16s 16 

16 
16 

12 

3.776 
3,712 

2,784 

OCOM/AUPuC 
OOOM!AUPuC 

Oa>M/AUPuC 

34,000 
34.000 

18,000 
(PWR) 

KWG, GroImdc (PWR) 1_ 16a 16 20 4,640 OOOM!AUPuC rtl#J 

KBR, Brotdarf (PWR) 1989 16a 16 20 4,640 DOOM!AUPuC 13,000 
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original basis for fuel fabrication. However, the inevitable presence of plutonium-containing dust ~ 

led to development of other methods. t 

The ammonia process developed by Bochvar's Institute of Inorganic Materials (VNllNM) is 
t 

the principal MaX fuel technology currently in use. This technology involves granulation of t 

co-precipitated uranium and plutonium hydroxides using flocculating agents of high molecular t 
weights. The co-precipitate of uranium and plutonium is converted to oxide at 120-1S00C •followed by heating at SOOOC to produce a stoichiometric powder. The MaX fuel from this 
process has mechanical and reactor characteristics similar to uranium oxide fuel. •

•
Another MaX fuel technology, developed by the Research Institute of Atomic Reactors •(RIAR), is based on pyroprocessing electrochemical granulation, and vibrocompaction of uranium 

and plutonium oxides. The technology is being developed at the Dimitrovgard facility using a • 
remote-controlled process that can handle a wide range of plutonium isotopes and up to 0.5% 
americium. The process involves the production of fuel crystals by electrolysis at a cathode in a 
graphite capsule. The granulate is loaded into fuel rods, and the desired fuel density is achieved 
through VIbration of the material at three different frequencies. Fmally, depleted U02 is added to 
the fuel rod and it is placed into a fuel assembly. This process has lower health risks associated 
with the use of granules instead of powder. The RIAR is also developing a dry reprocessing . 
method based upon electrolysis. The Russians are capable of producing about 350 kg of MaX 
fuel per year. 

Both the VNIINM and RIAR technologies have been validated at laboratory and pilot-scale 
facilities. Approximately 2,000 fuel pins have been fabricated and tested. Fuel operating 
parameters are a cladding temperature of 69<rC, a linear power density of 490 W/cm, and 
burnups of up to 10%. 

There are five fabrication technologies currently in the research and development stage: (1) 
mechanical mixing of oxides (MMO), (2) sol-gel, (3) ammoniac granulation (Granat), (4) 
carbonate co-precipitation (AU(pu)TK), and (5) plasma-chemical conversion (Pcq. These 
processes produce particle sizes that can be grouped as granulated, intermediate, or dispersed. 
Use of the sol-gel and Granat processes results in the lowest dusting level, while the MMO and 
PCC powders have the highest dusting level 

The sol-gel process is not suitable for industrial scale, and there is concern about excessive 
associated waste. With the MMO and AU(pU)TK processes, fuel solubility in nitric acid during 
subsequent reprocessing cannot be achieved if the plutonium content exceeds 30%. Irradiation 
test results have been generally positive for all processes. In particular, test results from recent 
(1992) irradiation to a burnup of 10% in 100 fuel elements made by the Granat process have 
been positive. Both the MMO and Granat processes are at the level of pilot industrial testing, 
while the AU(PU)TK process is ready for transfer to this level and should continue to be 
investigated. 

.The PCC process has the potential of allowing high production rate as would be needed for 
wide-scale use in LWRs. Although development of the PCC process began in the 1970s, many 
issues remain to be resolved. One of the fundamental problems is the formation of very fine 
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(submicron) oxide particles that reduce the fluidity of the powdeIs, thus requiring subsequent 
granulation and eliminating the production rate advantage. 

A core using weapons-arade plutonium oxide fuel was tested in the CIpelimental fast reactor 
BR-I0 beginning as early as 1959 aDd continuing to the end of 1964. A IeCOnd core was tested 
between 1971 and 1979. Many of these fuel rods were exambwl after irradiation. Greater than 
4% showed intergranular c:orrosion. 

Several batches of MOX fuel made by various tcdmiqua &om various isotope miDures 
were tested in the raearch fast reactor BOR~ Now, more than 3,000 MOX fuel rods have 
been fabricated and irradiated in the BN-3SO and BN-600 reactors. Results of the postirradiation 
examination performed on these fuel rods are u follows: (1) there is DO differeDce in behavior 
between Pu~ or U02 fuel in min'as steeJ cladding under IimiJar conditio.. of 
irradiatioD-d1anges in both types of fuel were directly related to bumup and temperature, (2) fuel 
coolant/cladding interaction was more inteDlive in the case of Pu02 than for U02 fuel, (3) MOX 
fuel performance was acceptable for bumup of 10.5Cl' (heavy atoms), and (4) stringent 
specificatioDS are recommended to control the mygenlmetal ratio in the process for achieving a 
solid-solution fuel that is highly homogeneous. 

The RIAR has performed evaluatiODS of the fast reactor fuel cycle based on the use of 
pyroelectroehemicaJ methods for fuel reprocessing and vibropac technology for MOX fuel rod 
production. The high performance expected of fuel rods thus produced bas been confirmed by 
tests in BOR-60, BN-3SO, and BN-600. Bumup to 26% (heavy metal.toms) bas been achieved. 
While the design fuel mixture is ~ Pu~ iDvatigation of 7SCl' Pu02 content in MOX shows 
that the granule quality remains essentially the same. Research bas also included fuel 
compositioDS containing the minor ldinides 

Since 1981, the BOR-60 reactor has been operated with MOX fuel made by the vibropac 
process. High performance is attributed in part to the incorporation of uranium metal powder as 
a getter along with the Pu~ and U~ Jl'lDules. Addition of the getter eliminates all corrosion 
that could result from cesium, halogens, and other impurities. This essentially removes 
physical/chemical fuel-dadding interaction as a limit to bumup. Cadding stresses resulting from 
reactor transients are lower than for peDet fuel. Note that there is no gap between the fuel and 
the cladding as is the case with pellet fuel 

An automated remotely operated production line bas been established at RIAR. The 
production of fuel rods begins with filling a cladding tube with the granulated fuel composition 
(and getter) in a helium atmosphere. An electrodynamic vibrator is used for vibropacing the fuel 
material. After adding an upper pellet blanket, an upper end plug is inserted and tungsten 
argon-arc-weldcd to the cladding. The production equipment has proved to be highly reliable and 
has a capacity of making 60 MOX fuel assemblies per year for fast (power) reactors, and the 
technology is suitable for both reactor- and weapons-grade plutonium. 

3.6 United Kingdom (BNFL at Sellaflelcl) 

British Nuclear Fuels, Limited (BHa), and its predecessor, the United Kingdom Atomic 
Energy Authority, have been manufacturing MOX fuek since 1963.32 From 1970 to 1983, BNFL 
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concentrated on the production of more than 18 tonnes heavy metal of MOX fuel for the fast 
reactor program. The LWR MOX fuel produced in the 19605 and 19705 was irradiated in a •,
variety of reactors (Table 12).
 

Table 12. BNFL thermal reactor MOX fuel fabrication experience.
 

Country and Number of 
reactor assemblies Pu ronteDt Clad material 

UK 
-WAGR 
-WAGR 
-SGHWR 

4 
1 
1 

1.39 
1.6 
L8 

Belgium 
- Vulc:ainlBR-3 1 6.0n.O 

W. Germany 
- Kahl 1 1.73 

Italy 
- Garigliano 8 1.4/2.85 

Sweden 
- Agesta 4 20 

Stainless steel 
Stainless steel . 
Zircaloy 

Stainless steel 

Zircaloy 2 

Zircaloy 2 

Zircaloy 2 

MOX 
(kg) 

66 
132.5 
21.6 

16 

62.5 

1,800 

530 

,
 
,•

« 

Burnup (MWdItHM) t
Planned (achieved) , 

C 
12,000 (20,000) ,
18,000 (10,000) 
20.000 (12,000) •

•25,000 (45,000) 
• 

11,000	 • 
• 
« 

20,000 (25,000) 

• 
(

5,000 
C 

( 

« 
BNFL operates a pilot plant with a production capacity of 8 toones of heavy metal per year 

«called the MOX Fuel Demonstration Facility (MOF) at Sellafield. BNFL will fabricate 28 PWR
 
MOX fuel assemblies to be delivered to the Bemau-1 Reactor by the end of 1996. (
 , 

An extensive development program has led to a quality MOX fuel Two particular succeues 
at BNFL are its management of plutonium isotopic variation and its advanced production process.	 « 

(To manage plutonium isotopic variation from diverse reactors and bumups, BNFL devised the 
concept of "plutonium equivalence" to ensure uniform neutronic characteristics. In 
manufacturing, most production processes used by other countries employ ball milling followed by • 

( 
dry blending to achieve homogeneity. Those processes impose a need to break containment to 

(
charge/discharge the ball mill creating higher worker exposure. Use of the attritor mill in the 
patented BNFL process avoids the need to break containment and produces free-flowing spherical C 

granules suitable for pressing. ( 

C
The process flow sheet for the BNFL short binderless process33 is shown in Figure 9. 

~Unlike conventional binderless granulation techniques, where the U02 and Pu02 powders are 
ballmilled for a considerable period to give the required properties, the shon binderless route « 
utilizes a high-energy attritor mill. This permits short cycle times of about 20 minutes, compared ( 
with 4 to 8 hours for a conventional mill, but still ensures that 100% of the material is blended. 

(
A spheroidizer is then used to agglomerate the homogenized powder in the presence of small 

( 
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" quantities of die lubricant to give free-flowing granules for the press feed. Equipment design and C
Cltecution of powder processes in complete containment enables near real-time material 
accountancy. • 

t 
A full·scale MaX fabrication facility, referred to as the Sellafield MaX Plant (SMP), with t

an annual capacity of 120 tonnes of heavy metal has been designed and is now under 
construction. The plant is scheduled to produce the first MaX fuel in 1998. The plant is highly •
automated and well-shielded to allow use of plutonium from high-bumup spent fuel Co-location ,•
of this plant next to the BNFL-operated reprocessing plant allows for direct transfer of materials ,
between facilities and attendant benefits from shared infrastructure. 

•
4
•
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4. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYC~ 

Although this cIocumeDt is intended to address background information on production of 
MOX fuel to dispose of weapoDl-pde plutonium, it is important to provide a proper prospective 
with regard to the rat of the nuclear fuel cycle. Weapcms-arade based MOX fuel will be 
competing for irradiation space in reactmI with UOz fuel and reactor-grade recycle MOX fuel 
Because of the decrease in uranium prK:a in the 198Oi, reproc:asin& aDd fabrication of the MOX 
fuel has become economically lea desirable. ID addition, the convenion of highly enriched 
uranium from weapons to low emiched uraDium COIDJDeR:ial pade UOz will have aD impact on 
the enrichment capacity Deeds and U~ markets. The U.s. bas contracted to purchase SOO 
toDDes of highly enriched uranium over the DC:It 20 y from the Russian Federation. "Ibis highly 
enriched uranium will be bleDded dowD prior to sbipmeDt to the U.s. aDd repraenta about 

. 15.3 miUioD q U containing 4.490 ·U. This is equivalent to around 3,000 tonnes U (natural) 
during each of the fiIst Syears IDd between ~ IDd 9,700 toDDa Uly for the sublequent 
15 years. ID addition, it is anticipated that the Russian Federation will enter the world 
commercial martet with low enriched uranium I81es. 

4.1 Nuclear Fuel Fabrication Capacity 

Just as a point of reference, as of 1993, nuclear fuel, mostly uranium dioxide based, is being 
fabricated in 20 countries as sbawD in Table 13. Even though aurent capacity to fabricate 
uranium fuel is much higher than demand, a number of countries are embarking on DBtional 
programs to set up domestic capabilities for reactor fuel fabrication. These include countries with 
established nuclear powa' programs (anna, Republic of Korea, Mexico, aDd Romania) and thole 
planning to begin nuclear programs (Egypt, Indonesia, aDd Turkey). Currently, the capacity to 
fabricate LWR fuel is twice as large as required to meet demand. 

4.2 Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing and Separated Plutonium Stockpiles 

Reprocessing of spent fuel iIl\'olYes the separation of fissile and fertile materials, mainly 
plutonium and uranium, from fission products and the recovery of the fissile isotopes for recycling 
in fast or thermal reactors. Reproc:asin& is a proveD technology, aDd reprocessing services are 
now available on a commercial basis to reactor operators. Reprocessing capacities in 1993 accord
ing to fuel type are summarized in Table 14. The total capacity for aU fuel types in 1993 
amounted to 4,015 toDDes of heavy metal per year. AlI reprocessing plants use advanced Purex 
technology. No major probJems are anticipated in dealinJ with fuels of high bumup (up to 
45,000 MWdItHM) or with MOX fueL 

The UP2 reprocessing plant in Fonc:e was modified to double its 8DDual capacity to 
800 toDDe$ of heavy metal and has started up. Construction of the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing 
Plant (!HORP) at Sellafield in the United Kingdom was completed aDd operation was to begin in 
December 1992, but commissioning was delayed. This was due to legal problems involving 
Usuanc:e of a site license. In December 1993, operation of the plant was finally approYed. The 

L Most of the iDformatioD in tbis sectioD WIS derived from "Nuclelr Power, Nuc:Jear Fuel Cyde. IDd Wille
 
ManaJemcDt: Status IDd TrcodLd4
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,Table 13. Uranium fuel fabrication capacity (tonnes of uranium per year) in 1993. 

Country LWR PHWR RBMK AGR GCR 
, 
, 

Argentina 300· 
t 

Belgium 400 t 

Brazil 

Canada 

100 

1.900 
• , 

China 9 - • 
t 

Egypt 

France 

0.1 

1,150 
• 

Germany 1,090 

India 2S 385 

Italy 200 

Japan 2,260 

Korea, Rep. 200 100 

Mexico 5 

Pakistan 20 

Russian Fed. 1,350 600 

South Africa 100 

Spain 200 

Sweden 400 

UK 200 300 1,300 

USA 3,650 

Total capacity 11,359 2,685 600 300 1,300 

Required 5,683 2,453 69S 259 792 

Overcapacity 5,676 232 41 5(Il 
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Table 14. Reprocessing capacities (toDDes of heavy metal per year) projected by the 
International Atomic Energy Agency. 

Country Fuel type 1993 1995 2000 2005 2010 

France OCR 600 600 -
LWR 1,200 1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 
FaR S S S S S 

India PHWR, 200 200 600 600 600 
reaan::h racaor 

Japan LWR 100 100 900 900 900 

RUIIia LWR «lO «lO «lO 1,900 1,900 

UK OCR 1,SOO 1,SOO 1,SOO 1,500 1,500 
LWR 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200 
FBR 10 10 10 10 10 

Total 4,015 5,615 6,215 7,715 7,71S 

active commissioning is UDder way. Thereafter, reprocessing will begin, depending on the 
outcome of the tests. 

The total amount of commercial spent fuel reprocessed up to the end of 1993 was about 
47,000 tonnes of heavy metal (34,300 toDDes gas-cooled reactor, 13,000 tonnes LWR, and more 
than 40 toDDes FaR fuel). 

The projected total reprcxasing capacity will depend on the future demand for reprocessing 
services (Table 14). The projected capacity increases to the year 200S and then levels off. For 
reprocessing, the proven Purex teeJmology is unlikely to be replaced, although some modificatiODS 
and improvcments may be iDtroduccd. The capability for removal of americium from aged 
plutonium is now available at La Hague in France. The maiD areas of development in 
reprocessing are reduction of capital and operating costs, reduction of waste volumes, and 
increased automation. 

Plutonium was initially separated to be used in FBRs. However, since FBR programs have 
been delayed, plutonium has accumulated and will continue to lCCUIDulate until the fabrication 
capacities for MOX fuel for LWRs become available. This temporary accumulation will continue 
for about the next 5-10 years. The magnitude and duration of the accumulated surplus will 
depend on the avaDability of new MOX fabrication plants. 

So far during the 19805 and 199Os, between 5 and 18 toDDes of plutonium have been 
separated annually. Over the same period, between 2 and 7 toDDes Pu have been used annually 
in LWRs and breeder reactor development programs. The imbalance between separation and use 
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of plutonium had resulted in an inventory of separated civilian plutonium of about 98 tonnes at 
the end of 1993.· 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) calculates the amount of plutonium 
generated in nuclear reactors based on a model that uses electricity production and fuel 
management for each type of reactor as input data. The cumulative amounts of plutonium that 
have been and will be formed in nuclear reactors worldwide are less than 1 tonne in 1965, about 
640 tonnes at the end of 1993, about 1,000 tonnes by the year 2000 and about 1,500 tonnes by 
2010. Currently, about SO tonnes of plutonium are generated in spent fuel annually. 

The IAEA projects the separated civilian plutonium inventories in the future based on 
reprocessing contracts as they are known today. For the period between now and the year 2000 
the reprocessing contracts in place were assumed to represent the rate at which spent fuel would 
be reprocessed. Beyond 2000, it was assumed that reprocessing would be in accordance with 
stated national fuel-eycle policies. Using these assumptions, the rate of separation of civilian 
plutonium continues to exceed its rate of use up to around the year 2000. By then, the estimated 
inventory reaches about 150 tonnes Po. Beyond the year 2000, the inventory is expected to 
decrease at a rate of about 6 tty as shown in Curve A of Figure 10. The results are quite 
sensitive to the assumed start dates and throughputs of MOX facilities as well as to rates of use 
of plutonium in fast reactors. It should also be noted that under existing contracts, utilization of 
full capacity of reprocessing plants is not assured beyond the year 2000; and in the event that 
MOX facilities are not ready on time, utilities may delay reprocessing to avoid costs of storing 
plutonium and possibly also the costs of americium removal from aged plutonium. 

This analysis indicates that a maximum in the amount of separated civilian plutonium will be 
reached around the end of the century and decrease thereafter. However, there are significant 
uncertainties in the prediction of the maximum amount of plutonium, the time of occurrence of 
that maximum, and its subsequent rate of decline. 

It is interesting to speculate on the impact that 100 metric toones of weapons-grade 
plutonium (assuming 50 tonnes from the U.S. and 50 tonnes from Russia) would have on the 
worldwide civilian MOX fuel market. Assuming that 10 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium 
becomes available each year for 10 years (i.e., 100 tonnes total) starting in 1996 and if MOX fuel 
fabrication and civilian reprocessing capacities remain the same (i.e., those assumptions that were 
used to develop Curve A of Figure 10 and that represent current civilian reprocessing, MOX fuel 
fabrication, and utilization plans), the excess separated plutonium peaks at about 210 tonnes in 
the year 2005 as illustrated by Curve B in Figure 10. This clearly indicates that if separated 
plutonium is to be avoided for proliferation reasons, additional MOX fabrication capacity must be 
developed and the number of reactors using MOX fuel must be increased. To utilize 10 tonnes 
per year of weapons-grade plutonium would require a MOX fabrication plant with a capacity of 
180 to 240 tonnes of heavy metal per year. Depending on the core fuel loadings (30-100%) and 
commercial burnup desired (24,000-50,000 MWd/tHM) annually, this could supply sufficient 
MOX fuel for 12 to 30 large modem LWRs. 

a. Note that this is about the same as the amouDt of weapons-grade plutonium reported to be surplus by the U.s. and 
Russian Federation. Substantial additional amounts will remain in the stockpiles. 
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figure 10. Projection of worldwide total Civilian plutonium balance.54 
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ABSTRACT 

The Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for establishing the capability to produce
 
tritium, an essential material used in U.S. nuclear weapons, by the end of2005, in accordance
 
with a Presidential decision directive.
 

Under the terms of the Joint DOFJNRC Memorandum of Understanding of May 22, 1996, NRC 
is providing review and consultation services to assist DOE in assessing and resolving technical 
and licensing issues associated with DOE's proposal for the production of tritium in a 
commercial light-water reactor (CLWR). 

.DOE has submitted a report, as revised, containing sufficient information for the staff to 
determine whether the use ofa CLWR to irradiate a limited number of tritium-producing 
burnable absorber rods (TPBARs) in lead test assemblies (LTAs) raises generic issues involving 
an unreviewed safety question, as defined in 10 CFR 50.59. The NRC staffhas reviewed the 
DOE report and has prepared this safety evaluation to address the acceptability of the proposed 
irradiation and whether a licensee can undertake the irradiation of these LTAs in accordance with 
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 without NRC licensing action. 

This safety evaluation is being transmitted to the Commission before issuance. 

As summarized in Section 10 of this safety evaluation, the staffhas identified issues that require 
further NRC review. The staffhas also identified a number ofareas in which an individual 
licensee undertaking irradiation ofTPBAR LTAs will have to supplement the information in the 
DOE report before the staffcan determine whether the proposed irradiation is acceptable at a 
particular facility. 

Therefore, the staffconcludes that a licensee undertaking irradiation ofTPBAR LTAs in a 
CLWR will have to submit an application for amendment to its facility operating license before 
inserting the LTAs into the reactor. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

On December 4, 1996, the Department ofEnergy (DOE) submitted a report prepared by Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), PNNL-11419, "Report on the Evaluation ofthe Tritium 
Producing Burnable Absorber Rod Lead Test Assembly" (the DOE report), to present technical 
information related to irradiation oftritium-producing burnable absorber rods (TPBARs) in a 
commercial light-water reactor (CLWR). DOE submitted Revision 1 to this report on March 3, 
1997, in order to respond to the stafJ's requests for additional infonnation ofJanuary 3 and 13, 
1997. 

1.1 Background 

Tritium, an essential material in U.S. nuclear weapons, is an isotope ofhydrogen that decays at a 
rate ofapproximately 5 percent per year (a 12.3-year half-life). The United States has not 
produced tritium since 1988, when DOE closed its production facility at Savannah River. 
Current, short-term tritium needs are being met by recycling tritium from dismantled U.S. 
nuclear weapons. Resumption oftritium production will be essential for maintaining the U.S. 
nuclear weapons stockpile and the U.S. nuclear deterrent. 

DOE's Dual-Path Strategyfor the Production ofTritium 

DOE is responsible for establishing the capability to produce tritium by the end of2oo5, in 
accordance with a Presidential decision directive. DOE has selected a dual-path strategy to meet 
the schedule. One path is the accelerator production of tritium. If DOE adopts an accelerator 
design utilizing a tungsten target (as is cmrently contemplated), it may pursue that option without 
Commission approval because the NRC does not have statutory authority to regulate accelerators 
or DOE production facilities. 

The other path is one that could require NRC oversight. DOE proposes to produce tritium in 
CLWRs, either through acquisition ofreaetor(s) under Government ownership or by contracting 
for target irradiation services at a plant under private ownership. Production of tritium in an 
NRC-regulated CLWR would involve NRC oversight. 

Regardless of which option is selected as the primary approach for tritium production, DOE 
intends to complete confirmatory testing, fabricate the first core load of targets, and develop a 
new extraction capability as a contingency to meet national defense requirements. Tritium 
extraction would take place at DOE's Savannah River Plant and would not involve oversight by 
NRC. 
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Joint DOEINRC Memorandum ofUnderstanding 

On May 22, 1996, the Secretary ofEnergy and the Chainnan of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission signed a Joint DOEINRC Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). This MOU 
establishes the basis for NRC review and consultation concerning DOE's possible use of CLWRs 
for producing tritium. It supplements an earlier MOU between DOE and NRC (dated February 
24, 1978) and relates solely to NRC's review ofand consultation on DOE's proposal for tritium 
production in CLWRs. The MOU acknowledges that an issue exists involving the use ofcivilian 
commercial reactors to support military requirements but stipulates that NRC will not be 
involved, either in a policy or a technical role, in resolution of that issue. The MOD also 
stipulates that NRC will not be involved in the decision on whether to use an accelerator or a 
CLWR to produce tritium. 

Under the terms of the MOU, NRC is providing review and consultation services to assist DOE 
in assessing and resolving technical and licensing issues associated with CLWR production of 
tritium (including physical security, security clearance, and environmental issues) in order to 
support a Secretarial decision on the primary and backup tritium production approaches in late 
1998. 

Finally, the MOU contemplates that the NRC will recover costs associated with this program 
through a reimbursable agreement between the two agencies. Therefore, the cost of this review 
will not be split among NRC licensees to be paid as part of the annual fee under 10 CFR Part 171 
to cover NRC overhead, general, and administrative costs. 

CLWR Production ofTritium 

DOE has developed a design for burnable poison rods using lithium, rather than boron, in 
pressurized-water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies. As a result of irradiation by neutrons in the 
reactor core, some of the lithium in the target rods is converted to tritium. The irradiated 
burnable poison rods can then be removed from the fuel assemblies and shipped to another 
location (Savannah River Plant) for tritium extraction. The first phase of the tritium program 
that requires the involvement ofNRC is a lead test assembly (LTA) demonstration. LTA 
irradiation would serve as a confirmatory test of the design for TPBARs that DOE has developed 
over the past 10 years. 

DOE expects that LTAs will be available for irradiation in the core of a CLWR in late summer 
1997. At the reactor involved in the LTA demonstration (Watts Bar, Unit 1),32 target rods (8 
each in 4 LTAs, with 1 LTA inserted in each quadrant of the core) will be irradiated for one fuel 
cycle. 

The second phase ofDOE's tritium production program that will require NRC review is DOE's 
submittal of a topical report for production irradiation in mid-1998. The staff will initiate review 
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of that report concurrently with the irradiation ofthe LTAs and anticipates that it will document 
its review in a safety evaluation report to be issued in early 1999. DOE has stated that, because 
the primary purpose of the LTA demonstration is to build confidence among prospective 
licensees, completion ofthe LTA demonstration is not an essential precmsor to submittal of the 
topical report. The NRC staff agrees that it could initiate review ofthe topical report 
independent of the LTA demonstration. However, the staffmay need information from the LTA 
demonstration before it can complete its review ofthe production topical report. The NRC staff 
will send the Commission its safety evaluation on the production phase topical report before the 
staff issues its safety evaluation. 

The third and final phase ofDOE's tritium production program, which may require NRC's review 
is the actual production of tritium. Under one ofthe DOE options being considered, this review 
would be conducted, not at the request ofDOE, but as a result ofa request by a licensee for 
amendment of its facility operating license to authorize use ofup to 3300 TPBARs in each core 
reload. A license amendment is required in order to make changes to the plant technical 
specifications and to address any unreviewed safety questions pertaining to such use. A request 
for a license amendment authorizing irradiation ofburnable poison rods for production of tritium 
is expected to be received at the beginning of2000. A request for a license amendment will be 
noticed in the Federal Register and will be the subject of an opportunity for hearing. Ifa hearing 
is requested, the Commission will be notified ifthe staff intends to make a "no significant 
hazards consideration" finding (which would allow the amendment to become effective before 
the conclusion ofa hearing). 

Regardless ofwhich dual-path strategy is chosen, the first core loading ofTPBARswill be 
fabricated dming 2002 and 2003 as part ofDOE's target demonstration program. Also, the 
licensing activities to support CLWR production of tritium will be completed. Should CLWR 
production be chosen, the TPBARs will be irradiated, cooled, and shipped in 2004 and 2005 to 
support the Presidential decision directive's requirement for production of the first tritium gas at 
Savannah River by the end of2oo5. 

SECY-96-212 

In SECY-96-2] 2, the staffdescribed DOE's proposal for the CLWR production oftritium and 
presented its approach for reviewing DOE's proposal under the terms ofthe joint MOU ofMay 
22, 1997. The staffproposed to consider whether irradiation ofLTAs containing TPBARs could 
be accomplished under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 without NRC licensing action. 

In its staff requirements memorandum (SRM) ofDecember 10, 1996, the Commission approved 
the staffs review approach. However, the Commission directed the staffto hold a series of 
public meetings to give the public an opportunity to comment on the technical issues during the 
LTA phase and to infonn the public of the staft's activities early in the evaluation process. The 
initial meeting was held at NRC Headquarters on February 25, 1997. The next public meeting 
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directed by the Commission is expected to be held in the vicinity of the LTA host facility 
selected by DOE (Watts Bar) in the summer of 1997, before the TPBAR LTAs are inserted into 
the reactor. Finally, the staff will hold similar local public meetings before TPBARs are inserted 
in any particular NRC-licensed facility for the production phase of DOE's CLWR tritium 
program. 

DOE's report, as revised, contains sufficient information for the staff to determine whether the 
use ofa CLWR to irradiate a limited number of TPBARs in LTAs raises generic issues involving 
an unreviewed safety question. The staffhas reviewed the DOE report and has prepared this 
safety evaluation to address the acceptability of the proposed irradiation and whether a licensee 
can undertake irradiation of the LTAs under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 without NRC 
licensing action. This safety evaluation is being transmitted to the Commission before the safety 
evaluation is issued. 

Independent of its review of the DOE report, the staff is conducting vendor-related activities with 
respect to quality assurance (QA) plans and fabrication inspections in order to give DOE insights 
on how the NRC will review the production phase report. 

1.2 Purpose 

As described in SECY-96-212, the original purpose of the DOE report was to provide sufficient 
information for the NRC staff to determine whether use ofa CLWR to irradiate a limited number 
ofTPBARLTAsraisedgeneric issues involving an unreviewed safety question. Should the staff 
determine that no generic unreviewed safety questions are involved in irradiating TPBAR LTAs 
in a CLWR, a licensee undertaking such irradiation would be permitted to proceed under the 
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 without NRC licensing action, subject to plant-specific evaluations 
confirming that no unreviewed safety question exists and that no change in a technical 
specification is needed. 

The original report addressed the issue ofTPBAR LTA irradiation generically and presented 
several plant-specific analyses for an unspecified Plant A and Plant B. On February 7, 1997, 
DOE announced the selection of Watts Bar as the facility that would conduct the one-time 
confirmatory test ofcomponents that could be used in the production of tritium. After selecting 
Watts Bar as the facility that will carry out out the confirmatory TPBAR LTA irradiation, and in 
response to the staffs requests for additional information, DOE submitted a revised report. The 
revised report no longer addresses the TPBAR LTA irradiation in generic terms, but presents 
analyses and data based solely on the Watts Bar facility. For that reason, the staff shifted the 
focus of its review from a generic evaluation ofpotential unreviewed safety questions to a more 
specific evaluation addressing TPBAR LTA irradiation at Watts Bar. 

The staffs review ofthe DOE report and the staffs conclusions regarding the applicability of the 
provisions of 10 CFR Part 50.59 in implementing the proposed TPBAR LTA irradiation are 
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documented in this safety evaluation. 

1.3 Scope 

The staff has evaluated DOE's report, submitted by letter dated December 4, 1996, and revised 
by letter dated March 17, 1997. The staffhas also considered information submitted by DOE in 
letters ofFebruary 7 and 14, 1997, and March 7 and 12, 1997. These letters responded to the 
staffs requests for additional information dated January 3 and 13, 1997 and to the staffs letters of 
February 4 and 24, 1997, providing guidance on benchmarking for the VIPRE amd PHOENIX 
codes. The staffhas also reviewed classified versions ofthe DOE report that were submitted by 
letters dated December 4, 1996, and March 3, 1997, containing confidential restricted data. None 
ofthe infonnation in this safety evaluation is classified. 

1.4 Organization of This Safety Evaluation 

The fonnat ofthis safety evaluation follows that ofthe DOE report (pNNL-11419) as closely as 
possible. The staffhas added Section 10 to summarize the results of its review. Section 10 of 
this safety evaluation also summarizes the remaining plant-specific issues that will have to be 
addressed in the TeNnessee Valley Authority's application for an amendment to the facility 
operating license for Watts Bar to permit TPBAR LTA irradiation. 
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2 TRITIUM-PRODUCING BURNABLE ABSORBER ROD 
LEAD TEST ASSEMBLY DESIGN 

In Chapter 2 of its report, the Department ofEnergy (DOE) describes (1) the mechanical design 
of the tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assembly (LTA) and its 
acceptability, (2) the surveillance program, and (3) the testing and inspection program. 

2.1 LTA Design Description 

In Section 2.1 of its report, DOE describes the design features, materials, and operation of the 
TPBAR. The TPBAR LTA is designed to meet the operating requirements ofa large fom-Ioop 
Westinghouse reactor under Condition I, II, III, and IV events, I as defined in the Watts Bar Final 
Safety Analysis Report. 

The LTA consists ofa Westinghouse hold-down assembly with 8 TPBARs and 16 thimble plugs 
as shown in Figme 2-1 of the DOE report. The TPBAR will be inserted into a fresh 17x17 
Westinghouse standard fuel assembly that has no control rod assembly. The external dimensions 
of the TPBAR are similar to those of the standard Westinghouse burnable poison rod assembly 
(BPRA). Design characteristics of the TPBAR, the conventional BPRA, and wet annular 
burnable assemblies (WABAs) are compared in Table 2-1 of the DOE report: the TPBAR is 
dimensionally similar to both the BPRA and the WABA. Because the TPBARs are installed in 
the standard Westinghouse guide thimble, the diameter ofTPBARs is similar to that of the 
BPRA and the WABA. Because of the length of the absorber's poison (142 in.) (360.7 em) and 
overall length of the rods (152.35 in.) (387 em), the TPBAR is physically more similar to the 
BPRA (rod length = 152.59 in. [387.6 em], poison = 142 in.) than the WABA (rod length = 
149.83 in. [380.6 em], poison = 134 in. [340 em]). The dimensions listed in Table 4-1 of the 
DOE report vary slightly from the dimensions presented in Table 2-1 of the DOE report. 

On the basis of the comparison ofdimensions between the TPBAR and the conventional BPRA 
and the use ofstandard Westinghouse design components for the LTA hold-down assemblies, the 
staffconcludes that TPBARs are similar in form to BPRAs. The staffs evaluation as to whether 
the TPBAR is similar in function to the BPRA is in Sections 3 and 4 of this safety evaluation, 
which relate to the nuclear and thermal-hydraulic design ofTPBARs. 

The LTA is designed for a large fom-Ioop Westinghouse pressurized-water reactor (PWR) and is 
compatible with the fuel assembly, reactor vessel internals, reactor coolant chemistry, refueling 

I Condition I = normal operation and operational transients; Condition II oc faults ofmoderate frequency; Condition III ... infrequent faults; 
Condition IV oc limiting faults 
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system and tools, and spent fuel storage facility. The LTA is a removable reactor core 
component, installed inside a fuel assembly that has no reactor control rod assembly. 

The TPBAR LTA design consists ofsubcomponents clad with American Iron and Steel Institute 
(AISI) Type 3] 6 stainless steel (316 SS). The 316 SS tubular cladding gives structural strength 
and acts as the pressure banier between the TPBAR internals and the reactor coolant system 
(ReS). The inner smface of the cladding is coated with a permeation-resistant aluminwn barrier. 
The TPBAR internals consist ofa plenum subassembly, 12 pencils, and a lower getter disk. A 
pencil consists ofa Zin:aloy-4 liner tube surroWlded by absorber pellets. The liner and absorber 
pellets are contained in a getter tube. The getter tube is made from nickel-plated Zircaloy-4 
(NPZ). The nickel plating maintains the getter effectiveness by preventing oxidation ofthe 
Zircaloy-4; the oxide film would become a permeation-resistant film. 

The Zircaloy-4 liner inside the absorber pellets scavenges free oxygen and water vapor by 
reacting to fo~ an oxide on its surface. The reaction ofthe tritiated water vapor with the liner 
releases tritiwn, which is then absorbed by the getter. The liner also provides mechanical 
support to keep the absorber pellets from relocating. 

The upper getter disk and an attached getter tube house a stainless steel plenwn spring located 
above the top pencil in the cladding tube. This subassembly provides an axial force to restrain 
the pencils during handling and shipping operations and allows for axial growth ofthe pencils 
caused by irradiation, hydriding, and thennal growth ofthe pencils while in the reactor. The 
upper disk subassembly and the lower getter disk maintain low tritiwn partial pressure at the 
ends ofthe TPBAR to minimiu tritimn leakage through Wlcoated weld preparation zones ofthe 
cladding and end plugs. 

The TPBAR is sealed using a 316 SS top plug and a 316 SS bottom plug welded to the cladding 
tube. Before the final closure is welded shut, the TPBAR is evacuated and repressurized to 1 
atmosphere with helium. 

2.2 Mechanical Design Evaluation 

In Section 2.2 of its report, DOE has established and evaluated a nwnber ofcriteria for the 
TPBAR. DOE has specified that swelling or shrinking ofinternal TPBAR components must be 
accommodated by the TPBAR design. On the basis of the specified tolerances and clearances, 
and considering the extensive documentation ofthe selected materials behavior in the reactor 
environment, DOE states that the design adequately addresses swelling and shrinking ofthe 
TPBAR components for the design irradiation lifetime. The swelling and shrinking ofeach 
TPBAR component is discussed in the sections that follow. 
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2.2.1 Cladding and Top and Bottom End Plugs 

Section 2.2.1 ofDOE's report states that the structural integrity of the TPBAR will be maintained 
during Conditions I through IV, and throughout shipping and handling, with the exception of the 
large-break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA). The cladding, end plugs, and associated welds 
form the pressure boundary of the TPBAR. The integrity of this pressure boundary during 
Condition I, II, li, and IV events is discussed next. 

Stress-Strain 

In Section 2.2.1.1 of its report, DOE states that the TPBAR cladding stresses and the end plug 
weld stresses will not result in cladding collapse, excess ovality, or cracking over the irradiation 
life of the TPBAR The structural members (cladding and top and bottom end plugs) of the LTA 
were designed using stress and fatigue criteria and methodology consistent with the American 
Society ofMechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code, 
Section III, Division I, Subsection NO, Article 3220, 1995.) The external pressure criteria of the 
code were excluded because the LTA is not a reactor core structural component. Also, strength 
values used to calculate the TPBARstresses are based on materials data because the material 
properties ofAmerican Society of Testing and Materials Standard A771 Type 316 stainless steel 
(ASTM A 771316 SS) are not included in the code. The stress correlation shown in the DOE 
report is used to evaluate the discontinuity stress at the weld junction between the cladding and 
end plug. 

DOE states that the highest loads on the BPRA or TPBAR are caused by worst-case operating 
pressures or by handling and shipping loads. Handling and shipping loads exceed the loads 
encountered during seismic events. Therefore, operating-basis earthquake (OBE) and safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) loads were not analyzed in the cladding stress analysis and are 
bounded by the loads analyzed by DOE. 

DOE has analyzed the cladding for the most conservative pressure, temperature, and dimensional 
tolerances for Conditions I, II, III, and IV. For each design condition, the internal design 
pressure was assumed to be the worst case internal pressure (accounting for non-ideal gas 
behavior) at the temperature ofconcern. The factor of safety for each design condition exceeds 
the requirements of the ASME Code. 

DOE states that the results indicate that, except for the LBLOCA (where the TPBARs are 
assumed to fail), the lowest factor of safety based on yield strength is during the hydrostatic test 
at 1.25 times the reactor design pressure. Stress analyses of the TPBAR produced the following 
results: 

•� Critical buckling pressures were verified by experiment to be greater than the RCS design 
pressure and temperature of2500 psia (17.2 MPa) and 660 OF (347°C). The lowest 
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factor ofsafety based on pressure is 2.3 (critical buckling pressure divided by the 
measured pressure). 

•� The TPBAR was designed to prevent collapse or excess ovality from the effects of� 
pressure, external temperature, and irradiation-induced creep.� 

•� The TPBAR was designed not to collapse under hydrostatic pressure test conditions. 

•� A pressurized TPBAR was designed to withstand a 4-g axial and a 6-g lateral shipping 
and handling load at the end oflife (external pressure of 14.7 psia [0.1 MPa] and internal 
pressure of 1420 psia [9.8 MPa] at 72 OF [22 °C», with a factor ofsafety of4.9. 

On the basis ofcladding stress calculations, DOE states that cladding breach is not expected 
.during a small-break loss-of-eoolant accident (SBLOCA). However, because high cladding 
pressures occur at elevated tempezatures during an LBLOCA, it is likely that the TPBAR 
cladding would fail under postulated accident conditions. Burst testing ofspecimens indicates 
that the cladding will burst at about 1500 OF (815.5 °C) and 5230 psia (36.1 MPa), compared to 
a predicted LBLOCA temperature of 2200 OF (1204 °C) with a differential pressure across the 
cladding that would exceed 5230 psia (36.] MPa). Chapter 6 ofthe DOE report assesses the 
effects ofa TPBAR rupture. 

DOE states that cold-worked (CW) 316 SS cladding is stable at the irradiation temperatures and 
neutron fluence encolDltered during the in-core residence period for the TPBAR, 650 OF (343 
°C) and 5 x ]()21 DIem? (E>lMeV). The irradiation creep and volumetric swelling strains are less 
than 2 percent Nominal changes in cladding diametric dimensions due to irradiation creep are 
plotted in Figure 2-4 of the DOE report and are less than 0.0004 in. (10.2 J1IIl). This is much less 
than the design limit on cladding strain of 1 percent 

The staff concludes that the method used to analyze the stresses on structural members is 
conservative as long as the margins specified in Subsection NG ofSection ill ofthe ASME Code 
are satisfied. However, DOE used the 1995 edition ofthe code, but the staffhas only endorsed 
the 1989 edition. (A comparison ofArticle NG-3220 in the 1995 edition with Article NG-3220 
in the 1989 edition indicates that they are identical.) A licensee that uses this analysis must 
submit a relief request to use the later edition. 

The staff further concludes that reliance on ASTM A 771 for the purchase ofthe cladding does 
not satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR Part SO, Appendix B. The quality assurance (QA) 
program described in ASTM A 771 needs to be supplemented to include confonnance with 
NQA-I and 10 CFR Part SO, Appendix B. 
DOE's analysis provides reasonable assurance that the cladding and top and bottom end plugs are 
designed consistent with the ASME Code for both static and fatigue loads. DOE's conclusion 
that the OBE and SSE loads need not be analyzed since the worst-case pressures and handling 
and shipping loads exceed the loads induced .by the OBE and by the SSE is acceptable. 
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DOE's analysis, experimental data, and operating experience offer reasonable assurance that the 
cladding will not be affected for Conditions I, II, and III. DOE's experimental data indicate that 
the cladding is expected to fail during an LBLOCA (Condition IV). On the basis of the design of 
the Westinghouse four-loop reactor, the fuel bundles and TPBAR cladding temperature could 
reach 2200 OF (1204 °C) during a postulated LBLOCA, much higher than the temperature at 
which the cladding is expected to fail. The consequences of the cladding failure are discussed in 
detail in Section 6.3.3 of this safety evaluation. 

Cladding Collapse 

In Section 2.2.1.2 of its report, DOE states that the cladding will be free- standing and will not 
collapse as a result ofexternal pressure or creep for a design life of550 effective full-power days 
(EFPDs), corresponding to an I8-month fuel cycle. DOE describes external pressure tests of 
barrier-coated cladding in Chapter 5 of its report. DOE states that these tests demonstrate that 
the cladding is strong enough to resist mechanical buckling from the reactor coolant pressure. 
DOE also states that the calculated change in ovality of a TPBAR as a function of time, neutron 
flux, and uniform external pressure caused by cladding creep shows that the TPBAR cladding 
resists collapse through creep buckling. 

On the basis of its review of Section 2.2.1.2 ofDOE's report, the staffconcludes that DOE has 
demonstrated through analysis ofexperimental data that the design factors ofsafety for 
Subsection NG are met. This, along with DOE's operating experience, gives adequate assurance 
that the cladding will remain free-standing and will not collapse because ofexternal pressure or 
creep for the design life. 

Vibration Fatigue, Design Cycle Fatigue, and Fretting Wear 

Section 2.2.1.3 ofDOE's report states that neither the TPBAR nor its associated guide thimble 
will fail because ofvibration fatigue, design cycle fatigue, or fretting wear resulting from reactor 
coolant flow-induced vibration. Reactor coolant flowing axially through the annulus between the 
TPBAR and the fuel assembly guide thimble imposes bending stresses that cause the TPBAR to 
vibrate. The maximum credible vibration stress was calculated to be an alternating stress that is 
bounded by the gap between the TPBAR and the guide thimble. This stress is significantly less 
than the endurance limit of24,000 psi (165.5 MPa) specified by the ASME Code and, therefore, 
the number of cycles a TPBAR may be subjected to without failure is well in excess of 1 x 1OJ I. 
To exceed 1 x 1011 cycles during an 18 month fuel cycle (550 EFPDs) would require the TPBAR 
to oscillate at 2100 Hz. Tests have shown that a BPRA constrained within a guide thimble 
oscillates at less than 1 Hz. A TPBAR and BPRA are dimensionally the same and are similar in 
weight and stiffness, and should exhibit similar frequencies ofoscillation. BPRAs used in PWRs 
have not experienced failure from vibration fatigue. Therefore, the staff concludes that failure of 
a TPBAR as a result ofvibration fatigue is not plausible. 
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Flow-induced vibration ofa TPBAR within a guide thimble could cause the contacting surfaces 
to wear. The TPBAR and a BPRA are dimensionally similar and are similarly constrained by the 
guide thimble while vibrating. DOE states that experience and available test data for BPRAs, 
including austenitic SS clad BPRAs, have shown the wear to be acceptable. The similarity in 
resistance to wear of 304 SS and 316 SS further ensures that the wear for the LTA will be 
acceptably small. DOE's conclusions are consistent with the absence ofBPRA failures by these 
mechanisms. The cladding was evaluated for design cycle fatigue failure caused by changes in 
pressure and temperature dming the reactor duty cycle, using the ASME Code. The staff 
concludes that, as long as the cladding satisfies the conditions ofArticle NO-3222.4(d), it will 
have the ability to withstand the cyclic service, and an analysis in accordance with Article NG
3222.4(d) is not required. The design cycle fatigue evaluation is based on the transi~t 

conditions and design cycles for Watts Bar, shown in Table 2-5 of the DOE report. 

On the basis ofits review ofSection 2.2.1.3 ofDOE's report, the staff concludes that DOE has 
provided reasonable assurance that the TPBARs will not fail as a result ofsuch flow-induced 
effects as vibration fatigue, design cycle fatigue, or ftetting wear based on calculated frequencies 
ofvibration, previous experience with burnable poison assemblies, and previous experience with 
stainless steel cladding. This conclusion is supported by actual operating experience with 
stainless steel cladding on fuel assemblies in several plants, including the Consumers Power 
Company's Palisades plant 

ChemictJl Propettia oftlte Clil4ding 

Section 2.2.1.4 ofDOE's report states that corrosion and erosion of the TPBAR outer surface will 
not cause material transfer into the reactor coolant in excess ofrates applicable to other reactor 
internal components. The cladding is resistant to chemical attack from the chemical species 
nonnally present in the reactor coolant. Because 316 SS has not been extensively used for 
corrosion studies, data for the uniform corrosion of304 SS were used to estimate the cladding 
wastage from corrosion by the reactor coolant. Based on the corrosion rates for 304 SS in PWRs 
and in the Engineering Test Reactor (ETR), DOE estimates that the corrosion rate for the 
TPBAR 316 SS cladding is less than 0.0001 in. (2.5 JUD) per year. A conservative value of 
0.0003 in. (7.6 JllD) for an IS-month fuel cycle (550 EFPDs) was applied to the TPBAR. As 
discussed in Section Softhis safety evaluation, 316 SS is more corrosion - resistant than 304 SSe 
Consequently, the wastage estimate used in the design evaluation is conservative for 316 SSe 
TPBARs are designed to be free ofcrevices; therefore, crevice corrosion is ofno concern. 

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in 300-series stainless steel requires sensitization, an aggressive 
environment, and high stresses; it may be aggravated by neutron fluences, hydrogen, and high 
temperatures. DOE states that the formation ofoxidizing species is effectively suppressed in 
PWR coolant. Austenitic stainless steel is not susceptible to SCC in PWR coolant, because of 
the low oxygen concentration (less than 100 ppb). SSC is discussed in more detail in Section 5 
of this safety evaluation. No significant chemical reaction is expected between the 316 SS 
TPBAR cladding or end plugs and the reactor coolant. DOE states that experience with SS-clad 
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fuel and BPRAs in PWRs indicates that, given the current PWR water chemistry, crud deposition 
is acceptably low. 

Experience shows that erosion ofaustenitic SS clad BPRAs is insignificant. The wear resistance 
of 316 SS further ensures that the erosion ofthe LTAs will be acceptably small. 

The staffconcludes that DOE has presented operating and experimental data, which provide� 
reasonable assurance that austenitic stainless steels, including 316 SS, are resistant to SCC in� 
PWR environments. This is particularly true ofthe cladding ofTPBARs that are only exposed to� 
one operating cycle. There is also considerable evidence that austenitic stainless steels are highly� 
resistant to erosion. The cladding on the reactor vessels ofPWRs and the piping for the primary� 
loop are constructed using austenitic stainless steels. High corrosion rates have not been� 
observed, nor has erosion corrosion been reported in the piping or on the cladding. Also, stress� 
corrosion cracking has not been reported for these materials in PWR environments.� 

2.2.2 Absorber Pellets 

The thennal and physical properties of absorber pellets are summarized in Chapter 5 of the DOE� 
report. In Section 2.2.2 of its report, DOE states that structural integrity ofabsorber pellets will� 
be maintained while producing tritium. The next two sections address the chemical properties� 
and the stability of the absorber pellet. These discussions lead to the conclusion that the� 
structural integrity of absorber pellets is acceptable except for localized structural damage at the� 
breach site during a postulated LBLOCA, and will be maintained during all Condition I, II, III,� 
and IV events.� 

Chemical Properties ofthe Absorber Pellets 

In Section 2.2.2.1 of its report, DOE states that the absorbe~ pellets do not react with the TPBAR� 
components. In the event ofa cladding breach, water ingress would dissolve a microscopic layer� 
of lithium from the surface ofabsorber pellets; otherwise, the absorber pellets are insoluble in the� 
coolant water. Lithium is produced by irradiation of boron; hence, it is always present in the� 
primary system. The small additional amount of lithium that might be introduced into the� 
primary system as a result ofcladding breach is expected to have little effect on materials in� 
contact with the primary coolant.� 

Stability ofthe Absorber Pellets 

In Section 2.2.2.2 of its report, DOE states that the strength of the absorber pellets enables them 
to resist fracture during TPBAR handling and to resist cracking from substantial thermal cycling 
during reactor operations. Thermal expansion and swelling for absorber pellets are described in 
the Materials Property Handbook (MPH). Lithium aluminate is a high-temperature ceramic 
material that is very stable at elevated temperatures. Thermal expansion and swelling strains are 
accommodated by the TPBAR design. No densification or significant phase change of the 
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absorber pellets is predicted over the range oftemperatures encountered during Conditions I 
through IV. 

Experience with irradiation ofabsorber pellets has shown excellent stability up to a gas volume 
ratio (GVR) of239, based on theoretical pellet density, or 216 GVR, based on actual pellet 
density given in the DOE report. As discussed in Section 5 ofthe safety evaluation, absorber 
pellets were irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) to 239 GVR with only minor 
microcracking that had no effect on the structural integrity ofthe pellets. Absorber pellet 
disintegration, major cracking, and relocation is not expected below the design goal of 215 GVR. 
As indicated in Table 2-6 of the DOE report, the maximum calculated GVR is 209. The average 
GVRis 174. 

The staffconcludes that DOE bas presented analysis and operating experience that gives 
reasonable assurance that the absorber pellets will maintain integrity during tritium production. 

2.2.3 Getten aDd LiDen 

The thennal and physical properties ofthe getters and liners are discussed in Chapter 5 ofthe 
DOE report. Section 2.2.3 ofthe DOE report addresses the chemical and mechanical aspects of 
TPBAR design. 

Chemical Properties ojlite Getten andLinen 

In Section 2.2.3.1 of its report, DOE states that the getters and liners do not react with the other 
TPBAR components. DOE states that the Zircaloy-4 getter and liner are insoluble in the reactor 
coolant 

Stability ofthe Getters andUIIen 

In Section 2.2.3.2 ofits report, DOE states that dimensional changes in Zircaloy-4 getters .and 
liners are caused by thermal expansion, irradiation growth, and hydride-induced swelling. DOE 
states that the irradiation growth ofthe Zircaloy-4 getters and liners at end oftife (EOL) is less 
than 0.5 percent; therefore, the irradiation stability ofthe getter materials is acceptable. 
Hydriding cannot defonn the cladding or the pellets because the hydrided getter is brittle and 
weaker than the cladding and pellets. The TPBAR dimensional design accommodates this 
growth and the swelling from hydriding. 

The staffconcludes that DOE bas presented presented sufficient operating experience in an 
environment comparable to a PWR primary coolant to give reasonable assurance that the 
Zircaloy-4 getter and liner materials will experience no problems for the TPBAR design life of 
one cycle. 
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2.2.4 Plenum Spring 

Section 2.2.4 of the DOE report states that the plenum spring will have sufficient preload and 
spring rate to prevent movement of the pencil column stack during fabrication, shipping and 
handling, considering a 4-g axial acceleration loading at beginning of life (BOL). DOE states 
that the spring is made from 302 SS and is similar in design to springs used in BPRA rods and 
fuel rods. The spring load stress has been established to be less than 60 percent of the yield 
stress, providing a safety factor of 1.66 after consideration has been given to tolerance staekup, 
internal and external pressure, thennal and radiation growth, compressed height of the spring, 
and pencil buckling. On the basis of a conservative safety margin and satisfactory commercial 
reactor experience with the material in this application, the spring is expected to provide the 
bearing load required for shipping and handling. No credit is taken for the spring in operational 
or reactor accident analysis. 

.Chemical Properties ofthe Plenum Spring 

Section 2.2.4.1 of the DOE report states that the plenum spnng is constructed of 302 SS and does 
not react with the other TPBAR components. The spring is only slightly soluble in the reactor 
coolant. In the event of a cladding breach, a very small quantity of SS would dissolve in the 
reactor coolant. 

Stability ofthe Plenum Spring 

Section 2.2.4.2 of the DOE report states that the dimensional changes in the plenum spring result 
from thennal expansion and irradiation growth. These phenomena are described in Chapter 5 of 
the DOE report. 

The staff concludes that 302 SS is a high carbon stainless steel. The higher carbon content 
produces a higher yield and greater tensile strength, but a lower resistance to intergranular stress 
corrosion cracking (IGSCC). However, the 302 SS plenum spring is normally not in contact 
with the primary coolant because it is located within the sealed getter. Further, the PWR 
environment is not expected to cause SCC even if the primary solution comes in contact with the 
spring for part ofone operating cycle. 

2.2.5 TPBAR Analytical Models 

Section 2.2.5 of the DOE report summarizes the analytical models used to calculate TPBAR 
operating temperatures, rod internal total pressure, pellet tritium release, gettering (process of 
chemically binding the tritium in hyOOded fonn), and resulting tritium partial pressure. 

The software used to calculate the TPBAR perfonnance parameters is MATHCAD by Mathsoft 
Corporation. MATHCAD is an interactive spreadsheet, which pennits calculations to be 
displayed and annotated, and which displays the results in an ongoing logical stream. In this 
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way, axial peak values, such as peak getter loading and peak tritium release, can be identified. 

The modeling in MAmCAD is based on ex-reactor gettering rates and cladding penneation 
data, and is supported by some additional burnable absorber test data. DOE states that the 
models may contain large uncertainties for some situations. The uncertainty in modeling test 
rods for some phenomena is, therefore, relatively large. These uncertainties are accommodated 

in the conservatism oftbe TPBAR design. The MATHCAD model will be updated whenever 
post-irradiation examination (pIE) data become available. 

DOE will need to submit additional documentation to show that the MATHCAD model is 
conservative, since DOE points out that the Wlcertainty in modeling some phenomena is 
relatively large. This documentation could consist ofresults obtained for other applications 
using MATHCAD and compared with actua1 operating service. 

TPBAR Component Opel'tltillg Tempntlllll'eS 

Section 2.2.5.1 of the DOE report states that heat is generated in the TPBAR from two sources: 
the 6Li[n,cxpH reaction in the absorber pellets, which produces 4.8 MeV ofenergy per 
disintegration, and gamma heating in the cladding, getter, liner, and the pellets. The heating 
from hyOOding ofthe liner is negligible. 

The TPBARs reside in guide thimbles within the fuel assembly, and are cooled by reactor 
coolant that flows up the annulus between the TPBAR and the guide thimble. The coolant in the 
annulus is heated slightly by the TPBAR, but gains significantly more heat from the guide 
thimble, which is heated by gamma radiation and heat transfer from the coolant outside the guide 
thimble. The coolant temperature rises from 559 OF (293°C) at the bottom ofthe TPBAR to 
620 OF (327°C) at the top ofthe TPBAR. 

Calculation ofTPBAR Intemlll hasun 

Section 2.2.5.2 ofthe DOE report states that the internal pressure ofthe TPBAR is determined by 
the internal gas concentration and the gas temperature. Essentially all ofthe tritium generated in 
the TPBAR is absorbed by the getter and liner; therefore, the internal pressure is due to the 
helium generated in the TPBAR. The generation of helium in the absorber pellet results from the 
6Li[n,cxj3H reaction and can be equated to the 'Li depletion. The limiting design criterion for the 
internal gas pressure at 675 OF (357°C) is 3000 psia (20.7 MPa). 

The staffhas reviewed Section 2.2.5 of the DOE report and concludes that DOE must present 
additional information to confmn that the MAmCAD analytical model is conservative when it 
is used to calculate TPBAR temperatures and pressures. 
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2.2.6 TPBAR Performance 

TPBAR Bowing Caused by Thermal Effects, Radiation, Coolant Flow, and Creep 

Section 2.2.6.1 of the DOE report states that the TPBAR must be sufficiently straight to allow 
insertion into a fuel assembly and must maintain dimensional integrity to allow removal from an 
irradiated fuel assembly without excessive force. DOE states that significant bowing of the 
TPBAR is precluded by the uniformity of its circumferential temperatures during irradiation, 
combined with the very small thermal creep, irradiation-induced creep, and swelling strains 
under the low stresses, temperatures, and neutron fluences encountered. TPBARs are restrained 
by the guide thimble so that the bowing is limited to what is permitted by the width of the 
annular region between the outer surface of the TPBAR and the inner surface of the guide 
thimble. This amount of bowing is accommodated by the TPBAR design without damaging the 
components. Analyses were performed to verify that the changes in internal component 
dimensions resulting from thermal, irradiation, coolant flow, and creep effects did not cause 
interferences between components. On the basis ofBPRA experience and the analysis of 
TPBAR bowing, the thermal, irradiation, coolant flow, and creep effects are small enough not to 
inhibit the insertion ofan LTA into an unirradiated fuel assembly or the removal ofan LTA from 
an irradiated fuel assembly. 

The flow through a guide thimble containing a BPRA or a TPBAR is a function of the guide 
thimble and rod cross-sectional areas. The external dimensions of the TPBAR are similar to 
those of a BPRA; therefore, guide thimbles containing either a TPBAR or a BPRA will have 
similar flow rates. Dimensional changes throughout the fuel cycle have an insignificant impact 
on flows. Therefore, the contribution to bowing of the TPBAR by reactor coolant flow is 
considered negligible, considering the structural strength of the TPBAR. 

Compatibility ofthe TPBAR Internal and Cladding Materials 

In Section 2.2.6.2 of its report, DOE states that the TPBAR components are mechanically, 
chemically, and metallurgically compatible during PWR irradiation conditions. Metallurgical 
liquidus interactions between components do not occur below 1760 OF (960 DC). Melting of the 
getter was not detected below 1832 OF (1000 DC) during transient heating tests. Specific melting 
temperatures for TPBAR component materials are presented in the MPH. The absorber pellet 
melting temperature of3182 OF (1750 DC) exceeds all anticipated and design-basis temperatures. 

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) questioned this DOE conclusion at 
DOE's March 7,1997, presentation to the ACRS. The ACRS requested DOE to submit 
additional evidence to support the conclusion. ACRS has also requested information on thermal 
compatibility ofcoatings on the cladding, metal-metal interactions, and intermetallic interactions 
during design-basis accidents. 

ACRS provided a preliminary assessment dated March 17, 1997, of the metal-metal interactions 
and intermetallic interactions during design basis accidents and concluded that the temperatures 
would not be high enough so that metal-metal or intermetallic interactions would be possible. 
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The stafflikewise concluded that the temperatures would be 100 low to initiate any ofthese 
interactions based on examination ofrelevant phase diagrams. Nevertheless, DOE has agreed to 
respond to the ACRS questions. The staffwill review this information following its submittal by 
DOE. 

Water-Logging Rupture 

As a result ofexperience with an imdiation ofan iridium capsule at the Oak Ridge High Flux 
Isotope Reactor (HFIR), the staffasked DOE to prepare an analysis of the potential for water 
logging rupture ofa TPBAR. DOE has provided its analysis in Section 2.2.6.3 of its report. 

• Potential for Cbemicallnteraetion 

Chemical reactions internal to the TPBAR include burnup-induced release oftritium and 
moisture from the lithium almninate absorber pellets, oxidation ofthe liner, and 
hydriding of the getters. The TPBAR design requires that these reactions be limited to 
minimize internal·pressurization with tritium gas and steam. . 
Oxidation of the 316 SS cladding by the PWR coolant is discussed in Section 2.2.1.4 of 
the DOE report. Oxidation oftbe coated inner surface of the cladding is limited by the 
quantity ofoxygen and moisture released from the lithium aluminate absorber pellets and 
remaining after reaction with the Zircaloy-4liner. 

Breach of the TPBAR cladding is unlikely. In the event that a TPBAR is breached, water 
is expected to partially dissolve the aluminide barrier, releasing insignificant amounts of 
Ah03, water-soluble Ale13, and other barrier constituents. Lithium aluminate is insoluble 
in water. A microscopic layer oflithium may be leached from the surface ofthe absorber 
pellets. However, given the high density and stability ofthe absorber pellets, and the fact 
that they are contained within a getter tube within the cladding, the possibility ofpellet 
dissolution is extremely remote. 

In the event ofa sudden temperature transient with a water-logged TPBAR, the low level 
ofheat generation in the TPBAR would cause pressure changes to be sufficiently slow to 
allow the internal TPBAR pressure to equalize with the RCS pressure without further 
cladding damage or ejection of internal material. Also, the water would not boil because 
of the low heat generation and the increase in heat transfer caused by the replacement of 
helium inside the TPBAR with water. Radiological consequences associated with a 
postulated breached TPBAR are presented in Chapter 6 of the DOE report. 

• Water-Logged·TPBAR in Dry Cask Storage 

If a water-logged TPBAR is placed in dry cask storage, there is a potential for an increase 
in TPBAR temperature and pressure as a result of internal heat generation of the TPBAR. 
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A concern is that the water in the TPBAR could boil and cause overpressurization. 
However, the TPBAR generates less than 3 W of heat 150 hours after shutdown. An 
analysis of the TPBAR stored in a dry cask shows that the maximum temperature 
increase of the TPBAR due to internal heat generation is less than 3 of and boiling will 
not occur in the TPBAR. 

Mechanical Interaction Between Absorber Pellets and Cladding 

In Section 2.2.6.4 of its report, DOE states that pellet-cladding interactions do not occur in the 
TPBAR because: (1) cladding creepdown is insufficient to close the gap between the cladding 
and the getter, (2) the getter encloses the pellets and thereby restricts pellet movement, (3) the 
annular pellets surround the liner, which further restricts the movement of the pellets, (4) the 
pellets are dimensionally stable, and (5) design clearances were selected to ensure that 
interference does not occur. 

Failure and Burnup Experience 

In Section 2.2.6.5 of its report, DOE states that a review ofthe failure and bumup experience 
during testing ofabsorber pellets and tritium target test rods is provided in Tables 2-5 and 2-6. 
No failures were observed. 

TPBAR Component and Cladding Temperatures 

In Section 2.2.6.6 of its report, DOE states that TPBAR component and cladding temperatures 
are compatible with the operating environment of Watts Bar. 

Potential Effect ofSudden Temperature Transients 

In Section 2.2.6.7 of its report, DOE states that sudden temperature changes during startup, 
shutdown, or power spikes do not cause significant thermal or differential thermal expansion 
stresses, because the TPBAR component walls are thin and the component thermal time 
constants are much less than the duration of the transient. 

On the basis of DOE's calculations, test results, and past experience in DOE operating facilities, 
the staff concludes that DOE has provided reasonable assurance that the TPBAR components are 
mechanically, chemically, and metallurgically compatible during PWR irradiation conditions. In 
addition, the commercial nuclear industry has operating experience with austenitic stainless steel 
cladding in PWR environments at several plants, including Consumers Power Company's 
Palisades plant, and has not experienced problems with the stainless steel cladding after several 
years ofservice. There is also considerable operating experience with austenitic stainless steel 
reactor vessel cladding and austenitic stainless steel piping in PWR environments that indicates 
that austenitic stainless steel components are compatible with these environments. 
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2.3 Surveillance Program 

In section 2.3 of its report, DOE states that an LTA surveillance program is not planned since the 
LTAs will only be irradiated for one cycle. Additionally, the current monitoring program at 

Watts Bar should be able to identify anomalies if they were to occur. The staff believes that the 
Watts Bar surveillance program should be adequate for one cycle ofoperation with TPBAR 
LTAs installed in the core. 

2.4 Testing and Inspection Plan 

In Section 2.4 of its report, DOE states that no special testing or monitoring program is 
necessary. Standard start-up tests, flux mapping, and power monitoring will be perfonned in 
conjunction with Watts Bar's operating procedures. 
In Section 2.4.4 of its report, DOE discusses the visual examination ofthe TPBAR LTAs after 
their removal from the core. The visual examination will be for obvious damage to TPBARs, 

.which would then require special handling procedures. 

2.S Conclusions 

The staffhas reviewed the design ofthe TPBAR and has concluded that as long as the stresses on 
structural members meet the margins specified in Subsection NO ofSection HI ofthe ASME 
Code, the design will be conservative. DOE has presented sufficient analyses, test data, and 
operating experience data to give reasonable assurance that the TPBARs will be compatible with 
the environment in the core ofa PWR. In addition, there is a large amount ofoperating data in
core and in the primary coolant system that indicates that austenitic stainless steels are 
compatible with PWR environments. 

DOE presented experimental data and analyses which indicate that TPBAR cladding integrity 
will be maintained during Condition I, n, and m. The cladding will likely be breached during an 
LBLOCA at Condition IV. The consequences ofthis breach are discussed in Section 6.4.3 of 
this safety evaluation. 

During its review ofChapter 2 of the DOE report, the staff identified a number ofareas in which 
the Tennessee Valley Authority will have to present additional analyses as part ofits application 
for an amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar before the staffcan reach a 
conclusion ofacceptability. These include the following: 

(1)� DOE has not addressed the use of the 1995 Edition ofthe ASME Code. A relief request 
will be required by the host plant for the use of the 1995 code since the NRC staffhas 
only endorsed up to the 1989 Edition ofthe ASME Code. 

(2)� DOE has not addressed the conformance of the design with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B 
and NQA-l because the cladding was ordered to confonn to ASTM A 771. This will 
have to be resolved before the TPBARs can be loaded into a PWR core. 

(3)� DOE has not addressed the issues of the effect ofthermal cycling on the components of 
the TPBAR and metal-metal and intermetallic interactions during a design-basis accident. 
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(4)� DOE will need to present additional documentation to show that the MATHCAD 

analytical model is conservative when it is used to calculate TPBAR temperatures and 
pressures. 
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3 NUCLEAR DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

In Chapter 3 of its report, the Department of Energy (DOE) discusses the effects of the tritium
producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assemblies (LTAs) in terms of nuclear 
design, power distribution, reactivity control, and reload safety analysis. Since the TPBARs will 
replace some of the burnable poison rods in the reload core, DOE proposes to demonstrate 
through scoping analyses that the TPBAR is similar in nuclear characteristics to burnable poison 
rod assemblies (BPRAs) and will satisfy the same nuclear design requirements. DOE states that 
the nuclear design criteria will be assessed in the core reload evaluation using NRC-approved 
methodologies. This chapter investigates whether the TPBARs have nuclear properties similar to 
BPRAs and wet annular burnable assemblies (WABAs) and whether the lithium-based absorbers 

-have any sensitivities to gaps or fabrication tolerances that need to be considered in the reload 
analysis. Chapter 3 also compares the various neutr~nics codes - WIMS-E, PHOENIX-L, and 
MCNP - to assess any special modeling sensitivities that need to be considered. The analyses are 
presented as scoping studies and as supporting evidence for the reload safety evaluation, rather 
than as a direct assessment of the general design criteria. In order to establish the acceptability of 
operation with TPBAR LTAs in the reactor core, the reload analysis must demonstrate that the 
facility remains in compliance with 10 CFR Part 50. This will be verified during the staffs 
review of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's) application for an amendment to the facility 
operating license for Watts Bar. 

3.1 Effects on Reactor Nuclear Design 

In Section 3.1 of its report, DOE states that the TPBAR LTAs will have minimal impact on the 
commercial core. The primary model used in the neutronics scoping studies of the TPBARs is 
the WIMS-E computer code, a two-dimensional, multi-group, integral-transport model. 
Although not an NRC-approved methodology, WIMS-E was benchmarked by Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory (PNNL) in a study of the light-water reactor concept for a DOE production 
reactor. The model used design characteristics of 17x17 fuel assemblies and large Westinghouse 
pressurized-water reactors (PWRs). WIMS-E was compared to MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Particle) 
Transport Code Version 4A for benchmarking purposes. Each code uses an independent set of 
nuclear cross-sections and different calculation methodologies. The Monte Carlo technique is 
generally considered the most accurate method for computing reactivity. The comparison 
demonstrates the adequacy ofthe WIMS-E model of the TPBAR. Therefore, differences in the 

•� calculated reactivity are expected and considered to be small. The DOE report states that a 
complete three-dimensional model of the host reload core with the LTAs will be performed by 
TVA and Westinghouse using an NRC-approved core design methodology. 

The DOE report proposes that mimicking, to the extent feasible, the behavior of BPRAs ensures 
that the TPBARs will have minimal impact on the overall core design. This mimicking would be 
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accomplished by using a limited number ofTPBARs in anyone fuel assembly, by using a 
limited number ofLTAs in the core, and by placing LTAs in core regions that are not limiting 
with respect to core thermal-hydraulic performance. 

However, the DOE report does not contain a comparison ofthe reactivity characteristics of the 
TPBARs with the BPRAs. Instead, a comparison ofthe infinite medium multiplication factor 
(k..) for TPBARs and WABAs as a function of burnup is shown in Figure 3-1 ofthe DOE report. 
In this case, the close comparison between these two designs is a general indication that other 
core design parameters are also similar. This analysis illustrates that differences are small 
enough to be accommodated within the range ofcore-to-core variations that are customarily 
handled in fuel cycle design. However, the scoping analysis does not present a basis for ensuring 
that all core design limits are satisfied. The staffconcludes that the Watts Bar license 
amendment request must contain a comparison ofthe reactivity characteristics ofthe TPBAR to 
the BPRAs in order to demonstrate that the TPBARs are functionally similar to the BPRAs. 

3.2 Effects on Power Distribution 

In Section 3.2 of its report, DOE evaluates the sensitivity of flux peaking on pellet gaps and 
fabrication tolerances. The revised DOE report states that the impact ofTPBARsonoverall 
power distribution will be similar to the impact of BPRAs and WABAs currently used in PWRs. 
TPBAR absorber pellets are contained in pencils, which are stacked in a column in the TPBAR. 
The interfaces between the pencils result in gaps between segments ofabsorber pellet material. 
Each gap produces a small local axial power peak in the adjacent fuel rods. Gaps are affected by 
manufacturing tolerances, temperature, and irradiation. 

The peak pellet gap is calculated with DORT, a discrete ordinate transport code. This method 
should accurately represent the effect ofan absence ofabsorber on the surrounding fuel pins. 
The staff notes that the maximum gap was calculated to be less than 400 mils. A 400-mil gap in 
the absorber pellet stack results in a relatively small local power peak of4.5 percent in the 
surrounding fuel pins. As part ofits application for an amendment to the facility operating 
license for Watts Bar, 1VA must demonstrate that the effect ofthe 400-mil maximum gap on the 
Watts Bar core is acceptable. 

An analysis of fabrication tolerances using the WIMS-E model assessed the effect ofvariations 
in TPBAR dimensional tolerances, 6Li loading tolerances, and impmity specifications. Power 
peaking as a result ofTPBAR fabrication tolerances was less than 1 percent. This peaking is 
small compared to other flux perturbation effects. Since it is assumed that the LTAs will not be 
placed in peak locations, the staffbelieves that peaking effects of less than 1 percent caused by 
fabrication tolerances are not likely to exceed fuel design limits, based on past experience with 
other reactor cores. The staffwill verify that the peaking effects due to fabrication tolerances 
will not cause the fuel design limits to be exceeded during the stafl's review of1VA's application 
for an amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar. 
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3.3 Effects on Control Requirements 

In Section 3.3 of its report, DOE discusses the overall reactivity contribution of6Li in the LTA 
and its similarity to that of regular burnable absorber rod assemblies. The staff notes that the 
most significant difference in the behavior of the TPBAR is the decay of tritium to a strong 
absorber,3He. As discussed in the January 22, 1997, public meeting, the effect oftritium decay 
during a long shutdown near the end of a cycle might result in more negative reactivity in the 
TPBARs than in a comparable WABA or BPRA. The DOE report indicates that the tritium 
decay is being included in the PHOENIX-L upgrade, which is discussed in Section 3.4 of this 
safety evaluation, below. The staffbelieves that the Watts Bar reload analysis should consider a 
case that assesses the maximum negative worth of the TPBAR LTA. This case could be near the 
end ofcycle following a long shutdown rather than the usual beginning-of-life case. Because of 
the number and proposed location ofLTAs in the prototypical irradiation, the staffwould expect 
the effect to be small and that no limiting conditions would be introduced. However, this will be 
confinned during the staffs review ofTVA's application for an amendment to the facility 
operating license for Watts Bar. 

3.4 Changes in Reload Safety Analysis 

In Section 3.4 of its report, DOE discusses the change in the standard suite ofNRC-approved 
Westinghouse core analysis codes (pHOENIXlANC) to account for the presence of the TPBAR 
in the core. In a letter dated May 17, 1988, the NRC staffapproved the Westinghouse Topical 
Report WCAP-l1S96, "Qualification of the PHOENIX-P/ANC Nuclear Design System for 
Pressurized Water Reactor Cores," for use. Only the PHOENIX-P code, which is one of the 
NRC-approved Westinghouse core analysis codes, will be altered slightly to accommodate the 
presence ofthe TPBARs in the core. The proposed changes to the PHOENIX-P code model the 
depletion of 6Li in the TPBARs, the decay of3H, and the production/depletion of3He. 
Westinghouse will document the new version, PHOENIX-L, in a report to PNNL and TVA, 
subject to the reporting criteria imposed by 10 CFR 50.46(a)(3). Westinghouse will maintain 
computer software verification and validation files on PHOENIX-L. The staff has asked 
Westinghouse to describe (in a letter to the staff) the specific changes to the PHOENIX-P code 
and the results of the benchmarking. The staffwill review the letter from Westinghouse, 
discussing the changes to the PHOENIX-P code, as part of its review ofTVA's application for an 
amendment to the facility' operating license for Watts Bar. 

The DOE report makes several comparisons between PHOENIX-L and WIMS-E in order to 
assess the reactivity as a function of fuel depletion. A number of studies compare the infinite 
medium multiplication factor (k..) as a function of burnup for various combinations of 
components. The staffnotes that the studies show very good agreement between the codes. 
However, although the comparisons do not constitute a validation of the PHOENIX-L version, 
they do support the conclusion that use ofPHOENIX-L does not introduce any significant 
degradation in predictio~. The DOE report also indicates that the PHOENIX-L version will be 
benchmarked against the MCNP code inthe Westinghouse verification and validation process. 
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3.5 Summary 

In Section 3.5 of its report, DOE concludes that the TPBARs mimic the neutronic behavior of 
BPRAs and WABAs and that the plant-specific reload safety analysis will demonstrate that all 
established fuel design limits will be met. On the basis ofthis information, the staffconcludes 
that the scoping analysis offers evidence that the TPBARs and the WABAs are functionally 
similar, but does not present a basis for assuring that all core design limits are satisfied. 

As part of its application for an amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar, TVA 
should include the following: 

(1) the Cycle-2 reload analysis; 

(2) a comparison ofthe reactivity characteristics of the TPBAR and the BPRA, since they are 
dimensionally similar; 

(3) an analysis of the effect ofa 400-mil gap in the absorber pellet stack to demonstrate that a 
local power peak of4.5 percent in the surrounding fuel pins will be the maximum 
achieved; 

(4) a case that assesses the maximum negative worth ofthe TPBAR LTA; 

(5) benchmarking of the PHOENIX-L code. 

Since the reload core analysis is not complete, the staffcannot determine whether unreviewed 
safety questions exist in the TPBAR nuclear design. 
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4 THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN 

Chapter 4 of the Department ofEnergy (DOE) report addresses the impact of the tritium
producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assembly (LTA) on the Watts Bar reactor 
core thermal-hydraulic design. 

4.1 TPBAR Thermal-Hydraulic Design 

Section 4.1 of the DOE report presents the thermal-hydraulic design criteria for TPBARs. Three 
of the four criteria are the same for burnable poison rod assemblies (BPRAs) and wet annular 
burnable assemblies (WABAs). The design criteria are as follows: 

(1)� The maximum TPBAR coolant outlet temperature from the guide thimble must not� 
exceed the coolant bulk boiling temperature during Condition I (normal operation and� 
operational transients) events.� 

(2)� The maximum TPBAR cladding temperature must not exceed the temperature associated 
with the onset of subcooled nucleate boiling during Condition I and II (faults ofmoderate 
frequency) events. 

(3)� The core bypass flow through the guide thimbles must be limited to ensure that sufficient 
coolant flow is provided to the fuel rod channels to meet fuel and thermal-hydraulic 
design criteria. 

(4)� The TPBARs must not be placed (inserted) in a limiting core location. 

The fourth provision is standard for any LTA. As discussed in Chapter 2 ofthe DOE report, the 
TPBARs are designed to withstand the same core temperatures as other reactor core components. 
As the dimensions ofa TPBAR are similar to those ofa BPRA, bypass flow in the guide tube is 
nominally the same. Guide tubes in the fuel assembly not used for TPBARs are plugged with 
standard Westinghouse thimble plugs. The total flow through guide tubes containing a TPBAR 
LTA is expected to be similar to flow for a standard BPRA. The argument for hydrodynamic 
stability is also based on the similarity ofdesign parameters. Since the dimensions, heating, and 
mechanical characteristics of the TPBAR in a guide tube channel are the same as for the BPRA, 
the hydrodynamic stability is likely to be the same for Condition I and II events. 

The DOE report states that the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the TPBAR design was performed 
by hand calculations and MATHCAD software. These calculations were not presented in the 
report; however, Tables 4-2 and 4-3 of the report summarize some of the Watts Bar parameters 
that were used in the thermal-hydraulic analysis. The staff notes that these parameters appear to 
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be Cycle 1 parameters. As noted in Table 4-2 of the report, Cycle 2 parameters increase slightly 
but have not yet been entirely established. On the basis ofthis preliminary analysis, the DOE 
report states that the thermal-hydraulic criteria are met with the TPBAR located in an assembly 
with a total power peaking ofup to 1.42 and with the TPBAR adjacent to a fuel rod with an Fdb 

(enthalpy-rise hot channel factor) of 1.65 or less. Since the analysis, i.e., the hand calculations, 
was not presented in the DOE report, the staffcannot conclude at this time that the thermal
hydraulic criteria are met with TPBARs located in assemblies discussed above. The staffwill 
review the Cycle-2 thermal-hydraulic analysis as part of its review ofthe Tennessee Valley 
Authority's (TVA's) application for an amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar. 

4.2 Impact on Reactor Core Tbermal-Hydraulic Design 

In Section 4.2 of tile its report, DOE states that the thermal and hydraulic design parameters for 
Watts Bar were used as evaluation points to determine ifany impacts ofthe TPBAR LTA on the 
reactor core thermal-hydraulic design would exist. DOE presents these parameters in Table 4-4. 
The staffnotes that no parameter of the core design is changed by the TPBAR LTAs, except that 
the TPBARs have a slightly higher power than the BPRAs. Section 4.3 ofthe DOE report 
concludes that the thermal and hydraulic design bases ofthe TPBARs ensure that the TPBAR 
cladding will not be breached during Condition I and n events. DOE bases this statement on the 
assumption that the TPBAR LTAs will not be placed in a limiting position in the core. The staff 
cannot conclude, on the basis ofthe information provided in the DOE report, that the TPBAR 
LTAs will not affect the Watts Bar thermal-hydraulic design, with the TPBAR located in an 
assembly with a total power peaking ofup to 1.42 and with the TPBAR adjacent to a fuel rod 
with an Fdb of 1.65 or less. Since the DOE thermal-hydraulic analysis is preliminary, it is the 
host facility's responsibility to determine whether the thermal-hydraulic behavior of the TPBAR 
LTAs located in non-limiting positions in the core represents an unreviewed safety question, as 
defined in 10 CFR SO.59(aX2). As stated above, the staffwill review the Cycle-2 thermal
hydraulic analysis as part of its review ofTVA's application for an amendment to the facility 
operating license for Watts Bar. 
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The lead test assembly (LTA) materials were selected so that the properties satisfy the functional 
requirements and compatibility requirements ofthe other reactor components, reactor coolant, 
emergency core cooling fluids, fuel pool components, and fuel pool cooling systems. Chapter 5 
of the DepartmentofEnergy (DOE) report addresses materials specifications (Section 5.1), 
materials properties (Section 5.2), materials performance (Section 5.3), and nondestructive 
examination (Section 5.4). 

5.1 Materials Specifications 

In Section 5.1 of its report, DOE states that the LTA is constructed ofmaterials that have been 
chosen for their ability to perform successfully considering results from in-reactor and ex-reactor_ 
test programs, and for their compatibility with the other internal reactor compOnents, fuel 
assemblies, the reactor coolant system, fuel pool components, and fuel pool cooling systems. 
The LTA hold-down assembly is a Westinghouse component used in burnable poison rod 
assemblies (BPRAs) and is. therefore, not unique to the LTA. The materials of the tritium 
producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) have been selected to reflect design characteristics 
suitable for the production and retention of tritium. Earlier tritium target rod designs were 
irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor. On the basis ofexperience with those designs, material 
requirements for the tritium-producing rods have continued to evolve. DOE states that numerous 
improved design features and materials have been incorporated into the TPBAR to ensure that 
the functional requirements will be met. 

DOE states that quality standards for material selection, fabrication, handling, storage, and 
inspection are specified to ensure that important functions are maintained. To verify that 
materials are in compliance with specifications, materials and components are subjected to 
quality inspections by the vendor and by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). The 
venders prepare certified material test reports (CMTRs) for all TPBAR components. 

DOE presents information based on results from in-reactor and ex-reactor test programs, and for 
the materials' compatibility with the other reactor internal components, fuel assemblies, the 
reactor coolant system, fuel pool components, and the fuel pool cooling system. This 
information offers reasonable assurance that the materials chosen for this program will perform 
successfully in the TPBAR. The staff notes that some changes may be required in the quality 
standards, as mentioned in the discussions on Section 2 of this safety evaluation. DOE must 
evaluate the effects of thermal cycling, particularly on the cladding and cladding coating as noted 
by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) (discussed later in this section). 
Finally, consideration needs to be given to metal-metal and intermetallic interactions during 
design-basis accidents, also as suggested by the ACRS. 
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5.2 Materials Properties 

The properties ofTPBAR materials are given in the Materials Property Handbook (MPH). The 
properties indexed in the MPH are listed in Table 5-2 of the DOE report. The MPH was used for 
the design and analysis ofthe TPBAR cladding, and component dimensions were specified to 
prevent interactions caused by thennal expansion, irradiation growth, and swelling. The 
cladding and components were designed to prevent excessive changes in dimensions that could 
lead to degradation.. The design is described in Chapter 2 ofDOE's report. 

As discussed in Section 2 of this safety evaluation, DOE has presented sufficient infonnation to 
give reasonable assurance that there will be no adverse interactions caused by thermal expansion, 
irradiation growth, and swelling. Further evidence ofno adverse interactions comes from 
operating experience with austenitic stainless steel fuel cladding at Northeast Utilities' Haddam 
Neck plant, Southern California Edison's San Onofre Unit 1, Consumers Power Company's Big 
Rock Point plant, and Dairyland Power Cooperative's La Crosse plant. 

5.3 Materials Performance 

In Section 5.3 of its report, DOE addresses the materials perfonnance aspects ofTPBARdesign. 
The key materials that enable a TPBAR to generate and store tritium are: (1) penneation-resistant 
Type 316 stainless steel (316 SS) barrier-coated cladding and end plugs, (2) oxidation-resistant 
nickel-plated Zircaloy-4 getters, (3) lithium aluminate absorber pellets, and (4) Zircaloy-4liner. 
Other materials are the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 302 stainless steel 
(302 SS) spring and helium gas. The opportunity for material degradation of the TPBAR is 
limited by the in-core residence period ofone fuel cycle. 

5.3.1 Cladding and End Plag Material 

The TPBAR design bas evolved from years ofoperating experience at a number ofreactors. 316 
SS has been the material historically used for tritium target cladding. Processes for penneation 
barrier application were developed using 316 SS cladding. Sufficient experimental and 
perfonnatlce data for barrier-coated tubing using other materials are not available. 316 SS with 
20-percent cold-worked (CW) was specified to establish adequate strength while staying within 
the experience base established for 300-series SS. 

A 20-percent CW 316 SS was specified for all TPBAR components that fonn the pressure 
boundary (cladding and end plugs) with the reactor coolant. Tubing used for fabrication ofthe 
TPBAR is seamless (non-welded). When compared with 304 SS, which bas been extensively 
used in pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) for BPRA cladding and fuel cladding, 316 SS exhibits 
better general corrosion resistance and better resistance to pitting corrosion, higher resistance to 
transgranular stress corrosion cracking (TGSCC) and to intergranular stress corrosion cracking 
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(IGSCC) in aggressive environments, and greater strength and resistance to creep. Figure 5-1 of 
the DOE report shows that the allowable stress for the ASTM A 771 316 SS between 100 (38 
DC) and 850 OF (454°C) is much higher than the allowable stress for 304 SS. 

The most commonly used austenitic stainless steel in the nuclear industry is 304 SS. This 
material has a nominal composition of 19-percent chromium, 9-percent nickel, I-percent 
manganese, and up to 0.08-percent carbon. This material is used for cladding in dummy fuel 
pins that shield reactor vessel walls from radiation damage, for active fuel pins, for reactor vessel 
cladding, for primary coolant system piping and valves, and as fuel cladding in four domestic 
PWRs. A significant increase in corrosion resistance is achieved by using 316 SS instead of304 
SS. Type 316 SS has a nominal composition of 17-percent chromium, 12-percent nickel, 2.5
percent molybdenum, I-percent manganese, and up to 0.08-percent carbon. The molybdenum 
addition gives the 316 SS improved corrosion resistance and also provides higher creep, stress;. 

. to-rupture, and tensile strength at elevated temperatures. Type 316 SS has been used in nuclear 
piping, pumps, valves, and previous tritium target cladding. 

Coolant/316 SS Compatibility 

Section 5.3.1.1 of the DOE report states that 316 SS is compatible with the reactor system 
primary coolant. Experience in operating PWR and boiling-water reactor (BWR) plants with 
stainless steel cladding of fuel rods, control rods, and structural components (e.g., end-plate 
castings and support grids) confIrms that uniform corrosion ofstainless steel is negligible; less 
than 0.0001 in. per year (2.5 Ilm per year). DOE states that the cladding wastage in a 
commercial light-water reactor (CLWR) caused by uniform corrosion of the TPBAR external 
surface during 550 effective full power days (EFPDs) is less than 0.0003 in. (7.6 f.lIIl). 

DOE has presented sufficient calculational results, test results, and operating experience to 
adequately assure that the corrosion rate of the TPBAR components will be negligible and that 
the TPBAR components are compatible with the primary coolant. Furthermore, there is 
considerable operational experience in commercial reactor coolant systems with austenitic 
stainless steel to give assurance that these steels are compatible with the primary coolant. 

As discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.6 of this safety evaluation, the staffhas asked DOE to 
provide additional information concerning the effect of thennal cycling on TPBAR components 
and metal-metal and intennetallic interactions during a design basis accident. This infonnation 
must be included as part of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's) application for an 
amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar. 

Stress Corrosion Cracking 

Section 5.3.1.2 of the DOE re~rt states that stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in 300-series 
stainless steel requires: (1) thennal sensitization or irradiation-induced susceptibility, (2) high 
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stresses (near or above the yield stress)~ and (3) an aggressive environment (e.g., reactive species 
such as oxygen, chloride, and/or fluoride in an aqueous medium at concentrations much higher 
than typical levels in PWR coolant; typical levels are less than 5 ppb oxygen, less than 50 ppb 
chloride, and less than SO ppb fluoride). Each ofthese factors is described below. 

• Materials Susceptibility 

Thennal treatments in the temperatme range of800 OF (425 OC) to 1500 OF (81 SOC) have 
the potential to sensitize 304 or 316 SS. The process ofapplying an aluminide coating to 
the internal surface ofTPBAR cladding requires temperatures within this range. 
Therefore, TPBAR cladding may be thennally sensitized, depending on the actual carbon 
content ofthe 316 SS and the time that the 316 SS is held in the sensitizing temperature 
range. 

Irradiation of300-series S8 to neutron fluences greater than 1 to 2 x 1()22 nlcm2 (E less 
than 1 MeV) may decrease chromium (Cr) concentrations at grain boundaries by 
promoting Cr diffusion away from the grain boundary region, thereby increasing the 
susceptibility to SCC. The peak neutron fluence expected for the TPBAR cladding is 
approximately Sx 1021 nlcm2 (E less than 1 MeV). Therefore, TPBAR cladding may be 
subject to some reduction in grain boundary Cr during irradiation, resulting in irradiation
induced sus<:cptibility to SCC. However, the PWR environment would not cause SCC. 

• Stress 

The TPBAR design inner pressure limit of3000 psia (20.7 MPa) is approximately 750 
psi (5.2 MPa) above the reactor system external pressure of22S0 psia (15.5 MPa). 
Therefore, the tensile hoop stresses from internal pressurization remain very low 
throughout the period of irradiation. Material considerations related to design-basis . 
accidents are discussed in Section 2.2.1 of this safety evaluation. Irradiation-induced 
swelling ofthe pellets and irradiation growth ofthe getters are insufficient to stress the 
cladding. The absorber pellets remain intact during irradiation. Absorber pellets 
generally do not fracture, but ifa pellet fractured, localized stresses in the cladding from 
interaction of the cladding with pellet fragments would be prevented by the intervention 
ofthe getter, which confmes the absorber pellet material. The thin walls ofthe absorber 
pellets, nominally 0.040 in. (1 mm), will prevent mechanical damage from interaction 
between pellets and cladding, such as could result from fracturing ofsolid absorber 
pellets or fuel. The stress in the TPBAR is insufficient to cause or propagate SCC. 

• Environment 

DOE states that the external operating environment for the TPBAR during irradiation will 
be standard PWR coolant maintained within Technical Specification chemistry limits for 
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oxygen and reactive compounds. Austenitic stainless steel is not considered susceptible 
to attack in this environment. Severely sensitized stainless steels do not undergo any 
intergranular attack in Westinghouse PWR coolant environments. Issues such as boiling, 
crevices, highly borated solutions, and stagnant flow, which can result in more severe 
environmental conditions, are not present in the TPBAR operating environment. 

DOE states that, during reactor shutdown and cooldown, the TPBAR cladding is not 
susceptible to SCC because the temperature is below 200 OF (93 °C) and the stresses are 
low. Experience with SS-clad spent nuclear fuel at temperatures below 200 OF (93 °C) 
has shown that for storage periods up to 25 years, there is no measurable degradation of 
stainless steel cladding in pool water typical ofPWR spent fuel pools. 
Although the TPBAR material may become sensitized or susceptible, SCC is not 
anticipated because a TPBAR has very low tension stress and the reactor coolant 
chemistry control program ensures a non-aggressive environment. 

The staffconcludes that DOE has presented analyses and operating experience to give adequate 
assurance that the stainless steel components will be resistant to see in PWR environments, 
particularly since they are only required to survive one operating cycle. It is unlikely that the 
stainless steel components would fail in one operating cycle even if they were highly susceptible 
and in a higher oxygen environment. Operating experience in commercial nuclear reactors lends 
support to this conclusion. 

The ACRS raised several issues at the March 7, 1997, presentation by DOE. The issues are that 
DOE's report does not address the effects of thermal cycling during postulated design-basis 
accidents (DBAs) on the materials, particularly on the cladding and the aluminide barrier. Also, 
DOE has not discussed whether any metal-metal or intermetallic interactions that could result in 
the development of brittle microstructures will occur during postulated DBAs. Discussion is also 
needed on temperature limits for metal-metal and intermetallic interactions and the failure 
mechanism as a result ofthese interactions. The staff concludes that information on these issues 
will have to be evaluated before it can reach a conclusion on the acceptability of irradiating 
LTAs containing TPBARs in any facility licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. DOE 
has agreed to investigate these issues and to give the findings of their investigation to ACRS and 
the staff. 

Effect ofBarrier Coating on Cladding Performance 

Section 5.3.1.3 of the DOE report states that the strength of the barrier- coated cladding is 
adequate to prevent buckling of the cladding at the beginning of life (BOL) before a TPBAR 
has generated sufficient internal pressure to support the external coolant pressure. 

The staff concludes that, as discussed previously in Section 2 of this safety evaluation, DOE has 
presented analyses and test data to give reasonable assurance that the cladding will not buckle 
befor~ intemal pressure develops. 
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Furthermore, the experience with stainless steel cladding at Palisades in dummy fuel pins and at 
Haddam Neck, Big Rock Point, San Onofre Unit 1, and La Crosse indicates that the cladding will 
not buckle. 

Results ofCltulding Burst Tats 

Section 5.3.1.4 oftbe DOE report states that cladding burst tests were conducted to support 
evaluation of cladding performance under DBAs. The test results shown in Figure 5-2 of the 
DOE report indicate that the burst stresses and temperatures for uncoated 20-percent cold
worked (CW) tubing and for coated cladding are indistinguishable. Therefore, burst tests 
conducted on 20-perccnt CW tubing (or on heat-treated cladding that simulates the coating 
process) are applicable to barrier-eoated cladding used in TPBARs. 
DOE states that, for the operating design pressure of3000 psia (20.7 MPa), the hoop stress at 
1500 OF (815°C) is 43,800 psi (302 MPa). These pressure-temperature conditions approach the 
cladding breach curve presented in Figure 5-2 of the DOE report. These results indicate that 
1500 OF is a threshold temperature for burst ofTPBARcladding. In all ofthesc burst tests, the 
cladding strain exceeded 6 percent, considerably in excess ofthe I-percent minimum strain 
design criterion to ensure adequate cladding ductility. 

DOE's experimental burst test data indicate that the limiting temperature before the cladding will 
burst is in the vicinity of 1500 Of. These results indicate that the cladding would burst during a 
design-basis large-break IOSHlf-cooiant accident (LBLOCA). The consequences ofa burst of 
the cladding are discussed in Section 6.3.3 of this safety evaluation. 

Weld QualiflClltion 

Section 5.3.1.5 of the DOE report states that the internal contents are contained by plugs that are 
welded to each end ofthe TPBAR cladding. DOE states that welding forms a sound 
metallurgical and structural joint between the end plug and the stainless steel cladding, and weld 
preparation of the cladding involves removing the aluminide barrier in the weld region to avoid 
alloying the weldment with aluminum. The welding procedure specifies the requirements for 
welding operator qualification and the welding process parameters to produce weldments that 
meet specifications. Weldment quality is tested in accordance with (l) American Society for 
Testing and Materials Standard E2 (ASTM E2) for metallographic examination, (2) American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) requirements for helium leak testing, (3) internal 
PNNL specifications, and (4) radiographic examination. 

DOE states that the TPBAR end plugs are attached to the cladding by means ofan autogenic (no 
filler metal added) weld process; therefore, DOE fmds that the conditions of Regulatory Guide 
1.31 do not apply. 

On the basis of the information in the DOE report. the staffconcludes that the weld qualification 
procedure for TPBARs is deficient. Since the TPBAR is considered safety- related, the welder 
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qualification and weld process specification must conform to the requirements of Section IX of 
the ASME Code, as well as to additional requirements of the construction code, owners 
specifications, and the additional requirements for special processes ofNQA-l and the 
Westinghouse quality assurance (QA) program. The DOE report does not address which 
construction code wiIl be used for welder qualification and weld process specifications. ASTM 
E2 is no longer an approved standard; it was replaced in 1982 by ASTM E883. ASTM E883 
describes how to conduct metallographic examinations, and its use for examining these welds 
needs to be described in more detail. Therefore, TVA must supplement the welding prpcedure 
described in Section 5.3.1.5 of the DOE report to address these concerns before the staff can 
conclude that TPBAR LTA irradiation in the Watts Bar reactor is acceptable. 

Hydrogen Isotope Permeation 

In Section 5.3.1.6 ofits report, DOE states that the inner surface ofthe cladding is aluminized to 
limit the permeation of tritium through the cladding into the reactor coolant and the permeation 
ofhydrogen from the coolant into the TPBAR. This is achieved by applying an aluminumized 
barrier on the inner surface of the cladding. 

DOE's conclusion that the use of an aluminized barrier to limit the permeation of tritium through 
the cladding is based on its on prior experience with this coating in DOE reactors. 

Materials Compatibility 

Section 5.3.1.7 of the DOE report states that the TPBAR materials do not interact chemically 
below their melting temperatures indicated in the MPH. DOE further states that (1) the stainless 
steel cladding provides structural strength to withstand reactor irradiation, flow, pressure, and 
temperature conditions, and (2) in-reactor and ex-reactor test results indicate that the aluminide 
barrier will not peel or blister. 

Should a TPBAR become water-logged from a cladding breach (an abnormal event), DOE states 
that aluminum, chlorine, suspended solids, tritium, and helium would be released when the 
aluminide barrier on the inner surface of the cladding dissolves. A very small quantity ofnickel 
contained in the getter will dissolve when it is exposed to reactor coolant. DOE states that for 
simultaneous breach of32 TPBARS, the maximum concentrations released to the reactor coolant 
are predicted to occur between 200 and 300 hours following the breach; and the maximum 
contributions are orders ofmagnitude below the reactor coolant system (RCS) chemistry limits. 
Therefore, cladding breach of 32 TPBARs would not affect the chemistry of the reactor coolant. 
The effects of tritium release to the reactor coolant are assessed in Chapter 6 of the DOE report. 

The staffconcludes that DOE has provided sufficient analyses and ex-reactor and in-reactor data 
to give reasonable assurance that the TPBAR materials are compatible with RCS coolant for one 
operating cycle. 
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5.3.2 Pencils 

The TPBAR's main internal subassemblies, shown in Figure 2-2 ofthe DOE report, arc a stack of 
subcomponents, referred to as "pencils." The cylindrical getters serve as the outer structure for 

the pencils. The pencils are coined on the ends to confine the absorber pellets, but are not 
hermetically sealed. 

5.3.3 Absorber Pellets 

Within each pencil is a stack ofright-cylindrical, high-density, annular, lithium aluminate 
(LiA102) absorber pellets enriched with 'Li. The concentration of'Li is 25 to 33 percent, but 
higher or lower concentrations of'Li can be accommodated. DOE states that the physical 
-properties ofabsorber pellets are insensitive to the 'Li content The absorber pellets are ceramic 
and have a melting point of3182 Of (1750 etC), a temperature that is not expected to be reached 
during normal operating or DBA conditions. 

Absorber PeDet Mechllllictll Properties 

In Section 5.3.3.1 ofits report, DOE states that strengt.h, density, irradiation, swelling, and gas 
release affect the mechanical performance ofpellets. The absorber pellets are resistant to thermal 
shock. Thennal shocking of the pellets by rapid increase from ambient temperature to 1652 OF 
(900°C) within 2 minutes did not have an observable effect on microstructure or strength. DOE 
states that the axial compressive fracture strength ofabsorber pellets is in the range of80,000 psi . 
(550 MPa) to 130,000 psi (900 MPa) at ambient temperature, as indicated in Figure 5-3 ofthe 
DOE report. The increased fracture strength shown in Figure 5-3 for several pellets tested at 
1652 OF (900 DC) was caused by the onset ofhigh- temperature plasticity. 

DOE states that pellets are capable ofwithstanding loads of 150 pounds per linear inch (26.8 
kg/cm) applied in the radial direction. The mechanical strength of the pellets supports the 
conclusion that they will withstand shipping and handling load requirements without sustaining 
damage. 

DOE has presented test data to provide reasonable assmance that the absorber pellets have 
sufficient strength and thennal shock resistance to survive an operating cycle and to survive 
shipping and handling load requirements without damage. DOE also submitted calculations that 
indicate that the melting temperature of the pellets will not be exceeded during nonnal operating 
and DBA conditions. 
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Absorber Pellet Irradiation Performance 

In Section 5.3.3.2 of its report, DOE states that, as shown in Table 5-1 of the DOE report, the 
absorber pellets evaluated by post-irradiation examinations (pIEs) were intact after irradiation to 
154 to 239 gas volume ratio (GVR). Only minor microcracking, negligible grain growth, and 
small (less than 1 !lm) as-fabricated porosity was observed. Therefore, pellet disintegration, 
major cracking, or redistribution is not expected below the TPBAR peak design goal of215 
GYR. In Chapter 2 of its report, DOE discusses the GVR expected during in-core residence. 

DOE states that gas retention in absorber pellets depends on production rate and temperature. 
The absorber pellets release approximately 97 percent ofthe generated helium. During 
irradiation, the pellets retain some tritium, to the extent of 30 to 40 Ci per cc. 

DOE states that absorber pellets are insoluble and do not disintegrate in water. Therefore, in the 
event ofa cladding breach, absorber pellets remain intact and lithium is not redistributed. 

DOE submitted test data based on the observations of the pellets after irradiation. These data 
provide reasonable assurance that the absorber pellets will perform as intended. 

5.3.4 Getter 

DOE states that the pencils are enclosed by a getter tube ofZircaloy-4 plated with nickel. The 
getter maintains a low tritium partial pressure by absorbing tritium as it is released from the 
absorber pellets. The nickel protects the Zircaloy-4 from oxidation, thereby enhancing the 
absorption of tritium. 

5.3.5 Liner 

DOE states that absorber pellets generally do not fragment, but, if fragments were generated, the 
Zircaloy-4 liner provides additional assurance that the fragments will be confined. The liner 
functions to control oxygen and moisture by reacting with T20 and H20. Zircaloy-4liners are 
insoluble in water and have no effect on the reactor coolant in the event of a cladding breach. 

5.3.6 Plenum Subassembly and Getter Disk 

As illustrated in Figure 2-2 of the DOE report, the plenum subassembly contains a 302 SS spring 
enclosed by a getter tube, with an upper getter disk attached to the lower end of the getter tube. 
The plenum subassembly is supported by the top pencil and prevents axial movement of the 
pencils during TPBAR shipping and handling. The spring is similar to springs in PWR fuel rods 
and BPRAs. Because the weld areas and the top and bottom end plugs are not coated, the upper 
getter tube and getter disk and the lower getter disk maintain low tritium pressure at the 
extremities of the TPBAR. DOE states that these materials will not dissolve in water. 
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5.3.7 LTA Hold-DowD Assembly 

The hold-doWD assembly (shown in Figure 2-1 of the DOE report) is supplied by Westinghouse 
and meets Westinghouse material specifications. 

DOE submitted sufficient test data to offer reasonable assmance that the getters, liners, plenum 
subassembly and getter disk, and LTA hold-down assemblies will not be damaged by the 
primary coolant for one operating cycle, and that any fragmentation ofthe absorber pellets will 
be confined by the Zircaloy-4 liners. 

5.4 Nondestructive Examination 

DOE states that nondestructive examination (NDE) of tubular PJ:OOucts and fittings must be 
sufficient to ensure that the critical characteristics of the matenal meet specified acceptance 
criteria. DOE inspects TPBAR materials and components for compliance with specifications. 
Potential inspection methods range from standard visuaJ inspections to discrete and unique 
methodologies specific to particular characteristics of a co~ponent. 

DOE states that, although the internal components ofeach rod serve distinct ftmctions for the 
production of tritium, the rod's cladding and end plugs fonn the pressure boundary between the 
TPBAR components and the reactor coolant system. The principal methods employed to 
examine the TPBAR cladding and end plugs are ultrasonic, eddy cmrent, radiography, and 
helium leak testing. OOE states that the cladding and end plugs are tested in confonnance with 
applicable codes and standards. After the barrier coating is applied, NOEs are perfOlUled to 
verify the acceptability ofthe barrier coating in terms ofsuch key parameters as the thickness, 
integrity, and consistency. Table 5-5 of the DOE report notes the NOE techniques and 
applicable standards used during TPBAR fabrication. DOE also states that contamination ofthe 
TPBARs is minimized during assembly, and that testing perfonned before shipment confirms 
that the specified cleanliness requirements are met 

The staff concludes that, since the TPBAR is being classified as safety- related and is being 
produced to the criteria of Section In of the ASME Code, the NOE techniques and applicable 
standards should confOlUl to the requirements of Section Ill, or an alternative to the requirements 
must be submitted to the NRC for approval under Title 10 ofthe Code ofFederal Regulations, 
Section 50.55a (10 CPR 50.55a). Since DOE states that the TPBARs are being designed to the 
1995 edition of the code, the staffconcludes that the NOE techniques perfOlUled by PNNL and 
by subvendors should be qualified to the requirements of Section XI, Appendix VIII or to an 
acceptable alternative proposed under 10 CFR 50.55a. 

5.S ConclusioDS 

The staffhas reviewed the materials used in the TPBAR and agrees that they are adequate for the 
LTA. On the basis ofexperimental results and operating experience in domestic nuclear power 
plants, the staff fmds that the materials in the TPBAR will not be affected by the environment 
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and will not be adversely affected during Conditions I to IV2, with the possible exception of 
thermal cycling. Austenitic stainless steel has been used for more than 100 operating years as a 
fuel cladding with no adverse reaction with the primary coolant. 

The staff agrees that the cladding will fail during an LBLOCA and that there may be metal-metal 
or intermetallic interactions during DBAs. The consequences ofcladding failure would be 
inconsequential, as discussed in Section 6 of this safety evaluation. 

The staff identified potential deficiencies in the weld qualification program in terms of adherence 
to the requirements of Section IX of the ASME Code. Furthermore, the proposed nondestructive 
examination methods do not confonn to the requirements of Section III of the ASME Code. 
Before these methods can be used at Watts Bar, TVA must submit a relief request to the NRC in 
accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.55a. 

~ondition I = nonnal operation and opcrationaltransients, Condition" = faults of moderate frequency; Condition III = infrequent faults; 
Conditiion IV = limiting faults 
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6 OPERATIONAL IMPACTS OF LTAs 

Chapter 6 ofthe Department ofEnergy (DOE) report addresses the operational impacts of 
tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assemblies (LTAs) with respect to 
normal operations, refueling operations, off-nonnal events, and accidents. The main impact on 
normal and abnonnal operation is the leakage of tritium from the TPBARs. Even in nonnal 
operation with full integrity of the cladding and a permeation-resistant barrier, tritium cannot be 
completely contained because tritium diffuses through the TPBAR cladding material. The staff 
notes that the analyses presented are narrative in nature and no calculations are presented. The 
licensee, Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), will have to determine whether the installation of 
the TPBAR LTAs into the Watts Bar reactor will affect nonnal and refueling operations or the 
accident analyses described in Chapter 15 of the Watts Bar Final Safety AnalysisReport 
(FSAR). The staffwill review the potential impacts as part of its review ofTVA's application 
for an amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar. 

6.1 Normal Operations 

In Section 6.1 of its report, DOE calculates the increase in tritium inventory in the primary 
coolant and the incremental increase in radiological release from the plant due to the design goal 
release rate from all 32 TPBARs. The design goal of less than 6.7 Ci (248 GBq) per year for a 
single TPBAR correlates to an annual tritium release to the reactor coolant system (RCS) of214 
Ci (7.96 TBq) for all 32 rods. The staff notes that the design goal is a parameter established to 
meet specific DOE, environmental safety and health, and occupational safety requirements. 
DOE expects that actual tritium leakage from the TPBARs will be below this value. On the basis 
of the maximum tritium inventory in the RCS for Watts Bar during Cycle 1, 0.712 ~Ci per g 
(26.3 Bq per kg), the impact ofdesign goal tritium leakage from the TPBARs on the tritium 
inventory in the RCS would be a 25-percent increase. However, the staffnotes that any tritium 
that is released from the TPBARs during nonnal operations would be distributed throughout the 
RCS, chemical and volume control system, liquid radwaste system, and gaseous radwaste 
system, and processed along with the rest of the coolant. Any release to the environment from 
nonnal operations must be within the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. 

6.2 Refueling Operations 

6.2.1 TPBAR Assembly Storage in Fuel Pool or New Fuel Storage 

In Section 6.2.1 of its report, DOE briefly discusses the placement of the TPBAR LTAs into 
Watts Bar's new fuel storage area or spent fuel pool preceding irradiation and in the spent fuel 
pool after irradiation. The revised DOE report states that the LTAs with the TPBARs weigh less 
than a fuel assembly containing 24 burnable poison rod assemblies (BPRAs). Therefore, DOE 
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states that the current seismic analysis for the fuel storage racks bounds the analysis for racks 
containing the TPBAR LTAs. 

The DOE report states that 1SO hours after reactor shutdown, the heat load ofeach LTA is less 
than 0.024 kW (3 W per pin). The total heat load to the spent fuel pool from all four LTAs after 
irradiation should not increase significantly from nonnal assemblies with BPRAs and should be 
within the capability of the Watts Bar spent fuel pool cooling system. The staffnotes that 
theTPBARs will not remain in the spent fuel pool for very long. The TPBARs will be removed 
from the fuel assemblies and shippe(i off-site once the refueling outage is complete. However, 
the staff believes that the increase in heat load to the spent fuel pool will be neglible even if the 
irradiated TPBARs remain in the spent fuel pool indefinitelr.. The staffwill confirm this 
capability during its review ofTVA's amendment to the facdity operating license for Watts Bar. 

6.2.2 Onsite TPBAR Assembly MovemeDt aDd HaDdliDg 

.In Section 6.2.2 ofits report, DOE states that the loading and shipping of the TPBAR LTAs will 
be completed in accordance with the administrative policies and procedures at Watts Bar. The 
staffnotes that no special tools are needed for loading or removing TPBAR LTAs, since the 
dimensions and the handling features of the TPBAR are identical to those ofconventional 
BPRAs. Current procedures for handling BPRAs are applicable to TPBARs. Therefore, there 
are no special mechanical concerns with the proposed TPBAR movement and handling. The 
radiological consequences ofbreacbing the cladding of the TPBAR during movement and 
handling are discussed in Section 6.3.3 ofthis safety evaluation. 

6.2.3 OccupatioDal Exposure Daring RefaeliDg 

The TPBARs are designed to have minimal effect on plant operations, including refueling 
operations. Preceding irradiation, it may be necessary to assemble the LTAs; however, as the 
unirradiated TPBARs are essentially "not radioactive," they will produce no increase in 
exposure, occupational or non-occupational. 

After irradiation, the TPBARs are expected to contain some 370,000 Ci (13.7 PBq) oftritium 
eH). This is far more tritium, but far Jess radioactivitY. than that produced by the reactor core. 
The tritium does not pose a particular threat because (I) tritium emits only a Jow-energy <Em.x= 
0.0186 MeV) beta and (2) the tritium is bound in the TPBARs. Some ofthe tritium beta energy 
is converted into x rays (bremsstrahlung) but 370,000 Ci of tritium produces less photon energy 
than is produced by 1 Ci (37 GBq) of mCs and the mCs radiation is much more penetrating. 
The spent fuel removed for refueling contains about a million curies of 137CS and many other 
nuclides. Thus, the effect oftritium as a source ofexternal radiation in the reactor environment is 
negligible. 

Tritium in this quantity could be a potential probJem ifit were released from the TPBPRs; 
however, the DOE report states that the release can be expected to be limited to 6.7 Ci (248 GBq) 
per rod annually, which constitutes a total release rate ofless than 215 Ci (7.96 TSq) per year for 
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all the TPBPRs. This quantity is consistent with the nominal amounts of tritium expected in 
pressurized water reactor (PWR) coolant systems. The NRC licensing calculation, the GALE 
code, predicts about 250 Ci (9.25 TBq) of tritium in the reactor coolant and tritium releases to the 
environment from large PWRs are averaging over 600 Ci (22.2 TBq) per year per reactor and 
ranging as high as 4,000 Ci (148 TBq) per year without exceeding regulatory limits. Thus, the 
TPBARs might produce an observable but not dramatic increase in the tritium concentration in 
the spent fuel pool. Increasing the tritium in the spent fuel pool could increase occupational 
exposure but, since tritium exposure is not an important contributor to occupational exposure 
(according to NRC data summarized in NUREG-0713), the increase would be expected to be 
negligible. This is consistent with the results reported in the DOE report. 

The staff concludes that the TPBARs could cause some increase in occupational radiation 
exposure. However, this increase would be negligible and would not constitute a safety, or an 
"as low as is reasonably achievable" (ALARA), concern. 

6.3 Offnormal Events 

In Section 6.3 of its report, DOE addresses a number ofoffnormal events, including the effects of 
TPBAR absorber relocation, cladding defects, radiological consequenses of a TPBAR cladding 
breach, inadvertent loading and operation with an LTA in an improper position in the core, and 
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events. 

6.3.1 Impacts of TPBAR Absorber Relocation 

Section 6.3.1 ofDOE's report pertains to the physical form of the absorber pellets during the 
irradiation cycle. As discussed in Chapter 2 ofDOE's report, the absorber pellets are not 
expected to undergo densification or significant phase changes over the range of temperatures 
during Condition I, II, III, and IV3 events. Therefore, relocation of the absorber pellets does not 
appear to be a concern. 

6.3.2 TPBAR Cladding Defects 

DOE states that the TPBAR cladding is made from Type 316 stainless steel material (316 S8), 
which is stronger and more corrosion resistant than 304 SSe During manufacture, the TPBARs 
will be subjected to tests and inspections to ensure that cladding defects do not occur. 

DOE states that ifa cladding defect does exist, the amount ofcontaminants released to the 
reactor coolant system (RCS) will remain below normal chemistry limits and will not degrade 
other components. The absorber pellets would lose a microscopic layer of lithium to the coolant 

'Condition I = nonnal operation and operational transients, Condition II .. faults ofmoderate frequency; Condition 11/ .. infrequent faults; 
Conditiion IV =limiting faults 
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due to leaching. There is no loss of the absorber materials comparable to the B..C leaching from 
a wet annular burnable absorber (WABA) pellet. 

The staffconcludes that DOE bas presented procedures to give adequate assurance that any 
cladding defects in the 316 SS cladding will be identified during the testing and inspections. In 
the event that a cladding defect is not identified, DOE has demonstrated that the amount of 
contaminants released will remain below nonnaI chemistry limits and will not result in 
degradation ofother components. 

6.3.3 Radiological Conseq1leDces of. TPBAR Cladding Breach 

In the event ofa cladding breach, tritium would be released to the reactor coolant water. Because 
tritium is hydrogen, it tends to be retained in the water. A cladding breach in the spent fuel pool 
is possible, but less likely, and the consequences would be less severe because the lower 
temperature would result in less tritium being released (see Section 6.4.1 of this safety 
evaluation, below). Experience (NUREG-2859) shows that tritium releases to the environment 
occur predominantly in liquid effluents; e.g. from nonnal operations at the Sequoyah nuclear 
plant in 1993, more than 90 percent ofthe tritium release was in liquid effluents. In evaluating 
this even4 DOE postulates the complete release of the tritium from 1 TPB~ about 12,000 Ci 
(444 TBq), with 20,000 gpm (= 4 X 1010 L) dilution, resulting in an average concentration of3 x 
10.7 Ci per liter (= 3 x 1()-4 flCi per milliliter). This averaKe concentration is well below the 
instantaneouS concentration limit established for most nuclear power plants, including Watts Bar. 
Because most liquid releases are batch releases, it would be necessary for the licensee to 
implement a control program to ensure that the instantaneous concentration limit is not exceeded. 
As this is true for all releases, the TPBAR cladding failure would not impose new requirements 
on the licensee. 

The average concentration of3 x 1()-4 flCi per milliliter is far too high to be acceptable under the 
dose constraints related to §50.36(a) and Appendix I to Part 50. For Watts Bar, this does not 
constitute a problem because, for the dose calculations, the effective concentration is further 
reduced by "near field dilution" of 1000 cfs (= 7 x 1011 L per year), resulting in an average 
concentration of 1.7 x 10-' flCi per milliliter. Furthermore, the only exposure modes available at 
Watts Bar are the fish, drinking water, and shoreline pathways. Tritium produces no dose by the 
shoreline pathway. The "maximum individual" (H) dose by the fish pathway is: 

H= 1.7XW-i ~)0.9 (;;) 21.00<{ ~)O.IOS (';~) 1 lYrl= 0.034 (mrem) 

For Watts Bar, there may be another factor of 10 dilution for the drinking water pathway 
(because the nearest drinking water intake is far downstream), but at this concentration, the 
above dose is increased by a factor (F) of 
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F= 730/(21 x 0.9)= 39 

The resulting total.dose would be 1.35 mrem (13.5 J.1Sv), which is less than half the dose 
criterion. (Since tritium is distributed throughout the body, the dose calculated is the committed 
dose equivalent and it is compared to the most limiting annual dose criterion from Appendix I to 
] 0 CFR Part 50, which is 3 mrem (30 J.1Sv) to the whole body.) 

If it is assumed that 10 percent of the tritium released from the TPBAR is released to the 
atmosphere, the methodology ofthe Watts Bar offsite dose calculation manual (ODCM) for the 
breathing, milk, meat, and vegetable pathways gives estimates of the dose as about 0.5 mrem (5 
J,lSv). This is a small fraction of the relevant Appendix I dose criterion of5 mrem (50 J,lSv) in a 
year. 

The staff concludes that Watts Bar could continue to operate and comply with the offsite dose 
criteria after a TPBAR cladding breach. 

6.3.4 Inadvertent Loading and Operation of an LTA in an Improper Position 

In Section 6.3.4 of its report, DOE states that LTA loading errors are precluded by the Watts Bar 
administrative procedures that are in place to prevent fuel assembly and burnable poison 
misloading. These procedures confirm the final core configuration via video tape. The DOE 
report states that in the unlikely event that an LTA is loaded in the wrong location, the resulting 
power distribution will be detectable by the in-core movable detector system or the core power 
distribution perturbation will be within the specified fuel design limits. However, it is not clear 
to the staff whether this misloading was assumed to be a limiting location. The purpose of this 
analysis is to verify that misloading the TPBAR LTA to a limiting location is within the limits of 
the safety analysis report. Also Chapter 3 of the DOE report discusses how the TPBARs are 
designed to mimic the reactivity characteristics of the BPRAs. Therefore, it is not clear how the 
in-core detectors would be able to distinguish the TPBARs from the BPRAs. 

In addition, the DOE report states that the thermal-hydraulic analysis in Chapter 4 demonstrates 
that the LTA would not exceed the TPBAR design limits even if it were loaded in the limiting 
fuel assembly in the core. The staff is unable to concur with these conclusions on the basis of the 
information presented in the DOE report. DOE's analysis in Chapter 4 is preliminary and states 
that the thermal-hydraulic criteria are met with the TPBAR located in an assembly with a total 
power peaking of up to 1.42 and with the TPBAR adjacent to a fuel rod with an Fdb (enthalpy 
hot-channel factor) of 1.65 or less. As noted in Table 4-4 of the DOE report, TPBARs have a 
slightly higher power than the BPRAs. Therefore, placement of the TPBAR LTAs in a location 
other than described, and thus more limiting, must be analyzed. The staff is concerned that the 
thennal-hydraulic behavior of the TPBAR LTAs located in limiting positions in the core could 
increase the probability of occurrence or the consequences ofan accident previously evaluated in 
the safety analysis report, or could reduce a margin of safety. Therefore, on the basis of the 
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information presented by DOE, the staffcannot detennme whether the inadvertent loading and 
operation ofan LTA in an improper position in the core presents an unreviewed safety question. 
TVA must submit information evaluating the consequences ofloading the LTA in the limiting 
assembly in the core before the staffcan determine whether TPBAR irradiation is acceptable at 
Watts Bar. 

6.3.5 Anticipated Transient Without Scnm (ATWS) 

In Section 6.3.5 of its report, DOE discusses the TPBAR LTA impact on ATWS events. The 
DOE report states that the TPBARs could affect the reactivity assumptions ofthe ATWS 
analysis, although this effect would be minimal due to the 6Li cross-section. As stated in Chapter 
3, the TPBARs are designed to mimic the neutronic behavior ofconventional BPRAs and, 
therefore, the TPBARs are not expected to affect the existing ATWS neutronics analysis. The 
staff is unable to conclude that the TPBARs will have minimal impact on the ATWS neutronics 
analysis, based on the information presented by DOE. The staffwill verify that the installation 
of the TPBAR LTAs in the Watts Bar core will not result in an unanalyzed condition with regard 
to ATWS during its review ofTVA's application for an amendment to the facility operating 
license for Watts Bar. 

6.4 Accidents 

In its report, DOE has addressed the effects ofa TPBAR on postulated accidents, including a 
TPBAR assembly dropped during refueling, radiological consequences ofrelease ofreactor 
coolant (steam generator tube mptme or steamline break), and TPBAR damage and radiological 
consequences during a design-basis loss-of-coolant accident. 

6.4.1 Impacts ofa Dropped LTA 

In Section 6.4.1 ofits report, DOE has addressed the effects ofa TPBAR assembly dropped 
during refueling operations. There is no significant radioactivity in an unirradiated TPBAR. If 
an irradiated LTA were dropped, it would be under several feet ofwater because ofthe 
administrative controls in current procedures at pressurized-water reactors (PWRs). DOE states 
that the TPBAR LTA weighs less than a fuel assembly with 24 BPRAs; therefore, the effect of 
dropping a TPBAR on fuel, racks, or other equipment in the reactor pool or fuel handling pool is 
bounded by the existing analysis. The DOE report implies that the consequences ofsuch an 
accident would likely be limited to damage to the LTA, resulting in a possible breach ofthe 
cladding. If the impact damaged an irradiated LTA, it would initiate or exacerbate tritium 
leakage. 

DOE estimates that, because ofthe distribution of the tritium in the LTA, a small release (tenS of 
curies) could occur quickly, but that the bulk ofthe tritium would not be released for some time, 
giving the licensee ample time for placing the damaged LTA in a container (preventing further 
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release to the environment). The tritium released immediately would largely be retained in the 
spent fuel pool water. The addition ofa few tens ofcuries of tritium to the spent fuel pool water 
would not have a significant effect on doses, either occupational or offsite. 

To provide an estimate of the consequences, the staffhas analyzed the prompt release of 100 Ci 
(3.7 TBq) of tritium to the atmosphere. For Watts Bar, atmospheric dispersion is taken as 1.8 x� 
10-4 sec mo3

• The resulting maximum individual dose (H) would be:� 

H= 1.8 x 10-4(;')100 (0) 3.47 x� =4.<10-4 (rem)101::) 1~;) 

A worker in the fuel handling building might be more highly exposed, but, on the basis of the . 
.staff's analysis, the dose is not expected to exceed 5 mrem (50 J,lSv). 

On the basis of its analysis, the staffconcludes that the radiological impact ofa dropped LTA 
would not be significant. 

6.4.2� Impacts of Design Tritium Leakage on Radiological Consequences of a Steam� 
Generator Tube Rupture or Steamline Break� 

In Section 6.4.2 of its report, DOE addresses these events and their impact on the TPBARs. 
DOE states that the RCS pressure and temperature caused by a locked rotor event are much more 
severe than the conditions from a steam generator tube rupture or main-steamline break events. 
Thus, neither of these events is expected to damage a TPBAR. However, normal leakage from 
TPBARs is expected to add tritium to the primary coolant. By the end ofcore life, the TPBARs 
could have added some 300 Ci (11 TBq) of tritium. If all this tritium were released to the 
atmosphere at Watts Bar, the maximum offsite dose would be about 1.2 mrem (12 J,lSv). The 
addition of 1.2 mrem to the doses projected to occur in the event ofsuch an accident from other 
radionuclides would not likely cause the total dose to exceed the dose criterion in Section 6.4 of 
NUREG-0800 (the Standard Review Plan) for these accidents, which is 2500 mrem (25 roSv) to 
the whole body. 

On the basis of its analysis, the staff concludes that the presence of the TPBARs would not 
contribute significantly to the radiological consequences of these accidents. 

6.4.3� Impacts of LTAs in the Event of a LOCA 

In Section 6.4.3 of its report, DOE discusses the potential failure ofthe TPBARs during design 
basis loss-of-coolant accident (DBLOCA) events. DOE states that the TPBAR stresses do not 
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exceed the stresses from temperature and pressure that occur during the small-break l~ss-of
coolant accident (SBLOCA) at Watts Bar. Therefore, the TPBAR is not assumed to fail during 
the SBLOCA at Watts Bar. 

DOE states that, for the large-break: loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA), the maximum core 
temperature does exceed the TPBAR stresses and could damage the TPBARs. DOE considers 
the LBLOCA to be the most limiting accident with regard to potential TPBAR failure. The staff 
bas calculated an upper bound estimate ofthe radiological consequence ofthe resulting tritium 
release by assuming the release of the entire inventory of370,000 Ci (13.7 PBq) to containment 
Using the Watts Bar parameters, containment leakage is at the rate of0.25 percent per day for 2 
hours, which would result in the release to the atmosphere ofabout 77 Ci (2.8 TBq) of tritium. 
The resulting dose at the exclusion area boundary would be about 0.3 mrem (3 J,lSv). Although 
not zero, this dose is negligible in comparison to either the 10 CFR Part 100 dose criterion of 
25,000 mrem (250 mSv), or the dose calculated for the LBLOCA without the TPBARs, and thus 
would not cause the dose criteria to be exceeded. However, because an increase in otfsite dose is 
anticipated, this increase in offsite dose represents an increase in the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated in the safety analysis report and, therefore, this potential increase requires 
prior NRC approval. 

For the LBLOCA, 10 CFR 50.46 requires that the emergency core cooling system maintain the 
following: (1) peak cladding temperature to less than 2200 OF (1204 °C), (2) total oxidation of 
the cladding to less than 17 percent ofthe total cladding thickness before oxidation, (3) 
maximum hydrogen generation to less than 1 percent, (4) coolable geometry, and (5) long-tenn 
cooling. Since the maximum design temperature for TPBARs is tSOO°F (816°C), localized 
TPBAR cladding failure or rupture is assumed for the LBLOCA. However, the statfbelieves 
that the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 are maintained because ofthe limited number ofTPBAR 
LTAs in the core. The DOE report states that the effect ofTPBARsand the additional tritium on 
the combustible gas inventory following a LOCA is negligible. In addition, the maximum stored 
inventory of tritium in TPBAR LTAs is a very small fraction ofthe hydrogen that would be 
released from a zirconium-water reaction. Consequently, TPBARs would have no significant 
contribution to combustible gas in a LOCA. The tritium released to the coolant would not be 
released as a gas and, therefore, would not produce an increase in hydrogen concentration. On 
this basis, the statfhas confidence that the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 will continue to be met 
following an LBLOCA. 

6.5 Summary 

During its review ofChapter 6 ofODE's report, the statfhas detennined that because there is an 
increase, although negligible, in otfsite radiological impact ofLTAs in the event ofa LOCA, a 
licensee must seek prior NRC approval for this change. This issue is discussed in Section 6.4.3, 
above. 
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In addition, the staff concludes that additional analyses must be provided concerning inadvertent 
loading and operation ofan LTA in an improper position, as discussed in Section 6.3.4, above. 
TVA must submit information evaluating the consequences of loading the LTA in the limiting 
assembly in the core before the staff can determine whether TPBAR irradiation is acceptable at 
Watts Bar. 
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7 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The staff is continuing its review of Chapter 7 of the Department ofEnergy's (DOE's) report to 
determine whether DOE's quality assurance (QA) program controls are adequate to establish 
conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Fundamental issues 
concerning the safety classification ofspecific components in the tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assemblies (LTAs), commercial-grade dedication, design 
information controls, and the adequacy ofPacific Northwest National Laboratory's (PNNL's) QA 
program related to the design and manufacture ofTPBARs remain unresolved. 
Although DOE has not requested that NRC review and approve PNNL's QA plan, the fact that 
PNNL is identified as maintaining primary responsibility for the design and fabrication of the 
TPBARs establishes that an evaluation ofPNNL's QA program will constitute an integral 
component of the staff's review of the TPBAR LTA program as applied to commercial light
water reactors. Therefore, the staff will conduct onsite inspections at PNNL in order to verify the 
adequate implementation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B requirements related to the design and 
fabrication of the TPBARs. 

Because the Tennessee Valley Authority's Watts Bar plant has been selected as the location for 
the confirmatory TPBAR LTA irradiation, TVA will need to provide TPBAR suppliers (PNNL 
and the Westinghouse fuels fabrication facility in Columbia, South Carolina) with the 
programmatic controls and processes that will demonstrate compliance with the requirements of 
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, before installing these assemblies into the Watts Bar reactor core. 
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8 SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED MATTER 
131 

In Chapter 8 of its report, the Department ofEnergy-(DOE) adar&ses transportation and physical 
security aspects of tritium-producing burnable ;absOtber rod (TPBAA) lead test assemblies 
(LTAs). DOE states that the TPBARs and some 'feIated docum~tation necessary for utility 
nuclear safety committee review will be classified "confidentidi~stricted data. tI As classified 
matter, they require measures to prevent diversion of, unauthorized access to, and disclosure of 
classified information. 

8.1 Transportation of Classified Hardware 

DOE states that the TPBARs will be broughHo the site by a DOE-approved carrier that meets 
Department ofTransportation requirements for shipment ofmlclkr fuel. Once inside the 
protected area, movement ofTPBARswillbemonitored bypeBonnel who have DOE 
clearances. While the TPBAR LTAs are stored in the new fuel storage racks or in the fuel pool, 
a suitable level ofprotection will be provided. 

.. .:.: 

8.2 Control of Classified Documents and Hardware 

Because the TPBAR hardware and certainofthe documentation are classified, licensees 
undertaking irradiation ofTPBAR LTAs:\vill-have to meet the requirements for access to 
confidential restricted data specified in lOGFRParts 25 andlJ5, and Section 50.37. By letter 
dated October 4, 1996, DOE advised the staff that a limited ntirnber of licensee employees at 
Westinghouse Nuclear Fuels and at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) needed access 
authorization in order for them to perform their responsibilities in support of the DOE 
Commercial Light-Water Reactor (CLWR) Project. DOE prdPosed that it perform the necessary 
personnel security clearance function and process a limited miinber of"L" and t1Q" access 
authorizations for these licensee employees. Bfletter dated~ovember1, 1996, the staff agreed 
with DOE's proposal and stated that no additiOMl NRC cleiHmce is required to satisfy the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.37 and 54.17(g).- -TIiis is consi~t with the memorandum of 
understanding between the NRC and DOE, dated September 19, 1996, concerning provisions of 
the National Industrial Security Program. 

' .. ' ..- . 
-.;..~"~ 

DOE has stated that no classified documents:--rerated to th~PBARswill be maintained on site at 
Watts Bar or at TVA headquarters. A readingtOOm is beirlg:lnaintained at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory so that individuals with a "need to know" will have access to the classified 
documents associated with the CLWR Program. 

: ,~, ~_;~'., ::n: 

With regard to the facility (security) clearanGe (PeL), follOWing discussions between DOE 
Office of Safeguards and Security and the NRC Division ofFacilities and Security, the staffand 
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DOE have agreed to allow DOE to perform the "cognizant security agency" responsibilities 
applicable to the protection of classified matter at NRC-licensed facilities involved with the 
TPBAR LTA irradiation. These facilities include the Westinghouse fuels facility at Columbia, 
Industrial Security Program," dated September 19, 1996.) In its letter dated April 18, 1997, the 
staff summarized the agreement and stated that DOE would have authority over the FCL at the 
Westinghouse, Col~bia and Watts Bar facilities during the LTA irradiation phase ofDOE's 
program for the production of tritium in CLWRs. As agreed, DOE will provide the NRC with 
South Carolina, and TVA's Watts Bar plant. (The functions of the "cognizant secwity agency" 
are delineated in the "Memorandum ofUnderstanding Between the Department ofEnergy and 
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Under the Provisions of the National copies 
of the DOE-approVed security plans for these facilities, invite NRC to participate in facility 
security reviews, and keep the NRC Division ofFacilities and Security fully and currently 
apprised of security and classification matters at these facilities. The letter also infonned DOE 
that the agreement and the decision regarding future overall security responsibility for this 
program will be re-evaluated following completion ofthe LTA irradiation phase. 
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9 REGULATORY ANALYSIS 

The provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 allow operating license holders to make changes to their facility 
as described in the facility safety analysis report (SAR), to implement changes to facility 
procedures described in the SAR, and to conduct tests or experiments not described in the 8AR 
without prior NRC approval if the change, test, or experiment does not involve a change to the 
Technical Specifications (TS) and does not involve an unreviewed safety question. A proposed 
change, test, or experiment involves an unreviewed safety question (I) ifit increases the 
probability ofoccurrence or the consequences ofan accident previously evaluated in the SAR, 
(2) ifit creates the possibility for an accident ofa different type from 8.l)y evaluated previously, 
or (3) if it reduces a margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any technical specification. 

Because the Department ofEnergy (DOE) has announced the selection of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority's (TVA's) Watts Bar plant as the facility at which the one-time confirmatory test of 
conponents that could be used in the production of tritium will be conducted, the staff shifted the 
focus of its review to evaluate the proposed tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) 
lead test assembly (LTA) irradiation at Watts Bar. 

9.1 Effect on Plant Technical Specifications 

In Section 9.1 ofits revised report, DOE states that no provisions of the Watts Bar TS were 
viewed as prohibiting the irradiation ofa limited number ofLTAs containing TPBARs. DOE 
states that the Watts Bar T8 titled "Design Features - Reactor Core" allows a limited number of 
LTAs to be placed in nonlimiting regions ofthe core. DOE also states that operation of the 
Watts Bar reload core with TPBAR LTAs will be within the core design limits of the TS titled 
"Power Distribution Limits" for Watts Bar. 

The staff has reviewed the Watts Bar TS and concludes that nothing in the TS specifically 
prohibits operation of the facility with TPBAR LTAs in the core. Therefore, no changes to the 
Watts Bar T8 are required. However, as noted in Section 9.3, below, an amendment to the 
facility operating license will be required because irradiation of LTAs containing TPBARs 
requires NRC review and approval. 

9.2 Effect on Plant Final Safety Analysis Report 

The confirmatory test of irradiating a limited number ofTPBAR LTAs in the Watts Bar reactor 
will require revisions to the Watts Bar SAR. Also, TVA and Westinghouse, as part of the reload 
safety analysis for Watts Bar, must verify that operation within existing core design limits can be 
accomplished with the TPBAR LTAs installed in the core. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Some changes to the SAR sections dealing with radiological consequences will be necessary. 
Although the radiological impacts ofTPBAR irradiation are small, the changes in the dose due to 
the TPBARs are not zero and must be described. 

In addition, the staff bas identified a nwnber of issues for which 1VA will have to provide 
additional infonnation in its SAR for Watts Bar in order to support a request for an amendment 
to the facility operating license that would allow the staffto determine that TPBAR LTA 
irradiation is acceptable at that facility. These issues are summarized in Section 10.2 ofthis 
safety evaluation. 

9.3 Licensing Impact 

The staffhas identified issues requiring prior NRC review and approval. Therefore, the 
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, allowing certain actions by licensees without prior NRC approval, 
do not apply. The staffconcludes that 1VA must submit a request for an amendment to the 
facility operating license for Watts Bar and receive NRC approval before inserting TPBAR 
LTAs into the Watts Bar reactor core. 
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10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The staffhas reviewed the Department ofEnergy's (DOE's) report and supporting information 
concerning the tritium-producing burnable absorber rod (TPBAR) lead test assembly (LTA). 
Many technical issues have been satisfactorily addressed in the DOE report, as documented in 
this safety evaluation. 

During its review, the staff identified an issue that requires further NRC review. Therefore, the 
staffdoes not concur with DOE's position that a limited number ofLTAs containing TPBARs 
can be irradiated in a commercial light-water reactor (CLWR) under the provisions of 10 CFR· 
Part 50.59, without prior NRC approval. The staff also needs additional information on several 
issues before it can detennine whether additional unreviewed safety questions are involved. 

On February 7, 1997, DOE announced the selection of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's). 
Watts Bar plant as the facility that will conduct the one-time confirmatory test of components 
that could be used in the production of tritium. Accordingly, the staff shifted the focus of its 
review to evaluate the proposed TPBAR LTA irradiation at Watts Bar. 

The staff concludes that should TVA wish to irradiate LTAs containing TPBARs at the Watts 
Bar facility, it must first submit an application for an amendment to the facility operating license 
for Watts Bar to permit such irradiation. 

10.1 Issues Requiring Further NRC Review 

During its review, the staffhas identified an issue involving the offsite radiological impact of 
LTAs in the event ofa design basis loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) that requires further NRC 
review. This issue is discussed in Section 6.4.3 of this safety evaluation. 

Because the staffhas identified an issue requiring further NRC review during its review of 
DOE's proposal to conduct the confmnatory test of irradiating TPBAR LTAs in a CLWR, TVA 
must submit an application for an amendment to its facility operating license for Watts Bar 
before inserting TPBAR LTAs into the reactor core. 

10.2 Issues Requiring Additional Analysis 

The staffhas identified a number ofareas in which TVA will have to supplement the information 
in the DOE report before the staff can determine whether the proposed irradiation is acceptable at 
Watts Bar. These are listed below, along with the section(s) of this safety evaluation in which 
each is discussed. 
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(l)� use ofthe 1995 edition ofthe American Society ofMechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code (2.2.1) 

(2)� use ofAmerican Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard A 771 for the 
pmcbase ofthe cladding (2.2.1) 

(3)� effects ofthennal cycling on TPBAR components and quality standards to address them 
(2.2.1,5.1) 

(4)� metal-metal interactions occurring during a LOCA, including temperature limits and 
failure mechanisms that result from them (2.2.1, 5.1) 

(5)� demonstration that the MAmCAD model is conservative (2.2.5) 

(6)� comparison ofreactivity characteristics ofthe TPBAR to burnable poison rod assemblies 
(3.1) 

(7)� Cycle-2 reload analysis (3) 

(8)� analysis ofthe 400-mil pellet gap (3.2) 

(9)� maximum negative worth ofTPBARLTA (3.3) 

(10)� benchmarking ofPHOENIX-L code (3.4) 

(11)� thermal-hydraulic analysis for Cycle-2 (4.1,4.2) 

(12)� weld qualification procedure (5.3.1) 

(13)� nondestructive testing techniques and applicable standards (5.4) 

(14)� inadvertent loading and operation ofan LTA in an improper position (6.3.4) 

(15)� quality-assurance program (7) 

TVA must present addition8J information and analyses in these areas in its safety analysis 
accompanying the application for amendment to the facility operating license for Watts Bar. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF CORRESPONDENCE 

This appendix contains a chronological listing ofcorrespondence between the NRC and DOE 
and other correspondence related to DOE's program for the production oftritium in commercial 
light-water reactors. All documents, with the exception ofcertain enclosures to correspondence 
marked with an asterisk (*) (denoting "confidential restricted data") have been placed in the 
Commission's Public Document Room, the Gelman Building, 2120 L Street, NW., Washington, 
D.C., under Project No. 697. 

. March 15, 1996 SECY-96-058, "Memorandum ofUnderstanding Between the 
Department ofEnergy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission." 

April 19, 1996 Staff requirements memorandum related to SECY-96-058, 
"Memorandum of Understanding Between the Department of 
Energy and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission." 

May 22,1996 "Memorandum ofUnderstanding Between the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the Department ofEnergy." 

July 16, 1996 Letter from D. B. Matthews, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
requesting use of Project No. 697 on all correspondence related to 
DOE's program for the CLWR production of tritium. 

August 26, 1996 Letter from G. C. Sorensen, PNNL, to J. H. Wilson, NRC, 
transmitting white paper on stress corrosion cracking in 316 
stainless steel cladding for PWR tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rods. 

September 30, 1996 Reimbursible agreement between NRC and DOE for NRC review 
related to DOE's tritium program. 

October 3, 1996 SECY-96-212, "Review ofDepartment ofEnergy's Proposal for 
Tritium Production in Commercial Light-Water Reactors." 

October 4, 1996 Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to T. M. Martin, NRC, regarding 
DOE clearances for NRC licensees supporting Tritium Program, 
Project No. 697. 
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November 1, 1996 

November 21, 1996* 

December 4, 1996· 

December 4, 1996 

December 10, 1996 

December 10, 1996 

December 16, 1996 

December 23, 1996 

January 3, 1997 

January 13, 1997 

NUREG-1607 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
concerning DOE clearances for NRC licensees supporting tritium 
program.� 
Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk,� 
submitting draft classified report on tritium-producing burnable� 
absorber rod lead test assembly. 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting classified version oftritium-producing bmnable 
absorber rod lead test assembly topical report (supersedes draft 
report submitted on November 21, 1996). 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting unclassified version of tritium-producing burnable 
absorber rod lead test assembly topical report. 

Staff requirements memorandum related to SECY-96-212, 
"Review ofDepartment ofEnergy's Proposal for Tritium 
Production in Commercial Light-Water Reactors." 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
providing correction to tritium-producing burnable absorber rod 
lead test assembly topical report (Wlclassiified version). 

Letter nom R. J. Guenther, PNNL, to S. M. Matthews, NRC, 
prioritizing the importance ofcomponents in tritium-producing 
burnable absorber rods. 

Federal Register Notice 61 FR 67584, "Notice ofReceipt ofDOE 
Topical Report on Tritium Producing Burnable Poison Rod Lead 
Test Assemblies". 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting the staft's request for additional information regarding 
DOE's report on the tritium-producing burnable absorber rod lead 
test assembly. 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting the staffs supplemental request for additional 
information regarding DOE's report on the tritium-producing 
bmnable absorber rod lead test assembly. 
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. January 21, 1997 

January 24, 1997 

January 25, 1997 

January 27, 1997 

February 4, 1997 

February 5, 1997 

February 7, 1997 

February 13, 1997 

February 14, 1997 

February 24, 1997 

CHRONOLOGY OF CORRESPONDENCE 

Notice ofpublic meeting on January 22, 1997, with DOE to 
discuss response to staffs requests for additional information 
concerning DOE's report on tritium-producing burnable absorber 
rod lead test assemblies. 

Summary ofpublic meeting held on January 22, 1997, to discuss 
response to staffs requests for additional information regarding 
DOE's report on tritium-producing burnable absorber rod lead test 
assemblies. 

Letter from C. G. Frazier, DOE, to T. M. M~ NRC, regarding 
draft request for proposal DE-RP02-97DP00414 for the 
commercial light-water reactor production of tritium. 

Federal Register Notice 62 FR 3925, "Notice ofPublic Meeting on 
DOE's Proposal to Produce Tritium in Commercial Light-Water 
Reactors." 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting guidance on benchmarking the VIPRE code to 
validate the implementation and user application ofchanges to 
accommodate the use of lithium burnable poison rods for the 
production of tritium. 

Notice of public meeting with DOE on February 25,1997, to 
provide the opportunity for public comment on DOE's program for 
the CLWR production of tritium. 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
submitting additional information regarding the tritium-producing 
burnable absorber rod lead test assembly report. 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting NRC staffs position on quality assurance 
requirements for tritium-producing burnable absorber rods. 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk, 
transmitting supplemental infonnation regarding the tritium
producing burnable absorber rod lead test assembly report. 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting supplemental guidance on benchmarking the VIPRE 
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February 28, 1997 

March 3, 1997· 

March 5, 1997� 

March 7, 1997� 

March 12, 1997 

March 17, 1997 

March 17, 1997 

March 18, 1997 

April 3, 1997 

April 9, 1997 

NUREG-1607 

code to validate the implementation and user application of� 
changes to accommodate the use of lithium burnable poison rods� 
for the production of tritium.� 

Summary ofFebruary 25,1997, public meeting on DOE's Program� 
to Produce Tritium in Commercial Light-Water Reactors� 
(including meeting transerlpt).� 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE.. to Document Control Desk,� 
submitting Revision 1 to the classified and proprietary version of� 
the Lead Test Assembly Evaluation Report.� 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE,� 
concerning facilities secmity clearance at NRC-licensed facilities� 
participating in DOE's program for tritium production.� 
Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk,� 
transmitting revised responses to NRC requests for additional� 
infonnation and informational copy ofPNNL project QA plan.� 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE.. to Document Control Desk,� 
transmitting requested information on failure modes and effects� 
analysis and modifications made to the PHOENIX-P computer� 
software.� 
Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk,� 
regarding response to NRC staff request for additional information� 
on commercial light-water reactor lead test assembly report.� 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk,� 
submitting commercial light-water reactor lead test assembly� 
unclassified technical report, Revision 1.� 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk,� 
regarding lead test assembly safeguards and security information.� 

Letter from S. M. Sohinki, DOE, to Document Control Desk,� 
requesting NRC inspection of commercial light-water reactor� 
program lead test assembly activities.� 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE,� 
transmitting ACRS scoping assessment of potential unreviewed� 
safety questions associated with materials interactions for TPBAR� 
LTAs.� 
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April 21, 1997 

April 21, 1997 

CHRONOLOGY OF CORRESPONDENCE 

Letter from D. B. Matthews, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
announcing inspection of procurement and fabrication activities at 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory for the fabrication of 
TPBARLTAs. 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
transmitting a discussion ofDOE's quality assurance program for 
tritium-producing burnable absorber rod lead test assemblies. 

Letter from T. M. Martin, NRC, to S. M. Sohinki, DOE, 
concerning facilities security clearance at NRC-licensed facilities 
participating in LTA phase ofDOE's program for tritium 
production. 
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